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P r e f a c e

As a teenager in Amsterdam I would occasionally visit The Hague. It was not
far but the natives struck me as decidedly odd, not to say weird. However, it
didn't take long to find out that there also existed in The Hague people with
whom it was easy and enjoyable to communicate. In the early fifties I spent
three years in India where I had more exotic but similar experiences. Unlike
many who came later, I did not go to India in search of drugs or religion. In
Amsterdam, the first commodity had not yet arrived and the second was no
longer in demand. What I encountered was a fresh experience that did not
meet preconceived expectations, hopes, or fears. The experience taught me
that those who want to feel good and also find truth should seek out both but
never mix, let alone identify, them. Sanskrit says analogously that prey as
"pleasant" is not the same as sreyas "good."

Outside the circles of Indian and Western experts, where everything has
become familiar and unexciting, Indian thought is often used to provide vari-
ous kinds of stimulation. This is not surprising but illustrates that most Ameri-
cans and Europeans have not yet begun to understand Asia. The situation is
not different from the common approach to Greek philosophy that existed a
century ago. Nietzsche described it around 1880 in a passage of Morgenröte
(§544) to which Philo Bregstein referred me:

I note that our philosophising youths, women and artists want phi-
losophy to provide precisely the opposite of what the Greeks de-
rived from it. A person who does not hear the constant joy which
pervades every phrase and counterphrase of a Platonic dialogue,
the joy which celebrates the new discovery of rational thought—
what does he understand of Plato or of ancient philosophy? The
Greeks were intoxicated with dialectics, concepts, ideas, argu-
ments, generalizations and refutations, an intoxication that re-
minds us of what the great composers of classical counterpoint
must have felt. . . . But our contemporaries do not wish to be
looked upon as rational beings, they like to be exceptional souls,
"intuitive natures" with "inner depth" and "intellectual vision."
They want to be artistic, a genius in the head and a demon in the
body, hence eligible for this world and the next, to which is added
the divine prerogative of being obscure and unintelligible. And
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VÜi PREFACE

these are the kind of people that now do philosophy! I am afraid
they will notice one day that they have made a mistake, that what
they are looking for is religion!

In India, I found answers to many questions that had never occurred to me.
Everything demonstrated that Indian classical philosophers, grammarians,
and ritualists—in Veda, Vedänta, Nyäya, Yoga, or MImämsä; in Buddhism,
Jainism, or Tantrism—were rationalists and paid attention to arguments.
They were in this respect like the ancient Chinese, Greeks, and many medi-
eval European schoolmen, only more so. For their training comprised not only
formal logic but also grammar, a discipline that until very recently was more
highly developed in India than anywhere else. They were unlike contempo-
rary irrationalists inspired by existentialism or hermeneutics, that is, in the
end, religion. My conclusions were checked, expanded, and formulated in
London and Amsterdam. The results were published in a series of articles,
chiefly dealing with Indian logic and linguistics, which studied these subjects
not from the viewpoint of the Orientalist but from a philosophic perspective.

Friends and colleagues have long urged me to republish these studies to-
gether in one volume as there has been a demand for them since their first
publication in journals formidable and bizarre like IIJ (Indo-Iranian Journal)
or BSOAS (Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies). This flat-
tering suggestion also carried with it a whiff of mummification. Republica-
tion, however, offered an opportunity to explain their lasting relevance to a
wider audience. I have always been convinced that the principal ideas and
conclusions of these studies had remained inaccessible to what seemed to be
their proper audience, namely, philosophers, logicians, linguists, and anthro-
pologists. One would like to add other enlightened intellectuals, politicians,
and businessmen who are not enamored of Asia but cannot fail to note its in-
creasing importance—the kind of people whose children do martial arts but
who remain themselves /Unimpressed by "Success through Musashi." Is it
more serious to argue that the ultimate source for Japanese management is
Nägärjuna? It could be done, but would not be simple, and would have to be-
gin where I began, with Indian logic.

What is now rescued from self-imposed obscurity presents one more prob-
lem. Inaccessibility of the papers was not merely due to the originals having
been tucked away in strange places; they also were addressed primarily to
Sanskritists, who include eminent scientists but are interested in words, texts,
and translations, perhaps history, not ideas. And so I have written a substan-
tial, leisurely, mildly autobiographical Introduction that lifts these essays out
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of their Sanskritic context and places them in the broader perspective of the
search for universals, which was my original point of departure.

The book as it now appears does three things. First, it provides a new inter-
pretation of Harvard philosopher Quine's "Indeterminacy of Translation"
(now charitably called "Principle of Charity"), which had thrown doubt on
the possibility of communication between civilizations. This interpretation
provides access to a universe of analytic discourse outside Western analytical
philosophy and shows how not to isolate philosophy from ongoing research in
the human sciences, especially in Asian studies. Second, the book demon-
strates that Indian pandits discovered the same universals that were discovered
in the West. And third, it argues that the Western humanities and social sci-
ences will have to learn from Asia before they can be of assistance in paving
the way to the common future of mankind. The first and third argument derive
their momentum and strength from the second. The second is based upon the
studies in Indian logic and linguistics that are reprinted here in parts one
through three.

Since writing a first draft of this Introduction, I have taught several semi-
nars on comparative philosophy and logic at the University of California,
Berkeley. Undergraduate seminars at Berkeley admit a limited number of only
the brightest students, but they have no background in Indology, or in anything
else for that matter. Graduate students are in general less open-minded than
undergraduates, but none were averse to mixing Sanskrit and logic with lin-
guistics, anthropology, and more than the customary minimum of ritual. The
final text has accordingly benefited from comments by these students, of
whom I should especially mention Risa Baumrind, Holly Dunseath-Cratty,
Timothy Howe, and Richard Polt.

I have presented some of my ideas to other audiences, mostly in combina-
tion with other work, in various parts of the world. The most recent and
memorable of these meetings took place in the winter of 1986 in New Delhi
and in Amsterdam. The first was an international symposium where I joined
with Indian savants in explicating Oriental concepts to foreign intellectuals,
artists, architects, and town planners. In Amsterdam, students invited me to a
discussion on the cultural relativism that had pervaded their entire education.
In Amsterdam and Berkeley, the kind of rationalism I am espousing was until
recently almost taboo. I am delighted to report that I could now establish in
those places a countercult cult if only I tried. In New Delhi such a thing would
not be feasible, nor would it be necessary.

I have decided, for the time being, to stay on the narrow path of academia. I
made grateful use of comments on earlier drafts of the Introduction by George
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Bealer, Noam Chomsky, Pamela MacFarland, Jeff Masson, and Bimal Mati-
lal. I owe a special debt to Milton SingeMbr his unfailing interest in this work,
and efforts to achieve its publication. The result is the handsome volume that
the reader now has in hand. Mistakes and idiosyncracies are, I am sure, plen-
tiful and remain, of course, my own.



I n t r o d u c t i o n

1. Universals, Shadowy and Substantial
I use the term "universal" to refer to any feature, entity, or structure that is
shared by all human beings but not by any other animals. That such universals
exist is suggested by the fact that a man or woman is just as different from
other animals as a fly is from a dinosaur or a bird from a fish. In other words,
"universal," in my usage, refers to characteristic or defining traits of the hu-
man species. "Universal" is also used as a noun: it refers, in that case, to
something that is "universal."

Let us try to apply the definition. "Heart" or "having a heart" is not a uni-
versal. It is found in all human beings but also in other animals (not in all, for
amoebas have a nucleus but not a heart). A recent candidate for "universal"
was bilateralization of the brain, until it was discovered in birds. Another,
more persuasive universal is the capacity to use tools. The one I like best is
language. All members of the human species possess language, even those
that are in our eyes least developed. There are no simple languages; they are
all equally complex, albeit in different ways. Experimenters who ascribed
language to chimpanzees and dolphins, on the other hand, have been refuted;
they demonstrated the existence in animals of something else, namely, the ca-
pacity for communication. But we knew already that animals communicate
with each other. Human beings also seem to communicate with other animals
(for example, farmers with their cattle or pet lovers with their pets). If they
do, this would further support the idea that several animal species have the
capacity for communication. Communication, however, is not the same as
language, and it is not clear whether language is more or less than a system of
communication.

Definitions must begin somewhere and then, as soon as possible, make way
for well-organized speculation, that is, theory. I have tried to define "univer-
sal" in my own way because I wish to avoid a possibly ungainly neologism. I
therefore had to pick an existing term and give it what is perhaps a partially
new meaning. It must be admitted that it is difficult to distinguish my use of
"universal" clearly from its numerous other uses. The notion originated in the
Western tradition with Plato, who theorized about Forms or Ideas, such as
good, existence, sameness, difference, truth, and one. These forerunners of
our universals are related to particular, "sensible" things in the manner in
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I INTRODUCTION

which science is related to sense perception. The soul, according to Plato, is
an intermediate entity between ideas ^nd particular things.

It took less than a thousand years for the Platonic ideas to turn into univer-
sals. During the Middle Ages their status was the topic of much discussion:
Were they "prior to things" (ante rem), "derived from (or in other ways 'pos-
terior' to) things" {post rem), or "in things" (in rem)l The third theory has
always been the most intriguing. I still like to say of my universals that they
reside "in" human beings, for example, "in" their minds. The "in" must have
something to do with the organization of our brain but not in any direct or
straightforward manner. We shall not find universals by looking very carefully
inside and between neurons, axons, or synapses. I know that universals are
unlikely to have anything to do with parts of the brain such as the brainstem,
which evolved more than five hundred million years ago ("Because it re-
sembles the entire brain of a reptile, it is often referred to as the reptilian
brain." [Ornstein and Thompson 1984, 4]). The rest lies in the future; we
simply don't know.

A definition of man (male and female), attributed to Aristotle, is £o>o*>
\6yov sxov, "the animal that possesses rationality." This translates into Latin
as animal rationale and into English as "rational animal." Heidegger, who re-
garded man as Dasein, which he defined in terms of Sein or "Being," pro-
posed an attractive interpretation of the Aristotelian definition as "the being
that speaks" (Seiendes, das redet; Heidegger 1953, 165). Or, in inimitable
Heideggerian: das Lebende, dessen Sein wesenhaft durch das Redenkönnen
bestimmt ist "the living being, the being of which is essentially determined by
the capacity to speak" (Heidegger 1953, 25). This definition is based on sound
but irrelevant etymology (\6y05 comes from ksysw "to speak"), is Aristo-
telian in form but does not express what Aristotle had in mind, and should not
displease such diverse contemporary thinkers as Quine, Grice, or Chomsky.

We know that language is a universal, but what about rationality? Isn't the
definition of man as a rational animal preposterous in the face of the colossal
lack of reason that human beings display? In one sense, undoubtedly; but the
concept of rationality inherent in the Aristotelian definition refers to the more
specific domain inhabited by the principles of formal logic and other similar
"ideas." So the question arises: Do all people have logic? This question is the
first that the present work seeks to answer.

In popular culture and among many natural and social scientists, doubts
have arisen with respect to the universality of logical principles. It seems that
we should be tolerant and allow other cultures their own kind of logic. How-
ever, respect for other cultures, which is not only ethical but also rational, is
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not the same as cultural relativism, which is generally irrational. In Berkeley,
many people over thirty are familiar with cultural relativism and are inclined
to accept it. Scholars who have speculated on the history of science such as
Thomas Kuhn, anarchist philosophers of science such as Paul Feyerabend,
outdated polyglots such as Benjamin Whorf, physicists with a soft corner for
Taoism—all are invoked in support of some sort of cultural relativism. Quine
has a brilliant argument that addresses the issue and to which we shall devote
much attention.

In the meantime, it remains undeniable that all human beings accept at least
some principles of logic. Every human being who understands what is meant
by "A = A" will accept it as true. To most, "A = A" will mean that for every
thing it is correct to say (if one wishes to use one's words in this manner): "this
is itself," "this apple is the same as this apple," "this child is itself," and so
forth. Anyone who objects to such platitudes is being intentionally perverse—
as some philosophers are—; is a poet who uses metaphorical language; or is
simply a person of unsound mind. A Platonist would say that "A = A" comes
from the idea of identity. This is correct, if one accepts that theory, and there
is nothing deep or profound about it; its truth can be elucidated with the help
of some philosophy of language and proven with a little bit of logic. Contem-
porary culture, however, does not favor logic. Tarski and Gödel are not men-
tioned as ceaselessly as Darwin, Marx, Freud, and Einstein, although their
contributions were not less revolutionary. The names of logicians are vaguely
remembered and fade away, even behind the current of intellectuals that con-
tinues to emerge from Paris: Merleau-Ponty, Lacan, Paul Ricoeur, Derrida.
Our political leaders, with few exceptions, despise or ignore logic, and our
citizens think it is an artificial and unnatural restriction invented by Western
schoolmasters. Hence the phenomenal success of Oriental mysticism that is
alleged to go beyond the laws of logic and embrace contradictions.

It must be admitted that the case for language as a universal remains more
straightforward than is the case for logic. Language possesses features that are
clearly universal, such as the distinction between consonant and vowel. The
distinctions between noun and verb or subject and predicate are generally ac-
cepted as universal, though there have been scholars who have argued that
they are not universal because there are exceptions (an example occurs below,
page 19). Whatever the universals of language will eventually be, it has be-
come clear since Chomsky that their study is the basic subject of linguistics.
Universals of language are sometimes even referred to as linguistic universals.
Here is a clear illustration of the Platonic idea that science deals with ideas,
that is, universals.
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Anything called a human science should deal with universals such as I have
tried to define. Anthropology has discovered and discussed several promising
candidates: kinship structures and other systems of classification, the prohibi-
tion of (some kind of) incest, and other features more closely related to the
physical domain that characterizes man and his material civilization. But is
man really defined and distinguished from other animals by such traits? As
soon as we go beyond the level of other animals the experts disagree. Accord-
ing to Levi-Strauss, the task of anthropology is to find universal structures
that reside in the human mind. This idea was influenced by linguistics and
stays close to its point of departure. In the United States, many anthropolo-
gists remain immersed in the study and interpretation of particular cultures
and are inclined to accept some kind of relativism, generally tinged with irra-
tionalism. If they take a hard line, they say, with Clifford Geertz, that "there
may be no interesting general laws of culture, or of anthropology, to discover"
(Lieberson 1984, 45; cf. Geertz 1985 and Staal 1986b, 199-219); if they take
a soft line, they say, also with Geertz, that we should study myths and sym-
bols. The same holds, a fortiori, for scholars of religion.

The search for universals is a rational enterprise. If the universals include
the principles of reason, we come full circle. Rationalism also depends on
facts, but it is not therefore the same as empiricism. Nor is it complemented
by irrationalism, as if "2 x 2 = 4" were "complemented" by "2 x 2 = 5."
Nor is the irrationalism that inheres in many social sciences and humanities
held in check by the statistical, quantitative, and behaviorist work that con-
tinues elsewhere in the same disciplines. Both kinds of anthropology, the "hu-
manistic" and the "pseudoscientific," tend to neglect the undeniable fact that
anthropology must ultimately reside with the biological sciences. The biology
that will be of use to anthropology may not yet exist. But the signs are encour-
aging, for biology is developing rapidly in many directions. Although some of
its recent developments may be no more than fashionable flurries—socio-
biology, for example—others, like ethology, are already well established. I
found in India a science of ritual that deals with ritual universals and that fits
more easily within the perspective of ethology than within any existing branch
of the social sciences or humanities.

The term "anthropology" continues to be used in philosophy as well. Born
during the Enlightenment, it was developed by Kant, retained by Hegel (who
placed it between natural science and the science of spirit), and recurs in
Heidegger, Sartre, Merleau-Ponty, and other phenomenologists already for-
gotten. Philosophical anthropology was later influenced by the movement of
the Geisteswissenschaften, itself pervaded, through Wilhelm Dilthey, by irra-
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tionalism and, in the final resort, religion. This holy mixture, which insists
that the humanities are not a science, would never have crossed the English
Channel and the Atlantic were it not for accidental circumstances: the fact that
the English word "science" tends to be used mainly of natural science unlike
French science or German Wissenschaft; the slogan of "the two cultures" cre-
ated by C. P. Snow, who was a physicist and also a novelist; and most of all,
the logical structure of the distinction between sciences and humanities which
is such that it is difficult for it ever to be suspended. Researchers familiar with
both sides are rare, and those who work on one side see "nothing" on the
other. "Nothing" resembles a thick wall behind which the strangest things
may happen; which explains, incidentally, why descriptions of what happens
there are invariably caricatures. I have never found a single good reason for
believing that there is a marked difference in nature or method between the
natural sciences, the humanities, and the social sciences. All have to deal with
data and produce hypotheses that may turn into full-fledged theories. But given
its peculiar background, the myth of the two cultures is likely to stay.

The search for universals of logic and language is partly speculative and
partly a matter of facts. The present study is therefore concerned with more
than two questions: it addresses four that are closely related, like the four ver-
tices of a tetrahedron: (1) Are there universals of logic? (2) Are there univer-
sals of language and/or linguistics? (3) What is the nature of Indian logic? (4)
What is the nature of Indian linguistics?

The first question is of general philosophic significance: it asks whether
there are logical universals, that is, principles of logic that are found in all
human cultures and languages. When answering such a question, one cannot
stay within the domain of Western logic without looking at facts that lie out-
side it. Quine and others have argued that the distinction between logic and
facts, or theories and things, is hard to draw. But in the relevant literature we
find that the question of logical universals is either discussed a priori and
dealt with as an object of speculation with the result that it is left dangling in
the air: in which case I shall call the universals "shadowy"; or else it is dis-
cussed in a more empirical fashion by instituting a comparison between West-
ern logic and other logical traditions independent of it: in which case I shall
call the universals "substantial." The distinction between "shadowy" and
"substantial" is reminiscent of Plato's cave, but in reverse: for according to
Plato, empirical investigations are mere shadows of substantial forms or ideas
that exist in the world outside. Although few contemporary philosophers
would accept this point of view, they continue to practice philosophy as if it
were valid.
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With regard to the second question, we observe an interesting difference.
For although logic and language are likely to be closely related and may in the
final resort be indistinguishable, universals of language are nowadays studied
empirically as an accepted part of linguistics. How can it be done? The answer
was formulated by Terence Langendoen at the end of a 1967 symposium on
"Universals in Linguistic Theory" at the University of Texas, in Austin, when
he was asked: What should we be teaching our students? He replied: "We
should give them the ability to recognize an interesting linguistic problem
when they see one, that is, one which throws some light—negative or posi-
tive—on our conceptions of what languages in general are like" (Bach and
Harms 1968, vi). In the present studies, the empirical approach that is cus-
tomary in linguistics is applied to the study of logical universals, more specifi-
cally to the logical tradition that is closest and most similar to the Western
logical tradition without being historically related to it: namely, Indian logic.

There are several possible objections to this more empiricist approach and
to the assumption that the Western and the Indian are the most similar inde-
pendent logical traditions that humanity has evolved. The first is that com-
parisons between independent logical traditions are impossible. Here lies the
importance of Quine's argument, to which I have already referred. Let us sup-
pose, says Quine, "that certain natives are said to accept as true certain sen-
tences translatable in the form 'p and not /? '" (1960, 58). But how do we
know this translation is correct? If any evidence can count against translating
certain expressions of the original language as "and" and "not," certainly the
natives' acceptance of "/? and not /?" as true counts overwhelmingly. There-
fore, "the more absurd or exotic the beliefs imputed to a people, the more
suspicious we are entitled to be of the translations" (Quine 1960, 69). Quine
formulated this view later as the "principle of charity": we should always in-
terpret natives' statements in such a manner that they make as much sense as
possible. And since the distinction between language and logic is ephemeral,
"a very alien conceptual scheme" is "a language awkward or baffling to trans-
late" (Quine 1981, 41).

Within an empiricist perspective it is important to know what kind of na-
tives Quine had in mind. Does his observation apply to Tasmanians, Bush-
men, Neanderthals, Martians, Asians, or simply "non-Westerners"? With
specific reference to Quine and Davidson, Ian Hacking (1984) remarks that
"analytical philosophy" has "traditionally been doubtful about non-Western
rationality." Quine, as a matter of fact, has been less parochial: there are two
references in Word and Object (1960) to articles by the Sanskritist John
Brough on Indian general linguistics and theories of meaning. But are there
natives who make nonrational claims, or anthropologists who still claim that
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there are? True, Quine referred to Levy-Bruhl's thesis of a "prelogical men-
tality," but such speculations have been long discarded, both by Levy-Bruhl's
successor Levi-Strauss, who stresses that anthropologists study general fea-
tures of the human mind, and by American anthropologists such as Clifford
Geertz who reject such universal features. We must conclude that if Quine is
right that our logical principles must be universal, then they are shadowy
rather than substantial universals.

Quine's thesis of the "indeterminacy of translation" has been widely dis-
cussed by philosophers, and its reverberations continue to be with us. An ex-
ample is Davidson's (1974) argument that was intended to show that it is diffi-
cult to make sense of Kuhn's "paradigm shifts," which are widely quoted in
support of relativism. Yet neither Quine nor Kuhn give much support to rela-
tivism. As for Quine (to Kuhn we shall return later), his picture of the field-
worker's translating activity is as idyllic and unrealistic as Jean-Jacques Rous-
seau's view of the natives' life in general. One reason for this lack of realism is
that Western philosophers never look seriously at other languages or at the
numerous translations from exotic languages that are available for study. The
problems we face in the comparative study of logic, for example, involve
translation but do not appear at the far end of the spectrum and are not as
romantic or bizarre as Quine has depicted. The natives we encounter assert
not that "/? and not p" is true, but that it is false. Moreover, even when they
assert that it is true, our reactions are quite different from what Quine leads us
to expect. Consider an example at only a short distance from English: Ger-
man. If we confine ourselves to nonphilosophical German, there is over-
whelming evidence to demonstrate that "und" should be translated as "and,"
and "nicht" as "not." Now suppose that a German asserts that "/? und nicht

• p" is true. Do we reject the translation of that assertion or revise our transla-
tions of "und" and "nicht"? Not at all. Assuming that our German informant
is mad, a poet, or a philosopher, we will, depending on our mood, try to find
out what he means or try to show him that what he says makes no sense.

This scenario does not refute Quine's point: we stick to logical principles
such as the principle of noncontradiction "come what may." But Quine's point
has little to do with the comparative study of logic. The odd native who as-
serts that "/? and not p" is true deserves separate treatment. The vast majority
asserting that "/? and not /?" is false, though less exotic, are more interesting
and important: for their assertions provide empirical evidence for a logical
universal that is substantial. This implies that rationality is not confined to the
West, that mankind is more of one mind than has been suggested, and that we
can communicate fruitfully within the species. Quine's argument is like an ar-
gument destined to show that if we can communicate with beings on other
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planets we must assume that there is life on those planets. But it is obviously
less interesting to speculate about there being life on a planet than to actually
find it there. We on our planet are in the fortunate position of being able to
communicate with the other human inhabitants. \ w find as a matter of fact
and not of speculation that these other natives do not deny the principle of
noncontradition. And in the rare cases that we come across natives who seri-
ously deny such a principle, there are interesting reasons. The following is an
example.

In Indian logic we find that "p and not p " is always treated as false. How-
ever, there occurs a different notice of negation for which it can be true: a
logical connective that is in some respects similar to "not" and is in other
respects different from it. If we translate it as "*not*," the assertion "p and
*not* p " is sometimes true (see below, page 24). This situation does not re-
fute Quine's thesis; on the contrary, it confirms it. For it illustrates that if "p
and not p " is true, either "and" or "not" or both must be different from our
customary "ands" and "nots."

If it is true that independent logical traditions can be fruitfully compared, it
stands to reason to begin with the two that are closest, namely, Western and
Indian logic. But here a second objection may be made: it is useless to com-
pare Indian and Western logic as if they were independent entities because,
even if there are no historical connections between the two logical traditions,
they are intrinsically related because both are expressed in related languages:
the languages of the Indo-European family that comprises Greek, Latin,
French, German, and English as well as Sanskrit.

This objection, formidable as it may sound, cannot be answered in isola-
tion. We must know whether the features of language on which these logics
presumably depend are features only of Indo-European, or whether they occur
also in other, perhaps in all, human languages; in other words, whether they
are universals of language. The principle of noncontradiction, for example,
holds for every language that possesses negation because it expresses the fun-
damental property of negation. But the concept of negation is not limited to
Indo-European languages. Plenty of empirical evidence, furthermore, dem-
onstrates that this supposed dependence on Indo-European does not exist. For
Greek logic was translated without loss into Syriac, Hebrew, and Arabic, and
Sanskrit logic without loss into Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Mongolian, and
Tibetan. All these languages are not only different from Indo-European, but
many of them are not even related to each other. Although some of these
translations were wrong or seriously misleading (for amusing examples, see
Brough 1964), the majority have been good and even exceedingly good (see,
e.g., Demieville 1952 and van Gulik 1956). An illustration of a translation of
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a Sanskrit original into Chinese that may be said to be better than the original,
because it disambiguates an ambiguity of the original, occurs below on
page 137. We conclude that the second objection, that of the apparent lin-
guistically based relatedness of Indian and Western logic, is not clearly empty
but at present futile: it is not an objection but a suggestion for a program of
research. Some of this research is being done by linguists, and some is under-
taken in the chapters that follow. Such research is not based upon the armchair
method but upon translations of logical principles between unrelated lan-
guages. Though philosophers never take them into account, these translations
provide copious substance for philosophic analysis.

Some readers may think of a third objection to the approach that is adopted
in this book: namely, that the various logics we propose to study do not so
much depend on their linguistic backgrounds as on certain metaphysical as-
sumptions. I do not take this objection too seriously because it has been re-
futed long ago in the case of Western logic. As for Indian philosophy, al-
though different schools developed different logical doctrines, most logical
principles and techniques are shared between them. Metaphysicians with per-
suasions that are diametrically opposed (e.g., those Buddhist and Hindu stal-
warts who respectively deny and affirm the existence of the soul and of sub-
stance) use the same logic because only in so doing will they be in a position
to refute each other. In all systems of Indian philosophy, an opponent is held to
be refuted when it has been shown that his position is inconsistent or leads
to contradictions (for hosts of examples, see Granoff 1978 or Matilal 1986).
The popular view that Indian philosophy embraces contradictions is totally
unsupported.

A final objection that should be considered at least briefly states that it is of
no interest to compare Indian and Western logics because they are too close to
each other. This is like saying that the comparison of men and monkeys is not
as interesting as that of men and insects. The answer is obvious: both must be
done and we don't know beforehand what we will find. A third independent
logical tradition is Chinese logic. It has not been studied as much as the In-
dian, but the later Mohist logic made accessible through Graham (1978) has
already inspired a spate of technical work as well as more general books such
as Hansen (1983). It remains undeniable, however, that the indigenous (i.e.,
non-Buddhist) Chinese works on logic, despite their sophistication, theoreti-
cal orientation, and taste for abstraction, have been relatively few and have
spanned a relatively short period of time. There is promise of fresh discovery,
but the harvest has been limited, so far, in comparison with the Indian and
Western logical traditions, which have lasted for more than two millenia and
produced thousands of original works.
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I. M. Bochenski, to whom we owe the first history of logic not confined to
the West, devoted roughly a tenth of his work to Indian logic but paid no atten-
tion to Chinese logic. Bochenski's work was published in 1956, five years be-
fore a series of articles on Chinese logic by Janusz Chmielewski began to ap-
pear, and twenty years before Graham's book was published. A contemporary
history of logic could not omit China without peril. Yet it remains true that
Chinese logic comes in importance after Indian logic, just as Indian logic
comes (as we will see) after Western logic. It therefore stands to reason to first
compare India with the West, and next China with both. As far as is presently
known, any interesting piece of logical analysis found in the world is derived
from the Chinese, the Indian, or the Western logical traditions. When we try
to go beyond these three, we are confronted with a gap. This does not show
that logic is elsewhere discarded, but that its principles are implicit. For
whenever logical principles become explicit, it is the familiar principles of
logic that unexotically but undeniably stare us in the face. If we tried to repre-
sent independent logical traditions by different means of transportation, it is
as if only feet were freely available all over the world, to which China added
chariots, India trains, and the West cars. Whatever the state of technology, the
principles of locomotion are the same. They remain implicit and the users are
unaware of them when locomotion is on foot. The analogy suggests that we
are still waiting for submarines and airplanes and illustrates that the univer-
sality of logic does not imply that its principles must be always and every-
where explicit.

When referring to Chinese logic, I have excluded Buddhist logic because it
came from India. But isn't logic precisely what is so conspicuously absent
from the koans of (the Chinese) Ch'an and (the Japanese) Zen Buddhism that
are fashionable because they seem so colorfully irrational? I studied this ques-
tion elsewhere in some detail (see Staal 1975a, chap. 2) and shall revert to it
below (pages 109, 125), but the general picture is clear. The two Buddhist
schools that became popular in China are the Yogäcära-Vijiiänavada and the
Mädhyamika. The first is a school of logic; it is illustrated in chapters 5 and 7.
The second, which is the foundation of Ch'an Buddhism, was introduced by
Kumärajlva's Chinese translations of Sanskrit works composed by or at-
tributed to the famous Indian philosopher Nägärjuna. It is characteristic of
Nägärjuna's work that he perfected the Indian method of defeating one's oppo-
nents by showing that their position leads to contradictions. This exercise
makes sense only if the principle of noncontradiction is accepted. There is
much unreliable literature on this topic, and the decisive studies are not easy
to find (e.g., Bhattacharya 1971, 1980, 1981; andTachikawa 1974). However,
even more general books, as long as they are knowledgeable (such as Cheng
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1984), acknowledge that Ch'an Buddhism is a practical application of Nägär-
juna's dialectic, which is strictly rational.

Before we get further entangled in Asian speculation, let us return once
more to Quine. One reason for his universals being shadowy or empty was
that he reacted to the Platonic tradition in Western philosophy, which culmi-
nated in a riddle of nonbeing—"Plato's beard" (Quine 1961, 2). Plato be-
lieved in universals, and located them outside his cave in a kind of heaven.
Modern philosophers, with few exceptions (e.g., Gödel, see page 45 below),
no longer accept such a heaven, but still postulate universals. Not being de-
void of locus or substance, they now tend to be assigned, as we have already
seen, to the mind. This assignment rests upon a method that is characteristic
of science: the postulating of invisible structures to account for what is ob-
served in reality. This method is based upon an idea about which some phi-
losophers feel uneasy, even though it is both probable and fruitful: the theory
that reality is different from the way it appears. This theory is widely accepted
by natural scientists and ordinary people. In the human and social sciences it
is rarer, but Levi-Strauss, for example, adopted it from Marx, Freud, and ge-
ology, thereby creating a rift between himself and Sartre:

Le marxisme me semblait proceder de la meme fagon que la
geologie et la psychanalyse entendue au sens que lui avait donne
son fondateur: tous trois demontrent que comprendre consiste ä
reduire un type de realite ä un autre; que la realite vraie n'est ja-
mais la plus manifeste; et que la nature du vrai transparait dejä
dans le soin qu'il met ä se derober. (Levi-Strauss 1955, 61)

In order to interpret and explain human behavior, Levi-Strauss therefore pos-
tulated structures that are invisible although they are "located" somewhere,
namely, the mind.

Levi-Strauss need not be right with respect to the particular structures he
has postulated. We shall see, for example, that the distinctive features he in-
troduced from Jakobsonian linguistics into anthropology do not fit there just
as they do not fit syntax or semantics—their proper domain being phonology.
In fact, he could have derived more benefit from the study of the mathematical
and logical structures that influenced linguistics than from the study of lin-
guistics itself (see Staal 1986b, 37-43; and 1988, chap. 22). What is of inter-
est is Levi-Strauss's method: the only scientific method that has so far been
productive. Those who neglect it find mostly trivialities, as is amply demon-
strated by such different philosophies as Wittgensteinian approaches, behav-
iorism, phenomenology, and hermeneutics.

Not only behaviorists and phenomenologists but also many logicians have
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been suspicious of the mind as a seat for universals. But "seat" should not be
taken in too literal a sense, and "mind" is not the same as "brain." We have
seen that it is unlikely that universals will be discovered in the brain. But that
is not the only thing that worried logicians. The rise of modern logic coin-
cided with the insight that logic is not part of psychology: this is what Frege
showed in his refutation of the psychologism of Husserl. Although it is not
clear whether Husserl understood the full force of this criticism, he subse-
quently adopted it and claimed it as his own (see F0llesdal 1958). Rejecting
psychologism, however, does not imply that logical and mathematical struc-
tures cannot be located in the mind, but that their "location" is indirect and
may be of an abstract nature. This became increasingly clear when Turing and
others began to think about artificial intelligence.

I have referred to a problem area in the shape of a tetrahedron but have so
far mainly reviewed it from its philosophically most interesting and specu-
lative vertex: logical universals. We should now add substance to these specu-
lations by turning to Indian logic itself and in its own right.

2. The Evidence from Indian Logic

The argument of section 1 of this introduction is based upon the evidence that
will now be presented in sections 2 and 3, itself being based upon the follow-
ing chapters in this volume. Since the latter were originally published between
1960 and 1970 and are only now being offered to a wider public, the question
arises: Why did I not continue these studies? Did I suddenly discover that this
work was without promise or future, or—worse—worthless? But then why
subject readers to their republication?

I shall answer these questions by reviewing the chapters one by one in
their original context. In so doing I shall show how they are interrelated and
provide answers to the problems introduced in the preceding section. From
now on, the reader should begin to supplement this Introduction with plunges
into the chapters and reviews themselves. This will facilitate the discussion
and add substance to the argument. The reader will emerge from these diving
sessions with doubts about the widely held view that Oriental thought goes
beyond the straitjacket of Western logic and embraces contradictions. He will
also become receptive, I hope, to other unfashionable truths. For I did not
only establish conclusions that pertain to logic; I also used these studies as a
foundation for other investigations that led to unexpected conclusions.

The organization of the remainder of the present Introduction is straightfor-
ward. Although the two areas are closely related, I shall in section 2 deal
chiefly with the evidence from Indian logic, and in section 3 with that from
Indian linguistics. Section 4 offers brief observations on seven reviews that
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explain or illustrate different methodologies in comparative logic and lin-
guistics. Section 5 will explain why this work developed in a direction that
may at first sight seem unexpected but that in fact reflects a natural course of
evolution.

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN LANGUAGE AND LOGIC IN INDIAN THOUGHT

Chapter 1 touches upon many of the themes that will be developed in the other
chapters. Though I have no quarrel with anything it says or claims, and would
still have to use equally complex formal expressions to express its meaning
and intentions, I would now use simpler English. For example, the chapter
should merely be called: "Language and Logic in Indian Thought." For what
between language and logic is studied here if not correlations or, even more
straightforwardly, relations?

Chapter 1 deals with three closely related issues; the first of which is indi-
cated by the article's title. In the fifties, Western philosophers were beginning
to look at the traditional problem of language and thought in more specific
terms. Throughout most of the history of Western philosophy it had been as-
sumed without further question that "thought" and "thinking" were primary,
profound, and basic human activities, for which "language" and "speaking"
merely served as modes of expression. With the advent of the "ordinary lan-
guage philosophy" variety of "analytical philosophy" it began to become
clear that some of our thoughts depend on our language. J. L. Austin and Witt-
genstein, each in his own way, discussed cases where such a dependence
seemed probable. Now it began to dawn on at least some philosophers that
"dependence on English," or German or Greek for that matter, is not the same
as "dependence on language." As early as 1947 it had been argued that the
"ordinary language" approach would require a philosophical study of lan-
guages other than English (Basson and O'Connor 1947). No one paid atten-
tion to this suggestion at that or any other time. Actually, not only does
Sanskrit offer many opportunities to study how language is used to express a
vast and complex conceptual system, but Indian philosophy itself offers inter-
esting examples of "ordinary language analysis." In the following three ex-
amples, a literal translation is possible because the argument from ordinary
language is applicable to English as well as to Sanskrit:

1. In Brhad Äranyaka Upanisad 1.5.3 it is argued that we see and hear with
our mind (manasa) because it is customary to say (that is, in spoken San-
skrit): anyatramanä abhüvam nädarsam anyatramanä abhüvam näsrausam
Hi, "because my mind was elsewhere, I did not see; because my mind was
elsewhere, I did not hear."

2. Sankara tries to refute the Buddhist sünyaväda in Brahmasütrabhäsya
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2.2.25 by arguing that the fact that we remember things can only be accounted
for if we assume that we have a continuous personality. This is obvious be-
cause we say: aham ado'dräksam idam pasyämiti, "I have seen it and now I
am seeing it (again)"; but we never say: aham smarämy aajräksld anya iti, "I
remember because someone else has seen it."

3. The followers of the Mimämsä school of Prabhäkara Guru support the
anvitäbhidhäna view, according to which the meaning of a sentence arises di-
rectly from the collection of its words, so that words convey no meaning ex-
cept in the context of a sentence, by arguing that children learn language in
this manner: for a child who hears the sentences gäm änaya, "bring the cow,"
and asvam änaya, "bring the horse," understands in each case the meaning of
the entire expression from the context or situation and arrives at the meaning
of individual words only by distributional analysis (anvayavyatireka: see
Kunjunni Raja 1963, 196-98; Staal 1969, 512-13). This argument sounds
better in Sanskrit than in English because the flow of speech is more continu-
ous in the former language on account of the so-called "rules of sandhi."

Although a systematic investigation has never been undertaken, Western
philosophers have sometimes been less parochial and have taken non-Western
languages and philosophies into account. The greatest proponent of linguistic
uniVersals was Wilhelm Von Humboldt. Ernst Cassirer continued the trend,
which was revived in a different spirit by Leo Weisgerber who founded a study
group called Sprache und Gemeinschaft. Cassirer continued to overrate Indo-
European, and Von Humboldt was misinterpreted by the champions of her-
meneutics, especially Gadamer (cf. Staal 1967b). In the twenties, Georg
Misch in Germany and Paul Masson-Oursel in France initiated "comparative
philosophy" and paid attention to Indian and Chinese philosophies. Karl Jas-
pers included the Buddha, Confucius, Lao-Tzu, and Nägärjuna in his "Grossen
Philosophen" of 1957. Unfortunately, many of these philosophers, Cassirer
excepted, were poor philosophers. Jaspers, for example, though an honorable
person, never arrived at a definite conclusion.

Bochenski, a clearer mind, included Indian logic in his history of logic of
the same year (1956), as we have already seen. What is remarkable is that
English and American philosophers and logicians, despite the facts that they
often stressed empiricism and that the English-speaking countries occupied a
more international position than the countries of the European continent, con-
tinued to ignore anything not written in English or other Western languages.
In the field of logic, for example, the 1962 Development of Logic by William
Kneale and Martha Kneale is a "Development of Western Logic." In order to
counteract these nationalistic and isolationist tendencies and bring philosophy
and linguistics closer together, an international group of scholars (Morris
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Halle, Peter Hartmann, K. Kunjunni Raja, Benson Mates, Pieter A. Verbürg,
John W. M. Verhaar, and myself) founded the journal Foundations of Lan-
guage in 1965, shortly followed by a supplementary series of monographs.

Around 1960, philosophers of language were interested in various brands of
particularism, some of which survive today in popular culture and among sci-
entists. In 1956, Benjamin Lee Whorf's papers, mostly written in the thirties,
were published and enjoyed great popularity. Whorf claimed that Western
thought depended on a group of Western languages, which he (with character-
istic disregard of linguistics and philology) lumped together as "Standard
Average European" (briefly SAE). Whorf maintained that a language like
Hopi, on the other hand, made distinctions that led to a fundamentally differ-
ent worldview. According to him, Hopi does not, for example, separate spatial
and temporal categories, as is done in SAE, and so the theory of relativity,
which was so new and startling to Westerners, would be obvious to a Hopi
thinker.

Whorf was inspired by the American anthropologist Edward Sapir, who had
been more sober in his views and formulations. The idea of analyzing lan-
guage within an anthropological perspective occurred already in Malinowski,
who used it not without condescension but with caution and sophistication
(e.g., Malinowski 1948, 232). Other anthropologists went further than Whorf.
According to Dorothy Lee, for example:

When the Wintu want to show that two or more individuals are in
the same situation, they do not use the and to express connection.
They will say, "Mary we gathered wood," not: "Mary and I . . .";
"Coyote they mutually-grandmothered dwelled," not: "Coyote
and his grandmother dwelled." . . . [But,] when they are referring
to individuals who do not participate in the same situation already,
that is, when they bring two individuals together in their state-
ment they do use the and; for example, "Shell and Fly (unrelated
and living in different villages) each had a son." I find no in-
stance, however, when the and is used to connect relatives, or in-
dividuals who are intimately connected, to put it in our terms.
(Lee 1959, 81)

Lee's argument is striking but not conclusive. The question is, have the
original Wintu expressions been properly translated? It is not open to doubt
that Quine is right on this issue, that the different logics attributed to other
peoples are due to bad translation: "Wanton translation can make natives
sound as queer as one pleases. Better translation imposes our logic upon
them, and would beg the question of prelogicality if there were a question to
beg" (Quine 1960, 58).
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Although Quine is right in general, specific solutions to these problems can
only be provided by linguistics. Lee's problem about "and" admits of such a
linguistic explanation. The "Shell and Fly each had a son" of her example is
transformationally derived from "Shell had a son" and "FW had a son."
"Mary and I gathered wood," on the other hand, is not transformationally
derived from "Mary gathered wood" and "I gathered wood." But this is not a
peculiar fact about Wintu: we find similar structures in other languages, though
they are expressed differently. For example, in Latin—which is "Standard Eu-
ropean" if anything is—"and" is expressed by que when the two forms that
are concatenated are closely related, for example, Senatus Populus Que Ro~
manus, "the Senate and the People of Rome." But when two independent
phrases are juxtaposed it is generally done with et and not with que. In En-
glish itself, "both" is used when the two members of a pair are closely related,
for example, "I saw it with both eyes," not: "I saw it with my left and with my
right eye." "He gave me both his ticket and a headache," on the other hand,
sounds funny because the two underlying sentences—"he gave me his ticket"
and "he gave me a headache" are not sufficiently similar ("gave," for ex-
ample, implies "handing over" in the one case, but not in the other). Such a
sentence may be used for special effect. We conclude that similar structures
occur in Wintu, Latin, and English; but in English, there is only one "and"
whereas in Wintu and Latin there are two. The Wintu case therefore shows
something different from what Dorothy Lee suggested: the surface forms of
one language are different from the surface forms of other languages although
the underlying structures are the same.

Analyzing surface occurrences of "and" in a language—be it English,
Latin, Hopi, or Wintu—is not going to solve problems of universals because
there is no need for such "natural language and's" to be closely related. The
English "and," for example, is different from the logical connective "&"; it
carries with it the temporal notion of "and subsequently" and even the causal
notion of "and in consequence." Hence, "she took arsenic and fell ill" is not
the same as "she fell ill and took arsenic," as was pointed out by Ryle (1956,
118; for similar cases, see Traugott 1986). The ordinary uses of "and" and
other particles presuppose their logical uses, which often remain implicit. We
must accordingly study linguistic deep structures as well as the technical uses
of connectives such as "&" in different logical systems, especially in Indian
logic because it is the most developed system of logic that has arisen outside
the Western logical tradition.

The idea that Indian logic is relevant to contemporary problems was the
first and primary motivation for writing chapter 1. If one wants to see whether
thought depends on language, one should study a specific case and ask whether
Indian logical principles depend on Sanskrit linguistic structures. Vague
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claims can be tested by Indian logic because it offers precise and explicit logi-
cal principles expressed by the linguistic structures of a precise and explicit
language: Sanskrit. To carry out such an investigation, it would be necessary
to use a precise language to represent both logical and linguistic structures. I
therefore introduced the use of a mathematical language inspired by the lan-
guage of contemporary Western logic. But now a familiar objection could be
raised: Was I not importing Western ideas by using this language, and thus
begging the question and determining beforehand the outcome of my analy-
sis? How could I be certain that I was not forcing Indian structures into the
straitjacket of Western preconceptions?

I am not preaching an absolute, unchanging truth; my attempt was a scien-
tific inquiry, hence not final. I was careful not to introduce concepts of West-
ern logic into my language but symbols that stand in one-to-one correspon-
dence to the original expressions. This symbolism was introduced in such a
manner that it became possible to automatically replace Sanskrit expressions
by symbols and vice versa. I did not use Western propositional or predicate
logic—not to mention Aristotelian categories of thought; I did not presuppose
the universality of the subject-predicate relation or expressions based upon it
such as P(S) or F(x). I made use of a special notion, the restricted variable,
introduced by Hailperin in 1957 in an article in The Journal of Symbolic
Logic—one among numerous special notions that have been introduced by
logicians and mathematicians to perform a variety of tasks—because I had
found that this notion expressed a basic feature of the logical expressions of
the Sanskrit originals. This expression is similar to Church's X-operator (see
Church 1941), and similar notions are now used in linguistics (an example,
taken almost at random, is Sag's notation as quoted in Zohrab 1986, 427). The
proof that I did not introduce extraneous ideas lies in the method, which per-
mitted Sanskrit expressions to be translated into mathematical expressions
and vice versa—barring only synonyms. Thus, axB(x,sädhya) translates au-
tomatically into sadhyavad, in accordance with the principles I had laid
down, and vice-versa; a computer could be programmed to produce these
results.

The attempt in chapter 1 to test the idea that "thought" depends on "lan-
guage" induced two other features: a formalization of Sanskrit expressions,
such as nominal compounds, which made use of the analysis provided by the
Sanskrit grammarians, thus pointing from language to linguistics; and a for-
malization of the formulas of Indian logic, especially of navya-nyäya, con-
centrating on the definitions of vyäpti that had already received a measure of
formal analysis at the hands of Saileswar Sen, D. H. H. Ingalls, and I. M.
Bochenski.

The result of chapter 1 in the area of logical universals was clear: there was
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no evidence for supposing that Indian logicians "thought differently" from
logicians in the Western tradition. Although some Indian notions look differ-
ent, the difference does not stem from the use of a radically different logic.
This result was in accordance with Quine's a priori reasoning, but it went be-
yond Quine in establishing certain universals as substantial and not just shad-
owy. The result also accorded with the results of a variety of other empirical
investigations on substantial universals that appeared at the time and were
quite independent of Quinean arguments.

I shall give three examples of such investigations. The first is the most spe-
cific: in 1969, Brent Berlin and Paul Kay published the result of a careful lin-
guistic and psychophysical investigation of color terms in ninety-eight lan-
guages of diverse language families. They concluded that the prevalent doctrine
that each language and culture predisposes its bearers to see the world in
terms different from those employed by other languages and cultures—a doc-
trine presumably obvious especially in the area of color perception—was
false. They were able to show, quite to the contrary, that eleven psycho-
physically defined colors underlie all basic color words in all the languages of
the world.

Two other and much more general theories, the first more speculative and
the second more firmly established, accord with these ideas stressing the uni-
versality of thought and language. In anthropology, especially in France, the
ideas of a "prelogical mentality," espoused by Levy-Bruhl in the twenties and
challenged by Quine, were rejected and replaced by the views of Levi-Strauss,
according to whom the human mind is everywhere the same and operates with
structures that are universal and in some sense logical. Although Levi-Strauss
formulated this view with brilliance, he attracted few serious followers, espe-
cially among anthropologists, and his conclusions are far from being univer-
sally accepted.

Levi-Strauss was inspired by Roman Jakobson and by linguistics in gen-
eral, and it is in this area—my third example—that one should look for solid,
substantial universals. In the thirties, Jakobson, partly inspired by N. S. Tru-
betzkoy, introduced phonological universals, the so-called distinctive features
(see Halle 1983). Though the list of features may be modified, the idea of
such features has been generally accepted. In the sixties, Noam Chomsky
went much further and established that there are linguistic universals of vari-
ous kinds: phonetic, syntactic, and semantic. Chomsky called some of these
substantive to distinguish them from others that are more abstract, which he
referred to as formal. All these universals involve the notion of rule (see,
e.g., Chomsky 1961 and Staal 1988) and are not shadowy but substantial.
Chomsky's proposals for linguistic universals have not been accepted by all
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linguists, and the candidates proposed as linguistic universals are still chang-
ing; but the few linguists who opposed these ideas most virulently did not
understand the general nature of such claims. Moreover, more recent work on
universal grammar reflects a wider range of empirical materials than was used
in most of the earlier investigations, particularly as linguists with widely vary-
ing language backgrounds have begun working on their own languages (see,
e.g., Chomsky 1981). It is justified to claim (as I did in my first review
of Chomsky's work: Staal 1966) that Chomsky turned a respectable branch
of scholarship into a contemporary scientific discipline. To logicians, phi-
losophers, anthropologists, or anyone else interested in universals of logic
and language, the work of Chomsky and his followers retains fundamental
importance.

Though Whorfian ideas are still occasionally met with among philosophers
and anthropologists, and also in popular culture, most work of the seventies
and eighties has tended toward universal structures. Chapter 1, first published
in 1960, exhibited related ideas derived from the study of Indian logic. How-
ever, this article was rather technical and appeared in an Orientalist journal
where it remained safely hidden: for Western logicians are for the most part
uninterested in Indian logic, and Sanskritists are unwilling to read what look
like mathematical formulas. Others who are interested in universals read nei-
ther Sanskrit nor formulas. The reason the article appeared at all is that John
Brough, then Chairman of the Editorial Board of the Bulletin of the School of
Oriental and African Studies, which published "Correlations," was a rara
avis: a Sanskritist at home in linguistics as well as in logic.

FORMAL STRUCTURES IN INDIAN LOGIC

Chapter 2, which originally appeared in a special issue of the journal Synthese
devoted to "The Concept and the Role of the Model in Mathematics and Natu-
ral and Social Sciences," is reprinted here despite its overlap with chapter 1
because it addresses readers who don't know Sanskrit or Indian cultural his-
tory. We now know a little more than was known at the time the article was
written. The structure of subject and predicate is not an adventitious feature
of such Whorfian creations as "SAE," but is either a syntactic universal or a
feature of the large group of languages that Ken Hale has called "configura-
tional." These languages are distinguished from "nonconfigurational" lan-
guages, such as the Central Australian language Walbiri (see Hale 1978;
Chomsky 1981, 94-95) and perhaps Japanese (Chomsky 1981, 127ff.; but
see Kuroda 1984), where the distinction between subject and predicate does
not occur. If this is a valid distinction, the subject-predicate structure is not
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universal and the relevant universals of language must be found at a more ab-
stract level.

MEANS OF FORMALIZATION IN INDIAN AND WESTERN LOGIC \

Read in 1958 in Florence to the history section of the International Congress
of Philosophy, chapter 3 extends the methods of formalization adopted in
chapter 1 to the analysis of a long passage in a well-known work of Indian
logic, the Siddhänta-muktävalL The passage deals with four insertions that
result in four improvements of the first definition of vyäpti. Here the for-
malization is more complete than in any other work with which I am familiar,
with the possible exception of Goekoop (1967). Each expression of the San-
skrit original is represented by a formalized expression. Yet, the argument as a
whole is not represented by anything resembling a formal demonstration in
contemporary mathematical logic. My inability to provide such a full-fledged
formalization is due to the fact that the four "insertions" are introduced in a
nonsystematic manner; for although their implications are discussed in full,
their emergence is nowhere explained.

Chapter 3 explains how the technical term avacchinna is used in the San-
skrit texts to express generalization. This formalization may be of future use,
for the formulations of Navya-nyäya bristle with avacchinna and avacche-
daka. The chapter also illustrates various uses of the principles of contradic-
tion and the excluded third.

Timothy Howe has pointed out that the term "counterexample" at the top
of page 84 is misleading; a better expression would be "complementary
example."

THE THEORY OF DEFINITION IN INDIAN LOGIC

Readers unaccustomed to the formal expressions of Western logic will dis-
cover in chapter 4 that such expressions do not introduce anything extraneous
or alien to Indian modes of thinking, but that even a small amount of for-
malization is helpful because it expresses precise and unambiguous distinc-
tions in a precise and unambiguous manner. The analysis illustrates clearly
that the use of so-called Western mathematical expressions does not add one
jot or tittle to the Sanskrit originals—just as Sanskrit dvir ävrttä dasa vim-
satih sampadyante may be translated into English as "two times ten equals
twenty," but it can be translated even more clearly by using what is not a West-
ern but a neutral mathematical expression: 2 x 10 = 20.

Chapter 4 illustrates that Indian logic is sometimes extensional and not
mainly intensional as Bochenski (1956, 517) had claimed. It also illustrates
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that Indian classifications exhibit the same "logical" features inherent in
Western classifications. In this context we are again dealing with features of
the human mind that seem to be universal. This throws light on the classifica-
tions used in preliterate societies to which anthropologists have drawn atten-
tion. That such classifications, especially in the area of genealogical systems,
go back to the paleolithic age is now made plausible by Edmund Carpenter's
publication of the work of Carl Schuster (Schuster and Carpenter 1987).

The Indian systems of classification that underlie the Indian theory of defi-
nition expose the illusoriness of such classifications as Foucault has quoted in
the Preface to his book Les mots et les choses (1966), following J. L. Borges
who had attributed it to a Chinese encyclopedia:

(1) Animals that belong to the emperor;
(2) embalmed animals;
(3) tame animals;
(4) suckling-pigs;
(5) mermaids;
(6) mythical animals;
(7) free running dogs;
(8) animals classified here;
(9) animals that carry on like mad;
(10) animals that cannot be counted;
(11) animals drawn with a fine brush of camel's hair;
(12) animals that just broke ajar;
(13) animals that resemble flies from afar.

Since this classification is imaginary and not Chinese, it does not support
widespread preconceptions about "the mysterious, topsy-turvy character of
the Chinese mind" (criticized by Eliot 1954, 3:223). At any rate, even when
genuine, such lists are products of literature, not philosophy. I do not know
whether Chinese logicians have analyzed definitions with the same measure of
precision that is employed in Indian logical texts such as Tarka-samgraha,
Tarka-dipikä, Bhäsä-pariccheda, and Kärikävall-muktävalL But some Chi-
nese logicians knew quite well that "animals of four feet form a broader group
than that of oxen and horses, while the group of things is broader still"
(Needham 1956, 2:174). The famous discussion of the statement "a white
horse is a horse" exhibits logical problems of a similar nature and is much
more sophisticated (and complex) than used to be thought (see Graham 1978,
481-94). Similar problems are discussed in Indian logic (see Matilal 1968,
48 and page 250, below).

The same holds for India, China, and the West: there are fairy tales as well
as scientific investigations. The Indian theory of definition is not invalidated
by the fact that the Väyu Puräna declares that Daksa, a son of Brahma, ere-
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ated "sages, gods, heavenly musicians, men, serpents, demons, tree spirits,
ghosts, devils, birds, domestic cattle, and wild beasts" (OTlaherty 1975,
47). In the Western medieval bestiarium literature, one may Similarly read
that deer are fond of music but cannot get fever, that the goat breathes through
its ears, and that the wezelvia is fertilized through the ears but gives birth
through the mouth. The animal catoblepas, which lives on the banks of the
river Nile, keeps its head on the ground because it is too heavy to lift—for-
tunately for the other animals since looking into its eyes would cause imme-
diate death. Such fairy tales do not invalidate serious research in zoology
or logic.

A special feature of chapter 4 is the discussion of metalinguistic concepts
such as paribhäsä, interpreted and translated as "metatheorem." The use of
this term as synonymous with nyäya indicates that certain features of Indian
logic can be traced back to the earlier sciences of grammar and ritual. The
concept of metalanguage was introduced into the study of Indian logic and
grammar independently and in the same year by Scharfe (1961, 25). The
terms "metalanguage" and "metatheorem" or "metarule" were adopted by
Louis Renou (1963, 199; 1969, 495), Cardona (1967, 38; 1969, 4) and others.
Scharfe (1971) devoted a monograph to Pänini's metalanguage, and I reverted
to the Indian background of the concept in Staal 1975b.

CONTRAPOSITION IN INDIAN LOGIC

Chapter 5 establishes that a basic equivalence found in Western logic is also
found in Indian logic: the equivalence between a statement of inference of the
form:
(1) (x)(A(h,x)-*A(s,x))
"for all JC, if h occurs in JC then s occurs in JC," and its contraposition of the
form:
(9) (x)(~A(s,x) - • ~A(h,x))
"for all JC, if s does not occur in x then h does not occur in x" (the formulas
are numbered following their numbers in chapter 5).

A simple example of contraposition is:
"if the sun shines, it is warm"

is equivalent with:
"if it is not warm, the sun does not shine"

but not equivalent with:
"if the sun does not shine, it is not warm"

(for example, it may be warm because the fire is on although the sun does not
shine). This illustrates, in passing, that the principle of contraposition is less
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basic and more technical than, for example, the principle of noncontradiction
(on which it depends). To say that it is found in Indian logic does not therefore
imply that every Indian thinker is aware of it. The same holds in the West:
even Plato struggled with a logical principle that is very similar (Bocheri-
ski 1951, 17).

Although a mistake in the derivation of formula (1) from formula (7) was
noted by several reviewers, chapter 5 formalizes arguments and not only ex-
pressions. Emphasis is laid upon the logical use of eva, "only," and more at-
tention is paid to historical development than in any of the earlier chapters.
This illustrates the continuity of Indian logic, from the brilliant investigations
of the Buddhist logicians to the codifications of the Navya-nyäya which came
almost a millenium later—a continuity in some respects similar to that from
Aristotle to contemporary logic. The chapter also shows that Stcherbatsky
failed to recognize the logical significance of contraposition, whereas Bo-
chenski erred in claiming that Indian logicians remained convinced that ex-
amples possess demonstrative value. This study refers briefly to logical con-
troversies in the philosophical systems of Vedänta and MImämsä, and traces
the terms pürva-paksa and uttara-paksa to their original, ritual context where
similar terms refer to the two wings of the Agnicayana altar of the Vedic
srauta ritual (Staal 1983).

The reader will note that the difference between Buddhist and "Hindu"
logic is concerned with degrees of formalization and other technical develop-
ments. It does not affect basic logical principles and has nothing to do with the
differences between Buddhism and "Hinduism" (a label I place between
quotes because there is no such religion, a "Hindu" is merely an Indian who is
not a Buddhist, Jain, Sikh, Christian, Muslim, or adherent of a foreign reli-
gion; see Staal 1985b). Thus, "Hindu" logic is the same "Indian" logic to
which both Buddhists and Jains contributed substantially. This independence
from doctrine is precisely what makes logic into the interdisciplinary disci-
pline it is. In the West, its status has not been different.

NEGATION AND THE LAW OF CONTRADICTION IN INDIAN THOUGHT:

A COMPARATIVE STUDY

I wrote chapter 6 while I was still attached to the School of Oriental and Af-
rican Studies, and it was published in its Bulletin. It was prophetic in anti-
nomy, so to speak, for I had yet to sample the fashion of subsequent decades,
widespread in the West and especially in California, that the Law of Contra-
diction or, rather, the Principle of Non-Contradiction is an artificial and un-
natural restriction invented by Western schoolmasters, which inhibits free ere-
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ativity and is absent from the profound and mysterious philosophies of the
Orient, especially of India. Unperturbed by such qualms, then encountered
only rarely, I set out to show that the principle of noncontradiction was ac-
cepted as basic in the ritual and grammatical sütras and the later philosophical
systems of India, especially Mimämsä, (Advaita) Vedänta, and Nyäya.

In the Mimämsä there arose an interesting ramification, based upon the rit-
ual sütras, because a distinction was made between two different kinds of
negation or prohibition, of which one corresponds to the Western type of
negation that goes back to Aristotle and continues to underlie contemporary
logic. According to Aristotle, the negation of a proposition is the negation of
its predicate. This is explicit in Russell and Whitehead's Principia Mathe-
matica, which formulates the negation of a proposition in such a way that it is
automatically equivalent to the negation of the predicate: for F(x) means
(~F)(x), and cannot mean F(~x), which is not well formed. The other kind
of negation or prohibition recognized and analyzed in the Mlmämsä is not
governed by a principle of noncontradiction. However, there is nothing mys-
terious or mystical about this; on the contrary, it illustrates in an interesting
way Quine's observation that the principle of noncontradiction exhibits the
basic feature of negation and is necessarily true because its denial would indi-
cate that we are not dealing with what is ordinarily conceived of as "negation"
but with something else. Chapter 6, therefore, demonstrates again that logical
thought, in spite of interesting ramifications and variations, is the same in In-
dia and in the West.

Richard Polt has pointed out that the last statement quoted on page 116
should read: "(The suffix ghan is) not (applied) to the nominative (but is ap-
plied) to other case relationships."

I returned to the topics of this chapter in a wider context in Exploring Mys-
ticism (1975a), a book that tries, among other things, to discover the origins
of the Western desire to find irrational mysteries in the Orient. These origins
turn out to lie in Christianity, which harbors an irrationalist trend that is absent
from other religous traditions. It has reappeared in the West from time to time,
most recently in existentialism, hermeneutics, and related theologies. The
close association between Western religion and the irrational, and not the phi-
losophies of India themselves, is responsible for the mistaken opinion that
Oriental thought, which is believed to be exclusively religious, also goes be-
yond logic and reason. Not surprisingly, this opinion has been eagerly
adopted by contemporary Oriental sages who seek success and followers in
the West—a circumstance that has led to more confusion not only among
credulous seekers of salvation but also among serious scholars.

The second chapter of Exploring Mysticism deals with the apparent counter-
example of the Buddhist catuskoti: "Everything is such as it is, not such as it
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is, both such as it is and not such as it is, and neither such as it is nor such as it
is not." The fourth footnote to chapter 6 states this principle that "indeed con-
tradicts the law of contradiction" (below, page 109). Apart from the fact that
this gets us involved in the difficulty mentioned by Aristotle that one cannot
disagree with the principle of noncontradiction without in so doing accepting
it (cf. Staal 1975, 37), the catuskoti raises a host of other difficulties. What-
ever their solution, there is no doubt that even philosophers who made use of
catuskoti use the principle of noncontradiction and invoke it explicitly. This
conclusion was established in the second chapter of Exploring Mysticism. The
entire discussion given there may be formalized along the lines of chapter 6
(see Staal 1976).

The inescapability of the principle of noncontradiction is of particular in-
terest in connection with the Madhyamika philosopher Nägärjuna, who lived
around 200 A.D. As the father of the Madhyamika, grandfather of the Chinese
Ch'an, and great-grandfather of the Japanese Zen, he is often regarded as a
typical proponent of Buddhist irrationalism. However, the principle of non-
contradiction is "invoked constantly" (Robinson 1957, 295) in his work and
formulated explicitly. It underlies his favorite methodology, which involves
the perfection of the common method of Indian philosophers of refuting an
opponent by showing that he contradicts himself (see above, page 00, and
Staal 1975a, 34-35). This is important for the understanding of logic not only
in India but in Asia generally: for like many other Indian texts, Buddhist as
well as non-Buddhist, the Madhyamika texts were soon translated into Chi-
nese, subsequently into Korean and Japanese, and finally into Tibetan.

We shall return to the importance of the study of Indian logic (and, as we
shall see, linguistics) for the understanding of both Indian philosophy and
Buddhist philosophies in other parts of Asia. Although the philosophies of
Asia are not all similar, Indian logic and linguistics provided a general meth-
odology which molded and pervaded so many of them that it becomes pos-
sible to refer in general terms to "Asian thought" and to characterize it as
"Oriental rationalism." Although such a generalization is, like all generaliza-
tions, to some extent misleading, it is far less misleading than the common
characterization of Asian thought as "Oriental mysticism." The latter slogan
(from Sanskrit sloka, a verse in a popular meter) is largely based upon the
prejudice that I try to expose in chapter 6.

The implications of such a shift in characterizations are plentiful. I shall
illustrate some of them with reference to ideas expressed by Fritjof Capra in
his bestselling book The Tao of Physics (1975). According to Capra, modern
physics is similar to Oriental mysticism (in which he includes "Hinduism,"
Buddhism, "Chinese Thought," Taoism, and Zen) because both stress the in-
terconnectedness of all things. Capra compares, for example, Asvaghosa's ex-
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planation of tathatä (thusness)—"What is meant by the soul as suchness, is
the oneness of the totality of all things, the great all-including wlidle"—with
Heisenbeg's: "The world thus appears as a complicated tissue of events, in
which connections of different kinds alternate or overlap or combine and
thereby determine the texture of the whole" (Capra 1975, 139).

Such a parallel is by its very nature vague. But it is not so vague that we
cannot show that it is also invalid. For, on the one hand, we have Heisenberg
attempting to express in ordinary language ("the world thus appears . . .")
what is expressed precisely and exactly by means of the mathematical equa-
tions of quantum mechanics; on the other hand, we have Asvaghosa's charac-
terization of tathatä, which also refers to something else but not to anything
definite, and avowedly so. The comparison between something definite and
something indefinite is bound to be indefinite, and therefore invalid. What,
then, are the implications for the topics we are dealing with in the present
context, namely, language and logic?

Capra is right when he stresses that both modern physics and Oriental mys-
ticism go "beyond language," as in the following quotes:

The contradiction so puzzling to the ordinary way of thinking
comes from the fact that we have to use language to communicate
our inner experience which in its very nature transcends linguis-
tics. (D. T. Suzuki in Capra, 1975, 45)

The problems of language here are really serious. We wish to
speak in some way about the structure of the atoms . . . But we
cannot speak about atoms in ordinary language. (W. Heisenberg
in Capra 1975, 45)

Such a parallel does not lead to any striking conclusions, however, because
many things go beyond language. Music and ritual go beyond language. Much
work in the sciences, not only in modern physics, requires the expressions of
artificial languages derived from mathematics or logic that also go beyond
natural languages. To express scientific results in ordinary language for the
benefit of nonscientists or nonspecialists is always a hazardous undertaking,
which yields at best approximations. In physics, the inapplicability of ordinary
language means, for example, that macroscopic concepts such as "particle"
and "wave," which have shaped our imagination and language, are not appli-
cable to the ultimate elements. The mathematical equations do not refer to
such concepts. In linguistics, the notion of "deep structure" is shorthand for a
technical concept and can be similarly misunderstood or misapplied. Clifford
Geertz (1972) suggestively manipulated this notion when coining the expres-
sion "deep play," which has nothing to do with "deep structure". For in lin-
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guistics, a "deep structure" is an abstract underlying syntactic structure,
which has to meet conditions of well-formedness, and which is postulated to
provide a starting point for derivations of "surface structures" with the help
of rules that also meet conditions of well-formedness. In Geertz, "deep play"
is simply an activity that seems innocuous and irrelevant but that in fact ex-
presses important issues (such as, in the case of the Balinese cockfight, honor
and status; see Geertz 1972; Staal 1986b, 210-11 and 1988, chap. 25).

Ordinary language is not the most adequate means to express scientific
facts and relationships. The progress of physics is largely due to the fact that
its problems were not discussed in ordinary language but in the language of
mathematical equations. It is surprising that Capra has failed to recognize this
because he is a physicist and not a phenomenologist or an ordinary language
philosopher. Ordinary language statements by mystics, on the other hand, are
not approximations of scientific expressions. We do not know whether mysti-
cal experiences may be adequately described with the help of an artificial lan-
guage; it has not been done. But the reason that they go beyond language is
probably due to the fact that the mystical state is similar to a state of mind that
preceded the origin of language (cf. Staal 1979a, 20; 1980, 138-39). Music,
songs, and ritual similarly precede language in the course of biological evolu-
tion (cf. Staal 1985a).

Regarding logic, Capra proceeds from the interconnectedness of all things
to the irrationality of all things; but for this step there is no justification. By
stressing that both Western science and Eastern wisdom go beyond "the world
of opposites," he suggests that both accept contradictions. Whether this is cor-
rect with reference to physics I doubt; with reference to Indian thought it is not.

THE CONCEPT OF PAKSA IN INDIAN LOGIC

The study presented in chapter 7 attempts to unravel confusions that resulted
from the uncritical projection of Western—Aristotelian as well as Kantian—
notions onto Indian concepts. The principal culprits are two pioneering schol-
ars of Indian logic: Th. Stcherbatsky and S. C. Vidyabhusana. Both may be
compared to K. Prantl, the great nineteenth-century historian of Western logic
who was more of a philologist and historian than a logician. Following these
two pioneers, many scholars continue to refer to Indian concepts with the help
of Western terms such as "syllogism," "major," "minor," etc. These terms are
misleading and their use has led to invalid conclusions. Chapter 7 also demon-
strates that Indian logical entities were never considered in the abstract, as if
hanging in the air; they always occur in a locus, their feet firmly planted on the
ground. An additional result has already been mentioned: a confusing ambi-
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guity of a logical expression in a Sanskrit text is disambiguated in its Chinese
translation. This does not merely refute Arthur Waley's contention that, in
many cases, the Chinese translators did not appreciate the subtler points of the
Sanskrit originals, but merely replaced words by characters, the results being
fit for recitation and perhaps meditation, but not susceptible to further rational
analysis (below, page 138); but it also illustrates that the structures of Indian
logic are not restricted to Indo-European.

That Chinese translations of these Sanskrit works exist is well known to
Indologists and other Asian scholars, whom this chapter originally addressed.
However, these matters raise issues that are often misunderstood by Western
readers who tend to adopt a religious perspective. The mention of "Buddhist"
seems to justify such an approach. However, it is a misnomer, just as "Chris-
tian logic" would be. The role of logic has to be understood in a different
context in India and in Asia generally. For, like in the West, the value of logic
as an instrument (Aristotle's organon) depends on its independence from reli-
gions, philosophies, and other conceptual systems. If its status were different,
it could not be of use in other scientific disciplines. Logic is, in terms of chro-
nology and importance, the first interdisciplinary discipline.

In India, logic was primarily used in the discussions between ritualists,
grammarians, and philosophers. To illustrate these discussions, let us briefly
consider the important philosophical problem of whether there exists a soul,
which has been debated throughout the centuries. Most thinkers and scholars
accepted that man has feelings, perceptions, knowledge, a will, an intellect,
and other faculties that may be thought of as mental properties. These may
include the "universals" we are studying in this volume (the "ontological
status" of these has been discussed; see, e.g., Murti 1963; Chakrabarti 1975).
It was generally agreed that these entities, which together resemble what in
English is called "mind," do not continue to exist after death. For no Indian
philosopher accepted the idea of an "immortality of the soul" of the Christian
variety, which would include personal traits. Indian philosophers have simi-
larly rejected as superstition the popular view of transmigration when it is
believed to include such traits. The question about the existence of the soul,
therefore, was the question of whether there existed something else, under-
neath and beyond not only our physical but also our mental faculties. If it
could be demonstrated that such an entity existed, the next question was
whether it survived beyond death.

The Upanisads had not been very clear on this issue, but they tended to
favor the view that there is a universal entity called brahman which each
living being regards as its "soul" or "self." It would not be incorrect to say
that this entity "survives" after death, but this would be in a manner of speak-
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ing and, therefore, misleading; for brahman is impersonal and never associ-
ates itself with any individual life.

The Buddha did not comment on the existence of a soul. He did not merely
fail to do so; he explicitly stated that discussions of such problems are useless
and are obstacles on the path that leads to nirvana. That the question, "Who
attains nirvana?" was nevertheless related to this very problem was of course
clear; but it was taken up seriously only by Buddhist philosophers in later cen-
turies. Some of these Buddhist thinkers tried to prove the existence of a uni-
versal entity consisting of consciousness and discussed its status and proper-
ties in detail. These idealistic philosophers of the Vijnänaväda or Yogäcära
produced many great logicians, among whom Dignäga and Dharmaklrti are
the best known (they are referred to in chapters 5 and 7). Another school de-
nied the existence of the soul: this is the Mädhyamika, whose most famous
proponent was Nägärjuna.

We have already seen that Nägärjuna explicitly accepted the principle of
noncontradiction and also used it in his favorite method of refutation. The
same holds for the logicians and philosophers of the Vijnänaväda/Yogäcära. In
this respect these scholars were not different from their predecessors: all of
them used logic when debating among themselves and with their opponents,
and they acknowledged their use of logic. The logical techniques were gradu-
ally developed and exported all over Asia when the Sanskrit texts of Bud-
dhism were translated into Chinese, Korean, Japanese, Tibetan, and other lan-
guages. The translation of this so-called Buddhist canon, which comprises
hundreds of volumes, should not be thought of in terms of "religion" or com-
pared to the translation of the Bible into the languages of Europe. It rather
resembles the large-scale translations from the Greek into Latin, Arabic, Syr-
iac, Hebrew, and the modern languages of Europe (cf. Scharfstein et al. 1978,
35-47). The "Buddhist canon" contains Buddhist doctrine but also Indian
works on literature, grammar, ritual, astronomy, medicine, and other topics
(including logic) that are not confined to Buddhism.

3. The Evidence from Indian Linguistics

Logical relationships are often expressed through language. Their origins may
be closely related to structures of language, or they may reflect principles of
reasoning that are implicit in language and commonly used. But logic can also
make use of an artificial language expressly constructed for logical purposes.
Such an artificial language may follow features of natural languages or deviate
from them. In the Western logical tradition, especially since the nineteenth
century, logic has been inspired by mathematics. The situation might have
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been different earlier had logic been created by Plato, who was a great mathe-
matician, rather than by Aristotle, who used formalization but not much
mathematics. The pioneer of mathematical logic was Leibniz, but the impor-
tance of his investigations was discovered two centuries after he made them.

In the Indian tradition, mathematics plays a less crucial role; its place is
taken by grammar or linguistics. The Indians were good mathematicians, and
Vedic and Greek geometry probably have a common origin (see Seidenberg
1983). Indian contributions in later centuries include important work on al-
gebra. But whatever their eminence in mathematics, Indian scholars were ex-
traordinarily creative as linguists and grammarians. In the West, linguistics
developed relatively late. In India, it was the first science, the "science of sci-
ences." The Indian grammarians discovered universals of language long be-
fore any logic was developed. These universals were not shadowy but substan-
tial, for they were based upon the empirical investigations by grammarians
first of Sanskrit and later other languages, including non-Indo-European lan-
guages such as Tamil and Tibetan.

We have already noted that some of the principles that play an important
part in Indian logic derive from the sister sciences of grammar and ritual. That
ritual can be a science and a precursor of logic may surprise Western readers;
it is a topic to which I shall return later. That Indian grammar was a precursor
of logic is less surprising; it is connected with the fact that the first logicians
were not the self-styled logicians of the Nyäya, but the grammarians them-
selves. Patanjali, author of the "Great Commentary" on Pänini's Sanskrit
grammar, was not only an earlier but also a better logician than most of these
later thinkers. This also explains the early emergence of logico-linguistic
principles. The distinction between use and mention, for example, was known
to Indian grammarians such as Pänini and Patanjali more than a millenium
before it was discovered in the West (Brough 1951). The same holds for the
concept of metalanguage and other notions (see Staal 1975b). Even later phi-
losophers, such as Nägärjuna, were in their logical work influenced by gram-
mar (see Bhattacharya 1980; 1981). In India, the search for universals should
therefore begin not with logic but with the Sanskrit grammarians and scien-
tists of ritual. I shall pursue these topics through a summary discussion of
chapters 8 through 12.

EUCLID AND PÄNINI

Chapter 8 begins with a comparison between the mathematical method, which
is characteristic of Western philosophy, and the linguistic or grammatical
method, which is characteristic of Indian philosophy. This chapter may also
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serve as a first introduction to the study of the Sanskrit grammarians. The
1965 version published here was excerpted from an Inaugural Lecture deliv-
ered in Dutch on the occasion of my appointment to the Chair of General and
Comparative Philosophy at the University of Amsterdam in 1962. (The origi-
nal has been reprinted in a collection of general essays entitled Over zin en
onzin infilosofie, religie en wetenschap, "On Sense and Nonsense in Philoso-
phy, Religion, and Science," Staal 1986a, 77-115.)

The central place occupied by mathematics and linguistics in Western and
Indian culture, respectively, can be explained to some extent by the fact that
both disciplines exhibit marked similarities in logical and methodological
structure. Chapter 8 illustrates this by comparing a mathematical proof in Eu-
clid with a grammatical derivation in Pänini. Though geometry may seem to
be universal, and in that sense different from the grammar of a particular lan-
guage, in the case of Sanskrit that difference is only apparent: for the methods
of grammatical derivation used by Pänini can be used with respect to a variety
of languages and linguistic systems, something which indicates that we are
dealing not merely with a particular grammatical system but with linguistics
and with universals of language.

Mathematics and linguistics share certain features that also occur in other
sciences but which are especially well-developed in these two: the expressions
are fully explicit, and the system as a whole is as simple as possible. This
results in the postulation of a small number of elements which are combined
in accordance with rules of various types. In India, these requirements led to
the development of the sütra style, which emphasized rules, and which,
having originated in the ritual manuals, culminated in Pänini 's grammar. The
importance of overall simplicity in science has been recognized in the West at
least since Ockham. Its importance to linguistics was emphasized by Morris
Halle (1961), and its Indian counterpart is the insistence on läghava on the
part of the Sanskrit grammarians. But this "brevity" is more than mere mä-
träläghava, or "brevity of syllables;" it is functional and not merely a matter
of elegance.

The importance of linguistics as a characteristic feature of Indian civiliza-
tion has been stressed by several scholars (e.g., Ingalls 1954, Ruegg 1978). I
would now formulate it differently, as follows. Indian science is characterized
by the fact that it is concerned with rule-governed activities, a concern that is
predominant both in linguistics and in the science of ritual. However, similar
approaches can also be fruitfully used in the scientific analysis of other do-
mains of activity in humans and other animals. This has become apparent, for
example, in the development of ethology. It is likely that this is the area in
which the Western humanities and social sciences, and perhaps ethology it-
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self, can learn most from India. The reason is twofold: the Indian approach is
rational, and the science of ritual can be developed into a general science of
activity that is not confined to "behavior" and is applicable to other rule-
governed activities. The Indian approach to the scientific analysis of ritual has
been more productive than any contemporary work on ritual because it was
not handicapped by the irrational belief in "two cultures"—the natural sci-
ences and the humanities—which are nowadays often believed to be incom-
patible because one is regarded as rational and the other as irrational. A dif-
ferent approach to the study of rule-governed activity may therefore assist in
transforming the Western humanities into human sciences (as happened in the
transformation of philology into modern linguistics) and in bridging the gap
between the biological sciences and these human sciences, including a new
science of anthropology. The entire topic is speculative, but I have touched
upon it before and shall return to it later in this Introduction. It is also the
topic of a separate publication (Staal 1988).

A METHOD OF LINGUISTIC DESCRIPTION: THE ORDER OF CONSONANTS

ACCORDING TO PÄNINI

Chapter 9 deals with an apparently elementary topic and shows how it raises
numerous questions of formulation involving simplicity and functionality.
The grammatical problems that are treated here can only be solved if a large
part of Pänini's grammar is taken into account. This is partly due to functional
abbreviations, partly to the order of the rules: for the metarule that a later rule
prevails over an earlier rule is effective only because the rules have been ar-
ranged carefully and in accordance with a specific methodology. An important
feature of the Indian grammarians' method is rule order, a feature of linguistics
that was unknown in the West prior to the development of contemporary gen-
erative grammar. Its independent origination in both manifestations of the sci-
ence shows again that we are dealing with features of universal grammar.

CONTEXT-SENSITIVE RULES IN PÄNINI

The grammatical rules examined in chapters 8 and 9 exhibit a specific type of
rule which Chomsky referred to as "context-sensitive" (e.g., Chomsky 1965,
112, 120-22). Our interest in these rules lies in the fact that they are stronger
in explanatory power than the "context-free" type of rule that is common in
linguistics as well as in logic, but they are less powerful than the transforma-
tional rules introduced by Chomsky. The context-sensitive rules themselves
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were occasionally used in Western linguistics before Chomsky, but their spe-
cific status as a special type of rule was not recognized.

Context-free rules apply independently of context; an example is the rule
which expresses that sentences consist of a subject and a predicate and which
may be written in the following form:

SENTENCE -» SUBJECT + PREDICATE.
Such rules are also very common in logic and mathematics, for example:

NOT NOT A^A.
However, the application of other rules is restricted by the context, either the
immediately preceding context (or context to the left), or the immediately fol-
lowing context (or context to the right). These rules are called "context-
sensitive" or "context-restricted." An example is the rule that, in Sanskrit,
agni atra has to be replaced by agny atra (or agnyatra). This is not a context-
free rule, in which case it could be written as:

for the effect of such a rule would be that all occurrences of / are replaced by
occurrences of y. What we need is a context-sensitive rule that specifies that /
has to be replaced by y under certain circumstances, namely, after a consonant
and before a vowel. Contemporary linguists write this as follows:

i -> ^/CONSONANT VOWEL.
In his grammar, Pänini makes use of specific metalinguistic properties of the
Sanskrit syntax of cases which achieve precisely the same effect as is achieved
by the above expression. Many of the sütras of Pänini's grammar are formu-
lated in this manner and are context-sensitive in this sense.

It is not known how much of syntax could be developed if one were to re-
strict oneself to such rules, but Chomsky has demonstrated convincingly that
the more powerful transformational rules will need to be postulated in order to
account for syntactic relationships. Transformational rules also depend on
context, but not on the immediately preceding or following contexts; they
depend on more distant structures. For example, the ending of the main verb
of a sentence depends on the subject of the sentence (for example, with refer-
ence to number), but this dependence cannot be expressed with the help of a
context-sensitive rule. In the sentence: "the inhabitants of this island are can-
nibals," the plural "are" is determined by the plural "inhabitants," though
"inhabitants" does not immediately precede "are." Syntactic relationships
are much more complex, of course, than such a simple example suggests. So
are phonological relationships, and it is likely that transformational rules are
required in this domain as well. They are already abundant in Chomsky and
Halle (1968).
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What does all of this have to do with "universals of language"? The answer
is: everything. It is obvious from even a brief glance at some of the languages
on the planet that they are extremely different. They sound different, they look
different when written, and it is difficult to learn more than a few of them.
Such facts impressed Whorf and others and led them to the idea of linguistic
relativity. But all such impressions are superficial in the literal sense of that
term: they take into account no more than the surface phenomena of linguistic
forms. If one studies the deeper structures that underlie phonological as well
as syntactical relationships in a variety of languages, one finds that the same
kinds of rules, often the same rules, have to be postulated in order to account
for these relationships. Paul Postal, a student of Mohawk, referred to this uni-
versality in the following terms: "I know no one who has attempted to investi-
gate the deeper grammatical structures of languages who has not been im-
pressed with the underlying similarities revealed in even the most diverse
surface sentence organizations" (Postal 1969, 425, n. 20). Postal refers here
to the same features that we encountered in the analysis of Dorothy Lee's ex-
ample from Wintu (above, page 15): the forms of "and" differ greatly in dif-
ferent languages, but the logic of "and" and the deep structure of concatena-
tion and coordination are always the same.

The study of the Sanskrit grammarians contributes to the discovery of uni-
versals of language because it demonstrates that grammarians in a different
tradition had to postulate the same kind of rules as were being postulated inde-
pendently by Western linguists. One type of rule, the context-sensitive rule,
was used, consciously and consistently, by Pänini in India about 2,500 years
before it was rediscovered by Chomsky. Such linguistic universals display
universals of language that are on a par with universals of logic, such as the
principle of noncontradiction, for that principle expresses a feature of nega-
tion that is also a necessary feature of negation in the semantics of natural
languages.

Although chapter 10 can be read by Sanskritists and linguists as a technical
exposition of a feature of Pänini 's grammar, it has wider, philosophic implica-
tions. It also throws light on the structure of scientific development and on the
history of science, topics to which we shall return.

PÄNINI TESTED BY FOWLER'S AUTOMATION

Chapter 11 is a brief response to the suggestion made by Murray Fowler to
test the consistency of Pänini's grammar by means of an automaton. The issue
is fundamental: a fully explicit and formalized system of rules, whether in
logic or in linguistics, should under the right circumstances be amenable to
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being programmed and computerized. Fowler's article, however, did not dis-
tinguish the various types of rules that have to be distinguished in order for
such a program to be effectively written. My note attempts to introduce the
required distinctions, and it briefly touches upon the extremely complicated
problems connected with the order of Panini's rules—problems discussed by
Kielhorn in the nineteenth century and reexamined recently by S. D. Joshi
and Paul Kiparsky (1979).

In sixteenth-century Europe, Petrus Ramus wrote a textbook of geometry
in which he changed the order of Euclid's theorems. In seventeenth-century
India, Bhattojl DIksita wrote a grammar of Sanskrit in which he changed the
order of Panini's rules. Both tried to simplify and improve the structure—and
in so doing both destroyed the system.

SYNTACTIC AND SEMANTIC RELATIONS IN PÄNINI

Jointly written with Paul Kiparsky, chapter 12 studies Panini's solutions to the
kind of problems that led Chomsky to postulate transformations. Pänini did
not use transformational rules like he used context-sensitive rules. But he
clearly distinguished between "surface" properties of linguistic forms and
"underlying" or "deep" syntactic and semantic relations. These distinctions
are similar to the traditional distinction between "grammatical subject" and
"logical subject," but they are more sophisticated and range over all of syntax.
That most of Panini's syntax is contained in his käraka theory and presupposes
the distinction between surface and deep structures had been shown in my
book Word Order in Sanskrit and Universal Grammar (1967a). Kiparsky
helped me discover a large domain of linguistic universals and universals of
language that is only beginning to be explored. Why have these universals
been hidden for so long? Because they are much more abstract than anyone
had imagined, and they can only be found by digging deep, that is, by analyz-
ing data that become accessible only when, in terms of Plato's metaphor, we
leave the cave and come out into the open.

Kiparsky has continued and extended this discussion in the first lecture of
his book Some Theoretical Problems in Panini's Grammar (1982).

4. Seven Reviews

The reviews that appear in part THREE of this volume speak for themselves,
but a few additional observations may be helpful. Most—especially the re-
views of Ingalls, Sreekrishna Sarma and Matilal—try to show how formal
methods can be used to an even greater extent than the authors under review
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had done themselves. The review of Scharfe 's book on the Mahäbhäsya dem-
onstrates that Patanjali was not a clumsy logician, as the author had claimed,
but occupies a pivotal place in the history of Indian logic, comparable to that
of Aristotle in the West (a statement endorsed in Renou 1969, 498). The re-
view of Cardona's monograph on the Sivasütras is of methodological interest
because it establishes that philology and linguistics presuppose each other and
that no early scientific investigations can be adequately understood unless we
address the problems they addressed, that is, unless they are evaluated within
a contemporary perspective.

5. Conclusions

What conclusions can be drawn from our Indian journey which started with
Quine's unassailable but rather barren skepticism and arrived at the notion of
abstract but substantial universals of logic and language that underlie a variety
of surface forms?

We have already noted that Quine's universals are shadowy because the
scope of his observation is undetermined. Quine's observation is consistent,
for example, with Whorf's theories: it could imply that we are unable to go
beyond the conceptual scheme of "Standard Average European." This would
throw fresh doubt on Whorf's claims regarding Hopi, but these were implau-
sible in any case. (I once paid a visit to the Hopi village of Oraibi and asked to
see a Hopi villager to whom I had an introduction; as it happened, he was
busy and an interpreter conveyed the message: "Could I return to the same
place in the afternoon?" It would be interesting to know how the distinction
was expressed in the original Hopi which according to Whorf does not distin-
guish between place and time.)

In light of the evidence from linguistics provided by studies not only of En-
glish, German, Sanskrit, Chinese, etc., but also of American Indian and Aus-
tralian languages, such as Mohawk (studied by Paul Postal), Walbiri (studied
by Kenneth Hale), and numerous others, the Whorfian hypothesis loses all
plausibility: There are in fact substantial universals of language when we
come out of Plato's cave. Accordingly, Quine's observation does not mean that
we are confined to the conceptual scheme of a particular language or language
family, but of all human languages; in brief, of "Language." This implies in
turn that our "charity" is not wanted: Whatever philosophers or anthropolo-
gists may tell us, we never come across natives who themselves seriously
claim that "/? and not p " is true in their language and culture.

These conclusions could be made plausible without visiting India. But the
evidence from Indian logic and linguistics is relevant to the specific nature of
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many of these universals, for they include not only familiar logical principles,
such as noncontradiction and contraposition, but they also include the notion
of rule (which corresponds to the Indian concept of sütra), the concept of rule
order, metarules, and other metalinguistic notions. Abstract conditions that
rule structures must meet occur in both India and the West. In India, most of
these rules derive from the conceptual schemes of the sister sciences of ritual
and grammar. This is partly explained by the fact that Vedic ritual was a fully
explicit formal system from which contradictions and ambiguities had been
excluded. This system became the object of scientific analysis, which in turn
paved the way for linguistics. The historical development of these Indian sci-
ences, however, has been strikingly different from the development of their
Western counterparts. The Western use of rules in logic goes back to Aris-
totle, but these rules have become important topics of research only in con-
temporary logic and linguistics. In India, on the other hand, rules were stud-
ied systematically by the earliest ritualists. Baudhäyana, author of a ritual
manual that is generally assigned to approximately 700 B.C., invented the no-
tions both of "rule" (sütra)and "metarule" (paribhäsä) (Renou 1963,175-79,
refering to Willem Caland). These notions were perfected by Pänini (fifth cen-
tury B.C.?) and other early grammarians and were retained, developed, or
otherwise modified by the later logicians.

It is difficult to understand these differences adequately without evaluation
and some kind of quantification. Though doubtlessly premature, I shall make
such an attempt. To pave the way, let us briefly review the histories of the
sciences of logic, linguistics, and ritual in the West and in India by means of
thumbnail sketches.

Western Logic Created by Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) almost out of nothing (as
he himself asserted), Greek logic flourished among his own followers in the
school of Megara and among the Stoics (especially Chrysippus, 279-206
B.C.). The last creative logician was Galen (A.D. 129-199). Medieval logic,
both in Arabic and in Latin, was cultivated between the ninth and fourteenth
centuries. This was followed by a large gap with a few bright exceptions
(e.g., Leibniz, 1646-1716) until modern "mathematical" logic began to de-
velop in the nineteenth century. It expanded rapidly in the twentieth century
along with other mathematical sciences.

Indian Logic The beginnings with Kanada and Gautama are difficult to date
(first century A.D.?) and also meager. With Vätsyäyana (sixth century) logic
begins to flourish: this continues through the eleventh century with Prasasta-
päda, Uddyotakara, Väcaspatimisra, Udayana, and others. (Udayana was
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probably the first to argue that universals with the same members are the
same; see Chakrabarti 1975, 375). In Buddhist logic we have Nägärjuna (sec-
ond century) and the "three D's" of the Yogäcära: Dignäga, Dharmakirti, and
Dharmottara (sixth-ninth centuries). The Navya-nyäya begins with Gangeso-
pädhyäya (thirteenth century) and continues uninterruptedly to the seven-
teenth century with a few more recent offshoots.

Western Linguistics In antiquity, the Alexandrian school of Dionysius Thrax
(around 100 B.C.), extended by Apollonius Dyscolus, "marked a conception
of grammar that endured with little real change for more than ten centuries"
(Robins 1976, 18). Thrax was influenced not so much by Aristotelian logic as
by Aristotelian principles of classification. His own influence was channeled
through the Latin grammar of Priscian (around A.D. 500). There is scattered
information on a school of Byzantine grammarians. During the Western
Middle Ages, linguistics prospered between the twelfth and fifteenth centuries
and inspired theories and philosophies of grammar during a few more cen-
turies. Important innovations were due to the Modistae, who taught in the
later thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries and constructed their grammars
in line with a theory concerning the mode of signifying {modus significant),
that is, in line with semantics (see, e.g., Bursill-Hall 1971). Though pho-
nology began to flourish in the nineteenth century in close collaboration with
historical grammar, scientific synchronistic linguistics emerged only in the
twentieth century with de Saussure and reached its first peak with Chomsky.

Indian Linguistics The construction of the Padapätha of the Rgveda (1000-
800 B.C.?) evinces keen linguistic activity (cf. Jha 1973, 1975a, 1975b,
1976), and so does the construction of the Sämaveda (cf. Staal 1986b); but the
most impressive work was done by the three founding fathers—Pänini, Kät-
yäyana, and Patafijali—between the fifth and second centuries B.C. The Päni-
nian tradition continued until the eighteenth century (Nägojibhafta), with
modern offshoots, like the Navya-nyäya with which it later became con-
nected. Non-Päninian schools proliferated from the first century A.D. onward,
beginning with Kätantra, Candra (sixth century), Säkatäyana (ninth), Hema-
candra (twelfth), Vopadeva (thirteenth), and Saupadma (fourteenth).

Western Science of Ritual There is little to report: nothing from antiquity (cf.
Hillebrandt 1897, 1: "Die Sanskritphilologie hat gegenüber der klassischen
Altertumskunde den Vorzug, dass sie ihre Kenntnis aller sakraler Gebräuche
nicht aus einzelnen, zufälligen Angaben zusammenstellen muss, sondern die
alten Lehrbücher besitzt, welche die Grundlage für die Opferkenntnis der
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Priester bildeten."), scarce medieval rumblings touching upon liturgy from
the Carolingian Renaissance, and contemporary investigations by anthropolo-
gists and scholars of religion on a woefully inadequate level in comparison
either with the Indian science of ritual or with the Western sciences of logic
and linguistics (cf. Staal 1984, 1986b, 1988).

Indian Science of Ritual The Vedic Srautasütras of Baudhäyana, Vädhüla,
Sänkhäyana, and Jaiminiya seem to belong to the pre-Päninian period, whereas
Äsvaläyana, Bhäradväja, Äpastamba, Hiranyakesin, Käthaka, Mänava, Vä-
räha, Lätyäyana, and Drähyäyana belong to the period of Pänini, Kätyäyana,
and Patanjali. Vaikhänasa is much later, as are the commentaries, compendia
and handbooks, and philosophico-ritual developments, such as the Mlmämsä
(from the third through the seventeenth centuries). (On the scientific nature of
the work of the Srautasütras, see Staal 1982, especially pp. 2-3 ,19-38; 1983.

History is not an exact science and the Indian dates are notoriously volatile.
Moreover, for a comparative evaluation we need qualitative as well as quan-
titative evaluations. Though I am well aware of these and other restrictions,
risks, and dangers, I shall summarize our findings by means of two graphs
(figures 1 and 2) that picture the development of the three sciences we have
considered in the West and in India by plotting time against relative excellence.

Even allowing for a goodly percentage of error, no one who gazes upon
these graphs can fail to be impressed by their whimsical appearance and the
extraordinary differences they seem to portray. We shall return to their inter-
pretation, but the first conclusion that is relevant in the present context must
be that the apparently inexplicable contrast between: (a) the historical asym-
metry between the Western and Indian developments, and (b) the conceptual
similarity between both, can only be explained if we assume that (b) is due to
the fact that the universals of logic and language that appear in both are sub-
stantial and not merely shadowy universals. They are not vacuously universal
on account of a principle of charity; they are really universal because they
arose and exist independently. The situation is similar to that in mathematics:
whatever the differences of emphasis and development, different cultures have
discovered identical truths in arithmetic, geometry, and algebra. This conclu-
sion is also valid for logic, linguistics, and the science of ritual, although the
latter poses problems because it has been studied so little.

Logic and linguistics are closely connected. Logical principles must be as-
sumed to underlie some of the semantic universals of language. For example,
no language with an expression for negation can fail to incorporate the prin-
ciple of noncontradiction in some form or other. This may be effected by a
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"meaning rule" (Carnap's concept) or other mechanisms that linguists have to
produce. Although the links between logic and linguistics remain close, there
are also differences, and the differences become more pronounced when we
add ritual to logic and linguistics as a third rational system. We have already
noted that universals of language are universal in the sense that they seem to
appear among all people, whereas universals of logic become explicit only
where logic appears, namely, in India, China, and the West. 'Ritual seems to
be universal, but a science of ritual is almost exclusively Indian. The question
arises: To what extent are we entitled to speak of universals at all?

The only concept of universality that makes sense in these contexts is the
concept of conditional universality. This expresses the idea that logical uni-
versals, for example, are conditioned by other universals already contained in
a language. I am not referring to the fact that many universals of logic are
themselves "conditionals" or are true "on condition" that others are. I am re-
ferring to the fact that logical principles such as noncontradiction and con-
traposition are valid only if the language in which they are expressed contains
notions such as negation. These principles are universal, therefore, in spite of
the fact that they do not appear in all languages: they could not appear, for
example, in a language without negation. Since all natural languages contain
negation, they are universal even if they remain implicit. Other properties of
language, however, appear only in some languages. The situation in linguis-
tics is therefore not different from that in logic and the science of ritual. In all
three cases the same problems face researchers: when universals are hidden
and not explicit, it takes work and imagination to bring them to the surface.

The most extensive, detailed, and reliable study of universals have been
undertaken in contemporary linguistics. Linguists recognize universals that
are not manifest in all languages of the world; they are found in some, hidden
in others, and there are gaps, systematic as well as unsystematic. There are
general studies on "gaps" in grammar and culture and on apparently "spo-
radic" universals that turn out to be real and substantial (see, e.g., Hale
1975). Not all languages, for example, have retroflexes, but that does not im-
ply that there are no universal principles governing their occurrence and use.
There are hundreds of examples of such conditional universals in Chomsky
and Halle's Sound Pattern of English. For example, in addition to the two
kinds of boundaries between linguistic segments that all languages possess,
there is a third that presupposes the others and is found in some. In English it
exists between certain prefixes and stems, for example, the prefixes per-,
con-, com-, . . . and the stems -mit, -cur, -pel, . . . The rules that are postu-
lated to account for the accentuation of permit, concur, compel, deter, are uni-
versal even though they come to the surface only in some languages (Chomsky
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and Halle 1968, 94-96, 371). A similar condition applies to the color univer-
sals discovered by Berlin and Kay (1969): if a language has two color words,
they are black and white; if three, black, white, and red; if four, either the
same three and green, or the same three and yellow; etc.

Although universals have been studied more thoroughly in linguistics than
in logic, the history of logic is better known than the history of linguistics.
While there exist only three highly developed logics—the Western, the In-
dian, and the Chinese—the situation in linguistics is less clear. It seems prob-
able that after early beginnings (1600 B.C. in Mesopotamia), the only two
highly developed forms are the ancient Indian and the contemporary Western.
With regard to the science of ritual, the situation is more puzzling. There is
hardly anything in the West, a great deal in India, and striking parallels be-
tween India and China with regard to ritual structure that suggest that the Chi-
nese were also conversant with a tradition of systematic and rational ritual
analysis. If there are universals of the science of ritual, they are doubtless con-
ditional; and, for all we know, confined to India and China (see Schipper and
Staal, forthcoming).

The answer to the question that I raised earlier—"Why did I not continue
these studies?"—has already been indicated. I continued the search for uni-
versals, but concentrated on ritual at the expense of logic and linguistics. The
rest of the answer is to some extent autobiographical. I was no longer fasci-
nated by Indian logic. Perhaps I did not go far enough into it; but the obstacles
that remained were in the domain of navya-nyäya and seemed to be largely
technical. I am not afraid of technicalities; in fact, I have a strange liking for
such things. (They seem to weed out the amateurs.) But it did not seem likely
that new or interesting logical truths would be found in the formidable bas-
tions of technicality of these later works. I had come upon what I regarded as
an important result: that Indian logic, whatever the differences of emphasis
and development, was not basically different from Western logic. I have al-
ways regarded this conclusion as solid. It continued to form a foundation for
some of my later work because it provided a method for the study of Asian
civilization. At the same time, it separated me from Western colleagues and
contemporaries who continued to maintain divergent views without having
looked into the matter.

The dossier is not closed, for no scientific result is final. Not that rationality
will in the last resort be found to be only Western: rationality is universal. If it
does not always seem so, this is surely because reason, at all times, has been a
rare commodity, not least in the West (see Staal 1975a, part 1). But I may be
wrong in my comparatively low evaluation of Indian logic. Bimal Krishna
Matilal or Kisor Kumar Chakrabarti, for example, will disagree with me, and
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so may others. Some issues of the Journal of Indian Philosophy challenge me
to reconsider the matter. It is furthermore clear that the application of navya-
nyäya to philosophy is not only of interest but will yield new insights, as is
shown, for example, by Phyllis Granoff (1978) and Matilal (1986). It is also
likely that logico-grammatical works, such as Jagadlsa's Sabdasaktiprakäsikä,
contain important new ideas that no one has yet evaluated within a broader
perspective.

Whatever the promise of these speculations, another glance at figures 1 and
2 will explain why I did not pursue my researches in the direction of these late
scholastic niceties but concentrated instead on their origins in the science of
ritual,which seemed to stand at the beginning of Indian science. Here was a
science not merely neglected in the West; it did not even exist there. Here was
a domain that had been made accessible and had been intensively studied for
at least a century by some of the greatest Western Sanskritists—scholars such
as Albrecht Weber, Willem Caland, and Louis Renou. I could reach the sky by
simply standing on the shoulders of giants. Renou had gone furthest in detect-
ing the close relationships between the Indian sciences of ritual and grammar
in an important article that appeared in the Journal asiatique of 1941-1942
(reprinted in Staal 1972). He had already concluded that the Indian science of
ritual probably predated the study of grammar because of the undeniable pri-
ority of the Vedas themselves. But none of these savants had grasped the im-
portant theoretical, comparative, cross-cultural and, indeed, universal signifi-
cance of this science, which was not recognized for what it was merely
because such a science did not exist in the West. No one had realized that what
we were witnessing in ancient India was not merely an early form of indepen-
dent rationality, but one of the birthplaces of science—a science not con-
structed in conformity with Western expectations and therefore all the more
interesting.

At this point I made a discovery that any anthropologist or scholar of reli-
gion could have made if only they had been less attached to their preconcep-
tions. Ritual is not only human; it occurs among animals. Biologists have long
been familiar with features of animal behavior that ethologists now finally re-
fer to by their proper name: ritualization. Ethologists have been cautious; they
have not claimed that this ritualization is the same as the formation of ritual
among humans. But caution is nothing compared to the obstacles created by
anthropologists and scholars of religion; they, who should have started a new
science, played blind, deaf, and dumb. I was saved from this debacle. My eyes
had been opened by Vedic ritual, which led to two discoveries that already had
shattered my Western prejudice: Vedic ritual is a ritual without religion and
was the object of a separate science.
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These discoveries combined lead to unexpected conclusions in the context
of our present undertaking. If rituals occur among animals, there are no ritual
universals in the sense of "universal" I have adopted. This makes the science
of ritual all the more intriguing, for it is not only immune to the kind of scien-
tific analysis that deals with hearts, lungs, and other physical organs; it also
refuses to resort under the humanities or social sciences. The comparative pic-
ture had already been striking: three Indian sciences—one (logic) generally
lagging some distance behind its Western counterpart; a second (linguistics)
generally ahead (in the past) and sometimes behind (at present), but on the
whole occupying a comparable level; and a third (the science of ritual) contin-
uously soaring above comparable developments elsewhere. From this com-
parison it was obvious that the third of these sciences was the most interesting
and promising. Its rational analysis elucidated an area that had always defied
analysis in the West. In so doing, it refuted age-old preconceptions, for prog-
ress had been hampered not by lack of data, but by lack of understanding. The
view that ritual expressed religious values turned out to be a Western bias.

At the same time it also became clear that the science of ritual should take
its position in the space between the Western sciences and humanities. That
space has been empty and well on its way to developing into a bottomless
chasm. Although I had been studying Indian logic and grammar partly be-
cause I was interested in universals, an inkling of what seemed to be ritual
universals began to dawn on me only gradually and in inverse proportion to
the dwindling of my Western preconceptions. I had always assumed that there
was nothing in that empty space, last of all a science of ritual. As for the cir-
cumstances surrounding its birth in India, I began to detect them only much
later (see, e.g., Staal 1987). As for universality, it turned out that rituals were,
in a manner of speaking, more than universal. Being so unabashedly over-
weight, they burst the seams of the system.

Let me return once more from the vista of history to the idiosyncrasies of
autobiography. Contacts in Kerala going back to the middle fifties, along with
chance and good fortune, combined to give me direct access to the most flour-
ishing, authentic, and long-lived tradition of ritual specialists that has sur-
vived in India, or anywhere in the world for that matter. The Nambudiri
brahmans continued, in strict seclusion, to preserve and practice the ancient
science of ritual, just like the nineteenth-century Sanskrit pandits who embod-
ied Indian linguistics and without whom Pänini would not have been under-
stood by Kielhorn or anyone else outside the tradition. I became involved in
the 1975 Nambudiri performance of the Agnicayana, a famous Yajurveda rit-
ual in which an altar is built in the shape of a bird—the same bird to whose
wings the logical terms pürva-paksa and uttara-paksa happen to owe their
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origin (see above, page 23). As for me, I was through with the prima facie
view and its refutation and was heading for a siddhänta. The account of this
ritual performance together with studies and discussions of its background,
structure, and significance was published in two volumes (Staal 1983). Theo-
retical implications are the subject of a forthcoming book (Staal 1988). Em-
pirical support from different parts of Asia is set forth and discussed in Schip-
per and Staal (1987, forthcoming).

* * *

That Plato's heaven continues to appeal to even the greatest logicians leaps to
the eye from the following passage in Bertrand Russell's Autobiography:

The last part of our time was spent at Princeton, where we had
a little house on the shores of the lake. While in Princeton, I came
to know Einstein fairly well. I used to go to his house once a week
to discuss with him and Gödel and Pauli. These discussions were
in some ways disappointing, for, although all three of them were
Jews and exiles and, in intention, cosmopolitans, I found that they
all had a German bias towards metaphysics, and in spite of our
utmost endeavours we never arrived at common premises from
which to argue. Gödel turned out to be an unadulterated Platonist,
and apparently believed that an eternal "not" was laid up in
heaven, where virtuous logicians might hope to meet it hereafter.
(1951, 1:341)

The investigations of the present volume support the alternative explana-
tion, that universals are attributes not of heaven but of the human mind. It is
tempting to claim that they are among the defining characteristics of the hu-
man animal. This would confirm the Aristotelian definition of man to which I
referred at the beginning of this introduction and would fit in with other recent
findings. That logic constitutes a system has always been obvious. That lan-
guage constitutes a system was discovered by Pänini (who believed Sanskrit to
be eternal) and rediscovered by de Saussure (who introduced a synchronistic
approach in reaction to the earlier investigations of linguists that had been al-
most exclusively historical). That ritual was a system was discovered by the
ancient Indian ritualists. Ritual is found not only in humans but also in ani-
mals. If language and logic are among the characteristics that distinguish the
human animal (and not merely its Western sub-subspecies) from other ani-
mals, ritual fits in a wider biological perspective—the most natural context in
which humans must be studied—and demonstrates in passing how misguided
is the contention of existentialists and religious thinkers that man is an unde-
finable creature. A preliminary definition of the human animal along these
lines supports and is supported by the present investigations. It supports and
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is supported by contemporary linguistics. In anthropology, it is consistent
with Levi-Strauss's general outlook (though not with his more specific specu-
lations), and it throws doubt on the views of anthropologists who believe that
"there may be no interesting general laws of culture, or of anthropology, to
discover" (above, page 4).

It is obvious that nothing that is confined to the West, and is not also found
in other civilizations such as those of Asia, can be a universal characteristic of
humanity. While most Western philosophers continued in their parochial
ways, Bertrand Russell had already spoken out clearly in his History of West-
ern Philosophy:

I think that if we are to feel at home in the world . . . we shall
have to admit Asia to equality in our thoughts, not only politically
but culturally. What changes this will bring about I do not know,
but I am convinced that they will be profound and of the greatest
importance. (Russell 1946, 420)

Russell's openmindedness has two sides: he expected Asia to make impor-
tant contributions; but he was undecided as to whether those contributions
would turn out to be similar or dissimilar to the familiar contributions made
by the West. What can we say with regard to this second question after almost
half a century?

The chapters of the present volume clearly establish the conclusion that, in
the general area of thought, Asian contributions are similar and not dissimilar
to Western contributions. So it becomes desirable to have a final look at the
relativism that is often attributed to Thomas Kuhn's Structure of Scientific
Revolutions (1970), although he himself has always repudiated it. The only
scholar who seriously defended the view that "each culture has its own sci-
ence" on the grounds of at least a semblance of empirical evidence was Os-
wald Spengler in his Decline of the West of 1918. Spengler regarded even
mathematics as dependent on culture since, according to him, "number"
means entirely different things to "Apollinians" and to "Faüstians." His con-
clusion was what we would logically expect on these premises, namely, that
we can never understand any alien culture. Although Kuhn had defended no
such view, protagonists of some of the human and social sciences assumed
that he did, and others extended his presumed conclusions to areas that he
himself had emphatically excluded from the domain of their applicability. An
example is the German theologian Hans Küng who tried to apply "paradigm
shifts" to the development of religion—an example that would merely be col-
orful and entertaining had it not been professed with such zealous intolerance
(cf. Staal 1985b).
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What Kuhn did show is that the sciences rarely progress gradually or in
linear fashion and that their development is not simply due to the gradually
increasing accumulation of data and information. Sometimes the entire field
is looked at from a fresh and different perspective; this is, in simplified form,
an instance of "paradigm shift." We have seen that it is not easy to account for
such events in philosophic terms, even with the help of clear concepts (above,
page 7); even so, that shifts of this kind occur is an indisputable fact of which
Kuhn has discussed many instances. If we turn to figures 1 and 2, we find that
the line of development of some sciences is even more more haphazard than
the notion of "paradigm shift" suggests. The "measure of excellence" of lin-
guistics in India at around 500 B.C., for example, is greater than that of the
nineteenth-century West. That measure is not based upon subjective impres-
sions: the notion of "context-sensitive rule," for example, though sometimes
used, was not recognized as such in Western linguistics until the twentieth
century, whereas it had been discovered in India before 500 B.C. This explains
why Franz Kielhorn, the leading nineteenth-century Western expert on the
Sanskrit grammarians, did not see that Pänini used context-sensitive rules: he
did not know what they were. We can now assert, with the power of hindsight,
that Indian linguists in the fifth century B.C. knew and understood more than
Western linguists in the nineteenth century A.D. Can one not extend this con-
clusion and claim that it is probable that Indian linguists are still ahead of their
Western colleagues and may continue to be so in the next century? Quite pos-
sibly; all we can say is that it is difficult to detect something that we have not
already discovered ourselves.

Kuhn's ideas have been widely discussed and always with reference to West-
ern science. But once we acknowledge the importance of non-Western sci-
ence, it becomes crucial to test Kuhn's ideas with recourse to non-Western
data. For such an undertaking we now have available a repository of facts that
can serve as a point of departure: Joseph Needham's monumental Science and
Civilization in China, of which so far five volumes, the latter in three parts,
have appeared (1954-1976). It would be no exaggeration to say that these
volumes contain some of the most important contributions to scholarship of
the present century. They provide, in addition, massive and devastating refuta-
tions of the idea of a "relativism of the sciences." The evidence collected by
Needham and his associates establishes that the sciences of the Chinese are
logical, rational, and empirical and in every respect comparable to those of
the West. The earlier quotation from Russell's History of Western Philosophy
appears, not surprisingly, as an epigraph in Needham's second volume.

My own investigations have been much more modest and limited. But in
one sense they claim to lead to a discovery of comparable significance: the
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ancient Indians also developed sciences that are logical, rational, and em-
pirical like Western sciences, but their strength did lie in the human sciences,
an area that has always lagged behind in the West. For we have seen that West-
ern civilization, with its growing emphasis on nonhuman science, never pro-
duced a science of ritual and produced a science of language only belatedly,
after being influenced by the Sanskrit grammar of Pänini. As for anthropol-
ogy, one cannot help but feel that such basic disagreements about its task,
scope, and principles as are found among its most respected practitioners
(e.g., Levi-Strauss and Geertz with regard to "universals") suggest that this
discipline has not yet gotten off the ground. It seems safe to conclude from
these observations that the West, as far as the human and social sciences are
concerned, has much to learn from India and from Asia generally.

The likelihood of such future influences need not surprise us because they
have never been rare in the past. We have seen that Greek and Indian mathe-
matics probably rest on a common foundation. As for astronomy, the Indians
were influenced by the West. The mathematical zero, on the other hand,
comes from India, where it originated in the context of grammar. The rela-
tions between India and China in some areas (e.g., medicine—connected
with Taoism on the one hand and Yoga on the other) remain unresolved, but
they are well established in the extended domain of Buddhism. I shall con-
clude this Introduction with a brief sketch of some of the influences that pro-
vide a concrete background to the similarities between India and China and
that add some flesh to the dry bones of logic and universals. Such a sketch
could be extended in many directions and include references to other Asian
civilizations. More importantly, it illustrates the only manner in which the
West could effectively learn from Asia.

We have seen that the Chinese were mainly interested in two schools of
Buddhism: the logical school of Yogäcära-Vijnänaväda and the "middle way"
of the Mädhyamika. The greatest translator of Mädhyamika texts and the
founder of the Chinese Mädhyamika was Kumärajiva (see, e.g., Robinson
1967, 71-95). He was born in 344 A.D. at Kucha in Central Asia on the
northern branch of the silk route in what is now called Sinkiang. His father
was an emigrant Indian who had been a monk, and his mother was what the
texts call a Küchean princess—let's say, the daughter of a country baronet—
who became a nun when Kumärajiva was seven years old. When he was nine,
she took him to India where he studied the Vedas, Sanskrit grammar, astron-
omy, and a variety of Buddhist works. Eventually, his predilection went to the
Mädhyamika. He was ordained, instructed many others, and vanquished fa-
mous teachers in debate by showing their position to be self-contradictory.
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In 383, when Kumärajlva was back in Kucha, a Chinese expedition seized
the town and carried him away as a captive. During the next decade and a half
he learned Chinese. He became a favorite of the king of Ch'in and spent the
rest of his life (from 401 to 413) at Ch'ang-an in Shensi where the Yellow
River meets the silk route. There he had many disciples and set up a transla-
tion bureau to render a large number of works from Sanskrit into Chinese. He
paid much attention to correct methods of translation: to what extent the sub-
stance of the originals should be adapted to the style and rhetoric of the Chi-
nese, whether repetitions in the original should be translated, whether sum-
maries, abbreviations, and notes should be inserted, and so forth. In later
centuries, translation colleges with international faculties consisting of In-
dians, Central Asians, and Chinese were established in several parts of China.
The work was done by a team of reciters, recorders, style correctors, style
polishers, and style deleters together with numerous assistants (see van Gulik
1956, 25-31; Staal 1979b, 7).

Several works translated by Kumärajlva have been attributed to Nägärjuna.
There were, however, many Nägärjunas. The author of the Mülamädhyamika-
kärikä, or "Basic Middle Way Stanzas," a South Indian Brahmin educated in
grammar, logic, ritual, and Vedic scholarship, came in due course to be re-
garded as the founder of the Mädhyamika, which started as a logical and meta-
physical system, then absorbed trends of the day including magic and al-
chemy, and finally developed into the Tantrism of the Vajrayäna or "Diamond
Vehicle." There were accordingly not only several scholars but also Yogins,
Siddhas or "Perfected Beings," alchemists, magicians, a snake (näga) king, a
Bodhisattva, and other human and superhuman personages who were known
by the name Nägärjuna. Nägärjuna was also regarded as the author of an en-
cyclopedic work consisting of more than three million words, which Kumära-
jlva translated in Ch'ang-an for two years beginning in the summer of 404
A.D., producing a Chinese text comprising a thousand rolls: the celebrated
Mahäprajnäpärarnitäsästra (in Sanskrit) or Ta-chih-tu-lun (in Chinese)—the
"Treatise on the Great Perfection of Wisdom." Its Sanskrit original being lost,
the most important portion of the text, more than a third of it, was translated
from the Chinese into French by Etienne Lamotte in five volumes comprising
more than 2400 pages and published between 1944 and 1980—another pro-
digious achievement of Oriental scholarship. It is largely through this text that
the Chinese began to understand and assimilate the Indian Mädhyamika.

The work as we have it must have been composed by an unknown Indian
author, situated "on the middle way" (as Hubert Durt [1985, 22], Lamotte's
executeur testamentaire, happily put it)—between "Nägärjuna, father of the
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Indian Mädhyamika" and "Kumärajiva, father of the Chinese Mädhyamika,"
between the second and the fourth century A.D., between South India and
Central Asia; probably, therefore, in Kashmir, a part of northwest India that
juts out beyond the Himalayas until it reaches the same latitude as Japan.
"The cool air of Kashmir," writes Sir Aurel Stein, "the northern aspect of its
scenery and products, have at all times exercised a powerful charm over those
visitors who, themselves born in colder climes, have come to the Valley from
the heat and dust of the Indian plains" (Stein, 1900, 2:356). The nature, con-
tents, and pedigree of the monumental "Treatise" that was probably com-
posed in this valley and translated in Ch'ang-an, two thousand miles to
the east, destined it to become one of the important links between India
and China.

Links between civilizations are not based upon argument or speculation;
they require solid information and concrete bridges. Only such bridges will
pave the way for a world that is one or at least devoid of small minds and
prejudice. Such bridges add substance to Bertrand Russell's prediction that
Asia's share in the future will be important, and they enable us to demonstrate,
beyond that conclusion, that what Asia has to offer is intelligible and rational.
They also establish that Asia's contributions are not only compatible with
what has been produced in the West but are a necessary ingredient and essen-
tial component of any future science of man.
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Part One

I n d i a n L o g i c





O N E

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN LANGUAGE AND LOGIC IN

INDIAN T H O U G H T

I

IT may be possible to study special cases of the general philosophical problem,
how language and thought are correlated, by considering definite thought

structures and definite languages. The difficulty, that thought seems to be
accessible only or at least primarily through language, can be partly avoided by
concentrating upon formal expressions of thought structures which are con-
siderably different from ordinary language. In the following an attempt will be
made to show, with the help of symbolic logic, how certain general structures are
expressed in classical Sanskrit and, subsequently, how certain logical structures
are expressed in the technical Sanskrit of Indian logic. The results do not prove
that some logical principles depend on linguistic structures; for, evidently, the
linguistic structures themselves may reflect a deeper-lying structure of thinking
or ' being '. On the other hand, if it were possible to show that some expressions
could occur only in languages with a special structure—e.g. some Indo-
European languages—this kind of research might throw some light on the
problem of the universality of logical principles.

It might be objected against this method that symbolic logic may not be a
sufficiently universal tool for the investigation of problems of the above kind.
It is true that this modern discipline itself may well reflect the structure of some
modern European languages. Here symbolic logic will be utilized as a tool, the
status of which may be questioned whenever it seems necessary. Thus, it is only
through comparison with other systems of logic that its own relation to linguistic
expression can be studied.

In the present study, use will be made of variables, such as x; predicates
(functions), such as F(x), ' x is F ' ; and relations (binary predicates), such as
R(x, y), ' between x and y the relation R holds '. The identity relation will be
written in the usual way as x = y, its negation as x ^ y . Predicates and
relations combine, according to well-known rules, to form well-formed formulas
by means of the connectives : ~ (negation), A (conjunction), V (disjunction),
-> (implication), -++ (the bi-conditional, where a •++- b is defined by : (a -> b)
A (b -> a)), and by means of (x) and (Ex), expressing universal and existential
quantification respectively. Special use is made of the expression axF(x) for a
restricted-variable denoting the idea ^x such that F(x) ' 2; e.g. when applied to
relations, if C(x, y) stands for ' x is the capital of y ', axC(x, France) denotes
Paris and ayC(Paris, y) denotes France. From this definition of restricted-
variable we infer: (Ey)[y = axF(x)] ^ (Ey)F(y).

1 See T. Hailperin, ' A theory of restricted quantification ', Journal of Symbolic Logic, xxir,
1957, 19-35 ; 113-29. For another symbolism cf. J. B. Rosser, Logic for mathematicians, New
York, 1953, 140-50.
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The fact that restricted-variables are, as will be shown, particularly useful
in the representation of Indian logical structures may need some justification,
as up to the present these symbols have been used relatively sparingly in
Western logic itself. But here we are faced with one of those circumstances,
where the structure of symbolic logic seems to be limited by the relation to its
own background. Variables seem to have become an essential part of the
vocabulary of modern logic mainly for two reasons: firstly because of the
indispensibility of variables in mathematics; and secondly because they can
represent nouns preceded by indefinite articles in Greek and in the modern
European languages.1

It may be expected that wherever such variables occur bound (e.g. in
quantification), other means of expression may render the same service ; this is
actually seen to be the case in Indian logic. Restricted-variables, on the other
hand, can be adopted whenever we want to represent a noun of which it cannot
be said that it should be preceded by a definite or by an indefinite article—for
instance because there is no article at all, as in Latin or in Sanskrit.2 Restricted-
variables can also be used when the number of cases fulfilling a given condition
is not known. For example, if P(x, y) denotes ' x is the father of y ', ayP(A, y)
may denote any of the sons of A. If there is only one son—i.e. if the condition :
(Ey)P(A, y) A (x)[P(A, x) -> (x = y)] holds—this would be equivalent to
?yP(A, y), ' the y such that P(A,y)'. This expression, which corresponds in our
modern languages to a noun preceded by a definite article, is definable in terms
of classes with the help of ordinary variables.

II
Sanskrit is noted for its long nominal compounds. The possibilities provided

by these means of expression were widely utilized (sometimes, it might be said,
exploited) by Indian logicians. It seems therefore advisable to see first exactly
what is the scope of expression of some of these compounds, as laid down by the
grammarians in accordance with general usage.

Of the three kinds of nominal compounds which will occupy us here the
dvandva is the least interesting. As easily as Pänini could define it in terms of
ca ' and ',3 modern logic can define it in terms of conjunction.

More interesting is the tatpurusa compound. According to Patanjali it is
characterized by the predominance of its last member, uttarapada.* The first

1 It is possibly connected herewith that Alexander of Aphrodisias, the Greek commentator
on Aristotle, seems to have been the first to state explicitly what a variable is. See I. M.
Bochenski, Formale Logik, Freiburg/München, 1956, 157.

2 Less often and in a more complicated way these languages do express what the article
expresses. It might be asked whether restricted-variables might be useful in the study of medieval
logic too. B. Boehner (Medieval logic, Manchester, 1952) uses individual and predicate
variables only.

3 2.2.29.
4 Mahäbhäsya, 2.I.6. This and some of the following references have been traced back with

the help of L. Renou, Terminologie grammaticale du Sanskrit, Paris, 1957.
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member is called upasarjana ' subordinate ', ' le mot vise par une teneur au
nominatif' (Renou).1 We could describe the tatpurusa as a compound denoting
the second member as qualified by the first member. The later logicians said
that implied sense or laksanä lies in the first member,2 as the second member is
qualified by what the first member implies. The qualification which occurs here
is based on a Mra&a-relation or on a sasfM-relation, i.e. on an oblique case
relation. In other words, a relation C may be defined as follows: Ck(t, p)
denotes some relation between t and p in a sentence in which these occur as
' tk p ', where k denotes any of the oblique case-endings enumerated in Pänini's
order (we shall continue to denote case-endings in this way by subscripts).
Hence the tatpurusa can be defined as: apCk(t, p) (k = 2, . . . , 7), where t is
upasarjana and p is the uttarapäda. Example : in tatpurusa, ' the man of him ',
k = 6 and the analysis yields : t6 p, or : tasya purusa.

The later Indian logicians have themselves considered the logical status of
grammatical categories and have put forward their own definitions. Many
problems of this kind were studied in the branch of Navya-nyäya called
Saktiväda (sakti denotes here the relation between a word and its meaning,3

i.e. saktiväda stands approximately for semantics). The Nyäyakosa 4 quotes a
definition of tatpurusa given by Jagadisa Bhattäcärya in his &abdasaktiprakä-
sikä which runs as follows : yadarthagatena subarthena visistasya yadarthasyänva-
yabodham prati yah samäsah svarüpayogyah sa tadarthasya tadarthe tatpurusah.

This definition provides a good example of a sentence, containing three
subordinate appositional clauses, which is hard to translate adequately into a
modern European language, but which can be analysed with the help of modern
logic. We may first eliminate the term svarüpayogyah ' applicable to its own
form ', which expresses the fact that the term tatpurusa is itself a case of a
tatpurusa (i.e. is autonymous).5 We are then left with three relative pronouns,
which can be reduced to two by eliding ya. This is justified, as . . . yah
samäsah . . . sa . . . tatpurusah can be expressed by introducing the definition
below as follows: ' a tatpurusa compound denotes the following: '. If we

1 Pänini, 1.2.43. The chief member is called pradhäna. It is possible that the tatpurusa
originated from a combination of words where the upasarjana word kept its case-ending (see,
however, T. Burrow, The Sanskrit language, London, 1955, 208). In the Rgveda it sometimes
preserves (part of) its case-ending (see L. Renou, Etudes ve'diques et pänine'ennes, I, Paris, 1955,
51); in the Atharvaveda especially the locative termination (see L. Renou, ' Linguistic remarks
on the Paippaläda version of the Atharvaveda \ Felicitation volume presented to S. K. Belvalkar,
Banaras, 1957, 70). The logicians argue that the laksanä is not understood because of the
recollection of such an elided case-ending (lupta-vibhakteb smaranam), for the meaning is grasped
also by somebody who does not remember this case-ending : Siddhänta-muktävali, ed. Hari
Rcäma Sukla, Banaras, 1951 (to be abbreviated as SM), 294. Cf. also the translation of Svämi
Mädhavänanda, Calcutta, 1954, 162.

2 tatpuruse tu pürvapade laksanä : SM, 293, ad Bhäsä-pariccheda (to be abbreviated as
BP), 82.

3 saktih padena saha padärthasya sambandhah {SM, 265).
4 By Mm. Bhimäcärya Jhalakikar, Poona, 1928, 311, s.v. tatpurusa.
5 cf. Pänini, 1.1.68, and J. Brough, 'Theories of general linguistics in the Sanskrit gram-

marians ', Transactions of the Philological Society, 1951, 28-31.
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denote the other pronouns in the order in which they occur as yad], yadn, tad1,
and tad", and write these below the corresponding variables, the definition can
be written as:

apS (atCjk(t), aqtfq = p] A V[q, atCJk(t)]})

tad" tad' yad*

Here S(x, y) denotes samäsa x6 y7, ' compound (relating) x to y ' ; V(x, y)
denotes j^viSista xl9 ' x is qualified by y ' ; and Cjk(x) denotes xx subartha,
' x has the meaning of Xjk ', where xjk (j = 1, . . . , 3 ; k = 1, . . , , 7) denotes x
followed by sup, the technical term used by Pänini to denote any of the seven
case-endings in any of the three numbers.1

This formula is in one respect simpler and in another respect less simple than
the Sanskrit expressions. It is less simple because sequences of more than one a
preceding the same variable are avoided by introducing another variable q which
is identical with p. The result makes a somewhat artificial impression. It is
more simple, on the other hand, because it avoids the clause ya . . . sa . . . .

The symbolical representation of the refined definition of the Naiyäyika
requires much more powerful means of expression than the grammarian's
definition. The original definition can be made to apply to several of the
sub-kinds of tatpurusa-comipowids by slight modifications or by additional
conditions. Of these we shall only consider the addition which results in the
definition of the logically most important of these compounds, namely the
karmadhäraya. Pänini defined it as tatpurusah samänädhikaranah ' a tatpurusa
(with both members) possessing the same adhikarana \2 In order to formalize
this we introduce a relation B(x, y) denoting y6 adhikarana xlf ' x is the locus
of y ', yx x7, * y is in x ', or xx j-vat (-mat), ' x has y '. From the equivalence of
the first two of these denotations we see that the concept of ädhikaranya serves
to define the locative. In fact, adhikarana is the term used by the grammarians
to denote the Mra&a-relation of the locative. In order to express the condition
that a and b have the same locus we need merely write : axB(x, a) = axB(x, b).
Hence Pänini's definition of the karmadhäraya, K(p), may be written as:

K(p) = d{Ck(t, p) A [axB(x, t) = axB(x, p)]}.
Pänini's analysis of the karmadhäraya by means of the sameness of locus

differs from the analysis of Western grammarians, who characterize this com-
pound generally by some kind of statement, that the first and the second

1 Pänini, 1.4.14, 103. An example, also from the feabdasaktiprakäsikä, quoted by P. B.
Chakravarti (The philosophy of Sanskrit grammar, Calcutta, 1930, 300, n. 1) states how the sasthi
' genitive ' is implied by laksanä : räjapurusa ityädau pürvapade sasthyartha-sambandhe laksaneti
manikrduktam api sarrigacchate ' in cases such as räjapurusa, etc., the meaning of the genitive is
implied in the first word, as also laid down by the author of the Tattva-cintämani'.

2 1.2.42.
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member are related to each other as predicate and subject are.1 Pänini uses
guna with the meaning of' predicate ' relatively rarely,2 though it is not at all a
rare concept in Indian philosophy and logic. We shall see that there are other
instances where Western thought is inclined to analyse a close relationship in
terms of subject and attribute, whereas Indian thought considers the relation to
the adhikarana.

It may lastly be remarked that formally it is very simple to give a definition
of karmadhäraya on the basis of the distinction of subject and predicate, which
evidently plays an important part in symbolic logic: axF(x) or apK(p) itself
serves the purpose. Identification of the case-endings, ekavibhaJctitva—
e.g. ap[Ck(t, p) A (p = Pk)]—is not a possible definition, as a tatpurusa in the
same case as the case denoted by its upasarjana (e.g. tatpurusasya) does not
become a karmadhäraya, unless k = 1.

The last kind of compound we shall consider is the bahuvrihi. Pänini defined
it as anekam anyapadärthe ' (consisting of) several (words) in the meaning of
another word '.3 If we denote the several words together by b, the relation B
introduced earlier can be used and the definition can be formalized as : apB(p, b).
All the members denoted by b can be considered as upasarjana.* The restricted-
variable p is freshly introduced as it were, and this constitutes a good example
of laksand ' implication \ For instance in citragu ' owner of brindled cows ',
the word gu or goy ' cow', implies goman ' owner of cows \5 In the symbolism of
the definition, b when intended as a bahuvrihi implies a p such that B(p, b).

The definition of the bahuvrihi compound as apB(p, b) follows closely the
Sanskrit usage, as may be seen from the following instance taken from the
Mahäbhäsya. Patanjali asks, when commenting upon Pänini's rule nipäta ekäj
anäh* whether ekäc in this sütra is to be understood as a bahuvrihi or as a
tatpurusa samänädhikaranah. In the latter case it should be analysed as:
eko 'c, in the former case as : eko 'j yasmin so 'yam.7 The latter expression
corresponds exactly to apB(p, b), if b denotes eko 'c, ap denotes 50 'yam, and
B(p, b), defined as bx p7, denotes eko 'j yasmin.

I l l
After the formalization of some of the nominal compounds the role which

such expressions may play in Indian logic will be considered and attempts will
be made at a formalization of some of the expressions of the technical Sanskrit
of Indian logic. As an example of the possibilities of formalization first some of

1 It is interesting to observe in B. Faddegoh's discussion of the subdivisions of the compounds
(Studies on Pänini's Grammar, Amsterdam, 1936, 61-2) how Wackernagel differed mainly from
Pänini by utilizing the categories of noun and adjective.

2 Böhtlingk's index mentions three sütras, and six sütras using gunavacana ' Eigenschaftswort'.
3 2.2.24.
4 As the Käsilcä says (Renou, Terminologie, 108).
5 gopadasya gomati laksanä (SM, 292).
•1.1.14.
7 Mahäbhäsya, 1.1.5, ed. Kielhorn, 1, 70.
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the implications will be considered of the introduction of the relation B(x, y)
into our—relatively vaguely delineated—formal system. This example will
also provide a formalization of a very important device of Indian logic,
i.e. abstraction.

A well-known rule of Navya-nyäya runs as follows : tattvavat tad eva ' that
which possesses thatness is (just) that \1 For instance in the inference dravyam
sattvät, the word dravyam is to be understood as dravyatvavän and the sädhya is
dravyatva. If we denote tat by t and tattva by t (Sen and Ingalls used subscripts,
which are here used for case-endings), this may be expressed as : axB(x, t) = t.
Hence abstraction, as a counterpart of the expression which provides the locus,
can be written as: ä = axB(a, x). Or we may start with the relation B(a, ä)
and derive both by making use of the notion of restricted-variable 2:

ä = axB(a, x) (abstraction) and :
a = axB(x, ä) (formation of the locus).

As an application of this abstraction the formalization of the concept
pratiyogitä may be considered. Pratiyogi in Navya-nyäya 3 is a term which
denotes the thing which is negated. It will here be defined for atyantäbhäva,
though it is also used in connexion with anyonyäbhäva.* While anyonyäbhäva
denotes the negation of identity (e.g. x 7^ y), atyantäbhäva denotes the negation
of a presence or of a relation. If A(x, y) denotes y-vrttitva x6 , ' presence of x in
y', or sambandha x6y7, ' relation of x to y' , the atyantäbhäva of x in y may be
written as : ^ A(x, y). Hence the atyantäbhäviya-pratiyogi is : ax [^ A(x, y)].
By means of the above formalization of abstraction the pratiyogitä becomes:
azB{ox[~A(x,y)],z}.

Next we shall consider one of the main problems of Navya-nyäya, i.e. the
definition of vyäpti ' pervasion'. The prima facie definition, pürva-
paksavyäptinirüpanam, is given in several forms (cf. appendix), out of which we
shall here consider two only. The Vyäpti-pancaha section of the famous Tattva-
cintämani of Gangesopädhyäya defines vyäpti in the first instance as:
sädhyäbhävavadavrttitvam (sc. hetoh) (def. I). The Bhäsä-parjccheda (BP) of
Visvanätha Pancänana Bhattäcärya, following the fifth definition of the
Vyäpti-pancaka, defines it as: sädhyavadanyasminn asambandha (sc. hetoh)
(def. II). These expressions contain several tatpurusa compounds (sädhyäbhäva,
sädhyavadanya) which could be formalized in accordance with the above
definition. But all these compounds express negation and can hence be
formalized with the help of a simpler notation.

If we denote hetu by h, sädhya by s, and the vyapti-iel&tion which holds
between h and s by V(h, s), the tatpurusa compound sädhyäbhäva can in
accordance with the definition be written in the form : aaCk(s, a). This relation

1 D. H. H. Ingalls, Materials for the study of Navya-nyäya logic, Cambridge, Mass., 1951, 36.
2 See above, p. 109.
3 That is, the abhäviya-pratiyogi (cf. Ingalls, 55).
4 cf. Ingalls, 54-8. See also the present author's review of Ingalls' work, to be published in the

Jndo-Iranian Journal.
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Ck holds between a term s and its negation and can hence be written as : x ^ s .
Thus sädhyäbhäva becomes : ax(x 7^ s). Sädhyäbhävavad may be written as
<xyB[y, ax(x 9^ s)] and the first definition can be finally formalized as :

V(h, s) = d ~ A{h, ayB[y, ax(x ^ s)]} (def. I).
For the formalization of the second definition we may write for sddhyavad:

axB(x, s). Sddhyavadanya is a tatpurusa which can be expressed as:
ayC5[axB(x, s), y], in accordance with the definition. This can again be
further simplified as : ay[y 7^ axB(x, s)]. For sddhyavadanyasmint sambandha
or sädhyavadanyavrttitva (sc. hetoh) we arrive at:
A{h, ay[y 9^ axB(x, s)]} and hence the second definition is :

V(h, s) = a ~ A{h, ay[y ^ axB(x, s)]} (def. II).
We have discussed definition II elsewhere and given a formal analysis of the

argument of the Siddhänta-muktävali (SM), the author's own commentary on
the BP, where four insertions are given to this definition which result in a final
definition, where the generalization of the restricted-variables is expressed with
the help of abstraction and of the concept of avacchinna.1

A simple scheme may be utilized to express the structure of both definitions,
which is very useful in representing examples and special cases discussed in the
text (it may be asked whether the Naiyäyikas themselves made use of similar
aids). Thereby an isomorphism 2 can be established between the scheme, the
formalization, and the original Sanskrit expression. At the same time the
scheme provides a new interpretation for the restricted-variables x and y.

The two schemes may be sketched first:
Def. I Def. II

In terms of these schemes a proof of an inference in accordance with the
definition consists in providing a connexion which links the sädhya with the
hetu by following the sides of the rectangle in the clockwise direction (prada-
ksina, as the arrows indicate). For instance for the stock example of Indian logic,
vahnimän dhümät' it possesses fire because of smoke ', we write dhüma' smoke ',
the hetu, in the left upper corner smdvahni * fire ', the sädhya, in the right upper
corner. Then, following definition I, we write below the sädhya the sädhyäbhäva :
vahnyabhäva ' absence of fire'. Then a y has to be found such that

1 ' Means of formalisation in Indian and Western logic ', in Proceedings of the Xllth Inter-
national Congress of Philosophy (Venice, 1958). (Chapter 3 in this volume.)

2 A one-to-one(-to-one) correspondence where it is possible to pair off the elements in such
a manner that the structure is not affected.
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B[y, ax(x ^ s)], e.g. jalahrada ' lake ', which we write down in the left lower
corner. Lastly we have to verify that h does not occur in this y, which closes
the chain.

In terms of definition II, we have to find a locus x such that B(x, s),
e.g. mahänasa ' kitchen ', which we record in the right lower corner. Thereupon
a y different from that, e.g. jalahrada, has to be supplied in the left lower corner.
Then again, with reference to this y, it is verified that A(h, y). Carrying this out
in the schemes we have:

Def. I Def. II
dhüma > vahni dhüma > vahni

A - - B

jalahrada < vahnyabhäva jalahrada < 1 mahänasa
B

If we make the corresponding substitutions in the definitions the results are
isomorphic:

Def. I Def. II
h: dhüma h : dhüma
s: vahni s : vahni
ax(x ^ s): vahnyabhäva axB(x, s): maMnasa
ayB(y, vahnyabhäva); jalahrada ay(y ^ mahänasa): jalahrada
~ A(dhüma, jalahrada) ~ A(dhüma, jalahrada)
We shall next consider the inferences which refute the validity of the prima

facie definition and lead to the final definition, siddhäntavyäptinirüpanam or
siddhäntalaksana.1 The first of these inferences is: jneyam väcyatvät * it is
knowable (it possesses jneyatva) because it is nameable '. Trying to apply
definition II, s being jneyatva, axB(x, s) is the entire universe of discourse
according to the Naiyäyika assumption: sarvam jneyam ' everything is
knowable '. In order to continue the proof a y has to be found such that
y •=£ axB(x, s), i.e. an entity which does not belong to the universe of discourse
and which is therefore aprasiddha ' unexampled '. Here the definition evidently
breaks down, for it is impossible to establish the connexion required for proving
the inference jneyam väcyatvät which is (intuitively) known to be valid.

The above difficulty may be formalized along the following lines. Let j denote
jneyatva, then B(x, j) denotes ' x possesses jneyatva ' or x jneyam, ' x is
knowable '. The assumption sarvam jneyam becomes (z)[z = axB(x, j)] (1).
In order to derive the contradiction from this we shall have to make use of two
logical laws which form part of any formal system and which can be written in
the form of bi-conditionals as follows:

1 SM, 220 ; cf. Ingalls, 62.
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(x)F(x) ~ ~ ( E x ) ~ F ( x ) (2)i
( F ^ G ) ^ ( ~ F ^ ~ G ) (3).2

Applying (2) to (1) we arrive at:
-(Ez)[Z7£:axB(x,j)] (4).

Applying (3) to : (Ey)[y = axF(x)] -++ (Ey)F(y),3 we arrive at:
^ (Ey)[7 = axF(x)] * - (Ey)F(y).

This can be applied to (4), which results in:
~(Ez){z = ay[y^axB(x,j)]}.

This last expression means that there is no z which is equal to
<zy[y 9^ axB(x, j)], in other words, that this restricted-variable denoting
jneyäd anya ' what is different from what is knowable ' is aprasiddha. In this
way the required contradiction is reached. It is clearly seen that use is made of
the reductio ad absurdum. At the same time a formal definition of aprasiddhatva
is suggested, i.e.: x is called aprasiddha with respect to a property F, if:
~ (Ey)[y = axF(x)] or: ~ (Ex)F(x). An entity a, on the other hand, is called
kevalänvayi ' unnegatable ' if: (y)[y = axB(x, a)] or : (x)B(x, a)—e.g. jneyatva
is kevalänvayi.

In the other inference which refutes the validity of the original definition,
sattävän jäteh ' it possesses reality because (it possesses) generic character ', the
difficulty is of a different kind. In order to appreciate this we have to bear in
mind a remark which has been made a few lines earlier in the SM. The expres-
sion A(h, y) ' occurrence of h in y ' can always be further analysed as occurrence
with respect to some relation, . . . sambandhena vrttitva. This could be expressed
by a subscript within parentheses attached to A which denotes various types of
sambandha by names of letters (extending Ingalls 4): c for samyoga, h for
samaväya ' inherence', etc. For example, if j and d denote jäti ' generic
character ' and dravya ' substance ' respectively, A(h)(], d) symbolizes samaväya-
sambandhena d7 j x vrttitva,' occurrence of generic character in substance through
the inherence relation'.

Apart from the possible occurrence of h in y, however, the hetu always occurs
through some relation in its paksa ' field, residence '. The latter relation is said
to be the hetutävacchedaka-sambandha ' the limiting relation of hetutä '. The
additional condition which must be fulfilled in order that the original definition
be valid is that this relation be the same as the vrttitvävacchedakasambandha,
the relation through which h resides in y. If we denote the paksa by p this can
be expressed as: axA(x)(h, p) = axA(x)(h, y), where y is a variable for which

1 This expression occurs in every predicate calculus. It may be incorporated in the formal
system either as an axiom or a definition (e.g. W. V. O. Quine, Mathematical logic, Cambridge,
Mass., 1951, 102) or as a theorem (e.g. D. Hubert and W. Ackermann, Grundzüge der theoretischen
Logik, New York, 1946,62 ; S. C. Kleene, Introduction to metamathematics, Amsterdam, 1952,162).

2 See e.g. Quine, op. cit., 57 (17) ; Hubert and Ackermann, op. cit., 8 (26) ; Kleene, op. cit.,
116(30).

3 See above, p. 109.
4 op. cit., 74-7.
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the restricted-variable ay[y •=£. axB(x, s)] has to be substituted. In other words,
the definition is further specified as:

— A[aXA(x)(h, P)]{h, ay[y =£ axB(x, s)]}.
This development enables us to return to the inference sattävän jdteh.

According to the Naiyäyikas sattä ' reality' occurs through the inherence
relation only in the first three categories : dravya ' substance ', guna ' quality,
quale ', and kriyd ' action V but not in jdti ' generic character ' or any of the
other categories. As this occurrence is termed vrtti this may be written as:
A(h)(sattd, dravya), etc. The Naiyäyikas seem to assume, at least in this case,
that A(x, y) implies B(y, x): locus of an entity is where it occurs.2 As the
sddhya in the above inference is sattä, the expression axB(x, s) covers the other
categories, jdtyddayaji' generic character, etc.'. In the same inference the hetu
is dlsojdti, and according to another assumption of the Nyäya terminology also
jdti can inhere only in dravya, guna, and kriyd 3 ; and these three are said to
constitute the paksa of jdti. Hence the occurrence of h in: ay[y ^ axB(x, s)]
can never be through the same relation through which h occurs in the paksa,
i.e. through samavdya: the occurrence is aprasiddha. Formally speaking,
axA(x)(h, p) 7^ axA(X)(h, y) and therefore :

- (Ey)A(z)(h, y) if: z = axA(x)(h, p)
or:

~ (Ey)A[axA(X)(h, P) 3(h, y).
This means that:

A[axA(x)(h, p)]{h, ay[y 7^ axB(x, s)]} is impossible; and hence also its
negation is impossible.

The models for the two inferences which we have analysed illustrate
dramatically the breaking down of definition I I :

jneyam väcyatvät sattävän jäteh
väcyatva >jneyatva jäti > sattä

aprasiddha <-

B

jneyam paksa:
dravya
guna

jÖtl,<r-
etc.

B

- dravya
guna
kriyd

IV
If we assume, just as the Naiyäyikas seemed to do in the case discussed last,

1 Ingalls, 53-4, referring to BP, 8.
2 Professor Brough suggested the possibility of the convertibility of A into B and vice versa in

connexion with the formalizations of definitions I and II.
3 Ingalls, 75.
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that A(x, y) implies B(y, x), the definitions can be written in terms of B
only (or A only, if the reverse is also assumed):

~ B {ayB[y, ax(x ^ s)], h } (def. I)
— B {ay[y ^ axB(x, s)], h} (def. II).

As it is uncertain to what extent the convertibility between A and B was
generally assumed, it seems preferable to use A and B in order to show which
terms are used in a given case. If the convertibility were an unquestionable
fact, it would be difficult to explain the terminological differentiation which is
consistently carried through at least in the SM. In the following there is an
instance of the use of A and B as two distinct relations, which are interrelated
but which cannot be reduced to each other.

As the original definitions had been shown to be invalid, a final definition
was proposed which the BP expresses as: hetumannisthavirahäpratiyoginä
sädhyena hetor aikädhikaranyam. This is further interpreted by the SM as
follows : hetumati nisihä — vrttir yasya sa tathä virahah — abhävah, tathä ca
hetv-adhikarana-vrttir yo 'bhävas tadapratiyoginä sädhyena saha hetoh sämänädhi-
Jcaranyam. In the first instance vyäpti is here defined as : sädhyena saha hetoh
sämänädhikaranyam, i.e. by the condition: axB(x, h) = axB(x, s) (1). The
rest of the expression enjoins a further condition upon the sädhya: it should
not be the pratiyogi of an abhäva which occurs in the hetvadhikarana. As the
formalization of the pratiyogi with reference to an abhäva ~ A has been given
earlier, this condition can be expressed as : s ^ ay{~ A[y, axB(x, h)]}, which
may be interpreted as : ~ ~ A[s, axB(x, h)] or (for the law of the excluded
middle is generally adopted): A[s, axB(x, h)] (2). Thus the expressions
(1) and (2) together constitute the final definition or siddhäntalaJcsana. If A
and B as occurring in these expressions were convertible in accordance with
the given rule, one expression would be dependent upon the other, for
B[axB(x, h), s] implies (1) in accordance with the notion of restricted-variable.

In order to apply the final definition the two above inferences may be
reconsidered *:

jneyam väcyatvät. Condition (1) is fulfilled, because both» loci are the entire
universe of discourse. Moreover, (2) is fulfilled also, because it is always assumed
that s, jneyatva, is present everywhere : (x)A(s, x).

sattävän jäteh. (1) axB(x, s) = dravya, guna, and kriyä = axB(x, h).
(2) Sattä is present in axB(x, h) = dravya, guna, and kriyä.

The definition of vyäpti through sämänädhikaranya has been submitted to
numerous criticisms which have been met by the application of various refine-
ments to the definition. The objections of Naiyäyikas, however, accept generally
the main idea of the definition: reference to a locus. This characterization
itself was rejected by the Dvaitins, who gave a simple counter-example which
seems irrefutable. Calari !§esäcärya, a Mädhva of the fourteenth or fifteenth
century, quotes in his Pramäna-candrikä the inference: ürdhvadeso vrstimän

1 Here we follow the commentary of Svämi Mädhavänanda, 112, note.
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adhodese nadipürät' there is rain in the high country because the rivers are full
in the low country \1 This is an inference, which is known to be valid (if not
in the Himalaya, where melting of snow because of sunshine might be the hetu,
at least in South India, where Sesäcärya was born), but which constitutes at the
same time a good example of vaiyddhikaranya ' difference of locus ' : for
axB(x, nadipüram) = adhodesa 7^ axB(x, vrsti) = ürdhvadeia. ( The low
country, where the rivers are full, is not the high country, where there is rain.'

In later Advaita, where many Naiyäyika categories are rejected, the
definition of vyäpti is accepted. In the Vedäntaparibhäsä it is further quantified
as follows: asesa-sädhanäsrayäsrita-sädhya-sämäntähikaranya-rüpä.2 This can
be represented by introducing a class concept £F(x), ' the class of all x such
that F(x)'. Then asesasädhanäsraya corresponds to: £B(x, h) and asesa-
sädhanäsrayäsrita-sädhya corresponds to : asA[s, xB(x, h)], so that the entire
expression may be represented by: axB(x, h) = axB {x, asA[s, yB(y, h)]}.

In later Advaita the same concepts are used to characterize the relations
between the world and Brahman and between the individual soul and Brahman,
which are further differentiated by additional qualifications as bädha-
sämänädhikaranya and aikyasämänädhikaranya respectively. While the latter
expression may denote nothing but identity,3 the former is characterized by
the technical term bädha,4 which, in conjunction with sämänädhikaranya
becomes anirvacaniya ' unintelligible'. This is, in the Advaita view, in
accordance with the fact that it refers to the world. In Advaita, where the
Absolute is not even a dravya because it is nirguna ( without qualities ' (dravya
is defined as gunäsraya 5), a hesitation seemed to have been felt in accepting
Brahman as the äsraya or locus of the fundamental category of avidyä or
nescience: while the apparently more consistent (for duality-avoiding)
Vivarana school declared Brahman to be the äsraya of avidyä, the Bhämatl
school of Väcaspati Misra accepted a plurality of nesciences, each possessing
an individual soul as its äsraya.

In the West correlations between language, logic, and philosophy are often
hidden because of the differentiation of the terminology (for instance the pair
of categories substance/attribute in philosophy—subject/predicate in logic—
noun/adjective in grammar). In India the same terms are often used at
different levels.6 An example is provided by the term adhikarana (or equivalents

1 Pramäna-candrikä, ed. and trans. S. K. Maitra, Calcutta, 1936, 57, 144.
2 Vedänta-paribhäsä, 2.10.
3 cf. also L. Renou, JA, ccxxxm, 1941-2, 165.
4 See e.g. S. N. Dasgupta, A history of Indian philosophy, 11, 222.
5 Nyäyakosa s.v. dravya. Substance is also gunavat c possessing qualities ' (Vaisesilca-sütra,

1.1.15) and guna is dravyäsrayi ' having substance as its locus ' (ibid., 16). But in Advaita
brahmano dravyatväsiddhib, ' it has not been established that Brahman is a substance' (Vedänta-
paribhäsä, 2.25).

6 cf. Renou, Terminologie, avant-propos : ' . . . il n'y a pas toujours interet a dissocier (la
valeur technique d'un mot) de la valeur " mondaine " (laukika) \
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such as ädhära, äsraya, adhisthäna), which serves to characterize linguistic,
logical, and philosophical categories either directly or through relations like
B(x, y).i

The study of some of the expressions of language and of logic with the help
of the formal representations of symbolic logic can disclose various structures,
which manifest themselves at different levels: in the realm of language, in
logic, and in philosophy. The study of the appearance of such structures in
metaphysics is also illuminating, even for the so-called ' linguistic philosopher ',
because metaphysics lingers on the frontiers of language and does therefore show
which are the ultimate linguistic and logical categories which man tries to
transcend in his incessant attempts to deal with ' that from which all words
return—which is not within reach of the mind': ydto vdco nivartante — dpräpya
manasä sahd.2

APPENDIX

In the above analyses only the first and the last of the definitions of the
Vyäpti-pancaJca have been formalized. It is relatively easy to formalize the
other definitions with the help of the symbols which have been introduced.
Adding the three new definitions, the Vyäpti-pancaka may be represented as
follows:

(1) ~A{h,ayB[y,ax(x^s)]}
(2) ~ A[h, auB(u, azA{z, ay[y ^ axB(x, s)]})]
(3) axB(x, h) z£ ay[y =£ axB(x, s)]
(4) (ayB) ( ~ A{h, ayB[y, ax(x ^ s)]})
(5) ~A{h,ay[y^axB(x,s)]}.
Bocheriski, to whom we owe the first comprehensive history of formal logic

which takes Indian material into account, has given another formalization of
these five definitions.3 If we identify the two terminologies (Bochenski uses more
expressions of the logic of relations, but no restricted-variables) the two
formalizations can be seen to be partly identical. Bochenski's expressions may
therefore first be defined in terms of the expressions used here :

g = d h
xRy= dR(x, y)
gCs=dV(h,s)

1 Adhikarana (cf. German ' Grund '), the käraka-rel&tion of the locative, may sometimes be
used to elucidate what constitutes a reason. Cf. P. Hartmann's comment (Nominale Ausdrucks-
formen im wissenschaftlichen Sanskrit, Heidelberg, 1955, 60, n. 79a), ' dass unter der lokativischen
Zuschreibung auch ein Verursachtsein mitgedacht werden kann ', based upon a remark by
H. Oldenberg. This is already recognized in Patafijali's subdivision of adhikarana into three
kinds, the first of which is called vyäpaka (Renou, Terminologie, 301, and cf. Chakravarti,
op. cit., 251).

2 Taittirlyopanisad, 2.4. I should like to express here my gratitude to Professor E. W. Beth
(Amsterdam) for the interest he has taken in these investigations and for the valuable suggestions

las given.
äop. cit. (p. 110, n. 1), 512.
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xRy = d ft(x, y) or : aX[R(y, x) -> X(x, y)]
x(P/Q)y=dP[x,azQ(z,y)]
xVy = xly = d A(x, y)
xOy=dB(x,y)
xAy = xGy = xDy = d (x 7^ y).
With the help of these definitions the first, the third, and the fifth of the

definitions of vydpti are seen to be equivalent in both interpretations.
(1) g(-V/O/A)s becomes : ~ A{h, ayB[y, ax(x 7^ s)]}.
(3) g(Ö/D/G/O)s becomes:

B(h, az{z ^ ay[y ^ axB(x, s)]})
B(az{z 7^ ay[y z£ axB(x, s)]}, h)
axB(x, h) = az {z 7^ ay[y 7^ axB(x, s)]}
axB(x, h) J± ay[y 7^ axB(x, s)].

This is very similar to the siddhdnta-laksana, but neither do the two negations
necessarily cancel each other nor is inequality transitive.

(5) g(-V/D/O)s becomes : — A{h, ay[y 7^ axB(x, s)]}.
The second and the fourth definitions, on the other hand, are not equivalent

in both interpretations.
(2) g(-V/O/V/O/D)s becomes:

^ A[h, auB(u, azA{z, ayB[y, ax(x 7^ s)]})].
This does not seem to be correct, as may be seen from the order of the last two
relations 0/D, where instead the order D/O may be expected, which corre-
sponds to ay[y 7^ axB(x, s)], sddhyavadbhinna (as in definition (5): sddhya-
vadanya). In Bochenski's terminology the definition should be represented by :
g(-V/O/V/D/O)s, which becomes:

^ A[h, auB(u, azA{z, ay[y 7^ axB(x, s)]})].
(4) This is a slightly different type of definition, about which Bochenski

himself says that he is not certain that he has understood it well. His formaliza-
tion is : g(G/A/I/O/A)s, which becomes :

h 7^ au(u 7^ azA{z, ayB[y, ax(x 7^ s)]}).
The intention of Gangesa seems to be different and the definition may merely
express a generalization of the first definition. This cannot be expressed as
easily in Sanskrit as in the modern notation, for Sanskrit has to make use of
abstractions (here : pratiyogitva).1 Hence the Sanskrit expressions of the first
and the fourth definitions differ more than the formal expressions.

1 cf. the article quoted above, p. 115, n. 1.



T W O

F O R M A L S T R U C T U R E S IN I N D I A N L O G I C

There is a use of the term 'model' in which it can be said that a linguistic
expression, in a natural language, is a model for its sense. A translation
of a linguistic expression from one language into another may be said to
provide another model for the sense of the original. If the sense of a
linguistic expression is of a logical nature, the expression can be translated
into an expression of formal logic or into a formula. This is not surprising,
for logic and mathematics came into being when expressions of natural
languages were translated into formal symbolisms, which were more
precise and practical and less cumbersome. Subsequently these artificial
languages attained full independence and started a development of their
own. Originally, however, these symbolisms could only have been con-
structed along the lines suggested by the possibilities of expression and
the scope of expression of the natural languages themselves. That in
mathematics and in modern logic such a linguistic origin of the symbolism
has often receeded into the background does not imply that the origin of
certain symbolisms was independent from the structure of natural
languages *).
In view of this background it is not surprising that modern logic could
provide the tools for the representation of logical expressions used by
the Western logicians from Aristotle onwards. This has been shown by
Bochenski, Lukasiewicz and many others. It is less evident, on the other
hand, that the symbolism of modern logic should be useful in the
representation of the only formal logic, regarding which there are good
reasons to believe that it developed independently from European logic:
namely Indian logic. Nevertheless modern formalisms have been intro-
duced - sometimes hesitatingly - into the study of Indian logic by

Reprinted with permission from Synthese 12 (1960): 279-86. Copyright © 1960 by D. Reidel Pub-
lishing Company.
*) Some examples of such dependence are discussed in the present author's The
construction of formal definitions of subject and predicate', to be published in Transac-
tions of the Philological Society.
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S.Sen!), S. Schayer 2) and D. H. H. Ingalls 3). I. M. Bocheiiski has now
written the first comprehensive history of formal logic which takes
Indian material into account4). That a modern symbolism can actually
be used for the representation of Indian logic at all need not imply that
this symbolism is necessarily universal. For Sanskrit, the language in
which the Indian logicians expressed themselves even if their mother
tongue was different, is an Indo-European language and its structure is
largely similar to the structure of for instance Greek or Latin. This holds
for its syntax as well as for its analysis of the parts of speech, both struc-
tures which are highly relevant for the development of a formal logic.
The origins of Indian logic are invisible, but the disciplines of reasoning
developed in the speculations of later Vedic texts as well as in the re-
searches of the Sanskrit grammarians. The famous grammar of Pänini
(probably IVth century B.C.) reflects a very high level of logical reasoning
and can only be considered as the fruit of a long developement, most of
the traces of which are lost. The oldest logical text which has come down
to us is the Nyäya-sütra, which received its present form in the second or
third century A.D. From then onwards an extensive logical literature
was produced in India by Hindus, Buddhists and Jains. Logical techniques
were adopted by some schools of philosophy and criticized and rejected
by others. After a long period of logical discussions, in which the Buddhist
logicians (e.g. Vasubandhu, Dinnäga, Dharmaklrti) played a large part,
a process of re-orientation took place between the Xth and the Xllth
century. This culminated in the gigantic work of Gangesopädhyäya
(Gangesa) (Xlllth century), founder of the 'New School' (navya-nyäya),
when logic became largely free from philosophy, epistemology and cos-
mology, and the attention was mainly confined to the analysis of inference
(anumäna). Logic thus became an instrument and a method, and as such
it was used in various disciplines. Soon knowledge of the logical terminol-
ogy and familiarity with the techniques of logical analysis became in-
dispensable for anybody writing on matters philosophical, grammatical,

x) S. Sen, A study on Mathuränätha's Tattva-cintämani-rahasya, Wageningen 1924.
2) S. Schayer, Über die Methode der Nyäya-Forschung, Festschrift M. Winternitz,
Leipzig 1933, 247,-57; and in other publications.
3) D. H. H. Ingalls, Materials for the study of Navya-nyäya logic, Cambridge Mass.
1951. Cf. the present author's review in Indo-lranian Journal 4 (1960), 68-73.
4) I. M. Bochenski, Formale Logik, Freiburg/München, 1956, 479-517; 'Die indische
Gestalt der Logik'.
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ritual and scientific in general. In the following centuries a new flow of
logical literature was produced, mainly in Bengal in North East India.
Among the general handbooks then written mention may be made of the
Siddhänta-muktävali or Kärikävali-muktavail of Visvanätha Pancänana
(XVIIth century) upon which the present study is based.
Indian logic has every right to be called formal from Gangesa, and
possibily from the Buddhist logicians onwards. It is formal in as far as it
establishes formal rules, the validity of which depends on the structure
of the sentence-expressions only. In such expressions variables occur
(e.g. 'reason', 'conclusion') for which constants (e.g. 'smoke', 'fire') may
be substituted. But while the presence and absence of such constants
determine the validity of an empirical expression, they do not affect the
validity of a logical expression.
The logical expressions are written in a kind of technical Sanskrit, where
use is made of certain features of the Sanskrit language which lend
themselves to a formalised treatment. Foremost among these features is
nominal composition. As it is relevant in the present context to compare
Sanskrit in this respect to other Indo-European languages, a recent
formulation may be quoted: The capacity to combine independent
words into compound words is inherited by Sanskrit from Indo-European,
and similar formations are found in other IE languages. Sanskrit differs
from the other IE languages in the enormous development which the
system has undergone, which is unparelleled elsewhere'1).
We have elsewhere studied the relation between these linguistic means of
expression and the logical structures 2). The present paper is based upon
a part of the material dealt with in that article, which mainly adresses
readers who are familiar with Sanskrit. The present presentation is
confined to a representation of Indian expressions by means of symbols
and models of modern logic. For the Sanskrit originals the reader may be
referred to the other article.
In the following use is made of the terminology of the predicate calculus
with equality and in addition of the expression axF(x) denoting the idea
'x such that F(x)\ We shall make use of the property: (Ey)(y = axF(x))
<->(Ex)F(x). If there are several values of x such that F(x), axF(x) may

*) T. Burrow, The Sanskrit language, London 1955, 207-8.
2) 'Correlations between language and logic in Indian thought', Bulletin of the School
of Oriental and African Studies 23 (1960), 109-122.
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denote any of these values: e.g. ax(x2 = 4) may denote either + 2 or
— 2. If (E\x)F(x), there is only one axF(x) which is the same as (ix)F(x).
Two special relations will be introduced in order to represent relationships
expressed in the original text: A(x, y) meaning: 'x occurs in y\ and
B(x, y) meaning: 'x is the locus of y\ In addition we have: (x)B(x, y) ->
-+{z)A(z,axB(x9y)).
We can now proceed to a formulation of the theory of proof. The most
direct 'means of knowledge' (pramänd) is perception. Unfortunately,
perception is not always available. Sometimes an object which is not
perceptible itself can be inferred from a perception. For instance, we may
not be able to perceive fire on a distant mountain, but we may perceive
smoke; and hence conclude that there is fire because of the smoke.
If a conclusion s can be inferred from a reason h we shall write V(h, s)
(with reference to the initial letters of the Sanskrit terms). A proof or
inference consists in showing under which conditions V(h, s) holds. Such
a proof can be applied if the validity of these conditions can be established
by direct perception. Then V(h, s) is valid, and if h is perceived, s may be
inferred.
It is said in the first instance that V(h, s) is valid if and only if:
(1) there is an x such that x # s;
(2) there is a y such that B(y, x), where for x the condition (1) holds;
(3) n A(h, y)9 where for y the condition (2) holds.
In other words a first definition of inference can be written as follows:
V(h, s) ~ n A(h9 ayB(y, ax(x # s))) (Def. I).
Another definition interchanges the order of the conditions (2) and (3)
and can accordingly be written as follows:
V(h, s) <- -, A(h, ay(y # axB(x, s))) (Def. II).
These formulas have been constructed in such a way that there is an
isomorphism between the formulas and the Sanskrit expressions in the
original. The possibility of this construction is partly due to the use of
the a-terminology. Another isomorphism may be established between the
formulas and the following figures.
In terms of these schemes V(h, s) is proved whenever it is possibile to
establish the validity of the three steps which lead from s to h in the
direction indicated by the arrows. The validity in each of these three
cases can be established from direct perception.
This approach is not very different from the interpretation of a part of
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mathematics as a set of inferences of the form: 'if the axioms Ai, Ä29

. . . , An are valid, the theorem Tic is valid', etc. In both cases the inference
is formulated in all generality, whether the premiss is valid or not. In
both cases the validity of the inference implies that the conclusion holds
whenever the initial conditions or axioms hold.

Def. I.
h

t

Def. II.
h >s

t

A —

B

V (smoke, fire) is valid:
Def. I.
ax{x ^ s): absence of fire.
ayB(y, absence of fire): lake,
n A (smoke, lake).

smoke

t
A JL

lake«

y<—I—

EXAMPLE

Def. II.
axB(x, s): kitchen.
ay(y ^ kitchen): lake
n A (smoke, lake).

• fire smoke

4 - A i

lake« 1-
B

- absence
of fire

->fire

B

kitchen

COUNTEREXAMPLE

F(fire, smoke) is invalid:

Def. I. Def. II.
ax(x ^ s): non-smoke. axB(x, s): smoky place.
ayB(y, non-smoke): ay(y # smoky place):

red-hot iron bar. red-hot iron bar.
A (fire, red-hot iron bar). A (fire, red-hot iron bar).
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fire > smoke fire > smoke

t I t
A =J= i A = B

red-hot < non-smoke red-hot« 1 smoky place
iron bar B iron bar

After applying these and other similar definitions to many cases and
submitting them to various tests, some definitions are accepted whilst
others are rejected. The two definitions mentioned here are rejected for
two main reasons, which will be shortly referred to.
(A) If (y)B(y, x) then: (z)A(z9 ayB(y, x)) or: (z)A(z, ayB(y, ax(x * s)))9

which contradicts definition I. Similarly, if (x)B(x, s) then: n (Ey)(y ^
axB(x, s)), which prevents the application of definition II.
Such so-called unnegatable or omnipresent terms, defined by (x)B(x, s),
are actually available: for instance 'knowable', which may also occur as a
conclusion of a proof, for instance in the inference: V (nameable,
knowable). Hence the definition should account for the validity of such
an inference, although it is unable to do so.
(B) There are other cases where the definition does not enable us to
prove a conclusion which seems to be intuitively acceptible. As the
example produced by the Indian logicians involves abstruse Nyäya
categories, a modern example may illustrate the difficulty. Consider
again the valid inference V (smoke, fire):
axB(x, fire): kitchen.
ay(y ^ kitchen): my mind.
A (smoke, my mind).
Here we have played a kind of trick: while 'kitchen' is undoubtedly
different from 'my mind', 'smoke' must occur in 'my mind' whenever
I think of smoke. Hence the inference seems to be shown to be invalid,
though it should be valid. The difficulty lies in the kind of occurrence of
'smoke' in 'my mind'. What is evidently needed is a further precision of
the occurrence relation A: the manner in which 'smoke' occurs in 'my
mind' when I think about it is different from the manner in which smoke
generally occurs, as examplified by its occurrence (or non-occurrence)
in the kitchen. Now the general place where something occurs whenever
it occurs 'properly' is called its residence and will be denoted by p. The
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additional condition, which should hold in order that the definition be
valid, is that h occurs through A in the same manner in which it occurs
in p. The different kinds of A can now be distinguished by means of
bracketed subscripts, such as: A(X), A(V), . . . Then the A in definition I
(and analogously in definition II), should be specified as follows:

azA(Z)(h,p) == azA(t)(h9 ayB(y, ax(x =£ s)))
or:

V(h, *)«—*-, A{azA{z){hiV))(h, ayB(y, ax(x ^ s))).

If this is applied to the case of occurrence of 'smoke' in 'my mind', it is
evident that: azA(Z) (smoke, my mind) ^ azA(Z) (smoke, p).
Hence: -, ^ ^ ( s m o k e , ^ ) (smoke, ay(y ^ axB(x, fire))), which estab-
lishes the validity of V (smoke, fire).

There are several other insertions to the original definitions, enabling
them to meet various tests. One source of difficulties is the lack of
quantification, which in the above was partly expressed by the absence
of quantifiers and partly by the ambiguity inherent in the expression
axF(x). Several insertions consist therefore of gradual quantifications *).
On the whole many definitions were studied and compared on their re-
spective merits. Some were referred to by special names, such as 'the tiger',
'the lion' - the authors being nicknamed the Tiger-cub and the Lion-cub.
The objection of the unnegatables applies to several definitions and does
not seem to have been challenged itself: the final definition, which is
accepted after all the others have been convincingly refuted, does not
make use of negative expressions.
The study of Navya-nyäya logic is still in its infancy. Of the huge mass of
manuscript material only a fragment has been published. Even of the
considerable amount of published material only a small part is read.
Yet the study of this logic is indispensable for an understanding of the
later phases of Indian philosophy.
To Western logicians Indian logic may be interesting because it developed
into a formal logic without being influenced by Western logic and starting
from an entirely different background. In studying the problem of the
l) For instances cf. the present author's * Means of formalisation in Indian and Western
logic', Proceedings of the Xllth International Congress of Philosophy (Venice 1958).
(Chapter 3 in this volume.)
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universality of logical principles, or the question of the relation between
logic and language, it is a great advantage to be able to look beyond the
horizon of Western formal logic to the formal logic of India: 'denn sie',
says Bochenski 1)9*- und sie allein - bietet dem Historiker eine Möglich-
keit von höchster Bedeutung, nämlich die des Vergleichs'.

x) Op. cit. 486.



T H R E E

MEANS OF FOEMALISATION IN INDIAN

AND WESTEKN LOGIC

I. The representation of logical structures by means of Sanskrit
expressions in Indian logic constitutes a formalisation which is
similar to the formalisation adopted by Western symbolic logic.
The various technical terms, the formation of compounds, the
morphological means of expression (e. g. suffixes and case endings)
and the syntactical means of expression (e. g. appositional clauses)
in the technical Sanskrit of Navya-Nyäya are analogous to the
terms, the formulas and the rules of modern Western logic.
The following formalisation in terms of symbolic logic of a pas-
sage from a Navya-Nyäya text may enable us to study and
evaluate the precise function of such Sanskrit expressions, which,
when translated into a non-formalised language, can hardly be
understood without referring to the original. If a
large and varied amount of material were analysed m this
it might enable us to study the relation between logical structure

"™a;nd linguistic expression in general. fThis might entail conclusions
regarding the dependence of (concepts and results of) Navya-
Nyäya upon Sanskrit and of symbolic logic upon some modern
languages./ Ultimately it might contribute to the solution of
the jmrtrtem in how far and in which way the structure of Indo-
European languages is related to Indian and Western thought.

In the study of Navya-Nyäya symbols of modern formal
logic have been adopted by Sen 1 and by Ingalls 2. Bochen-

1 S. SEN, A study on MatMiränäthä's « Tattva-Cintämani-Bahasya », Wage-
ningen, 1924. The studies by ST. SCHAYER were not accessible to me.

2 D. H. H. INGALLS, Materials for the study of Navya-Nyäya logic, Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1951. Review by I. M. BOCHENSKI, in «The Journal of
Symbolic Logic», 17 (1952), 118-19. The reviewer's opinion, that Indian
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ski 1 introduced formulas in a first at tempt to formalise the five
definitions of vyäpti of the VPR *, which were analysed by Sen
and by Ingalls. As this formalisation does not show in which
way the definitions occur and are handled in the argument of
the text, it cannot be called entirely successfull as yet, whereas
it cannot be used to study the functioning of the^Sanskrit expres-
sions. From an entirely different standpoint the last question
has been dealt with for technical Sanskrit in general by Hart-
mann 2. The author frequently quotes the SM, but does not
analyse expressions characteristic for formal logic, nor include
Ingalls' work in his selection of sources 3.

I t will be now attempted to formalise and analyse the four
«insertions » resulting in four improvements of the first defin-
ition of vyäpti as discussed in the pürvapaksavyäptinirüpanam
of the amimänakhanda of the SM 4. The SM is an introductory
work, less difficult than the VPR and nowadays studied in India
by beginning students of Navya-Kyäya. I t was written in the
XVIIth century by Visvanätha Paiicänana Bhattäcärya as a
commentary upon his own work, the BP. The four insertions,
dealt with here as assumptions 1 and 2 and objections 1 and 2,
occur in the text in the order: ass. 1, obj. 1, ass. 2 and obj. 2.

logic «never rose to the understanding of the difference between connotation
and denotation » can be shown to be incorrect: see J. BROUGH, Theories of
general linguistics in the Sanskrit grammarians, « Transactions of the Phil-
ological Society » (1951), 27-46 and cfr. M. B. EMENEAU, India and linguistics,
«Journal of the American Oriental Society», 75 (1955), 151.

1 I. 31. BOCHENSKI, Formale Logik, Freiburg-München, 1956, 512. Cfr. Id.,
Vetat et les bcsoins de V histoire de la logique formelle, « Proc. Xth Int. Congr.
of Philosophy », Amsterdam, 1949, 1062-64.

2 P. HARTMANN, Nominale Ausdrucks)armen im wissenschaftlichen Sans-
krit, Heidelberg, 1955. Review by J. GONDA, in «Lingua», 5 (1955-56),
441-43.

3 Hence, for instance in the discussion of abstract nouns ending in -Iva
and -tä, no reference has been made to the occurrence in logical Sanskrit
— and probably, as a systematical device, in Sanskrit alone — of a general-
isation of this procedure through forms ending in -tvatva and -tätva, denoted
by means of subscripts by SEN and INGALLS.

4 Ed. Hari Räma gukla, Banaras, 1951, 216-19. Cfr. transl. E. Röer,
Calcutta, 1850, 31; 0. Strauss, Leipzig, 1924, 54-56; Svämi Mädhavänanda,
Almora, 1954, 109-11.

* Abbreviations: BP = Bhäsä-Pariccheda; SM = Siddhänta-Muktävali;
VPR =• Vyäpti'Pancaka-Bahasya.
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IT. We shall use familiar symbols of binary predicate logic and,
in addition, the expression a x E(x) (or its abbreviation a x E)
for a restricted-variable denoting the idea « x such that E(x) » 1.
We shall make use of properties of this terminology, in par-
ticular of:

( a x E ( x ) ) Q > x E ( x ) ! — (y) ;E(y) — Q (y) j ».
Attempts will be made to define the binary predicate V (h, s),

vyäpti, «pervasion», which holds between h, hetu, «reason»
and s, sädhya, «the thing to be inferred ». We know, for ins-
tance, that V (smoke, fire), but ^ V (fire, smoke). V will be
defined in terms of two binary predicates A and B.

A (x, y) stands for sambandha x6 y19 «relation of x to y»,
or y-vrttitva x6, «presence of x in y» (subscripts denote case
endings in Pänini's order). We know: A (fire, red-hot iron bar),
A (smoke, kitchen), A (smoke, hill), but —» A (smoke, lake),
^ A (fire, lake).

B (x, y) stands for yY x7, «y is in x », or jr1 y-vat (-mat),
«x has y »3. We know: B (kitchen, fire), B (hill, fire).

DEFINITION 1: V (h, s) «--**-» A [h, ay)y * axB (x, s)(].

Text: vydptih sddhyavadanyasminnasambandha uddhrtah. An-
alysis: sddhya: s; sddhyavad or sddhyddhilcarana: axB (x, s);
sddhyavadanya: ay-y #= axB(; sddhyavadanyasmintsambandha or
sädhyavadanyavrttitva (sei. hetoh) (the first expression metri causa,
as the BP is written in anustnbJi verses): A [....]; sddhyavadan-
yasminnasambandha or sddhyavadanydvrttitva (sei. hetoh):
- A [....].'

EXAMPLE: *-"* A (smoke, lake)
^ A (smoke, a non-fiery place)
°^ A [smoke, ay )y 4= a fiery place;]
^ A [smoke, ay )y 4= axB (x, fire);]
V (smoke, fire).

1 See: T. HAILPERIN, A theory of restricted quantification, « The Journal
of >Symbolic Logic», 22 (1957), 19-35; 113-29. For another symbolism cfr.
J. B. ROSSER, Logic for Mathematicians, New York, 1953, 140-50.

2 This is axiom QR4 of HAILPERIN'S System QR {op. cit., 23).
3 Cfr. HARTMANN, 47-49; INGALLS, 43.
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COUNTEREXAMPLE: A (fire, red-hot iron bar)
A (fire, a non-smoky place)
A [fire, ay jy =4= axB (x, smoke)']
~ V (fire, smoke).

ASSUMPTION 1: Assume B = Sx, where Sx (samaväya-sam-
bandha) is defined by: SL (parts of fire, fire) (text: samaväya-
sambandhena vahnimän vahneravayavah).

We have: V (smoke, fire)
(def. 1): «-»A [smoke, ay )j * axB (x, fire)(]
(ass. 1): •— A [smoke, ay )y =t= axSx (x, fire)(]

*— A [smoke, ay jy =t= parts of firej].
^ A (smoke, kitchen).

But we know: A (smoke, kitchen). Hence B * S^
Thereupon B is defined as follows:

DEFINITION 2: B •—> (rB) E (p, s), where p stands for paJcsa,
«subject». Text: yena sambandhena sädhyam, tena samband-
hena sädhyavän *.

ASSUMPTION 2: Assume A = S2, where S2 {samaväya-sam-
bandha) is defined by: S2 (smoke, parts of smoke) (text: dhüm-
avayave dhümasya samaväya-sambandha; both .8X and S2 are
samaväya-sambandha S, for S is a symmetrical relation, i. e.
S (x,y) = S *(y, x) \

We have: V (smoke, fire)
(def. 1): ^ A [smoke, ay jy =4= axB (x, fire);]
(ass. 2): ^> S2 [smoke, ay -y 4= axB (x, fire)j]

t^» S2 [smoke, ay )y 4= kitchen;]
^ S2 (smoke, parts of smoke).

This contradicts the definition of S2, hence A 4= S2.
Thereupon A is defined as follows:
DEFINITION 3 : A +—-> (iB) B (h, p).

Text: yena sambandhena hetutä tenaiva sambandhena sädhy-
avadanyävrttitvam.

1 On appositional clauses expressing identity cfr. HARTMANN, 153. See
also L. RENOU, in «Journal Asiatique », 245 (1957) 125, 126, discussing sämar-
thya as used by Samkara, Brahmasütmbhä?ya, 1. 1. 24, commenting upon CU
3. 13. 7. For the background (the idea of «inclusion») see J. GONDA, The
original character of the Indo-European relative pronoun io-, «Lingua», 4
(1954-55), 1-41.

2 Cfr. INGALLS, 75; A. FOUCHER, Le compendium des topiques, Paris,
1949, 168-71; Tarkasamgraha, ed. Y. V. Athalye, Poona, 1930, 96-99.
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OBJECTION 1: We have: V (smoke, fire), and hence (2).
But also: B (kitchen, fire), hence:

^ A [smoke, ay )y = kitchen (].
We have: hill 4= kitchen, hence: ^ A (smoke, hill) (3).
But we know: A (smoke, hill). Hence def. 1 is invalid. We adopt:
DEFINITION 4: V (h, s) ^— (axB j — A [h, ay jy * axB (x, s)(]j

Text: sädhyavadanyasca sädhyavattvävacchinnapratiyogitäkab-
hedavän.

Analysis: sädhyavadanya: ay )....; as before; the pratyogüä
refers to the negation in bheda (or anya): 4= ; sädhyavattvävac-
chinna: generalisation of the restricted-variable axB (negated
under this pratiyogitä) in sädhyavattva; sädhyavattva: occurrence
of sädhyavad; sädhyavad: axB (x, s) as before.

SOLUTION OF OBJECTION 1: We have not only: B (kitchen,
fire), but (def. 4) also: B (hill, fire), etc., and hence we cannot
infer (3).

OBJECTION 2: Assume: V (fire, smoke) (4)
(def. 4): (axB) ) -> A [fire, ay jy * axB (x, smoke);];

or: «— A [fire, ay Jy * a smoky place;], hence *— A (fire, lake) (5).
This holds true, but (4) should be expected to be incorrect.

Hence def. 4 is invalid. We adopt:
DEFINITION 5:V(h,s)<—>(ayD)(axB)j^A[h, ay )y* axB(x,s)!]J,

where D abbreviates (y =# axB).
Text: sädhyavadanyävrttitvam, ca sädhyavadanyavrttitvatvävac-

chinnapratiyogitälcäbhävah. Analysis: sädhyavadanyävrttitva:
^ A [....] as before; the pratiyogitä refers to the negation in abhäva
(or avrttitva): *^; sädhyavadanyavrttitvatcävacchinna: generalisation
of the restricted-variable ayD (negated under this pratiyogitä)
in sädhyavadanyavrttitvatva; sädhyavadanyavrttitvatva: occurrence
of sädhyavadanyävrttitva; sädhyavadanyävrttitva: A [....] as before.

SOLUTION OF OBJECTION 2 : (4) implies (5), but (def. 5) also:
^ A (fire, red-hot iron bar). But we know: A (fire, red-hot iron bar),
hence there is a contradiction. Hence (4) is incorrect.

Definitions 2 and 3 may be substituted in 5. With the help
of (1), definitions 4 and 5 can be written as:

DEFINITION 4*: V (h, s) «-— (u) [B (u, s) —> — A )h, ay (y * u)(].

DEFINITION 5*: V (h, s)<—>(u) [B (u, s) - (v) j (u*v) - " - A (h, v)J].

If V (h, s) were to denote h —• s, these definitions would be
incorrect, as the definiendum occurs in the definiens.
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II I . I t may be premature to draw many conclusions before other
passages will have been formalised and analysed. Along the
above lines a formalisation could be effectuated of several inser-
tions to the first definition of the VPR. Here the secorid nega-
tion applies to the sädhya itself, i. e. the definition is of the
form: ^ A ) h, axB (x, ^ s)j: sädhyäbhävavadavrititva. Thereupon
the exact significance of Jcevalänvayitva could be assessed and
the conclusion, that the five definitions have defined avyabhicar-
itatva in stead of vyäpti, could be drawn. The present formal-
isation may be concluded with four remarks.

From the analysis of the Sanskrit expressions of the defini-
tions it can be seen how far more powerful is symbolic repres-
entation of logical structures than natural language. At the
same time we reach a level ourselves from which it becomes
possible to admire the acuteness and penetration of Indian log-
icians. We now see how exactly the term avacchinna expresses
generalisation, a fact noted already by Ingalls x. We also ob-
serve how in Indian logic quantification is arrived at and
expressed without the help of variables.

The gradual improvement of the original definition cor-
responds in modern logic to the introduction of universal
quantifiers. I t is reached through the creation of counterex-
amples by means of substitutions of individual constants (smoke,
fire). The old Nyäya has often been blamed for violating a
principle the schoolmen referred to as: exempla non probant.
I t is well known that the modern school rejected this old view.
The actual discovery by Navya-Nyäya in this respect may lie
in the recognition, that examples cannot prove, but that coun-
terexamples can refute. Hence their skill in handling them
goes partly back to the old school. Also in modern Western
logic the importance of the counterexample is great. I t has
been even shown how a general method of deduction can be
based upon i t 2 .

I t is for the same reason that one cannot entirely agree with
Hartmann's conclusion regarding the abstractive power of no-

1 Op. cit, 49-50.
2 See E. W. BETH, Semantic entailment and formal derivability, «Med.

Kon. Ned. Akad. v. Wet, », New Series, XVIII, 13, Amsterdam, 1̂955.
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minal structures in technical Sanskrit, «dass bei dem betonten
Blick auf das Begriffliche, Allgemeine, das Bewusstsein der kon-
kreten Sachlage ungebührlich weit zurücktreten muss, wenn diese
nicht bei jeder einzelnen abstrakten Nennung oder Aussage
deutlich und mit allen Vorgängen vergegenwärtigt wird» 1.
In Nyäya (which, in philosophy, holds a realistic position), on
the other hand, the facility with which a concrete individual
(«fire») can be substituted for a technical term («sädhya») safe-
guards the possibility for abstractions to be applied in concrete
cases.

Of course, it should be possible to give an enumeration of
all the logical laws of which the above derivations make use.
It seems likely that the term parämarsa, enunciated prior to
the first definition and translated in various ways, corresponds
to the modern idea of substitution. Attention may be drawn
to the application of the laws of contradiction and of the excluded
third (in assumptions 1 and 2), as it is sometimes suggested that
Indian thought might discard such laws (e. g. when dealing with
concepts such as anirvacaniya or catuskoti). But these laws are
not only regularly applied by the logicians (in accordance with
Aristotle's argument, that the denial of the law of contradiction
renders all intelligible discourse impossible 2, but they are also
utilised by the metaphysicians. Samkara himself says 3 : dif-
ferent Vedänta texts cannot teach different cognitions of Bra-
hman, for ii is certain that, if at all they differ, «only one
of them is the right one, the others are erroneous » (tesämeJca-
mabhräntam bhräntänitaräni) 4.

.Reynier Vinkeleskade 74
AMSTERDAM (The Netherlands)

1 Op. cit., 202.
2 Met, r , 4, 1006 a, 18-22.
3 Brahmasütrabhäsya, 3. 3. 1.
4 My teacher Prof. Dr. E. W. BETH (University of Amsterdam) suggested

some improvements to an earlier draft of this paper, whixh I gratefully took
into account. I should also like to express my gratitude to Prof. DINESH
CHANDRA GUHA, M. A., Kävya-Nyäya-Tarka-Vedänta-tirtha (College of
Indology, Banaras Hindu University), for the inspiring enthusiasm with
which he initiated me into Navya-Nyäya at Banaras during 1956-57.



F O U R

THE THEORY OF DEFINITION IN INDIAN LOGIC

1. THE THEORY OF DEFINITION according to
the Indian logicians has been repeatedly studied in
a wider context. Foucher has given a description
of its treatment in the Tarka-samgraha, a well-
known manual of Indian logic written in the
seventeenth century, and in some of its commen-
taries;1 Ingalls has studied its use in the new
school (navya-nyäya);2 and Mile. Biardeau has
considered its place in the development of Indian
thought in general.3 In the present paper a for-
malization will be given of the theory of definition
according to its exposition in the Tarka-samgraha
and in some definitions quoted by the Nyäya-kosa
(NK) from various logical works.4 In addition
we will consider a related concept of Indian logic,
expressed by the term samkara.

The terms used for definiens (laksana) and
definiendum (laksya) in logic as well as the idea
of definition have an interesting prehistory in the
work of the Sanskrit grammarians, to which we
direct our attention here before considering the
logical doctrines. Such a grammatical prehistory
of a logical doctrine is not surprising as grammar

1 A. Foucher, Le compendium des topiques (Paris,
1949) 7-14.2 D. H. H. Ingalls, Materials for the study of Navya-
nyäya logic, HOS 40 (Cambridge, Mass., 1951) especially
80-1.8 M. Biardeau, " La definition dans la pense"e indienne,"
Journal Asiatique 245 (1957) 371-84.4 MM. Bhimäcärya Jhalakikar, Nyäya-koSa (Poona,
1928) s.w. laksana, ativyäpti, avyäpti, asambhava,
ftamkara.

was the first discipline in India which developed
a scientific technique which in turn influenced or
foreshadowed other domains of Indian thought.8

In the Rkprätisäkhya (? fourth century B.c.)
laksana refers to a grammatical rule.8 In Kätyä-
yana's värttikas (? third century B.C.) as quoted
by Patanjali in the Mahäbhäsya, laksana and
laksya denote respectively a grammatical rule and
its object: sab do laksyah sütram laksanam "the
word is the object of the rule, the sütra (of
Pänini) is the rule." It is said, then, that it is the
task of grammar to deal with both laksana and
laksya.1 Actually, Pänini's grammar (fourth cen-
tury B. c.) owes part of its fame to the fact that
the rules in it do not prescribe how to speak correct
Sanskrit, but describe the facts of the language:
the examples (drstänta) for the rules are taken
from everyday usage (loka). The underlying
principle of empiricism was laid down explicitly
only much later. Ksirasvamin (twelfth century
A.D.) formulates it as: laksyamulam laksanam
"laksana has laksya for its base." Nagojibhatta
says: laksyänusäri vyäkhyänam "interpretation

8 See especially L. Renou, " Connexions entre le rituel
et la grammaire en Sanskrit," Journal Asiatique 233
(1941-42) 105-65; id., "Grammaire et Vedänta/*
Journal Asiatique 245 (1957) 121-33.6 Rkprätiiäkhya 13.31 quoted by L. Renou, Termi-
nologie grammaticale du Sanskrit (Paris, 1957) 483.7 Quoted by Renou, Terminologie 261. Cf. D. S. Ruegg,
Contributions ä Vhistoire de la philosophic linguistique
indienne (Paris, 1959) 33; cf. the present author in:
Philosophy East and West 10 (1960) 54.
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follows laksya."8 For a grammatical rule to be
correct, it has to conform to usage. This idea has
been further developed in Indian musical theory,
where laksana and laksya come to denote theory
and practice respectively and where it is stressed
that the actual practice of musicians is the only
sound base for a theory of music. For instance,
Rämämätmya (fifteenth century A. D.) says in the
beginning of his musical treatise Svaramelakalä-
nidhi:

tasmäl laksya pradhänatvam krtvä vaksye'sya
laksanam

"therefore I shall speak about the laksana (of
music) basing myself upon (its) laksya."9

The Sanskrit grammarians made use of the idea
of definition in dealing with the technical terms
of grammar. A technical term is called samjnä,
and a sütra of Pänini which introduces such a
term by definition is called a samjnäsütra. The
denotation of the samjnä is called the samjnin.
For instance, in the first rule of Pänini's gram-
mar: vrddhir ädaic "ä, ai and au are called
vrddhi," the three vowels constitute the samjnin
and the technical term vrddhi introduced to denote
these is the samjnä.10 Panini is aware of the fact
that the technical terms occupy a special position
in his grammar in that they denote something else
(t. e., the samjnin), whereas other words which are
quoted in rules do not denote the object to which
they refer in ordinary usage, but denote their
"own form." Hence a word occurring in a rule
cannot generally be replaced by any of its syno-
nyms, but a saikjnä occurring in a rule has to be

•Quoted by Renou ibid. Cf. also L. Renou, La Dur-
ghatavrtti de ßaranadeva (Paris, 1940) I 1, 136. The
philosopher fiankara (eighth century A. D. )- utilizes an
analogous terminology when he speaks about the sub-
ordination of reason to revelation: ägamänusäri-tarka
"reasoning following scripture" (Brahma-sütra-bhäsya
2.1.11). In Advaita, revelation is to logic in the
supra-sensible realm what sense-perception is to logic in
the realm of ordinary experience. Inference is not based
upon experience or revelation, for it is a separate means
of knowledge, but it depends for its application on the
data of experience or revelation.

9 Svaramelakalänidhi 2.17 ed. M. S. Ramaswami
Aiyar (Annamalai, 1932) 9.10 In the formulation the general practice is that the
samjnin (the predicate of the sentence) precedes the
samjnä (the subject). The above rule forms a"n excep-
tion matigalärtham "for the sake of auspiciousness,"
for it enables Pänini to commence his grammar with an
auspicious word meaning " growth, increase."

replaced by its samjnin. This is expressed in the
rule: svam rüpam sabdasyäsabdasamjnä "a word
(in a grammatical rule) which is not a samjnä
denotes its own form." 1X

The technical terms belong to the metalanguage,
otherwise consisting of the parihhäsä rules which
are rules of interpretation or rules which indicate
how the rules of grammar have to be manipulated.
A typical paribhäsä rule is a rule which discusses
the relative strength of various sütras or enunciates
general principles regarding the order in which
sütras have to be applied. The status of a pari-
bhäsä corresponds to the status of a metatheorem
in modern logic.

These two types of element of the metalanguage,
samjnä and paribhäsä, are combined in two state-
ments regarding the scope of their applications.
These two statements are themselves paribhäsä-
rules.12 The first is: yathoddesam samjnäpari-
bhäsam " samjnä and paribhäsä (apply) where
they are taught." The second: käryakälam
samjnäparibhäsam " samjnä and paribhäsä (apply)
at the time the operations (to which they apply
take place)." The first enunciation limits the
applicability of a samjnä or paribhäsä to its im-
mediate vicinity, i. e., to the immediately preceding
and following rules. The second, on the other
hand, declares the universal validity of a samjnä
or paribhäsä, whereby the latter fully acquires the
character of a metatheorem. There is no general
pronouncement as to the definite choice between
these two alternatives, for this decision depends on
each case individually. After Pänini the problem
has become to find in each particular case of word
formation a paribhäsä which enables us to manipu-
late the laksana of Pänini's sütras in such a way
that the result of their application conforms to the
laksya. Kielhorn discusses examples of this in
connection with the above two paribhäsä rules in
his translation of the Paribhäsendusekhara.13

This rapprochement of laksana to laksya is not ob-
tained by changing the form of the laksana of
Pänini's permanent rules, but by changing the
interpretation. Similarly, apparently superfluous

"Pänini 1.1.68: translated and lucidly discussed
by J. Brough, "Theories of general linguistics in the
Sanskrit grammarians," Transactions of the Philological
Society (1951) 28 ff. This shows that the Indians dis-
tinguished clearly between connotation and denotation
(cf. the present author in: Indo-Iranian Journal 4
[1960] 72).
" Nrs. 2 and 3 in Nagojlbhafta's ParibhäsenduSekhara.
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elements in Panini's sutras are not deleted but
are pronounced jiidpaka rules which disclose laksya
material to which the laksana is adjusted. Here
is a science which is at the same time empiric in
that it respects and depends on laksya, as also
dogmatic in that it adheres to the laksana which
was once established.

A paribhasd is often called nydya,14 the term
which later denotes (the system of) logic. Like-
wise the paribhasd rules of the Mlmamsa, which
are often rules for the interpretation of the ritual
sutras,15 are called nydya.1* Renou has rightly
stressed that both Mlmamsa and Vedanta " visent
a donner un enseignement pdribhdsika, c'est-a-dire
a constituer une hermeneutique, portant sur les
portions du Veda auxquelles ils conferent un role
privilegie."17 The early use of the term nydya
as synonymous with paribhasd may be an indica-
tion that elements and laws of Indian logic can be
traced back to the discussion on problems of lan-
guage and metalanguage in earlier systems and
especially in grammar.

2. After this prelude let us consider the theory
of definition in the later logical doctrines. The
theory deals with the various relations which may
hold between the definiens (laksana, to be repre-
sented by L) and the definiendum (laksya, to be
represented by 1.) These relationships may be
formalized with the help of a Boolean algebra,
where letters denote classes and where the notions
of null-class, complement, product, equality and
inequality are defined as follows:

DEF. 1. 0, the null-class, denotes the class to
which no elements belong.

DEF. 2. x, the complement of x, denotes the
class consisting of the elements which
are not elements of x.

DSF. 3. x.y, the product of x and y, denotes
the class consisting of the elements
which are elements of x and of y.

"Bombay 1868, 11 ff.14 Kielhorn, op. cit. iv, n. 1.15 There were ritual sutras possessing their own pari-
bhasd sections {e.g., Apastamba-srauta-sutra 24). Cf.
L. Renou, Les ecoles vediques et la formation du Veda
(Paris, 1947) 172.
,ie See e. g., D. V. Garge, Citations in gabara-bhdsya

(Poona, 1952) 252-65. Cf. Renou in Journal Asiatique
233 (1941-42) 119 n. 2.17 L. Renou, Etudes vediques et pdnineennes VI (Paris,
I960) 54.

u.3F. 4. x = y means: every element of x is an
element of y and vice versa.

D:2F. 5. x=̂ =y means: not every element of x
is an element of y and vice versa.

With the help of these notations the logical con-
tent of the Sanskrit expressions can be represented.
In order to obtain a formalization which is close to
the structure of the Sanskrit expressions, we shall
in addition make use of a relation A which holds
between two classes x and y in the following
manner:18 A(x,y) means: "there is occurrence
(vrttitva, sattva) of x in y." Hence A(x,y) im-
plies: x.y T^O, and *—' A(x,y) is equivalent to
A(x,y).

3. The Tarka-dlpikd defines a valid definiens
by: laksyatdvacchedaka-samaniyatatvam "co-ex-
tensiveness (of L) with the limitor of the class
of I,"19 which may be interpreted as: L = l.
Another definition for L is given by the Tarka-
bhdsd in the following terms: dusana-traya-rahito
dharmah " a property which is free from the three
defects."20 In each of these three defects we may
presuppose that L^ l , for this constitutes the
definition of defect. The three defects referred
to here are ativydpti " overpervasion," avydpti
"nonpervasion" and asambhava "impossibility."
They are defined as follows:21

(1) alaksya-vrttitvam (scl. laksanasya) ativydp-
tih "overpervasion is occurrence (scl. of L) in the
complement of 1," which may be formalized as:
A(L,1) or: L.1^0. Elsewhere22 this definition
is further extended with the expression: laksya-
vrttitve sati "while (L) occurs in 1," which may
be formalized as: A(L,1) or: L. 1=̂ =0. Hence the

18 Cf. the present author's " Correlations between lan-
guage and logic in Indian thought," Bulletin of the
School of Oriental and African Studies 23 (1960) 109-
22, and: " Formal structures in Indian logic," Synthese.
An international quarterly for the logical and psycho-
logical study of the foundations of science 12 (1960)
279-86.19 Quoted NK 696 and Foucher op. cit. 10. The term
avacchedaka is utilized on account of the occurrence of
the abstract (laksyatd). Cf. the present author's
" Means of formalisation in Indian and Western logic,"
Proceedings of the Xllth International Congress of
Philosophy (Venice, 1958). Cf. also A. Uno, "The
determination of terms in Navya-nydya," Journal of
Indian and Buddhist Studies 7 (1958) 61-5.20 NK loc. cit.21 Tarka-dlpikd ad Tarka-sarngraha 4. Cf. also Tarku-
kaumudi quoted NK 99.22 Cf. Foucher op. cit. 11.
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definition of ativyäpti is: L. 1 =̂= 0) A (L-1 ¥= 0).
EXAMPLES: goh srngitvam "cows are horned
beasts," or: manusyo brähmanah "Brahmans are
human beings."

(2) laksyaikadesävrttitvam (sei. laksanasya)
avyäpith "non-pervasion is non-occurrence (scl.
of L) in a part of 1," which may be formalized as :
->A(L,1) or: A(L,1) or: L.1^0. Though this
definition is not further explained by an additional
expression, it contains itself the term -ekadesa
" part of " which seems to imply that L does occur
in another part of 1, i. e., that A (L, 1) or: L. 1 ̂  0.
Hence the definition of aväpti is: (L. 1̂ =0) A
(L.1^0).
EXAMPLES: gor nilarüpavattvam "cows are black
beasts," or: sikhäsütravän brähmanah "Brah-
inans are wearing a tuft and a thread."

(3) laksyamäträsattvam (scl. laksanasya) asam-
bhavah "impossibility is non-occurrence (scl. of
L) in the whole of 1," which may be formalized
as: L.l = 0.
EXAMPLES: gor ekasapatvam "cows are solid-
hoofed beasts," or: sundadandavän brähmanah
"Brahmans are wearing an elephant's trunk."

The question arises whether this classification is
exhaustive. In general there are five possibilities
for the relations which may hold between the
classes L and 1:

(l) (2) (3)

If ativyäpti denotes merely L. 1 = 1 and avyäpti
denotes merely L. 1 = L, case (5) would have been
neglected by the Indian logicians. Actually the
examples given to illustrate avyäpti are of the
type (5). The first example is explained by the
Nayäya-bodhini23 by observing that there are cows
which are not black beasts. But it could equally
well be noted that there are black beasts which are
not cows. In other words, the example is a case of
S(L, 1). The second example seems at first sight
to constitute a good example of a valid definition.
But the commentator explains: there are Brah-
mans who do not wear a tuft and a thread, e.g.,
sannyäsins. In this case also it could be noted
that there are ksatriyas who do wear a tuft and a
thread, so that this example too illustrates over-
lapping.

Cases of overlapping are actually referred to as
being defects because of both avyäpti and ati-
vyäpti.24 Hence S(L, 1) is defined as:

A
A

A

A

A

L.I B 0 S(L,1)
where S(L, 1) means: "L overlaps 1," i.e.

A (L-l^L) A (L.1^0).

4. Elsewhere in Indian logic this concept is
actually defined and exemplified. One of the defi-
nitions of samkara "overlapping" quoted by the
NK25 is the following: parasparätyantäbhäva-
sämänädhikaranye sati jätyantarena sämänädhi-
karanyam " that which possesses common-locusness
with another generic character, while there is com-
mon-locusness of mutual relational absence."26

Another definition speaks analogously of proper-
ties : parasparätyantäbhäva-sämänädhikaranayor
dharmayor ekatra samävesah " the coming together
in one place of two properties, which possess com-
mon-locusness of mutual relational absence."' Both
definitions mean that of two classes, which mu-
tually occur in each other's absence, the one also
occurs in the other. Or, further explained: of two

23 Ibid.241 am grateful to Professor Brough for calling my
attention to this.25 NK 901. An ancient practice in the Sämaveda was
the "overlapping" of rks in order to form a säman:
see the present author's Nambudiri Veda Recitation
('s-Gravenhage, 1961) 72-3.

26 por « relational absence " cf. the present author in:
Indo-Iranian Journal 4 (1960) 71.—The treatment of
the example in the NK seems to show that the term
paraspara " mutual " in the above expression does not
refer to anyonyäbhäva " mutual absence."
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classes x and y, x occurs in the complement of
y, y occurs in the complement of x, and x occurs
in y. This may be formalized as follows:

A(x,y) A A(y,x) A A(x,y)

A A
The example given corroborates this interpreta-

tion.27 The relation samkara is said to hold be-
tween bhutatva "materiality," and murtatva
"limitation, form." Now bhutatva occurs in
prthivyddi-catustaya "the quadruple earth etc."
(i. e.y earth, water, fire and air) and also in gagana
or dkdsa "ether." On the other hand, murtatva
occurs in the same quadruple and also in manas
" mind." In other words: materiality and limita-
tion overlap. For the quadruple is both limited
and material; ether is material but not limited;
and mind is limited but not material.

M U R T A T V A

B H U T A T / A

PRTHIVYADI

CATUSTAYA

GAGANA \ / MANAS

87 Dinakariya ad Kdrikdvali-muktdvali ad Bhd$a-
pariccheda 8 (ed. Hari Rama Sukla [Banaras, 1951]
58) ; cf. NK loo. tit. and Svami Mftdhavananda, Bhd?d-
pariccheda with Siddhanta-muktdvali (Almora, 1954)
11 n. 4.

Another example is the overlapping of udbhu-
tatva "perceptibility" and suklatva "whiteness";
for while some white things are manifest, there is
whiteness without perceptibility (e.g., in the eye)
and also perceptibility without whiteness (e.g., in
blueness).28

The concept of samkara is important because of
a doctrine according to which every entity is de-
termined by at least one general property, which
need not necessarily be a generic character (jati):
for generic characters are either distinct, or one
includes the other. Overlapping (samkara) is an
impediment to being a jati.29 Hence udbhutatva
"perceptibility" is not a jati because it overlaps
suklatva " whiteness." " Imperceptibility " (anud-
bhutatva), on the other hand, is a jati: for it is
considered as various (nana), so that each colour-
hood has its own case of imperceptibility.

Another impediment to being a jati is (giving
rise to) infinite regress '(anavasthitiy anavastha)
(cf. rpt'roc av$pw7ro<i).—These doctrines seem to re-
flect difficulties which are not dissimilar to those
dealt with in the theory of types in modern logic.

According to Bochenski a point of difference
between Indian and Western logic is the inten-
sional character of Indian logic.80 While this
view, at the present state of our knowledge, re-
mains valid for a large number of cases, the doc-
trines considered in the above show a marked
extensional character.

" Kdrik&valt-mukt&vali 188 and cf. Svami Madha-
vananda op. tit. 91-2.

*• samkara jdtitve bddhakah: Nilakanfhi ap. NK Joe.
tit. Cf. Ingalls op. tit. 42, n. 49.80 I. M. Bochenski, Formale Logik (Freiburg/Mflnchen,
1956) 517.
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CONTRAPOSITION IN INDIAN LOGIC

I

An inference in Indian logic can generally be written in the following form:

(1) (z){A{h,x)-+A(s,x)).

Here A (y, x) denotes the relation of occurrence of a term y in its locus x;
h denotes the reason (hetu) and s denotes the thing-to-be-inferred (sddhya).
In the stock example h denotes smoke and s denotes fire. The relationship
of inference is often called vydpti, "pervasion", which may be written
V(h, s) It is said that the hetu is "pervaded" (vydpya) by the sddhya, its
"pervader" (vydpaka).

In any given inference the place of the variable x is taken by a preferential
locus, which is called faksa and which will be denoted by p. The question is
then asked whether s occurs in p if h occurs in p. In the stock example p is the
mountain where fire is to be inferred from smoke. The conclusion that s
actually occurs in p when A (h, p) is given is proved by means of a quantified
inference of the form (1).

In the Vllth century A.D. the Buddhist logician Dharmakirti mentions
three conditions which are required for establishing the validity of such an
inference. This doctrine originated, in an unquantified form, before Dignäga,
who lived in the Vth or VIth century.1 In the formulation of Dharmakirti,
quantification is expressed by the position of the particle eva, "only, just",
in the following manner:

(a) "occurrence in the inferred (anumeya) of h only"2 which can be
expressed by: (anumeya) A (h, anumeya). The words "of h", mentioned only
here, belong to all three conditions;

(b) "occurrence of h in similar instances (sapaksa) only" * which can be
expressed by: (x)(A(h, x) —>• (x = sapaksa)); and:

(c) "non-occurrence in dissimilar instances (asapaksa) of h only"*
which can be expressed by: (asapaksa) ~A(h, asapaksa).

The meaning of these conditions depends on the meanings of the terms
anumeya, sapaksa and asapaksa which are subsequently defined as follows:

*A Tarka-sästra, ed. by G. Tucci (Pre-Dinnäga Buddhist text on logic from
Chinese sources, Baroda, 1930) mentions the doctrine of the three conditions (G. Tucci,
Buddhist logic before Dihnäga, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1929, p. 483).

Hingasyänumeye sattvam eva: Dharmakirti 's Nyäyabindu with Dharmottara's
tikä {NB), ed. by Candrasekhara Sastri, Banaras, 1954, p. 22. Cf. Th. Stcherbatsky,
Buddhist Logic II, 's-Gravenhage 1958 (reprint of: Bibliotheca Buddhica XXVI 2,
Leningrad, 1930), pp. 51-9.

3sapaksa eva sattvam: NB, p. 23.
*asapakse cäsattvam eva: loc. cit.

93
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"anumeya is here the substratum (dharmin), the characteristic (visesa) of
which it is desired to know".5 The commentator Dharmottara (VHIth or
IXth century) explains visesa by dharma, "property".

>( sapaksa is what is similar through similarity with the property s";6

and:
"asapaksa is what is not sapaksa'?
In later texts the place of anumeya is taken by paksa and the place of

asapaksa by vipaksa] in both cases these latter terms will be adopted here.
As in a given inference there is only one p, the first condition amounts to:
A(h,p). Dharmottara explains similarity (sämänya) as similarity of the
sapaksa with p. This similarity consists in the fact that s actually occurs in
the sapaksa cases and does not occur in the vipaksa cases.

In order to formalize these conditions in a manner which preserves as far
as possible the structure of the Sanskrit expressions, use will be made of the
expression OLXF(X) for a restricted-variable denoting any of the values of x
such that F[x). The use of this expression may be illustrated by the formal-
izations of :"h is what is pervaded by s" as: h = OLXV(X, S) and of: "s is what
pervades h" as: s = 0LxV{h, x). The use of the expression OLXF(X), which
may occur either free or bound, is governed by various laws, the following
three of which will be utilized:

(2) (*xF(x))G(«xF(x)) *-* (x){F{x) -> G{x)),

(3)

(4)

The terms sapaksa and vipaksa can now be defined as follows:
sapaksa:

(5) «x{{x*p)AA(s,x));

vipaksa:

(6) OLX~A(S, x).

If these two expressions are substituted, respectively, in the second and
third conditions of Dharmakirti mentioned above, the result is:

(?)

(8)

(y)(A(h,

(OLX

y)

4(s,

(y =clX((Xy£:<

'A (h, OLX~A{s,

•(s, *))))>

x)).

The question now arises whether (7) and (8) yield (1), as is the contention
of Dharmakirti. Starting from (7) we derive:

(lf)A (h, y) -> (y)(y = oz((* # f) A A (s, x))),

&anumeyo'tra jijnäsitaviseso dharmi: NB, p. 24.
*sädhya-dharma-sämänyena samäno'rthah sapaksah: loc. cit.
tna sapakso'sapaksah: toe. cit.
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and hence with the help of (4):

or (1), which has been thus derived from (7) only.
The expression (8), on the other hand, yields with the help of (2):

(9) (x)(~A(s,z)-+~A(h,x)).

This is the contrapositive of (1), which has been thus derived from (8) only.
Summarizing these results it may be said that the second condition implies
(1) directly, whereas the third condition implies either (1) or the second
condition through contraposition.

The original Buddhist theory of the three conditions in their unquantified
form may mainly have been a kind of argument by reference to analogous
cases. Its indeterminate status prevents a judgment on the interdependence
of the three conditions. Dharmakirti quantifies the conditions by means of
eva. Thus it was recognized that the second and third conditions are equiva-
lent and that this equivalence constitutes a logical relationship, namely,
contraposition.

Although Stcherbatsky and, following him, Bochenski, have studied the
three conditions of Dharmakirti and have explicitly mentioned the special
use of eva in his formulation, they have neither stated what was in their
opinion the exact significance of these conditions, nor have they investigated
whether an inference can be proved from any of these three conditions
separately or only from all the three together. Bochenski, after having
mentioned Dharmakirti's use of eva, again expresses the opinion that Buddhist
logic was "noch ganz durch die Beispiele bestimmt".8 Frauwallner does not
seem to have paid much attention to the problems of quantification and
independence of the three conditions, but apparently attributes the dis-
covery of contraposition to Dignäga on account of the latter's hetucakra9

We do not know, however, how the various clauses of the hetucakra were
thought to be related to each other and this seems to prevent a very definite
conclusion. The mere occurrence of contrapositive clauses does not prove
much, since the classification is exhaustive. Rändle states rightly, referring
to the second and third conditions, that "both clauses say exactly the same

•I. M. Bochenski, Formale Logik, Feiburg/München, 1956, p. 506.
'Frauwallner's formulations seem to attribute quantified expressions to logicians

prior to Dinnäga, while suggesting at the same time that the three conditions are
jointly necessary: E. Frauwallner, Dignäga, sein Werk und seine Entwicklung.
Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde Süd- und Ostasiens und Archiv für indische Philo-
sophie, Vol. 3 (1959) p. 85. Later he refers to contraposition when speaking about the
same period {op. cit. pp. 93-4). For Plato's "struggling" with this (or a very similar)
false principle, cf. I. M. Bochenski, Ancient formal logic, Amsterdam, 1951, p. 17.
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thing",10 but he does not pay much attention to the law of contraposition
which underlies this statement.

That either the second or the third condition yields the required inference
is due to the fact that the third condition is the contrapositive of the second
condition. If in either condition the constant p is substituted for the variable
x, the first condition A (h, p) immediately yields the required result A (s, p).
This result has been derived by first formalizing the second and third condi-
tions in (7) and (8), respectively, and by subsequently deriving conclusions
from these formulas. Such a purely logical interpretation can be assumed to
be justified, since it seems reasonable to treat the Sanskrit text itself as a
product of logical activity. That Indian and Western arguments are not
different in this respect follows from the commentary on Dharmakirti's text,
which confirms the above conclusion. After having commented upon all the
three conditions, Dharmottara asks: "But does the expression 'occurrence
in the sapaksa only' not entail 'only non-occurrence in the vipaksa}"11

Asking this question can only be explained by assuming that the author
knew the law of contraposition and its relevance to the present context.
He then continues: "Why then are two clauses (upädäna) mentioned?
The answer is as follows. Either the anvaya, or the vyatireka should be used,
each with necessity, and not otherwise".12 Here anvaya refers to the second
condition, and vyatireka to the third; in other words, vyatireka denotes the
contraposition or anvaya. The required necessity (niyama) refers to the use
of eva or to the quantification of the expressions, as is evident from the sub-
sequent lines, where it is said that without this necessity, even when both
conditions are assumed to be valid, an invalid inference can be derived.
The example which is given to show this is the following: "it is black because
it is that person's child".13 Here blackness occurs in some of the children
{sapaksa) but it is also absent from some other children (vipaksa). This
inference is invalid. Hence the conditions should be properly quantified and
"of both only one should be used and not two" 14 Lastly Dharmottara
summarizes his interpretation as follows: "With necessity, either the anvaya
or the vyatireka should be used".15

Many of these sentences were translated in similar terms by Stcherbats-
ky,16 but he failed to appreciate their significance adequately, mainly on
account of his special interest in "universal and necessary propositions",

10H. N. Rändle, Indian logic in the early schools, London, etc., 1930, p. 183.
llnanu ca sapaksa eva sattvam ity ukte vipakse'sattvam eveti gamyata eva: NB, p. 24.
lzanvayo vyatireko vä niyamavän eva prayoktavyo nänyatheti: loc. cit.
13syämas tatputratvät (Stcherbatsky translates this differently, with reference to the

upadhi). This type of (invalid) inference may be a forerunner of the type of (valid)
inference in the latter schools: kapisamyogy etadvrksatvät, "it has contact with a
monkey because it is this tree".

14dvayor eka eva prayoktavyo na dväv iti: loc. cit.
1&niyamavän evänvayo vyatireko vä prayoktavya iti: loc. cit.
"Op. cit. pp. 57-8.
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i.e., mainly because of his Kantian bias. In the chapter on contraposition
in the first volume of his monumental "Buddhist Logic"17 Stcherbatsky
states that the second and third conditions "are two manners of expressing
the same idea", but he then adds the apparently meaningless sentence:
"But in order to express the necessary dependence of the reason upon the
predicate both must be stated, either expressedly or by implication".17

The same insistence on necessary propositions causes a term like samäna
in the same passage to be variously translated by "similar", "common",
or "universal".

In the above translation no attention has been paid to the occurrence of the
term niscitam, "ascertained, necessary" at the end of the third condition,
which. Stcherbatsky accordingly translates as: "its absolute absence in
dissimilar cases is necessary". With this translation the problem arises why
only the third condition would have to be ascertained as necessary. This
problem is solved by Dharmottara, according to whom the term should be
applied to all the three conditions. In the commentary upon the first condi-
tion he says: "Even though the word niscita is not mentioned here, it is
mentioned at the end and should be considered with reference to the two
preceding expressions".18

II

After a millenium, the requirement of necessity forms part of the defini-
tions of sapaksa and vipaksa in the texts of the modern school of Indian
logic (navya-nyäya). The paksa is again defined with reference to the occur-
rence of s, which is not ascertained but merely desired. In a well-known
manual of Indian logic, the Tarka-samgraha (TS) of Annambhatta, written
in the XVJJth century A.D., the same concepts are utilized but form part of
a newly elaborated system of formal logic.19 The definitions are given as
follows:

"p is the locus of s which is doubted",20 e.g., the mountain;
"sapaksa is a locus of s which is ascertained",21 e.g., the kitchen; and:
"vipaksa is a locus of absence of s which is ascertained",22 e.g., the lake.
With the help of these terms three types of inference can be distinguished,

which are called: (I) kevaldnvayi, "universally positive, unnegatable";
(II) kevalavyatirekl, "universally negative, unexampled"; and: (III)

11 Buddhist logic I, 's-Gravenhage, 1958 (reprint of: Bibliotheca Buddhica XXVI 1,
Leningrad, 1932), pp. 301-3. The Kantian predisposition is so strong as to obliterate
the problem in: Th. Stcherbatsky, Erkenntnistheorie und Logik nach der Lehre der
späteren Buddhisten, München/Neubiberg, 1924, p. 206.

liyady api cätra niscita-grahanam na krtam tathäpyante krtam prakräntayor dvayor
api rüpayor apeksaniyam: NB, p. 22.

"Cf. the present author's Formal structures in Indian logic, Synthese, Vol. 22 (1960),
pp. 279-86.

20samdigdha-sädhyavän paksah: TS, ed. by Y. V. Athalye, Bombay, 1930, pp. 43,
290-3.

uniscita-sädhyavän sapaksah: loc. sit.
t2niscita-sädhyäbhävavän vipaksah: TS, p. 44.
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anvaya-vyatireki, "positive-negative". This classification was already given
by logicians of the old Hindu school, such as Uddyotakara (early Vllth
century),23 and is dealt with in the TS.24t The three types are defined by
means of the above terminology in the Siddhänta-muktävali (SM) of
Visvanätha Pancänana (XVIIth century) as follows:

(I) "Universally positive is what has no dissimilar instances",25 which
can be written with the help of (6) as:

~(Ey)(y = <xx~A(s,x))t

and hence with the help of (3) as:
kevalänvayl:

(10) ~(Ex)~A{s,x) or: (x)A(s,x).

EXAMPLE: the inference A (namability, x) -> A (knowability, x).26

(II) "Universally negative is what has no similar instances",27 which
can be written with the help of (5) as:

~(Ey)(y = *x((x ^ p) A A(s, x))),

and hence with the help of (3) as:
kevalavyatireki:

This may be written as:

(11) {x)(A(s,x)^{x = p)).

EXAMPLE: the inference

A (smell, earth) -> A (being different from other things, earth).

This may be explained along the following lines. In the traditional physics
adopted by the logicians, earth (the paksa) is the only substance which
smells or has smell (gandha) or g:

23See: S. C. Vidyabhusana, A history of Indian logic, Calcutta, 1921, p. 130.
24 TS, pp. 40, 281-90. Cf. A. Foucher, Le compendium des topiques, Paris, 1949,

p. 132-5.
2sasadvipaksah kevalänvayl: SAI, ed. by Hari Räma Sukla, Banaras, 1951, p. 501.
26The relation of kevalänvayl cases to the definitions of vyäpti is further discussed

in the present author's Correlations between language and logic in Indian thought,
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, Vol. 23 (1960), pp. 116-7.

27asalsapaksah kevalavyatireki: loc. cit. It is generally the inference which is called
kevalavyatireki, but it is the heiu according to the Nyäyakosa (Poona, 1928, p. 241) in a
quotation from the TS or the Nyäya-siddhänta-manjari. As in some other cases, this
reading differs considerably from the reading of the printed edition by Jivanätha
Misra (Banaras, 1916, p. 97; a critical edition with translation is being prepared by
T. Gelblum).
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p= (E!x)A(g,x),
or:

(12) A(g,p)A(x)(A(g,x)^(x = p)).

The right member of this conjunction and (11) show that the inference is
universally negative.

While (I) and (II) are relatively exceptional cases, the general situation is
dealt with in the remaining possibility:

(III) "Positive-negative is what has both similar and dissimilar instan-
ces",28 which can be written as:
anvayavyatireki:

(13) (Ex) ~A (s, x) A (Ex) ((x ^p) AA(s,x)).

EXAMPLE: the inference A (smoke, hill) -> A (fire, hill).

PROOF: ax ~ A (s, x) is lake; ax( (x =fi p) A A (s, x)) is kitchen.

The term anvayavyatireki can at the same time denote the law of contra-
position, which transforms a "positive pervasion" (anvaya-vyäpti) into a
"negative pervasion" (vyatireka-vydpti). We have seen that Dharmottara
used anvaya and vyatireka already in this sense. The Mimämsaka Kumärila
Bhatta (Vlllth century), a famous and well-informed opponent of Buddhist
doctrines, describes contraposition in the following verse of the Sloka-
värttika:

If the relation of pervader and pervaded holds between two entities, it follows
that the converse (viparita) relation holds between their negations.29

The commentator Bhattomveka (late Vlllth century?) explains these two
lines as referring to anvaya and vyatireka, respectively.30 Similar formula-
tions are given by the later logicians. Kesava Misra (between 1200 andl400)
quotes the same lines in his Tarka-bhäsä and adds the following verse:

In positive inference the reason is pervaded and the thing-to-be-inferred is the
pervader; in the other case the negation of the thing-to-be-inferred is pervaded
and the negation of the reason is the pervader. First the pervaded is stated and
next the pervader. Thus examined the true nature of pervasion becomes manifest.31

The TS uses the terms as follows: "'Where there is smoke, there is fire, as in
the kitchen' is a positive pervasion. "Where there is no fire, there is no smoke
either, as in the lake' is a negative pervasion".32

Msatsapaksavipakso'nvayavyatireki: SM; loc. cit.
29vyäpya-vyäpaka-bhävo hi bhävayor yädvg isyatejtayor abhävayos tasntäd viparitah

pratiyatejjSloka-varttika anumäna: 121b-122a.
30Sloka-värttika-vyäkhyä (ed. by S. K. Rämanätha Sästri, Madras, 1940, p. 335).
nanvaye sädhanam vyäpyam sädhyam vyäpakam isyatejsädhyäbhävo'nyathä vyäpyo

vyäpakah sädhanätyayah/jvyäpyasya vacanam pürvam vyäpakasya tatah par am j
evam pariksitä vyäptih sphuti bhavati tattvatahjjTarka-bhäsä, ed. by S. N. Dvivedi,
Baiiaras, 1952, p. 22. Cf. transl. by P. Tuxen, Copenhagen, 1914, p. 22.

32T5, p. 40.
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In these various texts contraposition is postulated with reference to perva-
sion and inference in the following terms:

V(h, s)<r->V {negation of s, negation of h),

or:

(14) (x)(A(h,x) -+A(s, «))<-> (x)(~A(s,x) -+~A{h,x)).

The expressions (13) and (14) are related to each other in the following
manner: (14) is only meaningfully applicable if (13) holds. This can be shown
with reference to the left member L of (13) and the right member R of (14)
as follows:

A. If: ~(Ex) ~A(s, x), i.e., in a case of kevalänvaya, R is not defined.
B. If: [x){~A (s, x) ~> ~A (x = p)), i.e., in a case of kevalavyatireka, L

implies x = p; but this would be useless, for it is impossible to establish an
inference if only the paksa, where s is doubted, is available, while the similar
instances, where s would have been ascertained previously, are absent.

I l l

Next some refinements of (14), which may illustrate the subtleties and
complexities of the navya-nydya style and formalisms, will be considered.

The occurrence relation A (x, y) is always an occurrence through a relation
(sambandhenaZ3 vrttitva), which relation should be specified if certain
ambiguities are to be avoided. The various relations, such as samyoga,
"contact" (c), samavdya, "inherence" (i), etc., will be written as subscripts
attached to A: Ac> Ait etc.34 For instance we have Ac(smoke, hill), but on
the other hand: Ai (smoke, particles of smoke). In general the occurrences in
an inference may be specified, for instance as follows:

(x)(A,{h,x)-*At{s,x)).

In a contraposition of the form (14) the negated occurrence is required to
occur through the same relation as the origninally affirmative occurrence.
In other words, two conditions should be fulfilled for a contrapositive to
be valid:

(15) oiy~Ay(h, x) = (x.yAy(h, x),

(16) 0Ly~Ay(s, x) = oiyAy(s, x).

In Sanskrit (15) could be expressed by the formula: yatsambandhena hetor
vrttitvam tatsambandhävacchinna-pratiyogitäka-hetvabhäva, "the absential

33For this use of the instrumental case ending cf. H. Jacobi, Über den nominalen
Stil des wissenschaftlichen Sanskrits, Indogermanische Forschungen, Vol. 14 (1903),
pp. 239-40; L. Renou, Histoire de la langue sanskrite, Paris, 1956, p. 141.

34In the article quoted above, note 26, these subscripts are within parentheses, as
unbracketed subscripts are used to denote case-endings.
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correlate35 of the negation of h is limited by the relation through which h
occurs". Analogously (16) could be expressed by: yatsambandhena sddhya-
vrttitvam tatsambandhdvacchinna-pratiyogitdka-sddhydbhdva, "the absential
correlate of the negation of s is limited by the relation through which s
occurs".

By introducing the conditions (15) and (16) into the contraposition for-
mula (14), we arrive at:

(17) (x){A9ty,x)^Aq{stx))<^[x){~AavAj8tX)^

In this formula: ~AayAv(s>x)(s, x) could be expressed in Sanskrit by: sddhya-
vrttitvdvacchedaka-sambandhdvacchinna-pratiyogitdka-sddhydbhdva/'negation
of s, the absential correlate of which is limited by the limiting relation
through which s occurs". Analogously: ~AayA {h>x)(h, x) could be expressed
in Sanskrit by: hetu-vrttitvävacchedaka-sambandhdvacchinna-pratiyogitdka-
hetvabhäva, "negation of h, the absential correlate of which is limited by the
limiting relation through which h occurs".

If the suggested substitutions are made, (17) may be further simplified to:

(18) {x){A,{h. x) -+ A,{s, x)) «-> {x)(~A,(s, x) -> ~Av{h, x)).

The four Sanskrit expressions in the foregoing lines may illustrate how
certain logical relationships can be expressed in the formalized and technical
Sanskrit of navya-nydya. They do not acutally occur in the SM, but are
constructed along similar lines as the more complicated expressions given
there. This additional complication is due to the fact that certain other
conditions are required at the same time to hold as well. This requirement
corresponds to universal quantification in Western logic, which is expressed
by means of abstractions in Indian logic.36 The abstraction of a term x,
which will be written as x, can be expressed in Sanskrit by adding the suf-
fixes -tva or -id to- the stem, or by the use of such terms as jdti, "class"
or dhartna", "property".

If an expression F{x), in which a term x occurs, is universally quantified
with respect to x, this is expressed in Sanskrit by saying that the expression
F(x) is limited by x, the abstraction of x. In the formalism which represents
the Sanskrit expressions this could be expressed by adding an additional
subscript to the functions and relations which are generalised with respect

36The "thing-negated" or abhäviya-pratiyogi. See: D. H. H. Ingalls, Materials for
the study of Navya-nyäya logic, Cambridge, Mass., 1951, p. 55. A formalisation is suggest-
ed by the present writer in: Indo-Iraniran Journal, Vol. 4 (1960), pp. 68-73. While
Ingalls translated this pratiyogi by "counterpositive", J. Brough suggested in his
review {Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1954, p. 88) "absential correlate" in order
to avoid confusion with "contrapositive". In the present context this translation has
naturally been adopted, allthough abhäva is here translated by "negation" and not by
"absence".

36See the present writer's Means of formalisation in Indian and Western logic,
Proceedings of the Xllth International Congress of Philosophy (Venice, 1958). Firenze,
1960, pp. 221-227.
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to their variables. This cannot give rise to confusion with a relational sub-
script, for the subscript which denotes universal quantification is always
marked with the circumflex accent, while there are few relations which are
abstractions.37 Hence universal quantification can be expressed as follows:

(19) Ft{x) = t{x)F[x)

where the left member corresponds to the Sanskrit expression.
The SM expresses the various conditions referred to earlier in the following

sentence,38 parts of which have been numbered 1-8: yatsambandhena1

yadavacchinam prati2 yena sambandhena3 yena rüpena* vyäpakatä grhyate tats-
ambandhah-avacchinna-pratiyogitäka taddharrnoft-avacchinnäbhävavattä-jnä-
nät tatsambandha1-avacchinna-pratiyogitäka taddharma8~avacchinnäbhävasya
siddhih. A literal translation would run as follows:39 "by which form4 through
which relation3 with respect to what (i.e., s) is limited by which2 through
which relation1 the pervasion (i.e., of h) is understood, the negation (of h) is
inferred which is limited by that property8 the absential correlate of which is
limited by that relation7 on account of the knowledge of the negation (of s)
which is limited by that property6 the absential correlate of which is limited
by that relation5". As h and s are not mentioned explicitly, this is a formula-
tion of generalized contraposition without special reference to the inferential
process. An English translation is bound to be hardly intelligible, but a
translation into a formula expresses the meaning more directly and can also
give a picture of the structure of the Sanskrit original. Restricted-variables
represent the four pairs of correlative pronouns (relative yad — demonstra-
tive tad) which express identity.40 As in the text the abstractions (expressed
twice by dharma, once by rüpa and once merely by -yad) are given with
reference to the negation, negation will now be expressed by means of a
negating function, as in Lukasiewicz' terminology, by defining:

(20) Nx=d~ x.

Then: r^A^v[x, y) (where: x = x(m) and/or y = y(m)) may be written as:
NAfav(xy y) and as the occurrence A is negated with respect to the relation p,
this may be written as: NpA^(x, y).

The Sanskrit expression may now be represented by the following formula,

37One such exception is the relation visesanatä: Nyäyakosa ss. vv. visesanam,
svarüpasambandhah. This relation does not occur in the present context.

™SM, pp. 501-2.
39Without the excellent translation and notes of Svämi Mädhavänanda (Calcutta,

1954, p. 235) it would have been difficult to understand the original. There is one
confusing error. The last three lines of page 235 should be read as: " . . . that non-
existence which is determined by that attribute, and the counterpositiveness of which
is determined by that relation". In his notes the Svämi gives the following instances for
the parts of the expression which have been numbered 1-8 in the above: 1, 3, 5, 7:
conjunction; 2, 8: smokehood; 4: as fire (i.e., firehood); 6: firehood.

40Cf. P. Hartmann, Nominale Ausdrucks formen im wissenschaftlichen Sanskrit,
Heidelberg, 1955, pp. 66, 140-4.
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corresponding parts of which are numbered with the same numbers 1-8,
respectively, as the above:

4 3 2 1

6 5 8 7

This expression can be further simplified as follows:

(x)(AAv(h, x) -+ A,Q(s, *))«-> (x)(NftAQ(s, x)-+Ni%Ap(h, x)).

Hence, because in the case of inference: m = h and n = s:

(22) (h)(s)((z)(Av(h,x) -+Aq{s, x)) <-+ (x) (~AQ(s,z) - > ~ Ap(h, x))),

which is a generalization of (18).
Whoever has mastered this terminology may well ask what purpose it

serves. The answer is that it excludes certain invalid inferences. For instance,
if again c denotes samyoga, "contact", and i denotes samaväya, "inherence",
we have:

Ac{smoke, hill) -> Ac(Jire, hill),

and hence with (22):

^ Ac(fire, lake) -> ~ Ac(smoke, lake),

but we are not entitled to infer:

r^A^jire, particles of smoke) -> <—•Ai{smokei particles of smoke),

for in the traditional physics which the Naiyäyikas adopt, fire does not occur
in particles of smoke through inherence, while smoke does occur in particles
of smoke through inherence.

IV

The Indian logicians had a special reason for being interested in contra-
position and in inferences with negative premisses. It enabled them to do
without an additional category, which some other schools of Indian thought
held to be indispensable. The high evaluation of such economy of thought
may have been taken from the Sanskrit grammarians.41 But while the gram-
marians often preferred the shortest possible expression (sütra), the logicians,
not shrinking, as we have seen, from long and complicated expressions,
attempted to manipulate a relatively small number of elementary concepts.

41Both grammarians and logicians prefer a "light" {laghu) expression to a "heavy"
(guru) expression "for the sake of lightness" (läghavärtham). See: L. Renou, La
Durghatavrtti de Saranadeva, Paris, 19'40, Vol. I (Introduction), pp. 1, 81-2 note. For
navya-nyäya see Ingalls, op. cit., p. 47. Cf. also the discussions concerning anyathä-
siddhi, litt, "establishment by other means", i.e., "superfluity": SM pp. 8&-91.
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Accordingly the logical style can be characterized not only by its extreme
nominalisation and paucity of verbal forms, but also by its limited vocab-
ulary.

The additional category which can be avoided by considering it a special
kind of inference is the category of arthäpatti, "presumption", adopted by
the ^Mimämsakas.42 The latter argued that there are cases where neither
the category of direct perception, nor that of inference, is a valid means of
knowledge. The following is an example. Suppose it were known from astrol-
ogy that Devadatta shall live a full hundred years, and suppose that it
were known from direct perception that he is not at home.43 It may then
be presumed that Devadatta is outside his house. On account of this pre-
sumption the MImämsakas postulate a special means of knowledge, namely,
arthdpatti. The Naiyäyikas on the other hand class it under inference, be-
cause the reasoning involved can be represented by the following meta-
theorem:

(23) i - > ( ß V C ) ^ , - 5 h C .

This metatheorem involves the use of an inference with a negative premiss
(^ B —> C). While this metatheorem is not explicitly stated, it is utilized
and it is recognized that it necessitates an inference with a negative premiss.
Such inferences were rejected by the MImämsakas, but the Naiyäyikas
proved their validity by referring to the principle of contraposition. Hence
the latter principle helped them to explain arthäpatti as a special kind of
inference.44

The same metatheorem is applied in another example, the treatment of
which is formulated in the SM in the following terms: "In cases such as
'Fat Devadatta does not eat by day', it is known that fatness is pervaded
by eating, and hence eating is proved. And as eating by day is contradicted,
eating at night is proved".45

Not only the Mimämsakas but also the Advaitins adopted arthäpatti. Both

42See G. N. Jhä, Pürva-Mlmämsä in its sources, Banaras, 1942, pp. 157-60, and the
manuals of Indian philosophy. The two schools of the Mimämsä disagreed on the nature
and function of arthäpatti. The followers of Kumärila Bhatta expressed their dislike of
the views of the rival school thus: "Well, alas, who are they who, kissing the backs of
the followers of Prabhäkara, babble thus?" (Mänameyodaya, ed. and transl. by
C. Kunhan Raja and S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri, Madras, 1933, p. 124). For views of
the Advaitins, cf. D. M. Datta, The six ways of knowing, London, 1932, p. 216 sq.;
A. B. Shastri, Studies in Post-Samkara dialectics, Calcutta, 1936, pp. 67-7.

43In order to account for such negative knowledge the MImämsakas postulate
another special means of knowledge, anupalabdhi, "non-apprehension", which the
Naiyäyikas again reject as a distinct category and class under pratyaksa, "perception".

"Presumption was rejected already in the Nyäyasütra (2.2.3) and in the Tarka-
sästra (see above note 1), p. 25. Cf. JRAS (1929), pp. 485-6.

*&pino devadatto divä na bhunkta ity ädau pinatvasya bhojana-vyäpyaivävagamäd
bhojanam siddhyatijdivä-bhojana-bädhe ca rätri-bhojanam siddhyati: SM, pp. 503-4;
transl. pp. 238-9.
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agreed, accordingly, in rejecting the kevalänvayl and kevalavyatheki cases of
inference recognized by the Naiyäyikas, but for different reasons. The Ad-
vaita position directly implies that kevalänvayl cases are impossible. For
according to the Advaitins there is an absolute entity, brahman, and no other
entity can reside where brahman resides. In the V edäntaparibhäsä (XVIIth
century) this is expressed as follows: "In our view every property is an
absential correlate of relational negation located in the Absolute".46 If
brahman be denoted by b, this may be expressed by:

(24) {x)~A{x,*yA{b,y)).

Hence for any sädhya s we have:

~A(s,aLyA(b,y),

hence: (Ex) ~A (s, x) or: ~(x)A (s, x), which contradicts (10); i.e., kevalän-
vayl inferences are impossible. The kevalavyatirekl inferences are rejected as
well, this time not by means of a definite proof, but in an apparently circular
argument. The Vedäntaparibhäsä says that there is no use for kevalavyatireka,
since in cases where no positive inference is available, another category,
namely, arthäpatti, will be shown to provide the required knowledge.47

In a later chapter, when dealing with arthäpatti, the text establishes its use
as an independent means of knowledge by saying that it was previously
shown that no inference can be kevalavyatirekl.**

The Mimämsakas of the Bhatta school rejected kevalavyatireka cases as
they would constitute an exception to a general law. The argument of the
Mänameyodaya (early XVIIth century) runs as follows: "(for) by inference,
what has been established somewhere is established elsewhere",49 i.e., it is
always presupposed that:

(25) {Ex)({x*p)AA{s,x)).

In kevalavyatirekl cases, on the other hand, the sädhya "is not established
anywhere else",50 i.e.:

(26) ~{Ex)((z*p)AA(s,x)).

Since (26) contradicts (25), kevalavyatireka is excluded.
A Mädhva author of the XlVth or XVth century rejected the entire

classification of inference in three types,51 but the famous dualist Jayatirtha

A*sarvasyäpi dharmasyäsmin mate brahma-nisthätyantäbhäva-pratiyogitvena . . . .
Vedäntaparibhäsä, ed. and transl. by S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri, Madras, 1942, pp.
55-6.

A1Loc. dt. (vaksyämah).
A%Op. dt., p. 93 (präg eva nirastam).
A9kvadt prasiddham anyatra sädhyate hy anumänatah: Mänameyodaya, p. 56.
iosiddho nänyatra kutradt: loc. dt.
hxPramäna-candrikä, ed. and transl. by S. K. Maitra under the title Mädhva logic,

Calcutta, 1936, pp. 77, 149.
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(Xllth century) agreed in his Pramäna-paddhati with the logicians in consid-
ering arthäpatti as a kind of inference.52

It is hardly possible to sketch in a few lines the context and background of
Indian thought, in which Indian logic plays its part. Such a survey could
show how Indian logic constitutes an autochthonous development within
Indian culture and cannot be convincingly derived from hypothetical
contacts with the West.53 Presently it may only be attempted to give in
conclusion an idea of the context and background of the main terms which
have been discussed.

The word paksa means primarily "wing" and has come to denote "alter-
native" and hence in general "view", "hypothesis". Frequent uses are
pakse, "on the other hand" ("on the other wing"), paksdntara, "in the other
case".54 In Sanskrit scholarly literature it has become the commentator's
custom to interpret any given text in three successive stages: the first inter-
pretation is the pürva-paksa, "prima facie view"; the second is the reply to
this: uttara-paksa; and the third and final interpretation is the siddhdnta,
"final and established view". This practice is found since Sabara (Vth century
A.D.) but may be older.

The terms pürva-paksa and uttara-paksa can also mean Eastern and North-
ern wing, respectively, or first and second half of the lunar month. It seems
probable that the earliest technical or semi-technical use of the term paksa
originated in the Vedic ritual. The Talttiriya-samhitä had identified the
sacrificial fire with a bird, vayas or paksin (i.e., "winged").55 In some
sacrifices the fire altar is accordingly built in the shape of a bird with two
wings.56 The right wing {daksina paksa) points to the South (daksina) and
the left wing (uttara paksa) points to the North (uttara). Moreover, each wing
is further enlarged into the direction it points to,57 for the longer the wings,
the stronger the bird and the wider its flight.58 The idea is, that the bird

52See S. X. Dasgupta, A history of Indian philosophy IV, Cambridge, 1955, p. 202.
53As actual contacts between European Antiquity and India have been frequent

from Alexander onwards, it is impossible to prove that no Indian had ever heard of
Aristotelian logic. Actual influence on Indian logic is a different matter: it is a priori
unlikely because of the intimate relationship between logic and language, and moreover
seems to become the more improbable, the more our knowledge of Indian systematic
and scientific thought (i.e., primarily of ritual, grammar, and logic) increases.

54Monier-Williams' Sanskrit-English dictionary, s.v.
555.7.6.1.
66See A. Weber in: Indische Studien, Vol. 13 (1873), pp. 233 sq.; cf. A. Hillebrandt,

Rituallitteratur, Strassburg, 1897, p. 164; L. Renou-J. Filliozat, L'lnde classique,
Vol. I, Paris, 1947, p. 351: L. Renou, Vocabulaire du rituel vedique, Paris, 1954, p. 88.

^Äpastamba Srautasütra 16.17.10,12,13. Transl. by W. Caland, Amsterdam, 1928.
p. 35.

58Cf. Taittirlya-samhitä 5.2.5.1.
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thus carries the sacrificer to heaven.59 Similarly do the strong wings oipürva
and uttara paksa carry the philosopher to his final view, while sapaksa and
vipaksa cases lead the logician to his final proof.

The Sanskrit grammarians use paksa for "alternative, view, hypothesis".
The terms vyakti-paksa and jäti-paksa are utilised for referring to the use of
a word as denoting, respectively, the individual (vyakti) and the class (jäti)
to which it belongs.60

The compound anvaya-vyatireka seems to have originated among the
grammarians and occurs probably for the first time in a vyärtikka of Kätyäya-
na (ca. 200 B.C.) mentioned by Patafijali (ca. 50 B.C.) in his discussion of a
sütra of Pänini.61 In this sütra Pänini defines a nominal stem as what is
meaningful but is neither a verbal root, nor a suffix,62 nor what ends in a
suffix.63 One of the sections of the commentary deals with the problem of
whether a nominal stem in itself can be meaningful. The question arises how
to distinguish between meanings of stems and of suffixes. The värttika is then
quoted: "it is established by means of anvaya and vyatireka".64 Patafijali
elucidates this further in the following terms: "If in this case vrksah ("tree")
is pronounced, a certain sound is heard which consists of the sound vrksa
ending in a and of a termination s.65 A certain meaning is also conveyed,
which consists of what has roots, branches, fruits, and leaves, and of singu-
larity. If then vrksau ("two trees") is pronounced, some sound disappears
(hiyate), something comes into being {upajäyate) and something remains
(anvayl): s disappears, au comes into being, and vrksa ending in a remains.66

Also with regard to meaning, something disappears, something comes into
being, and something remains: singularity disappears, duality comes into
being, and what has roots, branches, fruits, and leaves remains".67

It is clear that here anvayl denotes "what remains", while it is but natural
to infer that vyatirekl, which is not mentioned by Patafijali, denotes what
changes (either comes into being or disappears). The terms anvayl and

59Cf. Satapatha-brähmaüa 6.1.2.35, also: H. Hubert-M. Mauss, Essai sur la nature
et la fonction du sacrifice, in: Melanges d'histoire des religions, Paris, 1909, p. 38 note 4.

60L. Renou, Terminologie grammaticale du Sanskrit, Paris, 1957, p. 148, 193.
6lMahäbhäsya 1.2.2 (Kielhorn I 219). Cf. Renou, Terminologie, p. 43, and P. S.

Subrahmanya Sastri, Lectures on Patafijali's Mahäbhäsya, Tiruchirapalli, 1956, p. 90.
^pratyaya: Renou specifies [La Grammaire de Pänini, Paris, 1948, p. 21) "un

affix en general ou un mot termine par ces affixes particuliers que sont les desinences
casuelles".

*3arthavad adhätur apratyayah prätipadikam: Pänini 1.2.45.
6isiddham tv anvayavyatirekäbhyäm.
65This -s becomes —h.
66The a disappears in the process: vrksa-au > vrksau.
*7iha vrksa ity ukte kascic chabdah srüyate vrksasabdo'käräntah, sakäras ca pratyayahj

artho'pi kascid gamy ate müla-skandha-phala-paläsavän ekatvam ca/vrksäv ity ukte
kascic chabdo hiyate kascid upajäyate kascid anvayi/sakäro hiyate aukära upajäyate
vrksasabdo'käränto'nvayi/artho'pi kascid dhlyate kascid upajäyate kascid anvayif
ekatvam hiyate dvitvam upajäyate müla-skandha-phala-paläsavän anvayi/j
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vyatirekl refer to what in modern linguistics R. S. Wells called "environ-
ment" and "focus", respectively.68 Applications of the method of "replace-
ment" go back to Pänini.

The term vyatireka is used in a similar sense in later philosophical litera-
ture. The Nyäyasütra (Illrd century A.D.) discusses transformation
(vikdra) of gold in earrings and necklaces, and states that under such trans-
formations "there is no vyatireka of the essence of gold".69 The commentator
Vätsyäyana (ca. IVth century) explains this further in a similar terminology
as that used earlier by Patanjali: "gold is the continuing (avasthita) sub-
stratum (dharmin) with properties (dharma) which are disappearing
(htyamdna) and coming into being (upajdyamdna)".70

Here vyatireka denotes change or difference. This seems to be widespread
by the VHIth century, when it is characteristically interpreted by Sankara
in a reference to "the theory of the non-difference (avyatireka) of the material
cause and its transformations".71 In the present paper we have seen how in
logic, from the Vllth century onwards, anvaya denotes the occurrence of
the sddhya in similar instances and vyatireka the absence of the sddhya from
dissimilar instances. Accordingly, the term anvaya-vyatireka can refer both
to an inference which possesses similar (positive) and dissimilar (negative)
instances and to the contraposition of an inference.72

««Immediate constituents, Language, Vol. 23 (1947), p. 86. Cf. E. Haugen, Direc-
tions in modern linguistics, Language, Vol. 27 (1951), p. 214.

*9suvarnabhävävyatireka: Nyäyasütra 2.2.49.
'l0avasthitam suvarnam hiyamänena dharmanopajäyamänena ca dharmena dharmi

bhavati.
71prakrti-vikärävyatireka-nyäya: Brahma-sütra-bhäsya ad. 2.3.6.
72I should like to express here my gratitude to Dr. D. L. Friedman (London) and to

Professor Benson Mates (Berkeley) for their valuable suggestions in connection with
the present article. The use of the term anvayavyatireka by both grammarians and
logicians was noted by Ruegg, who supposed that also the reasoning process was the
same in both cases: D. S. Ruegg, Contributions ä l'histoire de la Philosophie linguistique
indienne, Paris, 1951, pp. 32, 37. Cf. the present author in: Philosophy East and West,
Vol. 10 (1960), pp. 53-57. While it is of course possible that the later grammarians made
use of the logical method concerned, it is certain that they knew Kätyäyana's use of
the term (e.g., Paramalaghu-manjüsä, ed. by S. S. Shastri, Banaras, 1935, p. 2).



S I X

NEGATION AND THE LAW OF CONTRADICTION IN

INDIAN T H O U G H T : A COMPARATIVE STUDY

IN the fourth chapter of book F of the Metaphysica Aristotle deals with
the principle of contradiction. This law is formulated as follows : ' it is

impossible for anything at the same time to be and not to be \x Let us imagine,
says Aristotle, that somebody wished to oppose this view. Our opponent
cannot hold a view which contradicts the law of contradiction without assuming
the validity of this law itself: for otherwise he is not even denying what we
are saying. The only alternative for him, then, will be to say nothing. But
this is absurd : ' for such a man, as such, is from the start no better than a
vegetable '.2

We are often told that Indian philosophers do not accept the law of con-
tradiction. This may well be one of the causes of the neglect of Indian thought
by Western philosophers : for nobody desires to study a body of propositions
when he is at the same time told that their contradictories may hold as well.
Is it perhaps a new—and according to some superior—kind of logic to which
we are invited to accustom ourselves ? Many may not feel the need for what
would amount to a radical conversion. Nevertheless such a requirement seems
implied in statements like the following, where a Western scholar speaks about
principles such as the law of contradiction : ' But the Eastern mind is con-
vinced that, taking together all the circumstances in which we need our thinking
to give us adequate guidance, it would be fatal to allow ourselves to be enslaved
by these principles \ 3 After stating this the author goes on to quote a Buddhist
principle which indeed contradicts the law of contradiction.4 The question
arises whether * the Eastern mind ' has in its entirety thrown the law of
contradiction overboard.

The aim of the present study is to see how Indian thinkers treat contradic-
tions and what explicit rules are given for the treatment of contradictions. If

1 Met., F 4, 1006 a 3-4. Other statements of this law have been formalized by I. M.
Bocheriski, Ancient formal logic, Amsterdam, 1951, 38-40 ; cf. also J. L. Ackrill, Mind, LXIT,
1953, 110-12.

2 ibid., 14-15 ; cf. translation of W. D. Ross, Oxford, 1908.
3 E. A. Burtt, * What can Western philosophy learn from India ? ', Philosophy East and

West, v, 1955-6, 202.
4 The principle called catuskoti. See P. T. Raju, ' The principle of four-cornered negation

in Indian philosophy ', Review of Metaphysics, vn, 1954, 694-713 ; T. R. V. Murti, The central
philosophy of Buddhism, London, 1955, 129-31, 146-8. The earliest occurrence perhaps in the
Pali canon is Majjhima-nikäya, sutta 63 (transl. H. C. Warren, Buddhism in translations,
Cambridge, Mass., 1946, 117-22). For a formalization see : H. Nakamura, ' Buddhist logic
expounded by means of symbolic logic ', Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies, vn, 1958,
384-5. The same formalization in an earlier Japanese version (in Indogaku Bukkyögalcu kenkyv,
in, 1954,223-31) was criticized by R. H. Robinson,' Some logical aspects of Nägärjuna's system',
Philosophy East avd West, VT. 1957, 302. The validity of this criticism may be questioned.
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Indian philosophers are either unaware of contradiction or deny the validity
of the principle of contradiction, the structure of Indian logic would seem to be
so fundamentally different from the structure of Western logic, that the possi-
bility of mutual understanding may become questionable. If, on the other hand,
the principle of contradiction is either applied implicitly or laid down explicitly,
this may be variously interpreted : there may be historical connexions between
India and the West which account for certain influences ; there may be a
connexion between the logical law and the structure of Indo-European, manifest
in both Greek and Sanskrit; there may be a general linguistic background to
the law of contradiction ; or finally, the law may be a universal logical law—
whatever that may mean. A discussion of the question, whether Indian
philosophers are to be considered vegetables, may therefore constitute a chapter
of comparative logic.

The Sanskrit term which seems to correspond most closely to the Western
term contradiction is derived from a root sidh- meaning ' to keep away '. The
noun sedha derived from this root denotes ' keeping away', and the nouns
nisedha and pratisedha have a similar meaning, which can be sometimes further
specified as ' prohibition, negation '. The latter term leads to the formation
of the noun vipratisedha meaning ' mutual prohibition ' or ' contradiction '.

An early technical or semi-technical use of the term vipratisedha occurs in
Äpastamba's Srauta-sütra (between 400 and 200 B.c.), where during the offering
the Vedas are assigned to the various sacrificers in the following manner*•:
* The hotr sacrifices with the Rgveda ; the udgätr with the Sämaveda ; the
adhvaryu with the Yajurveda ; the brahman with all. When it is expressly said,
or in case of contradiction (vipratisedha), another (priest) may sacrifice '.
Instead of vipratisedhät the partly parallel text of Hiranyakesin's &rauta-sutra
has asambhavät ' if it is impossible '. Both passages refer to cases where a
priest is unable to sacrifice in accordance with what is prescribed for him on
account of one rule or one established practice, because he is already engaged
on account of another rule or other rules.2 The last sütra, therefore, formulates
a principle which holds in cases of mutual contradiction between two rules
applicable to the same situation. It is a rule for the manipulation of other
rules, a paribhäsä ' meta-rule ', and it is accordingly placed in the last part of
the Apastamba-srauta-sütra, which consists of the yajna-paribhäsä-süträni
' meta-rules regarding the sacrifice '. The term vipratisedha is a term which
applies to the contradictions between formulated rules, and not for instance
between entities.

It is characteristic for Indian thought that at an early stage of development
the distinction between language and meta-language was made. This is con-
nected with the fact that the subject-matter for various kinds of investigations

1 Äpastamba-srauta-sütra, 24.1.16-20.
2 W. Caland in his translation ad lot. specifies this by the following example : ' Z. B. muss ein

anderer als der Adhvaryu, da dieser beschäftigt ist, das Opfertier losbinden '.
VOL. XXV. PART 1.
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was a large body of linguistic material, the Vedic texts which were considered
transcendent and revealed (sruti). The sütra literature on the one hand embodies
Vedic passages and continues to prescribe forms of activity in a Vedic fashion,
and on the other hand interprets Vedic passages. This literature therefore does
not only deal with ritual activity, but deals also with statements regarding
ritual activity. In the first respect it constitutes a language dealing with the
ritual as object material, in the second respect it constitutes a meta-language
dealing with the language which deals with the ritual. The paribhäsä rules,
more specifically, were explicit meta-linguistie rules for the manipulation of
Vedic passages.

With the development of grammar there is a shift in two respects. On the
one hand the object material is new : it is neither the ritual, nor Vedic passages
dealing with the ritual, but it is the spoken language (bhäsä) and, to a limited
extent, the Vedic language (chandas).1 On the other hand it is not Vedic
passages, but the rules of grammar themselves which are the subject of a meta-
linguistic investigation. The same term, paribhäsä, applies to rules of this meta-
language. The importance of these meta-rules increases when the rules of the
grammar of Pänini are accepted as authoritative.

In dealing with linguistic problems the grammatical description is mainly
confined to the analysis of words (pada) and grammar has therefore been called
pada-mimämsä ' investigation into words '. While it is sometimes rightly
stressed that the Sanskrit grammarians neglected or paid little attention to
syntax, it is not always realized that grammar was in this respect supplemented
by the väkya-mimämsä ' investigation into sentences ', another name for the
most orthodox among the systems of philosophy, more generally known as
Pürva-mimämsä, Karma-mimämsä, or merely Mimämsä.2 Some syntactical
principles of Mimämsä will occupy us here. This philosophical system is the
direct successor to the sütra literature, for it systematizes the interpretation
of Vedic sentences and evolves general canons of interpretation.3 Also here
general rules of a meta-linguistic nature, dealing with the interpretation of
Vedic statements, are given. Such meta-rules are often called nyäya. These
rules are further used and developed in dharmasästra. The term nyäya is later
commonly used to denote logic and the system of logic. We have emphasized
elsewhere that the early use of the term nyäya as synonymous with paribhäsä
may be an indication that elements and laws of Indian logic can be traced back
to the discussion on problems of language and meta-language in earlier systems
and especially in grammar.4

1 See especially P. Thieme, Pänini and the Veda, Allahabad, 1935, 67 sq. ; L. Renou, La
Durghatavrtti de ßaranadeva, i, 1 (introduction), Paris, 1940, 7-8.

2 cf. L. Renou, Etudes vediques et pänineennes, vi (Le destin du Veda dans l'lnde), Paris,
1960, 66.

3 Mimämsä is closest to the paribhäsä sections of the sütras. See D. V. Garge, Citations
in ßabara-bhäsya, Poona, 1952, 50 sq.

4 J. F. Staal, ' The theory of definition in Indian logic ', JAOS, LXXXI, 2, 1961, 124.
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Problems of contradiction are dealt with in this meta-linguistic context
in grammar as well as in Mimämsä.1 Pänini (c. 350 B.c.) gives the following
meta-rule : ' in case of contradiction (between two rules) the later (rule)
is to be applied \2 Here ' later rule ' denotes a rule which occurs later in the
sequence of rules in Pänini's grammar.3 Patafijali (? second century B.C.)
discusses this sütra in the Mahäbhäsya 4 and pays special attention to the term
vipratisedlia. After giving the etymology he explains it by itaretara-pratisedha
and anyo'nya-pratisedha ' mutual prohibition '. He proceeds to quote the
following värttika : dvau prasangäv anyärihäv ekasmin sa vipratisedhah ' if two
rules with different meaning apply to one (word) this is vipratisedha \5 He adds
that this application should be possible ' at the same time ' (yugapad) and gives
the following example. According to Pänini, 7.3.102, long ä is substituted for
final a of a nominal stem before terminations beginning with y or bh.e This
enables us to form vrksäya ' to the tree ', vrksäbhyäm ' to both trees ', and
apparently *vrksäbhyah ' to trees ', from the nominal stem vrksa- ' tree '.
The following sütra, 7.3.103, prescribes the substitution of e for this a before
a plural termination beginning with bh or s. This accounts for the formation of
vrksesu ' among trees '. But as -bhyah is a plural termination, the second
sütra applies also to this case and enables us to form vrksebhyah ' to trees'.
The two rules form in this respect a vipratisedha ' contradiction \ Then,
according to the paribhäsä, as the second rule comes after the first, the second
prevails and vrksebhyah is explained while *vrksabhyah is not. We are perhaps
inclined to regard the second rule as an exception (apaväda) to the first, but this
does also produce the same result : for there is a paribhäsä which states that the
exception is stronger than the general rule.7

The above discussion can be formalized along the following lines. Let the
sütras, which are propositions, be ordered (as they are in Pänini) and be denoted
by <f>l9 c/>2, . . . , and let cf>\ < <j>} denote that <f>i precedes ^j in this list.8 In
addition let <f>i o </>$ denote that <j>\ and fa are contradictory propositions.
Now Pänini's propositions generally deal with linguistic predicates F(x),
G(x), . . . which have individual words or other sounds x, . . . as their values.

1 See L. Renou, ' Connexions entre le rituel et la grammaire en Sanskrit', JA, CCXXXIII,
1941-2, 116-17, also for what follows.

2 Pänini, 1.4.2 : vipratisedhe param käryam. This principle is not valid for the Tripädi
(Pänini, 8.2̂ 4) : cf. H. E. Buiskool, Pürvaträsiddham, Amsterdam, 1934.

3 It is irrelevant in the present context that the term param in the süira may mean desirable
(istam), as it is interpreted by Patafijali (see Buiskool, op. cit., 66-7, 71-6).

4 ad loc.; ed. Kielhorn, i, 304.
5 See L. Renou, Terminologie grammaticale du Sanskrit, Paris, 1957, 280 (s.v. vipratisedha).
6 This rule is discussed in another context by the present author in ' A method of linguistic

description : the order of consonants according to Pänini', Language [to be published, 1962].
7 cf. paribhäsä 38 of Nägoji Bhatta's Paribhäsendusekhara ed. and transl. F. Kielhorn,

Bombay, 1868, 34, 320 ; cf. also L. Renou, fitudes vediques et pänine'ennes, n, Paris, 1956, 143.
8 If param means ' desirable ', <f>i < ĵ can be interpreted to mean that <£j is more desirable

than <j>\.
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As most rules state that a certain predicate holds under certain conditions,
we may consider all and only those <j>\ which can be written in the form :

(x) [F,(x) -> G,(x)]. (1)

According to the definition of vipratisedha, <j>\ o </>j if and only if:

~ (Ex) [G,(x) A G,(x)]. (2)
The paribhäsä states (in the following formula connectives and parentheses
are printed in bold face in order to denote that they are used in the formalization
of the meta-theory) :

[ ( * < * ) A ( * o A ) ] 4 A . (3)
This paribhäsä presupposes an actual contradiction. For (3) is only meaningful
if fa and <£j apply to the same case, i.e. if:

(Ex) [F,(x) A F,(x)]. (4)
However, (4) and (1) yield :

(Ex) [G,(x) A G,(x)], (5)

which contradicts (2). Then, if <j>i < </>j, we derive from (3) the proposition <fy}

or: (x) [Fj(x) -> Gj(x)]. As there is an x such that Fj(x) according to (4),
we can derive Gj(x) for that x.

This argument depends on a contradiction which is assumed to hold between
(2) and (5), i.e. on a law of contradiction for propositions of the form :

— (0 A — (f>). (6)
The analysis therefore shows what the formulation of the paribhäsä already
suggests, namely that the argument presupposes the validity of the principle
of contradiction.

The Käsikä,1 a later commentary (seventh century A.D.) on Pänini's grammar
defines vipratisedha in the same way, having first characterized it as tulya-
bala-virodhah ' opposition (between two propositions) of equal force '. The same
definition is given by Uvata in his commentary on the Väjasaneyi-prätisäkhya.2

The term virodha, which, according to the above definition has a wider denotation
than vipratisedha, is also utilized for contradictions between two possible inter-
pretations in the sütra literature.3

In Mimämsä, where the same paribhäsä holds,4 both nisedha and pratisedha
denote ' prohibition '. As in India the science of grammar is primarily descrip-
tive and not prescriptive,5 the grammatical sütras are propositions where the
verb occurs in the indicative mood or the construction is purely nominal.
Mimämsä, on the other hand, is primarily concerned with Vedic injunctions
which contain a verb in the optative mood. The principal part of such an
injunction is the optative verb form, and the principal part of the optative

1 ad Pänini, I.4.2.
2 Renou, Terminologie, 495.
3 See Renou, in ' Connexions ', JA, CCXXXIII, 1941-2, p. 117, n. 2.
4 Although here param has a different meaning : see above, p. 55, n. 1.
5 cf. the article quoted above, p. 54, n. 4.
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verb form is the ending, not the verbal root. This doctrine is first formulated
for positive injunctions (vidhi), but is subsequently transferred to negative
injunctions or prohibitions. Such a view can be arrived at on account of the
use of prohibitions such as na bhaksayet ' he shall not eat', which in English
should be interpreted as ' he shall-not eat', not as ' he shall not-eat'. Such
a negative injunction does not enjoin an action which is not-eating, i.e. any
definite action different from eating, but it prohibits eating.1

This distinction is interesting and seems to go a step beyond the Aristotelian
doctrine of negation which is at the base of the modern logical notation.
Aristotle evolved a theory of negation for propositions which will be called
' the original doctrine of negation '. This theory was extended in one direction
to quantified sentences, thus arriving at the distinction between contrary and
contradictory, and in another direction to modal propositions. The philosophers
of the Mimämsä system extended a similar underlying doctrine of negation
to a class of non-indicative propositions, namely injunctions. To express this
precisely and formally we shall need a special notation, which may be arrived
at by first considering Aristotle's extensions.

In the De interpretatione Aristotle gives the original doctrine of negation.
He says that the negation of ' man walks ' (TO avOpconos ßaSi'£et) is not * not-
man walks ' (TO OVK avOptuiros ßaSi'£ei), but * man does not walk ' (TO OV
ßa8i£,€i ävdpujTTos).2 This is reflected in the modern notation, where the negation
of F(x) is not defined as F ( ~ x), but as ~ F(x).3 The latter expression is in
modern logic formed according to rules of formation so that it means ~ [F(x)].
Other expressions such as (~ F) (x) are not defined and can only be expressed
adequately when use is made of Church's A-operator (e.g. [~ Ax.F(x)](x),
provided the negation sign is defined in this context).

In the theory of quantified sentences we arrive at contradictories
(avTiK€i{jL€va) if the quantifier is negated, and at contraries (evaviiai) if the
copula, i.e. the verb, is negated.4 This can be formalized along Aristotelian lines
by considering the four kinds of quantified sentences as follows :

SaP (x)F(x) (7)
SeP (x) — F(x) or: — (Ex)F(x) (8)
SiP (Ex)F(x) (9)
SoP (Ex) ~ F(x) or: — (x)F(x) (10)

Here (7) and (10) are contradictories, (8) and (9) are contradictories, (7) and (8)
are contraries, and (9) and (10) are contraries (traditionally, subcontraries).

In Aristotle's modal logic a detailed theory is given for the relationship
between negation and the four modal functors.5 It is not explicitly stated what

1 Mimämsä-nyäya-prakäsa, ed. and transl. F. Edgerton, New Haven, 1921, sections 320-8.
2 De int. 12, 21 b 1-8.
3 See J. F. Staal, ' The construction of formal definitions of subject and predicate ', TPS>

1960, 89-103.
4 See, e.g., Bocheriski, Ancient formal logic, 37.
5 See, e.g., Bochenski, op. cit., 59.
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is the negation of the individual modal functors, for example the negation
of the necessity functor N[F(x)] ' it is necessary that F(x) \ Hence it is un-
certain whether this negation should be interpreted as ^ N[F(x)] ' it is not
necessary that F(x)' or as N[~ F(x)] ' it is necessary that ^ F(x) '. Aristotle
implicitly accepts the first alternative, so that ~ N[F(x)] actually seems to
denote (~ N)[F(x)]. It is obvious that special formation rules would be needed
if this situation wrere to be fully expressed.

The Mimamsa thinkers consider exactly this question. Let the injunction
' he shall eat', which can be considered derived from the proposition ' he eats \
be denoted by N[F(x)], where F(x) denotes ' he eats'. This formalization is
suggested by the fact that an injunction ' he shall eat ' can under certain
circumstances be interpreted as a necessary sentence ' it is necessary that he
eats \ The Mimamsa doctrine then states that a prohibition (nisedha) or the
negation of an injunction N[F(x)] is not N[~F(x)] but <^N[F(x)], just as
the negation of ' he shall eat' is not ' he shall not-eat' but ' he shall-not eat'.
Here also ~ N[F(x)] denotes (~ N)[F(x)]. The formation rales required here
presuppose that along with the injunctive functor N a prohibitive functor
(~N) has been introduced at the start. This requirement is fulfilled in
Mimamsa, where the Vedic utterances are initially subdivided into five groups,
including along with vidhi' injunction ' also pratisedha or nisedhai prohibition \ 1

The question arises whether any meaning is to be attached to the expression
N['-~'F(x)], just as it is not impossible to conceive that a meaning could be
attached to the expression F ( ~ x), which in modern logic is not a well-formed
expression. The Mimamsakas denote all cases of a negation of an injunction
which are not pratisedha or nisedha by the term paryuddsa which is generally
translated as ' exclusion '. Their main doctrine in this respect is succinctly
expressed in the following verse, where the negative is denoted by nan :

paryuddsah sa vijneyo yatro'ttarapadena nan
pratisedhah sa vijneyah Jcriyayd saha yatra nan

' exclusion (paryuddsa) is to be understood where the negative (is connected)
with the next word 2 ; prohibition (pratisedha) is to be understood where the
negative (is connected) with the verb(al ending) \ 3

There are two kinds of ' next words ' with which the negative can be con-
nected : (1) a verbal root; (2) a noun. We shall consider each of these two
shortly.

(1) There are sentences 4 such as nekseta ' he shall not look J where nothing

1 See, e.g., Mimdmsd-nydya-prakdsa, section 10.
2 The term uttarapada literally denotes the second member of a compound. According to

the Sanskrit grammarians the negative particle combines with a following noun into a nominal
compound (generally either tatpurusa or bahuvrihi), so that the following noun is appropriately
designated by the term uttarapada. Since paryuddsa applies also to verbs, uttarapada has been
here translated by ' next word '.

3 Mimdnisd-nydya-prakdsa, section 330.
4 Mimdmsd-nydya-prakdsa, sections 332-40.
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can be prohibited because the sentence is introduced as a positive injunction
by a kind of injunctive functor, e.g. because the words are preceded by the
phrase tasya vratam . . . ' his vows are . . .'. Such a sentence positively enjoins
something opposed to looking (iksana-virodhi), which can be formulated by
means of the expression ' not-look ' (nekse, i.e. in Edgerton's words ' the com-
bination nekseta " he shall not look " minus the optative ending 'J.1 This is
expressed by the formula N [ ^ F(x)], where ^ F(x) denotes ' not-look '.

(2) There are also sentences of quite a different type, where a noun (or,
in logic, a term) is negated,2 for example nänuyäjesu yeyajämaham karoti
' not at the after-sacrifices does he say ye-yajämahe '. Here the context shows
that this does not mean anuyäjesu yeyajämaham na kuryät ' at the after-
sacrifices he shall not say ye-yajämahe', but it means anuyäjavyatiriktesu
yeyajämaham kuryät ' at sacrifices other than the after-sacrifices he shall say
ye-yajämahe'. This can only be expressed formally if the injunction is not
derived from a predicate but from a relation, for instance F(x, y) denoting:
' at the after-sacrifices (x) he says ye-yajämahe (y)'. Hence the injunction can
be written as N [F(x, y) ] and this kind of negation or paryudäsa as N [F(~ x, y)],
which again is a positive injunction.

In grammar an analogous distinction is made.3 Exclusion and prohibition
are respectively called paryudäsa-pratisedha and prasajya-pratisedha,* and an
almost identical verse is quoted :

paryudäsah sa vijneyo yatroHtarapadena nan
prasajyapratisedhas tu kriyayä saha yatra nan.

Renou, who mentions this verse, quotes the following example from the Nyäsa
of Jinendrabuddhi (? eighth century A.D.).5 The interpretation of the negative
prefix a- in the word a-kartari occurring in Pänini, 3.3.19, akartari ca kärake
samjnäyäm, is under discussion. If this negation is interpreted as paryudäsa
the meaning would be ' (The suffix ghan is applied) to case relationships different
from the nominative '. If the negation is interpreted as prasajya the meaning
would be ' (The suffix ghan is) not (applied) to the nominative (but is applied)
to case relationships '. The first interpretation should be rejected, for the
nominative is a case relationship and the word käraka ' case relationship'

1 Edgerton, op. cit., p. 170, n. 222.
2 Mimämsä-nyäya-prakäsa, sections 341-50. These sentences reflect Vedic sentences where

the second object follows the verb but is preceded by na, e.g. Aitareya-Brahmana, 1.17.13,
prayäjän evätra yajanti nänuyäjän * in this case they offer the fore-sacrifices, not the after-
sacrifices '. See J. Gonda, Four studies in the language of the Veda, 's-Gravenhage, 1959, 7-70
(' Amplified sentences and similar structures \ 60).

3 The Mimämsä distinction was also adopted in dharmasästra. It occurs in a medieval work
on gotra and pravara : see J. Brough, The early Brahmanical system of Gotra and Pravara : a
translation of the Gotra-pravara-manjari of Purusottama-pandita, Cambridge, 1953, p. 70, n. 3.

4 cf. Edgerton, op. cit., p. 167, n. 219.
5 Renou, Durghatavrtti, 114 ; also Renou, JA, CCXLV, 2, 1957, p. 131, n. 9, and Terminologie,

202, 230.
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would hence be superfluous, which conflicts with a well-known economy
criterion.1

The difference between on the one hand the grammatical distinction between
two types of negation and on the other hand the Mimämsä distinction between
three types reflects the fact that grammar is descriptive and deals with proposi-
tions, while Mimämsä is prescriptive and deals with injunctive functors. In
formalizing the grammatical propositions, expressions of the type F(x) are
sufficient and there is no need for an injunctive functor N. The above distinction
could for instance be formalized by expressing the proposition ' the suffix
ghah (a) is applied to x ' by F(a, x) and by abbreviating the nominative as
n and a case relationship as c. Then the paryuddsa interpretation is given by :

F ( a , c A ~ n ) , (11)

while the prasajya interpretation is given by :

F(a, c) A ~ F ( a , n). (12)

The second type of paryuddsa in Mimämsä comes into being on account of
the fact, that the negation can be attached to either N or F. This is impossible
in grammar. The relation between Mimämsä and grammar can be summarized
in the following table, where the characteristic structure of each operation is
given by means of a formal expression :

MIMÄMSÄ GRAMMAR

vidhi: N[F(x)] sütra : F(x)
nisedha : (~ N) [F(x)] prasajya-pratisedha : ~ F(x)

paryuddsa I I : N[F(~x)] paryuddsa-pratisedha : F ( ~ x)
paryuddsa I : N[ (^ F)(x)]

The Mimämsä concepts of nisedha and of two types of paryuddsa constitute
a logical system of negations which is quite different from the Aristotelian
doctrines of negation which are at the base of modern formulations and also
of the modern symbolical notation. We have seen that the formation rules
which express the structure of the modern notation and determine whether an
expression is well-formed or not, depend on Aristotle's analysis of negation.
It is important to realize that these differences in logical structure between
India and the West do not imply and are not implied by similar differences
in the total linguistic structure of the languages in which the logical doctrines
were evolved. The linguistic background of the Indian concepts in Sanskrit
is quite expressible and intelligible in, e.g., Greek or English. This may go
far to show that logical doctrines may have been evolved along the lines
suggested by various partial structures of ordinary language. The limitations
of logical systems, Western as well as Indian, can be studied when it is precisely
known which linguistic structure of a language system is at the background
of a particular logical system.

In the present context this may be illustrated by writing in a table : A, the
1 cf. the article quoted above, p. 55, n. 6.
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name of the operation concerned ; B, the formal expression for i t ; and C,
the linguistic structure to which it is related, as exemplified by a simple English
sentence :

A B C
F(x) the door is locked

vidhi N [F(x) ] the door should be locked
nisedka (~N) [F(x)] the door should not be locked

paryudäsa I N[(~ F) (x)] the door should be unlocked
paryudäsa II N[F(~x)] another door should be locked

While we find in the Mimämsä doctrines a very refined theory of the
negation of injunctions, there is no discussion, apparently, of a principle of
contradiction. At first sight the reason for this may seem to be that all injunc-
tions which Mimämsä discusses are Vedic statements which are considered
revealed texts (sruti), so that contradictions are a priori excluded. The
Mimämsä position is similar to that of any other hermeneutic system of thought
which attempts to reconcile a number of statements which are not necessarily
compatible, such as some theological systems in the Western monotheistic
religions. Historically this fact may partly explain the origination of certain
logical doctrines concerning negation. But the inner structure of the logical
concepts themselves explains the absence of a law of contradiction. This can
be shown for each of the negations considered earlier. In terms of Western
logic we should be prepared to find :

~(N[F(x)]A~{N[F(x)]}) , (13)

for this is nothing but a substitution result of the law of contradiction
^ ( A A ^ A ) . This is no compelling reason, however, to be certain that
each of the following principles should hold :

nisedha: ~ {N[F(x)] A (~ N) [F(x)]} (14)
paryudäsa I : — {N[F(x)] A N[(~ F)(x)]} (15)
paryudäsa II : — {N[F(x)] A N [F(~ x)]}, (16)

for these cannot be all considered direct substitution results from ^ ( A A ^ A ) .
That (16) need not be valid is also intuitively clear. This may illustrate the
special character of the negations considered here. For the proof of (14), (15),
and (16) would depend respectively on proofs of the following three equations :

]} (17)
]} (18)

N[F(~x)] = ~{N[F(x)]}. (19)

If these could be proved, however, each of the three negations considered here
would be identical with the Aristotelian negation.

While the law of contradiction need not necessarily hold for injunctions
which are always injunctions enjoining action, the same law does hold for the
results of the activities based upon these injunctions. In the Sanskrit termi-
nology this can be expressed by saying that the law of contradiction need not
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hold in the realm of what is to be established {sädhya), but holds in the realm of
what is established (siddha). The philosophers of the Uttara-Mimämsä or
Vedänta of the Advaita school rejected the Mlmämsä interpretation of all Vedic
sentences as injunctions dealing with sädhya. These Vedäntins considered either
all or at least some of the Vedic utterances as dealing with siddha. The law of
contradiction, therefore, is accepted by the Advaitins for Vedic sentences.
Within Indian philosophy this is an extremely important development: the
consideration of certain authoritative statements, especially the ' great state-
ments ' (mahäväkya) in which the Advaitins are especially interested, as pro-
positions, leads to the problem of how such propositions are related to the reality
which they describe, and hence to the problem of truth. This is expressed in
the Advaita doctrine that the truth regarding an object is ' dependent upon the
object' (vastutantra).

In the following two passages of the Brahmasütrabhäsya of the famous
Advaita philosopher Sankara (eighth century A.D.) this topic is lucidly ex-
pounded. In the firstx Sankara stresses the fact that option (vikalpa) is possible
with respect to injunctions only. Paradoxically these injunctions are exemplified
by sentences where the verb occurs in the indicative ; but this is not essential,
for philosophy may free itself from language and Sankara explicitly speaks
about vidhi and pratisedha. There is option, then, according to Sankara,
when we meet with positive and negative injunctions such as ' at the atirätra
sacrifice he takes the sodasin cup ' (atirätre sodasinam grhnäti) and ' at the
atirätra he does not take the sodasin cup ' (nätirätre sodasinam grhnäti); ' he
sacrifices after the sun has risen ' (udite juhoti) and ' he sacrifices when the sun
has not yet risen' (anudite juhoti).2 All such injunctions pertain to what is
sädhya. He then continues : ' But there is no option as to whether a thing
is thus or thus, is or is not. Option depends on human notions. Knowledge
of the nature of a thing does not depend on human notions. It depends only
on the thing itself. /To say with regard to a pillar " it is a pillar or it is a man
or it is something else " does not result from correct knowledge. To say that
it is a man or something else does result from false knowledge. To say that it
is a pillar results from correct knowledge, because it depends on the thing
itself. Therefore the means of knowing objects, that are existent things, depend
on the things themselves '.3

In a later passage the concept of knowledge (jnäna) is dealt with in a slightly
different context, where Sankara speaks about meditation (dhyäna), a mental

1 Brahmasütrabhäsya, 1.1.3. Ed. Nirnaya Sägara, Bombay, 1934, 52-3. Sankara always
assumes that no two Vedic utterances are contradictories. See e.g. R. de Smet, ' The theological
method of Öamkara ', Revue Philosophique de Louvain, LII, 1954, 31-74, and n. 47.

2 In Mlmämsä this is called sotfasi-nyäya ' principle of the sodasin cup ' : see, e.g., Garge,
op. cit., 265.

3 natu vaslv evam naivam asti nästiti vä vikalpyate / vikalpanäs tu purusabuddhyapeksäb / na
vastuyäthätmyajnänam purusabuddhyapeksam / kirn tarhi vastutantram eva tat / nahi sthänäv
ekasmin sthänur vä puruso'nyo veti tattvajnänam bhavati / tatra puruso 'nyo veti miihyäjnänam /
sthänur eveti tattvajnänam vastutantratvät / evam bhütavastuvisayänäm prämänyam vastutantram //
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activity which is based upon a special kind of vidhi. Knowledge which is
expressed in propositions, for which the law of contradiction holds, is not
contrasted with injunctions in general, but with meditation. In Advaita
jnäna acquires the meaning of intellectual knowledge and Öankara thus goes
beyond the magical atmosphere of the Brähmana literature, where an important
aspect of jnäna can be described as magical identification.1 In the following
passage 2 Sankara has first quoted a vidhi which enjoins meditation and then
continues : ' If meditation and reflection are mental activities, they can be
performed, not performed, or performed differently by man, because they
depend on man. But knowledge originates from the means of knowledge,
which have as their objects things as they exist. Therefore knowledge cannot
be performed, not performed, or performed differently, for it solely depends
on the object. It does neither depend on authoritative statements, nor
on man '.3

These passages show how Advaita constitutes in this respect a return from
Mimämsä to the grammatical doctrines.4 The difference is, that in grammar
the law of contradiction is immediately applied to propositions, while in Advaita
the law of contradiction is said to hold for propositions because it holds in
reality. Sankara's logic is founded on his ontology. This difference partly
reflects the different preoccupations of grammarians and philosophers. It
shows incidentally that the Advaita position in philosophy is firmly realistic.5

The linguistic background for both views is that grammarians as well as
Advaitins are mainly interested in description and in propositions where the
verb occurs in the indicative mood or where the sentence is purely nominal.
The Mlmämsakas, on the other hand, are interested in prescription and in
injunctions where the verb occurs in the optative mood.6

1 See, for instance, H. Oldenberg, Die Weltanschauung der Brahmana-Texte, Göttingen, 1919,
110-23.

2 Brahmasütrabhäsya, 1.1.4. Ed. Nirnaya Sägara, 83 ; discussed by the present author in
Advaita and neo-Platonism : a critical study in comparative philosophy, Madras, 1961, 101-2,
and cf. 80-1.

3 dhyänam cintanam yady api tnänasam tathäpi purusena kartumakartumanyathä vä kartum
sakyam purusatantratvät / jnänam tu pramänajanyam / pramänam ca yathäbhütavastuvisayam /
ato jnänam kartumakartumanyathä vä kartumasakyam kevalam vastutanlram eva tat / na codanä-
tantram / näpi purusatantram //

4 cf. Renou, JA, CCXXXIIT, 1941-2, 115: ' le style nominal, represents de facon rigoreuse
par les sütra grammaticaux et que reprendront les sütra philosophiques, cede la place, dans le
rituel, ä un style verbal characterise par l'indicatif descriptif, l'optatif prescriptif, l'absolutif
d'enchainement temporel. . .'.

5 This holds on the vyävahärika level, ^ankara's explicit statements are somewhat obscured
in 0. Lacombe, VAbsolu selon le Vedänla, Paris, 1937, 124.

6 Brough, who rightly stressed this Mimämsä preoccupation with injunctions, has also drawn
attention to the fact that the terms vidhi and pralisedha came to refer to indicative sentences as
well: ' although later Indian logic deals largely in indicative sentences, the linguistic thought
of philosophers in India was not so strictly confined to indicative propositions as that of logicians
in the west. This influence can be traced in the terms vidhi and pratisedha, originally meaning
injunction and prohibition, but in later texts occasionally used to apply simply to positive and
negative statements ' (J. Brough, ' Some Indian theories of meaning ', TPS, 1953, 162).
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The grammarians, accordingly, do not use vidhi to denote positive linguistic
propositions, but generally employ the term sütra ' rule ' and sometimes, more
specifically, utsarga ' general rule '. The term used for negative linguistic
propositions is, as we have seen, either pratisedha or nisedha. These terms seem
to have similar, but not identical functions to the Mlmämsä term for ' prohibi-
tion ', reflecting a trend among the grammarians which deviates from their
customary stress on description and emphasis on empirically tested usage
(loka). There are occasions where the grammarians actually prohibit the use
of certain words, which may have been colloquial and which are referred to as
apasabda ' incorrect word'. In this connexion Patanjali propounds an
interesting analysis of the relationship between positive and negative linguistic
rules, which reflects the similar relationship between positive and negative
ritualistic rules. The text is as follows * :

' Now words have to be examined. How is this to be done ? Are (correct)
words to be taught, or perhaps incorrect words, or perhaps both ? Our purpose
will be served by the teaching of either. Thus by a restrictive condition (niyama)
on what food is fit to be eaten is implied a prohibition (pratisedha) of what food
is not fit to be eaten. For example when we say " Five five-toed animals are fit
to be eaten " it is implied that (five-toed animals) different from these are not
fit to be eaten. Or alternatively, by a prohibition of what is not fit to be eaten
is implied a restrictive condition on what is fit to be eaten. For example when
we say " the domestic fowl is not fit to be eaten, the domestic pig is not fit
to be eaten " it is implied that the wild variety (of these animals) is fit to be
eaten. This applies also in the present context. If the correct words are taught,
for instance when the word gauh has been taught, it is implied that gävl, etc.,
are incorrect words. If on the other hand incorrect words are taught, for
instance when the words gävi, etc., have been taught, it is implied that gauh
is the correct word '.2

This passage gives interesting rules for pratisedha negations which are
closely related to the law of double negation. If N[F(x)] denotes that F(x)
is prescribed by means of a restrictive condition (niyama), the ritualistic rule
first quoted can be written as :

N[F(x)]<e-*(~N)F(~x), (20)

where F(x) denotes : x bhaksyam ' x is fit to be eaten '. The examples which
follow correspond to this rule and the grammatical rule can be given in the
same form. In all cases Patanjali expresses equivalence by means of bi-
conditionals.

1 Ed. F. Kielhorn, i, 5 ; cf. ed. and transl. K. C. Chatterji, Calcutta, 1957, 34-5.
z sabdänusäsanam idänim kartavyam / tat katham kartavyam / Mm sabdopadesah kartavyah

alwsvid apasabdopadesah ahosvid ubhayopadesah iti / anyataropadesena krtam syät / tad yathä
bhaksyaniyamenäbhaksyapratisedho gamyate / panca pancanakhä bhaksyäh ity ukte gamyata etad
ato'nye'bhaksyä iti / abhaksyapratisedhena vä bhaksyaniyamah / tad yathä abhaksyo grämyakuk-
kutah abhaksyo grämyasükarah ity ukte gamyata etad äranyo bhaksya iti / evam ihäpi / yadi tävac
chabdopadesah kriyate gaur ity etasminn upadiste gamyata etad gävyädayd1 pasabda iti / yaihäpy
apasabdopadesah kriyate gävyädisüpadistesu gamyata etad gaur ity esa sabda iti //
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That the grammarian concept of pratisedha,, however, is not the same as the
Mimämsä concept is shown by Patafijali in another passage, where the law of
contradiction is explicitly formulated in the following terms : vidhipratisedhayor
yugapad vacanänupapattih ' it is impossible for a statement to express simul-
taneously a vidhi and a pratisedha \1 This corresponds to :

~{N[F(x)] A ( ~ N ) [F(x)]} (21)

and confirms the view that the grammarians, like the Advaitins, deal with
indicative sentences, where the law of contradiction holds, while Mimamsakas
deal with injunctions, where the law of contradiction need not hold. In grammar,
then, vidhi means rule or positive statement, and not injunction.

These passages enable us to see what is the precise structure of the negations
concerned. If numerous texts of this type could be found and analysed, it
would enable us to construct complete lists of formation rules. In the present
context our purpose is merely to draw attention to logical possibilities which
are different from those generally considered and which show that both Western
and Indian concepts of negation are the product of a particular development.

The law of double negation is explicitly given in the Pradipa of Kaiyata,
a grammatical commentary of the eleventh century. It is formulated as follows :
pratisedhapratisedhäd vidhir bhavati ' the prohibition of a prohibition gives an
injunction '.2 This could probably be expressed by :

~ ~ N [ F ( x ) ] - N [ F ( x ) ] (22)

since : (~ N) [(~ N) F(x)] is not defined. The Sanskrit dictionary of V. S.
Apte quotes a grammatical rule regarding the use of the particle of negation na
which is also called nisedha. The source is not given. The rule is : dvau nisedhau
prakrtärtham gamayatah ' two particles of negation give the meaning of the
original \ 3 These formulations of the law of double negation precede by
centuries the purely logical laws of double negation propounded in navya-
nyäya and studied by Ingalls.4

We have seen that the grammarian and Advaitin doctrines of negation
have a linguistic background in the structure of the indicative mood of the
verb, while the Mimämsä doctrine of negation has a linguistic background
in the structure of the optative mood of the verb, which is reflected also in the
imperative. The grammatical rule about two consecutive negative particles
cancelling each other draws our attention to the linguistic background of the
law of double negation. It is well known that in Indo-European two negatives
can either cancel each other or supplement each other. This is a linguistic

1 Mahäbhäsya ad Pänini, 1.1.44, ed. Kielhorn, i, 103 ; cf. V. G. Paranjpe, Le värtika de
Kätyäyana, Paris, 1922, 30-1.

2 Renou, Terminologie, 219.
3 A similar quotation {dvau nanau prakrtyartham gamayatah) is found in P. C. Chakravarti,

The linguistic speculations of the Hindus, Calcutta, 1933, p. 436, n. 3.
4 D. H. H. Ingalls, Materials for the study of Navya-nyäya logic, Cambridge, Mass., 1951,

68-72 ; cf. J. F. Staal, Indo-Iranian Journal, iv, 1, 1960, 70-1.
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fact which can be observed in Sanskrit as well as in Greek. It is not very
hazardous to assume that the cancelling particles of negation in ordinary
language are at the background of the logical law of double negation.

Delbrück called the accumulative use of more than one negative particle
' Ergänzungsnegation ' and gave examples from Sanskrit, Lithuanian, Slavonic,
and Greek.1 Accumulative negation is also often found in modern languages.2

It seems again likely that this use is at the background of the logical systems
which reject the law of double negation, either in Navya-nyäya or in
Intuitionism.3

The distinction between the negation of terms and the negation of sentences
or predicates is also related to certain facts of language. It is well known that
in Indo-European there are two forms of negation : sentence negation, expressed
by ne (ne) and me, and word negation, expressed by the so-called privative
prefix.4 Chinese has the analogous distinction between respectively pu and
fei,5 and A. C. Graham has quoted a passage where a law of contradiction is
formulated in terms of the term negation fei.6 Inspection of the Sanskrit
passages discussed in the above shows that the sentence negation na is used
in all cases. There is one case, however, where the privative syllable a(n)-
could have been used. In this case negation of a term was used in the formaliza-
tion despite the fact that this is not permitted in the customary notation of
modern logic. Here, when the ambiguous use of the sentence negation na
in nänuyäjesu . . . ' not at the after-sacrifices . . . 'is explained by anuyäjavya-
tiriktesu' at sacrifices other than the after-sacrifices', it would have been possible
to explain this merely as an-anuyäjesu ' at the " un "-after-sacrifices \ Though
this form is not given in the text, the explanation given there confirms this
view : ' because the negative (nan) is combined with the word " after-sacrifices "
(anuyäja) we have a case of jparyudäsa. For the negative and the word after-
sacrifices together denote what is other than the after-sacrifices \7

Whenever the two negatives remain clearly distinct there is no danger of
confusion and logicians can clearly distinguish between negation of terms and
of predicates and study the relationships between both. Logical problems arise
whenever the sentence negation is used or functions as word negation, and
vice versa. In Indo-European both possibilities are realized, though infre-
quently. In Vedic ndkis can mean ' nobody ' (' not anybody '), but more often

1 B. Delbrück, Vergleichende Syntax der indogermanischen Sprachen, Strassburg, i-ni, 1893-
1900, ii, 535-6.

2 See, e.g., 0. Jespersen, The philosophy of grammar, London, 1948, 331-4.
3 See Ingalls, loc. cit.
4 Delbrück, n, 533.
6 See A. C. Graham, BSOAS, xxn, 3, 1959, 567, and Asia Major, NS, vn, 1-2, 1959, 88.
6 Asia Major, NS, vn, 1-2, 1959, 91, ' One saying that it is an ox, the other that it is not,

is " contesting the other's case ". Their claims will not both fit'. The first negative particle
translates the term negation fei, the second the sentence negation pu. Cf. also J. F. Staal, TPS,
1960, 93.

7 nano'nuyäjasabdena sambandham äsritya paryudäsa äsrzyate, nananuyäjasdbdäbhyäm
anuyäjavyatiriktalaksanät; M%mämsä-nyäya-pralcäsa, section 349,
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it merely means ' not' or ' never ' and is applicable to the whole sentence.1

A similar transference of the sentence negative na to a term is found in the
adverb naciram ' not long ', which can be explained as a development from
sentences of the type na dram vasati ' he does not stay long \2

The Sanskrit grammarians, on the other hand, mention a case where the
privative syllable is attached to a verbal form, which thereby acquires a special
meaning. This forms an exception to Pänini, 2.2.6, nan ' the negative particle
(combines with a noun) ', and is given by the Käsikä when commenting upon
this sütra. The form given is : apacasi ' you are a bad cook, you cook badly ',
from pacasi ' you cook '.3 Pänini describes the word negation a(n)- as derived
from the sentence negation na which loses its initial n.4 While this is for Pänini
a matter of descriptive grammar, it also holds historically.5

Aristotle in the sentences discussed earlier uses the Greek sentence negations
ixrj and OVK (for Indo-European ne)6 also for the negation of terms and nouns.
Not only TO (JLTJ elvai XevKov, but also TO elvai firj AevKov, and not only TO OV

ßa8l^€L avOptüTTos, but also TO OVK avOpcjiros ßa&i^ei. It is not surprising,
therefore, that Bocheiiski finds that Aristotle ' struggled hard with the initial
confusion of the negation of a sentence with the negation of its terms \7 The
Indian thinkers were used to the grammarian's distinctions and do not seem
to have been similarly confused, as the Mlmämsä doctrines quoted above show.
In addition Indian philosophers have always been used to dealing skilfully
with negations. On the one hand a rich and ramified negative theology developed
round the use of the sentence negative in passages such as the mahäväkya
(' great statement') neti neti ' not thus, not so \8 On the other hand the
negative prefix is used in many cases where Western thought seems inclined
to employ a positive terminology.9

In Indian logic, lastly, extensive use is made of the prefix vi- which further
specifies the function of the privative syllable a(n)-. The Buddhist logicians
called sapaksa any locus where the hetu ' reason ' occurs. A locus where the
hetu does not occur is called asapaksa, later vipaksa. Dharmakirti (seventh
century A.D.) formulates the relationship between these two terms by means
of the quantifier eva ' only '. In his formulation ' occurrence of the reason in
sapaksa only ' (sapaksa eva sattvam) is equivalent to ' non-occurrence in asapaksa
of the reason only ' (asapakse cäsattvam eva).10 This leads to the discovery of
the law of contraposition and to further developments.11

1 Delbrück, n, 524. 2 Delbrück, n, 534.
3 Käsikä to Pänini, 2.2.6, and 6.3.73. 4 Pänini, 6.3.73.
5 Delbrück, n, 529-33. 6 Delbrück, n, 533. 7 Bocheriski, Ancient formal logic, 38.
8 Brhadäranyakopanisat, 2.3.6, 3.9.26, 4.2.4, 4.23, 5.15.
9 See, e.g., J. Gonda, Four studies in the language of the Veda, 's-Gravenhage, 1959, 95-117

(' Why are ahimsä and similar concepts often expressed in a negative form ? ') ; H. Nakamura,
The ways of thinking of Eastern peoples, Tokyo, 1960, 23-32.

10 Nyäyabindu, ed. T. I. Stcherbatskoy (Bibliotheca Buddhica, vn), Petrograd, 1918, 19;
ed. Candrasekhara Sästri, Banaras, 1954, 23.

11 See J. F, Staal, * Contraposition in Indian logic ', to be published in Proceedings of the
1960 International Congre&s for Logic, Methodology and Philosophy of Science, Stanford, Calif.
(Chapter 5 in this volume.)
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The Indian logicians are mainly interested in contradiction in connexion
with the doctrine of inference. Instead of the term vipratisedha or related
terms, use is made of the terms viruddha and virodhi, which we have seen used
as general terms applied to cases of opposition in grammar as well as in
Mimämsä. In the Nyäya-sütra (? second century A.D.) a hetu ' reason ' is
called viruddha ' opposed ', when it opposes a conclusion (siddhänta) which
has been established.1 Later, viruddha occurs among the fallacious reasons
(hetväbhäsa) and a hetu is called viruddha if it is the opposite of the sädhya
' what is to be proved '. For example, the inference sabdo nityah krtakatvät
' sound is eternal because it is created ' is invalid, for creation and eternity
are each other's opposite.2

In Indian logic the law of contradiction is widely utilized, explicitly as well
as implicitly. One of the most explicit formulations is due to Udayana (tenth
century A.D.) and is quoted by D. M. Datta.3 It runs as follows : paraspara-
virodhe na prakäräntarasthitih ' when two are mutually opposed there is no
occurrence (of both) within the same class '.4 Implicitly the principle of contra-
diction is presupposed in most of the logical discussions of Navya-nyäya. It
becomes explicit when it is attempted to give a detailed formalization of logical
arguments.5

The doctrines which have been discussed in this paper belong to numerous
systems of thought and it would require much more space to study them
fully within their own contexts. However, from the general logical viewpoint
adopted here, the various interconnexions between the Indian systems on the
one hand, and Aristotle on the other hand, have been more apparent than
their divergent backgrounds. We have seen that in India, the law of contradic-
tion is formulated and strictly adhered to in grammar, in Advaita Vedänta,
and in logic. In Mimämsä the law of contradiction is discarded.6 The reason

1 Nyäya-sütra, I.2.6.
2 See, e.g., Tarka-samgraha, 54, ed. Y. V. Athalye, Poona, 1930, 45-6, 302.
3 D. M. Datta, ' Epistemological methods in Indian philosophy ', in C. A. Moore (ed.), Essays

in East-West philosophy, Honolulu, 1951, 73-88.
4 Udayana, Nyäya-kusumänjali, 3.8, ibid., p. 88, n. 17.
5 See, e.g., J. F. Staal, ' Correlations between language and logic in Indian thought'. BSOAS,

XXIII, 1, 1960, especially 116-17. (Chapter 1 in this volume.)
6 Since only the doctrines mentioned are dealt with in this paper, these conclusions do not

imply that there are not also other systems where the law of contradiction is denied. Such
systems exist in Buddhism (see, e.g., p. 52, n. 4, above, and A. Kunst, ' The concept of the
principle of excluded middle in Buddhism \JRocznik Orientalistyczny, xxi, 1957, 141-7) and in
Jainism (especially in the opportunist syädväda ' let-it-be doctrine '). In Hinduism such thought
appears in particular in the Advaita doctrine of the indeterminability (anirvacaniyatva) of the
world-illusion, which is specified as sadasadbhyäm anirvacaniya ' indeterminable either as real or as
unreal' (similarly : sadasadbhyäm vilaksana). If this is interpreted as ~ (aV ~ a), it violates the
law of contradiction. In Advaita the world-illusion is therefore sarvanyäyavirodhini ' opposed to
all logic ' (Naiskarmyasiddhi, 3.66). These doctrines have been vehemently criticized in the name
of logic and the law of contradiction both by Visistädvaitins (see, e.g., S. N. Dasgupta, A history of
Indian philosophy, in, Cambridge, 1952, 177), and by Dvaitins (see, e.g., Dasgupta, iv, Cambridge,
1955, 204 ; A. B. Shastri, Studies in post-Samkara dialectics, Calcutta, 1936, 180, 195-6). The law of
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for this is not a mystical tendency, which rejects or merely neglects all intellec-
tual distinctions, but a consistent unfolding of the implications inherent in
a particular kind of negation. The law of contradiction is then seen to be
dependent on the kind of negation which is used in its formulation. Directing
our attention to the different types of underlying negations, we have seen that
these can be related to various negations used in ordinary language. These
negations occur in Sanskrit as well as in Greek and in other Indo-European
languages. The principal distinction is that between the negation of nouns and
the negation of verbs, a distinction which also obtains in Chinese and probably
in numerous other language types. In as far as syntax, logic, and philosophy
are mainly interested in propositions or sentences, the negation of the verb,
which generally constitutes the negation of the sentence itself,1 is the most
important negation in the present context. However, the verb possesses several
moods and negative particles do not function in the same way in each of these.
In particular, the negative particle is combined with the indicative (and
therefore also with purely nominal sentences, which mostly have an indicative
character 2) in such a manner, that sentences with and without the negative
particle exclude each other. This leads to the law of contradiction formulated
in terms of indicative sentences. When the particle of negation is used with
other moods, however, in particular with the optative or the imperative,
sentences with and without negation do not function in this exclusive fashion»
For such sentences, therefore, the law of contradiction need not hold. This is
fully recognized in Mimämsä, a system of thought which is mainly interested
in injunctions generally formulated with the help of the optative mood of
the verb.

We may now return to our point of departure. Aristotle's defence of the
law of contradiction reflects the emphasis he lays upon indicative sentences.
That Western logic has found it useful to develop further along similar lines is
not surprising, for indicative sentences are those which are used in all descriptive
systems, in particular in science. However, if the logical structure of prescriptive

the excluded middle on the other hand seems to be accepted by the Advaitin Totaka who main-
tained that there exists no intermediary between sat * being ' and asat' non-being ' (see P. Hacker,
Untersuchungen über Texte des frühen Advaitaväda, Mainz, 1950, 163). Whereas we have seen that
Öaftkara himself uses and accepts the law of contradiction, he can also be seen to argue in accord-
ance with the law of double negation. An example occurs in Brahmasütrabhäsya, 4.1.3, where the
conclusion, that the worshipper is not different from the deity, is drawn from a scriptural state-
ment which opposes the negation of this view, i.e. ' Now if someone worships a deity as other,
saying " the deity is one and I am another ", he does not know ' (Brhadäranyakopanisat, 1.4.10).
Elsewhere Öankara appears to refer implicitly to the law of contradiction when saying that
different Vedänta texts cannot teach different cognitions of Brahman, for it is certain that,
if at all they differ, ' only one of them is the right one, the others are erroneous ' (tesäm ekam
abhräntam bhräntänitaräni : Brahmasütrabhäsya, 3.3.1 ; see J. F. Staal in Atti del XII Congresso
Internazionale di Filosofia, 1958, x, Firenze, 1960, 227).

1 cf. the article quoted above, p. 57, n. 3.
2 It has been pointed out, however, that purely nominal sentences of the type Pax vobiscum !

have an optative character.
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sentences had been studied in greater detail (a study which Aristotle had under-
taken from a particular point of view in his modal logic), Western logic might
have arrived at different doctrines of negation and contradiction in addition
to the traditional Aristotelian doctrines. This was done in India in Mimämsä
and in the legal literature of dharmasästra, and to a limited extent in grammar.
A similar development in Western logic could have been equally useful in
Western prescriptive sciences, for instance in law, in ethics, and, to a limited
extent and from a particular point of view, in grammar.1 The fact that this
has not been done may account for the characteristically Western situation,
where the sciences have evolved a logical structure which is far superior to the
logical structure of, e.g., law or ethics. In India, on the other hand, Mimämsä
possesses in principle as scientific a structure as grammar or logic have. It
could be said that in the West in general there is an over-emphasis on indicative
sentences, which is similar to the often-stressed over-emphasis on the subject-
predicate structure. In fact, the latter is mainly available within the framework
of the former.

There is no need to explain the law of contradiction in Indian thought as
the result of a possible Western influence. On the contrary, it reflects a use of
negation which can be found in all Indo-European languages, and probably
in many other languages. The last problem which may therefore be raised
in this connexion is the Wittgensteinian problem of the relation between
language and logic or between language and thought in general. Does the
material discussed in the present paper give support, or provide counter-
examples, to the thesis that thought depends on language ?

In its original form this thesis, either in the manner in which it was analysed
by Wittgenstein, or in the manner in which it was suggested by Whorf and
by other linguists,2 is almost certainly unverifiable. In addition Wittgenstein's
own method, confined as it was to German and to English, could never attain
a satisfactory degree of universality. It has therefore rightly been suggested
that the thesis could be tested by the empirical study of linguistic material from
divergent sources.3 The present study, which was partly undertaken in a similar
spirit, may show that we are only at the beginning of possibly extensive in-
vestigations into the relationships of particular logical, philosophical, and
grammatical doctrines with particular linguistic structures of the languages
in which they are expressed. These investigations may be particularly
illuminating when comparative studies are made of the linguistic structure of

1 Though modern linguistics aims at being-descriptive and not prescriptive, it is possible to
formulate general rules prescribing how to arrive at a set of rules which together constitute a
description of a language. This is for example done by Chomsky when he gives transformation
rules in the form : ' rewrite X as Y ', i.e. in the form of an injunction (e.g. N. Chomsky, Syntactic
structures, 's-Gravenhage, 1957, 26 sq.).

2 See, e.g., B. L. Whorf, Language, thought and reality, New York, 1956 ; H. Hoijer (ed.),
Language in culture, Chicago, 1954.

3 See A. H. Basson and D. J. O'Connor, ' Language and philosophy : some suggestions for
an empirical approach ', Philosophy, xxn, 1947, 49-65.
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a language, in which relatively highly developed logical, philosophical, and
grammatical doctrines are available. This requirement is obviously fulfilled
in the case of Sanskrit and Indian thought, and it may to a smaller extent be
fulfilled with respect to Chinese.

From this point of view the provisory results of the present paper can
perhaps be formulated as follows. It could be shown, perhaps somewhat
unexpectedly, that neither the linguistic structure of Sanskrit, nor that of
Greek, leads to a particular logical structure. In a detailed investigation it
makes no sense to speak of the structure of a language. It has been seen, how-
ever, that certain structures of language, which are available in Sanskrit, in
Greek, and in other languages, are related to particular logical doctrines. The
problem then becomes, to see which particular linguistic structure is related
to which particular logical doctrine. In the present study some examples of
such relationships have been given. On the basis of similar investigations it
may be possible to reach more general conclusions.

Does this finally imply that logic or thought in general can be derived from
language ? The answer must, for the time being, remain uncertain, but we
have no good reason as yet to believe that it might turn out to be in the
affirmative. For language itself, in order to function, has to obey certain rules,
some of which may be made explicit as syntactical rules. Such rules may also
be reflected in logical rules and in rules of thought. But while logical rules
cannot be reached and formulated without a linguistic background and without
a linguistic framework, no language can function without a logical structure
which is implicit in it.1

1 I am grateful to Dr. D. L. Friedman who read this paper and made valuable observations.



S E V E N

THE C O N C E P T OF PAKSA IN I N D I A N L O G I C

In studying a civilization different from our own we are prone to impose
the conceptual framework and prejudices of our own tradition. The study
of Indian logic by Western scholars, including Indian scholars who
accepted certain tenets of Western logic, forms no exception. S. C.
Vidyabhusana, the first historian of Indian logic, looked at his subject
through eyes so colored by what he regarded as Aristotelian logic, that
he talked of the 'Indian syllogism' and saw in it traces of the influence of
Aristotle - a historical claim no serious student of Indian logic would now-
adays wish to make his own. Moreover, like many other scholars of his
generation, Vidyabhusana was not really familiar with Aristotle, but
rather with what is generally called 'traditional logic', a mixture extracted
from Aristotle, but enriched with the left-overs of numerous other dishes.
A decade later, the great Russian pioneer of the study of Buddhist logic,
Th. Stcherbatsky, adopted a Kantian framework and introduced thereby
even greater confusion. For unlike Aristotle, who doubtless continues to
be the greatest logician in the Western tradition, Kant was no logician,
and the greatest weaknesses of his philosophy are due precisely to his
ignorance of logic.

I present these remarks by way of introduction, but they should not be
regarded merely as historical anecdotes. For the prejudices of Vidyabhu-
sana and Stcherbatsky continue to affect our understanding of Indian
logic. This is clear from the literature in Western languages even on such
elementary notions as the concept of paksa. This particular notion is
furthermore obscured by the fact, that the term paksa is within Indian
logic itself not used unambiguously. And so we witness the growth of a
dense jungle of scholarship - first in Sanskrit, and next in Western langua-
ges - due to confusions around a notion that is basic and quite elementary.
This paper attempts to clear some parts of that jungle.

There is no point in criticizing theories unless it is from the perspective of
what one regards as the correct theory. Similarly, in order to appreciate
precisely where and how some interpretations have gone wrong, we have

Reprinted with permission from Journal of Indian Philosophy 2 (1973): 156-66. Copyright ©
1973 by D. Reidel Publishing Company.
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to know the right interpretation first. I shall therefore begin by elucidating
the most important and most technical meaning of the term paksa in
Indian logic, which occurs throughout its development, Hindu as well as
Buddhist, and which is in fact straightforward and simple. In Indian logic,
entities are never considered as if they were hanging in the air, but always
as occurring in a locus (äsraya; ädhära; adhikarana). In this sense, Indian
logic has its feet firmly on the ground. This ground, in the case of any
specific case of inference, is called its paksa.

In order to explain this a little more precisely I shall make use of formal
expressions, thereby perhaps inviting the accusation that I am imposing
on the Indian material a framework of modern mathematical logic, thus
merely substituting a more fashionable bias for the Aristotelian and
Kantian prejudices of my predecessors. But this in fact is not the case.
I use symbols merely because they are more precise and unambiguous
than ordinary English. By introducing them I do not import any notions,
theorems, or theories of contemporary Western logic.

In Indian logic, an entity, say x, is never regarded in isolation, but al-
ways considered as occurring in a locus, say y. The fundamental relation
which underlies all expressions is therefore the relation which obtains
between each entity and its locus. Since such a relation relates x to y9 it is
a two-place relation, which may therefore be written as:

(1) A(x,y).

This may be read as: 6x occurs in y\ or, alternatively, as 'y is locus of x\
The relation A may be called an occurrence relation.

Given such relations, an inference is not merely a relationship between
two entities, but a relationship between two entities as occurring in a locus.
It would therefore be incorrect, or at least a rather rough approximation,
to express the relationship between A, the hetu 'reason' and s, the sddhya
"thing-to-be-inferred, inferendum"1., as:

(2) h->s.

It is more appropriate to express the relation of inference as a relation
between two occurrence relations of the type (1), i.e., as:

(3) A(h9p)-*A(s9p).

This may be read as follows: 'if the hetu occurs in p, then the sädhya occurs
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in/?'. Here the particular locus/? in which the particular inference between
h and s occurs, is what is called the paksa. In the stock example, the hetu
is smoke, the sädhya is fire, and the paksa is a mountain. On this inter-
pretation, (3) may be read as: 'if smoke occurs on a mountain, then fire
occurs on that mountain'.

Part of the later history of Indian logic is the attempt to generalize ex-
pressions of this form in such a way, that they hold not only for a specific
paksa, but for all loci. What is then attempted is to arrive at expressions
equivalent to:

(4) (x)(A(h,x)^A(s9x))9

which may be read as: 'for all x9 if h occurs in x9 then s occurs in *'; or:
*s occurs wherever h occurs' (cf. Staal, 1962). I am not concerned with
these later developments (treated in navya-nydya in some of the comment-
aries upon the section called paksatd of the Tattvacintdmarii), but shall
confine myself to the original notion of paksa itself.

Vidyabhusana interpreted the notions of paksa, hetu and sddhya in
terms of traditional logic as minor term, middle term and major term
respectively (e.g., Vidyabhusana, 1921, pp. 176, 312). In order to see to
what extent this is correct we shall have to go back to Aristotle (cf.
Bochenski, 1951, pp. 42-46). Aristotle considered primarily sentences of
the form 'x belongs to y\ which may be symbolized as:

(5) B(x,y).

A syllogism then consists of two premisses of the form (5) from which one
conclusion again of the form (5) is derived. Different types of syllogism
are obtained by substituting for '#' and *y9 in the premisses and in the
conclusion three terms: one in one of the premisses and in the conclusion;
another in the other premiss and in the conclusion; and a third in both
premisses. The third term is called 'the middle'; the other two, 'the
extremities'. The following is an example, where D is the middle term,
and C and E are the extremities:

B (C, all D)

(6) B(D,ME)

B (C, all E)

or: 'if C belongs to all D9 and D belongs to all E9 then C belongs to all E\
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Of the extremities, one is called the minor term and the other is called
the major term. These terms, however, are not defined according to their
formal position in syllogisms of the form (6); rather, they are defined, at
least for the first figure2, according to their extension. What this means is
best seen when (6) is illustrated as follows:

Here, E, which has the smallest extension, is the minor term; and C, which
has the largest extension, is the major term.

We are now in a position to return to Indian logic. It is obvious why
Vidyabhusana thought that the hetu corresponds to the middle term:
neither the hetu, nor the middle term occurs in the conclusion of the
inference. That is to say, the hetu does not occur on the right side of (3), i.e.,
in:

(8) A(s,p),

and the middle term does not occur in the conclusion of (6), i.e., in:

(9) £ ( C , a l i £ ) .

It is also clear why he thought that the paksa and the sädhya correspond
to the minor term and the major term, respectively: for (8) or 'the sädhya
occurs in the paksa' looks somewhat like (9) which seems to express: 'the
major term belongs to all the minor term'.

But if we look a little more closely here, we discover that these inter-
pretations are nothing but the results of a confused muddle. In the
Aristotelian syllogism, there are two premisses and one conclusion, and
all three are of the same form, i.e., (5). In the Indian inference, on the
other hand, there is only one premiss, viz., A (h,p), and the two relations
from the hetu to the paksa and from the sädhya to the paksa are always
the same relation, namely the occurrence relation A. There is an entirely
superficial and fortuitous similarity between the particular syllogism
illustrated in (6), and the general form of the Indian inference, viz., (3).
The three terms in Aristotelian logic, and in the traditional logic which is
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derived from it, are all of the same category. The Indian paksa, on the
other hand, is an entirely different kind of thing from the hetu and the
sädhya: it is the particular locus in which both the hetu and the sädhya
happen to occur; it plays no part in the inference itself, though it is
inseparable from each of its two terms. The paksa is the locus where the
hetu occurs, and where the occurrence of the sädhya is doubted and sought
to be established.

The difference may also be formulated thus. In Aristotle's syllogism
the three terms are always related to each other through a relation of the
form B (x, y) or 'x belongs to y\ In the Indian syllogism there are two
terms, h and s, which are always related to each other through the relation
of pervasion; both h and s are in addition related to the locus p but only
through the occurrence relation A.

Vidyabhusana's erroneous identifications and comparisons have been
repeated or relied on by almost all later interpreters of Indian logic.
Stcherbatsky entangles them even further in his Buddhist Logic, but this
deserves separate treatment, and I shall return to it. Some scholars con-
fine themselves to using the terms 'minor', 'middle' and 'major' for the
three Indian terms, without referring to the function which these former
terms have in Western logic (e.g., Athalye, 1930, p. 281; Kuppuswami
Sastri, 1932, pp. 188-189; Bochenski, 1956, pp. 497, 501; Goekoop, 1967,
pp. 11-12, 56; Matilal, 1971, pp. 128-129). Others go out of their way
to relate the Indian and the Aristotelian systems, and get wrapped up in
greater confusions (e.g., Foucher, 1949, pp. 117-118; Barlingay, 1965,
p. 109). The only scholar I found who seems to have had an inkling that
these comparisons do not hold water, is Ingalls (1951, p. 35): though he
uses the Western terms when introducing the Sanskrit ones, he remarks in
a footnote: "Since the relation between s and h is one of pervasion, h may
be equal to s.... In such cases, it is only by an extension of the literal
meanings that one can speak of 'major', 'middle' and 'minor' terms. This
is one reason why I prefer to keep the Sanskrit names, V, ih\ and '/?'"
(ibid., note 28). But the assumption underlying this observation is in-
correct: Aristotle does consider cases where the middle and major terms
are equal3.

Turning now to Stcherbatsky we meet with a weird mixture that seems
to have nothing whatsoever to do with logic. Though Stcherbatsky's trans-
lations are on the whole quite literal and reliable, his interpretations and
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explanations are often extremely confused and almost always unclear. The
Indian distinction between svärthänumäna 'inference for one's own sake'
and parärthänumäna'infQrence for the sake of others' is expressed and inter-
preted by Stcherbatsky by calling the second kind of inference, but not
the first, 'syllogism'. Stcherbatsky is of course well aware of the Aristote-
lian and traditional connotations ofthat term. In fact, he says: "We have
given the name of Syllogism to inference 'for others' because of its out-
ward similarity with Aristotle's First Figure" (1278; the other figures
need not detain us, he says, they are 'false subtlety' anyway: 1309).
As a result, chapter II of part III, which explains inference, is relatively
free from Aristotelian (though not from Kantian) bias. But chapter III
of part III, which deals with 'syllogism', though clearly enunciating one
of its basic characteristics ("It thus consists of a general rule and its
application to an individual case": I 279), uses the expressions minor,
middle and major in a very confusing manner, applying 'minor' and
'major', as in traditional logic, to premisses as well as to terms.

The second volume of Stcherbatsky's Buddhist Logic contains the
translation of Dharmakirti's Nyäyabindu. In the translation of the third
pariccheda, which deals with the parärthänumäna 'syllogism', many in-
ferences are interpreted in terms of a major premiss, an example, a minor
premiss and a conclusion. Though this forces the meanings of the original
expressions into a very badly fitting straight-jacket, I shall confine myself
to the treatment given to the concept of paksa. When this concept is
introduced in the second pariccheda, Dharmakirti does not refer to it by
the term paksa, but by its predecessor, the term anumeya. Stcherbatsky
translates the latter term as 'the object cognized by inference' and identifies
it with the minor. In the section entitled 'Minor term', he translates the
definition of anumeya (anumeyo'tra jijnäsitavise§o dharmi) correctly as:
"The object cognized in inference is here the substratum whose property
it is desired to cognize." The term 'substratum' (dharmin) refers here to the
locus, which has for its property (dharma) or specification (vise§a) the
sädhya which occurs in it, so that the relation:

(8) A (sddhya, anumeya)

holds.
Now it is clear that the expression (8) refers itself to the conclusion of

the inference. The commentary of Dharmottara on this definition reveals
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a certain ambiguity of the term anumeya as used in this context. In
Stcherbatsky's translation: "The word here means that the object of
inference appears as a substance (a substratum) when the definition of its
mark is considered (the mark being an attribute of this substance). But
from another standpoint, when the deduced (conclusion) is realized, the
subject of the inference would be a complex (idea of the substratum to-
gether with its property). And when the invariable concomitance (be-
tween the middle and the major terms) is considered, then the inferred
fact appears as an attribute (of this substance, as the major term). In
order to point out (these differences) the word here has been used. We call
object of inference an object whose property, or specification, it is desired
to cognize" (II 58) (atra hetulaksane niscetavye dharmy anumeyah / anya-
tra tu sädhyapratipattikäle samudäyo'numeyah / vyäptiniscayakäle tu
dharmo'numeya iti darsayitum atra grahanam / jijnäsito jhätum isto viseso
dharmo yasya dharminah sa tathoktah).

Stcherbatsky attaches a footnote explaining anumeya: "In a general
sense it may mean an object which possesses the united properties of the
major, the minor and the middle terms, e.g., 'the mortal man Socrates';
it is then ekam vijnänam. It may also mean the major term or the conclu-
sion separately, as well as the thesis which is also the conclusion (=pa~
ksa=sädhya). In a special sense it means the minor term, the subject of the
conclusion, and even more precisely, the underlying substratum (dharmin)9

the efficient point-instant, that underlying point of reality upon which any
amount of interconnected qualities may be assembled as a superstructure"
(ibid., note 1).

Such muddles do not help the understanding of Indian logic. In fact,
no logician who reads them can fail to lose whatever regard he might ever
have had for that subject. And yet, Stcherbatsky was partly correct in his
interpretations. The confusion is partly due to the Indian logicians them-
selves, and the rest results from imposing upon their expressions an
Aristotelian framework that has nothing to do with it. The ensuing jumble
may be sorted out and clarified along the following lines.

As we have seen, the conclusion of an Indian inference may be ex-
pressed by A (s, p) (8). Now Dharmottara referred to three things that may
be called anumeya in this conclusion because each of them may be used
to express what it is that is concluded: the dharmin /?, which has s for its
property: the dharma s, which p has for its property; and the complex
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(samudäya) of the dharmin together with its dharma. The reason for this
undecidedness is that the Buddhist logicians failed in this context to
properly express that the conclusion is the relation A (s, p): they confined
themselves to expressions denoting terms and 'complexes' of terms.
Stcherbatsky compounded this error by imposing the Aristotelian frame-
work he had adopted, and so came to speak of a term in the inference
which may be either the major or the minor - as if such a terminology
should ever be introduced for any other reason than in order to distin-
guish between the two. The two facts that the terms sädhya and paksa are
used by Indian logicians in such a way that either of them can be used to
state the conclusion, and that this was done without the entire edifice
falling to pieces, should have alerted Stcherbatsky that these terms could
not possibly denote the same concepts as the Aristotelian major and minor
terms.

Though the Buddhist logicians did not clearly express the relational
character of the conclusion of the inference in the contexts in which they
introduced and discussed terms such as hetu, sädhya and paksa, they did
so in other contexts. But to confuse matters again, they there refer to this
relation by the term paksa. Accordingly, paksa refers sometimes top, and
sometimes to A{s,p). This is not as strange as it may seem, though it is
certainly bad logic. The occasional confusion between a term and a sen-
tence is not uncommon in Indian logic, and it is undoubtedly related to
the structure of the Sanskrit language, where a certain type of expression
can either refer to a noun or to a sentence (cf. Staal, 1965, p. 181; 1971,
p. 200). Thus, parvato vahnimän can mean either 'the mountain possesses
fire' or 'the mountain which possesses fire'; and this may depend on the
context. A more accurate way of expressing the fact that the term paksa
is ambiguous in this way, is by saying that it refers either to A(s,p), or
to ipA(s,p), which may be read as: 'that/? such that A(s,/?)' (rather than
just/?).

Stcherbatsky does not explicitly refer to this distinction, but he im-
plicitly distinguished between the two meanings by translating paksa
sometimes as subject (or similar terms, in the contexts already referred to)
and sometimes as thesis. The latter translation is adopted in II153 and
following, where he deals with the definition of paksa in the Nyäyabindu.
Later scholars have felt this same ambiguity. For example, Tachikawa
writes in the notes to his excellent translation of the Nyäyapravesa:
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"According to the definition given by Sankarasvämin, the paksa is an
object which the arguer wishes to prove to be qualified by a property, not
the statement of the form: A property-possessor is qualified by a property.
The statements, however, are here taken as examples of the paksa, which
seems to indicate some laxity in the usage of the term paksa" (Tachikawa,
1971, 132, note 9)4.

The Nyäyapravesa of Sankarasvämin contains yet another use of paksa,
interesting especially because the ambiguity of the Sanskrit original is
resolved in the Chinese translation. Tachikawa renders the relevant pas-
sages correctly but has to resort to rather free translations. In these
contexts, the term paksa refers to what the sapaksa and the vipaksa have
in common. This can of course be said to be paksa from a morphological
point of view, if the terms are taken to be mentioned, not used. But the
meaning of the term which is thus constructed does not correspond to the
more common meanings of the term paksa in Indian logic. In fact, what
sapaksa and vipaksa have in common excludes what is ordinarily called
the paksa. For sapaksa is defined as any locus, different from the paksa,
where the sädhya occurs; and vipaksa as any locus where the sddhya does
not occur (see Staal, 1962, 634-635).

This special sense of paksa occurs first in the discussion of a reason
(hetu) which is fallacious because it is common to both the sapaksa and
the vipaksa. An example is: 'sound is permanent because it is an object of
valid cognition' (sabdah prameyatvän nityah: Tachikawa, 1971, 124, 142).
Here the hetu is fallacious 'because the property of being an object of
valid cognition is common to both permanent and impermanent things'
{nityänityapaksayoh sädhäranatväd). In other words, since both permanent
and impermanent things can be known (everything can be known in the
Nyäya view), it is not proper to conclude that sound is permanent from
the fact that it can be known.

The Chinese translators render sapaksa and vipaksa each by a com-
bination of two characters. The two pairs have one character in comomn,
which is however different from the character used to translate paksa.
This particular structure enables the Chinese translators to avoid the
ambiguity of the Sanskrit original. Thus in Hsiian Tsang's translation of

the Nyäyapravesa, entitled Jj£] 00 X j£5§? fr^j {Yin ming ju cheng li

lun: T, 1630, Vol. 32, l l a ff.), paksa is rendered by C^ , sapaksa by
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JUT Vtf and vipaksa by *£~ vp . But in the above passage, translated

(T.1630, l i e : 20), the

is rendered by ^a , the character which the expressions for the sapaksa

and the vipaksa have in common.
Thus the Chinese translation avoids the confusing ambiguity of the

original and expresses its logical structure more adequately. This should
come as a surprise to those who maintain that the Chinese translators did
not appreciate the subtler points of the Sanskrit originals, but merely
replaced words by characters in a mechanical manner, the results being fit
for recitation and perhaps meditation, but not susceptible to further
rational analysis. In this instance, at least, Hsüan Tsang's translation is
decidedly superior to many of the modern translations I have been con-
cerned with in the above attempt to clear some of the interpretative jungle
that surrounds the concept of paksa in Indian logic.5

NOTES
1 The translation *inferendum' was suggested to me by Mr. Paul Z. Panish.
2 Aristotle gives different definitions in different contexts, and the definitions given for
the first figure do not apply to the others. See Lukasiewicz (1957) pp. 28-82 and Patzig
(1959) = Patzig (1968), Chapter IV.
3 In An, pr. B5, 75b 35 ff. and in An. post. A3, 73a 6ff., Aristotle considers arguments
where all three terms are convertible with each other, which is at least as strong a claim
as that of extensional equality.
4 The same 'laxity' is present when Tachikawa takes paksa to be the sense of sädhya
in anitye sabde sädhye (Tachikawa, 1971, p. 132, note 9).
5 I am very grateful to Professor Lewis R. Lancaster with whom I taught a seminar on
the Nyäyapravesa and who initiated me into the intricacies of its Chinese translation,
and to Professor Michael Frede who improved my account of Aristotle's logic and
provided the references in note 3.
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E u c l i d a n d F a n t n t

INTRODUCTION

THE PRIMARY AIM of this paper is to draw a comparison
between the methods employed by the Greek mathematician Euclid (third
century B.C.) and the Indian linguist Pänini (fourth century B.C.).1 At the
same time a comparison will be drawn between the influences which these two
scientific methods have exerted within their respective philosophic traditions,
i.e., the Western and the Indian. One thesis defended in this paper is that the
mathematical method is characteristic of much of Western philosophy, whereas
the grammatical method is characteristic of much of Indian philosophy.2

Another thesis, partly implicit, is that the recent occupation of modern Western
philosophy, not only with linguistic analysis, but also with the science of
language,3 can be expected to yield results of philosophic value. For this reason
a comparison between linguistic and mathematical methods may be of interest
to modern philosophers. Moreover, a consideration of linguistic method throws
light on the relationship between the language of philosophy and philosophy
itself. Some illustrations of this relationship will be considered.

1 This article is a free translation and revision of about two thirds of an Inaugural
Lecture delivered on appointment to the Chair of General and Comparative Philosophy at
the University of Amsterdam. I am grateful to Professor D. H. H. Ingalls and the editor
of this Journal for reading an earlier version of the English translation and for making
valuable suggestions concerning both contents and presentation.

For Pänini's date, see P. Thieme's review of T. Burrow, The Sanskrit Language
(London: Faber and Faber, Ltd., 1955), in Language, 31 (1955), 428-448, which quotes
further literature. The facts hardly justify Jaspers' theory of an Achsenzeit (in Vom
Ursprung und Ziel der Geschichte (München: R. Piper & Co. Verlag, 1949), though a
simultaneous flourishing of philosophy could to some extent explain a subsequent flourish-
ing of scientific method.

Editor's note: Because of the highly technical and specialized nature of this paper and
the notes—and the fear of errors and/or inconsistency due to editing—the author's style in
the notes has been largely retained. Some minor inconsistencies of style and some ap-
parently incomplete items are present, but clarity is not affected.

2 It is probable that this was first pointed out by D. H. H. Ingalls in "The Comparison
of Indian and Western Philosophy," Journal of Oriental Research, 22 (1954), 4. See also
my review of D. S. Ruegg, Contributions ä Vhistoire de la Philosophie linguistique indienne
(Paris: E. de Boccard, 1959), in Philosophy^East and West, 10 (1960), 53-57.

3 See, e.g., J. A. Fodor and J. J. Katz, The Structure of Language. Readings in the
Philosophy of Language (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964). Cf. J. F. Staal,
"Generative Syntax and Semantics," Foundations of Language 1 (1965), 133-154.
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Though linguistic and mathematical methods will be described mainly in a
historical setting, they exemplify differences which are of theoretical interest
and which pose problems which remain, on the whole, unsolved. Some parts of
contemporary Western philosophy and logic can be said to deal with the
problems that arise from the confrontation of these two different approaches.
Outside of philosophy and logic, the two approaches meet in the recently
developed science of mathematical linguistics.4 This paper may also present
material to justify the expectation that mathematical linguistics will continue
to be inspired by Indian grammatical methods.5 It will be seen that these
methods often possess a degree of systematization, formalization, and con-
ceptualization which in the West is generally associated with mathematics and
the mathematical sciences only. Lastly, it may not be superfluous to add that the
conclusions to which these comparisons lead can help to dispel the naive but
persistent view that only the Western tradition has produced and employed
rational and scientific views.

I

The classic example of mathematical method occurs in the thirteen books of
the Elements (Sroixcta) of Euclid. The classic example of linguistic method
occurs in the eight chapters of the Sanskrit grammar (astädhyäyi) of Pänini.
Both had precursors, whose results are largely lost,6 but each constructed
an almost complete system by means of a precise method, strictly maintained.
Though there are, as we shall see, certain parallels between the two, the
object material also has in one respect a similar structure. This similarity
is indicated by the Greek term "oTcnxeiov," which denotes the elements as
well as the letters of which words consist. Proclus declares in his commentary
on the Elements: " J u s t as an expression in language consists of, first, most
simple and undivided principles, which we call elements, and just as each
word and each discourse is constructed from these, there are also certain
theories, called elements, which precede the whole of geometry, function as
principles for following theorems, extend over all theorems and provide
proofs for many particular cases."7 It is true that the linguist's activity is

4 In due course, this science may be called merely theoretical linguistics: Y. Bar-Hillel,
Language and Information (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1964), p. 185.

5Bloomfield acknowledged indebtedness to Pänini. For a direct comparison with
methods of mathematical linguistics, see J. F. Staal, "Context-sensitive Rules in Pänini,"
Foundations of Language, 1 (1965), 63-72.

6On the one hand, Hippocrates of Chios, Leon, Eudoxos, Theudios, etc.; on the
other hand, Äpisali, Käsyapa, Gärgya, and the Northern and the Eastern school.

7 See trans. P. Ver Eecke (Bruges: Desclee de Brouwer, 1948), 65; E. J. Dijksterhuis,
De elementen van Euclides I-II (Groningen: P. Noordoff, 1929-1930), I, 107: hös gär Us
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only very approximately described as the composition of words from letters.
Moreover, linguists also deal with spoken languages, where there is no use
for pencil and paper and where a tape recorder is required. Proclus and the
ancient grammarians following Dionysius Thrax constructed words from
letters instead of from phonemes, while neglecting morphemes altogether.
In these respects Pänini and the Indian grammarians made a unique
contribution.8 But let us first confine our attention to Euclid's Elements.

Euclid starts the first book of his work with three groups of statements, and
these are followed by numerous propositions or theorems. The other books
of the Elements contain other theories, sometimes preceded by new definitions
which circumscribe new topics. Propositions are derived from the initial
statements by means of logical derivations, which sometimes refer to propo-
sitions that have been derived earlier. The main structure which holds the
Elements together, therefore, is logical derivation. In general, each such
derivation consists of several steps, of which the most important ones are
construction (#eaTao7C€v?$) and/or proof (a7ro8ci£ts). The three groups of initial
statements are definitions (opot), postulates (alrrifMTa), and common insights

aL Iwotat). Since the time of Proclus the last have been called axioms
). The mutual relations between these three types of principles pose

several problems, more so because there can be disagreement with regard to
the status of some statements. For the present purpose they can be roughly
characterized as follows: Definitions introduce concepts which are the object
of geometry. Postulates either introduce constructions or assume the existence
of constructions and their results. Axioms, according to Aristotle, are basic to
all sciences. Hence the name "common insights."

Let us consider an example of each. The fifteenth definition runs as follows:
"A circle is a plane figure contained by one line such that all the straight lines
falling upon it from one point among those lying within the figure are equal
to one another."9 This definition explains how the term "circle" will be used,
without asserting that circles exist and without providing a construction for
circles. This is done in the third postulate, which says: "To describe a circle

eggramdtou phones eisin archai protai kal haploustatai kal adiairetoi, hats td onorna ton
stoicheiön epiphemizomen, kal pasa lexis ek toutön hyphesteken kal pas logos, hoütö de
kal tes holes geömetrias esti tina theöremata proegoümena kal arches logon echonta pros
tä ephexes kal diekonta diä päntön kal parechömena pollon apodeixeis symptömdtön, hä de
stoicheia prosag or eüousi: Proclus, In pritnum Euclidis elementorum librum commentarii,
ed., G. Friedlein, Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1873, 72, 6. 13.

8 See P. Thieme, in B. Shefts, Grammatical Method in Pänini: His Treatment of
Sanskrit Present Stems (New Haven: American Oriental Society, 1961), p. ix.

9 Küklos estl schema epipedon hupd mias grammes periechomenon, pros hin aph*
henos semeiou ton entds ton schematos keimenön pasai hai prospiptousai eutheiai isai
allelais eisin.
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with any center and distance."10 This can be taken as postulating the construc-
tion or the existence of circles.11

The first axiom is quite different. It states: "Things which are equal to the
same thing are also equal to one another."12 Though this axiom can be inter-
preted as valid for line segments, it allows many other interpretations as well.
For example, it can be expressed in terms of algebra by "if b = a, and c = a,
then b = c."13 One might feel inclined to consider such an apparently general
axiom as belonging to logic, but the concept of equality («TOT^S) has a mathe-
matical character. Proclus asserts in this connection that the axioms are valid
not only for magnitudes, but also for numbers, movements, and time intervals.14

Euclid proceeds to derive numerous propositions from these definitions,
postulates, and axioms with the help (implicitly) of further axioms and
logical rules and metarules. This is so similar to the familiar proofs of school
geometry that it need not be illustrated. Moreover, a detailed examination of
a complete proof would take up more space than is available here, especially
on account of the characteristic references to results established earlier.

In how far do the five axioms of Euclid (and, correspondingly, the five
postulates and first twenty-three definitions) meet the geometrician's need?
In classical antiquity other axioms were current, too, e.g., "Things which are
halves of the same thing are equal to one another."15 Proclus notes that axioms
should not be needlessly increased: such axioms "follow from preceding
axioms and are justly omitted in most copies."16 This principle is of funda-
mental importance for the entire Euclidean system. In modern terminology
it could be expressed by stating that each axiom must be independent from
the others. Proofs of independence are given much later by the use of models.
The construction of such models has, in turn, led to the discovery of non-
Euclidean, discontinuous, non-Archimedean and multi-dimensional geo-
metries.17

The requirement of independence is a simplicity criterion. In philosophy

10 Kai panti kentröi ka\ diastemati kuklon grdphesthai.
n Dijksterhuis, op. cit., I, 124. Compare T. L. Heath, Euclid's Elements I-III (re-

print) (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1956), I, 195.
12 ta toi autoi isa kai allelois estln isa: Euclides, Elementa I, ed. I. L. Heiberg

(Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1883), 10, 2.
13 The commutativity of identity need not be presupposed here.
14 Proclus, op. cit, 195.25-196.I.
15 Euclides, op. cit., 1.10.9. Compare Heath, op. cit, 1.223.
16 Tauta oun hepetai tois proeiremenois axiomasi ka\ eikötös en tois pleistois anti-

gräphois paraleipetai: ed. Friedlein, 198.2-4. Compare trans. P. Ver Eecke, 174.
17 See, e.g., E. W. Beth, The Foundations of Mathematics (Amsterdam: North-Hol-

land Publishing Co., 1959), 153-155; B. L. van der Waerden, De logische Grondslagen der
Euklidische Meetkunde (Groningen: P. Noordhoff, 1937), 39; H. Weyl, Philosophie der
Mathematik und Naturwissenschaft (München: Leibniz Verlag, 1928), 18 et seq.
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it is known as Ockham's razor: Entities should not be multiplied beyond
necessity (entia non sunt multiplicanda praeter necessitates). In another
version it runs: What can be done by fewer [principles] is done in vain by
more (frustra fit per plura quod potest fieri per pauciora) ,18 This principle is
not a desideratum of philosophers alone and merely of aesthetic nature; it is
a motive of consequence in the development of science. During the Middle
Ages Ockham's razor led to the doctrine that terrestrial and celestial bodies
consist of the same matter: the phenomena can be explained by assuming
either one or two kinds of matter, and hence there is no reason to postulate
more than one.19 Such speculations paved the way for Newton's discovery of
the law of gravity, which applies to planets as well as to apples. On the other
hand, a complicated theory is less probable than a simple one. When astro-
nomical observations became increasingly accurate, an increasing number of
epicycles had to be constructed to explain the phenomena in terms of Ptolemy's
theory. However, these laws could be derived from Newton's law, through
the intermediary of Kepler's laws.20 In modern physics, attempts at unification
appear regularly, for example, in unified field theory or in derivations of
elementary particles from other and fewer elementary particles.

In philosophy, the criterion of simplicity gave rise to the concept of monism,
variously developed and exploited by metaphysicians. Another philosophic
result provides a further example of Euclid's method. This is the doctrine of
categories as it occurs, e.g., in Aristotle. Aristotle suggests that the categories
of his list are independent by enumerating them as a disjunction in terms of
"or."21 In the Topical he notes that there are just as many categories as he
has mentioned. In other contexts it appears that the independence of each
category is presupposed. In the Topica, a relatively early work, two categories
occur which are later omitted.23 This may point to the fact that Aristotle had
come to consider these as derivable. Throughout the history of philosophy
lists of categories presuppose the independence of each category. In Kant,
the categories constitute a system which is analogous to a structure of axioms
and theorems. In the Critique of Pure Reason categories are called the true
root-concepts of pure understanding (die wahren Stammbegriffe des reinen
Verstandes). They possess, in turn, derived concepts (reine abgeleitete

yl, op. cit., 117.
19 E. Gilson, La Philosophie au moyen-äge (Paris: Payot, 1925), 283.
20 Cf. Weyl, o/». cit., 117-118.
21 Categoriae 4, 1 b 25—2 a 4. However, see ibid., 8, 11 a 37, quoted in W. and M.

Kneale, The Development of Logic (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1962), 30.
22 Topica, A 9, 103 b 38.
23 W. D. Ross, Aristotle (London: Methuen & Co., Ltd., 1953), 21-22; I. M. Bochen-

ski, Ancient Formal Logic (Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing Co., 1951), 33-34.
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Begriffe), regarding which Kant says that they belong to transcendental
philosophy but that he "can rest content merely to mention these" (mit deren
blosser Erwähnung . . . zufrieden sein kann).2* Kant, then, provides axioms
without deriving any theorem and without asking how such derivation should
be carried out.

In natural language, categories are not expressed by sentences but by words
or terms. In mathematics, the corresponding structure is therefore a system
of definitions. In such systems, too, independence is a meaningful concept.
Alessandro Padoa derived a method for establishing the independence of a
concept, i.e., its undefinability, in terms of earlier postulated concepts. It is
natural to apply this also to systems of categories. As an exercise in traditional
philosophy an attempt could be made to describe the world solely in terms of
the first three categories of Aristotle. If any possible world can be described
in terms of all the categories but one, the independence of this latter category
has been thereby established.

In modern logic, corresponding investigations aim at the construction of
formal systems without using particular principles or concepts. Intuitionistic
logic thus dispenses with the principle of the excluded third; negationless logic
dispenses with the concept of negation. The resulting systems appear more or
less seriously curtailed from the point of view of ordinary propositional
calculus. Other kinds of restrictions are brought about within propositional
calculus, when it is shown that the connectors "and," "or," "not," "if . . . then"
can to some extent be derived from each other or from "neither . . . nor . . . ,"
symbolized by Sheffer's stroke. Similarly, the number of axioms can be
reduced. These transformations do not affect the results which can be obtained
within the system. They merely reflect what Quine has called economy in
grammar and vocabulary. This sort of economy leads to longer statements and
derivations. On the other hand, brevity in statements and derivations calls for
a wealth of basic idioms.25 In general, within artificial languages, new cate-
gories are introduced by new notations and are therefore easily recognized.
The categories presupposed by natural languages are not so easily recognized.

The analysis of traditional systems of categories assumes new importance
when the language in which such systems were first formulated is taken into
account. The dependence on natural language is generally implicit and goes
unnoticed. Still, it has often been assumed that there is some connection
between Aristotle's categories and grammatical distinctions. In the nineteenth

24 Kritik der reinen Vernunft, 2. Auflage, Transcendentale Elementarlehre II, Trans-
cendentale Logik I, § 10, Akademie-Ausgabe. (Berlin: Georg Reimer, 1911) III, 94.

25 W. Van O. Quine, From a Logical Point of View (Cambridge: Harvard University-
Press, 1961), 26-27.
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century, Trendelenburg defended the view that Aristotle's logical categories
can be derived from grammatical categories. However, his arguments were
not cogent, and later scholars have rejected not only the reasoning but also
the result. As late as 1958, Benveniste convincingly established that the
categories of Aristotle can be understood against the background of Greek
syntax.26 For example, the two categories KdvQai and lx«v, which were
later deleted by Aristotle himself, reflect the verbal functions of the Greek
middle voice and perfect, respectively. Faddegon established as early as 1918
that the categories of the Indian Vaisesika system also were based upon
grammatical distinctions;27 this had been known to Indian scholars. Given
the fact that Greek and Sanskrit are cognate languages, this explains the
striking similarity between Western and Indian categories.

Discoveries of this kind open up new vistas. They emphasize the desirability
that philosophers should take full account of linguistics. With the help of
linguistics, philosophy is in a position to enter a fruitful area of research. In
this respect, philosophers are in a more favorable position than mathema-
ticians—for the latter investigate what they have first created, while the
former face the richness and variety of natural languages, where reality sur-
passes the boldest imagination. Mathematicians can never enter other spaces
than the one in which they were born, not even with the advancement of space
travel. At most, they can propose to physicists that they should describe
physical space with the help of another geometry. Philosophers, on the other
hand, can learn a language and thereby enter a new world of experience: the
linguistic categories of a newly learned language may not segment reality in
the same way as do the categories Western philosophers are accustomed to.
Philosophers obtain passports for non-Aristotelian worlds as soon as they
begin to study the syntax of a language which is sufficiently different from
Greek. Of course, the fruitfulness of such research increases if the language
studied belongs to a civilization which has also produced philosophy, logic, and
linguistics or related fields of study.

Important results of this kind can be expected from the study of the so-
called exotic languages. But, since the language of philosophy is even more
conservative than colloquial language, similar information can be obtained by
studying the language of philosophy in this spirit. In Chinese, no verb corres-
ponds to "to be," which both functions as copula and expresses existence.
Kant's criticism of the view that existence is a predicate can therefore never

26 E. Benveniste, "Categories de pensee et categories de langue," Les Etudes Philoso-
phiques, New Series, 13 (1958), 419-429.

27 B. Faddegon, The Vaicesika System Described with the Help of the Oldest Texts
(Amsterdam: Johannes Müller, 1918).
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be meaningfully translated into Chinese. A. C. Graham has shown that a
Chinese translation of relevant passages of Kant's Critique of Pure Reason
(itself based upon the English translation of the German original) is quite
unintelligible to persons who know Chinese but no German.28 Similarly,
English translations of the categories xeio-0ai and CX«J>, for instance, as
"position" and "possession," respectively, are hardly meaningful in English,
since the relevant functions expressed by the Greek terms do not straightly
correspond to similar structures in English. Even if Ixctv is translated as
"to have," and attention is paid to the fact that in English also a tense some-
what similar to the perfect tense can be expressed by means of "to have," it
remains unintelligible what could have motivated Aristotle to assume this
concept as a category. This provides a good illustration for Wittgenstein's
slogan, that philosophic problems appear when language goes on a holiday—
on a holiday in Greece, in this case.

Through the intermediary of the categories linguistic usage has exerted
profound influence on thought. Philosophic innovation often springs from a
reaction against traditional usage of speech and thought. A contemporary
example of such innovation occurs in existentialism, as well as in analytical
philosophy. According to Heidegger, the "essence" of the human being
(Dasein) lies in its existence. It is possible to say that Dasein is, but not what
it is. It is not a substance that can be further specified with the help of cate-
gories, for categories are especially adapted to another kind of being than
human being ("Seinbestimmungen des nichtdaseinsmässigen Seienden").
Heidegger therefore introduces existentials, and thus avoids the error of
substantialization. From a linguistic point of view this means that it is possible
for a noun to refer to human being without functioning in the same way as
other nouns which refer to things. In practice, Heidegger often replaces nouns
by pronouns and more often by verbs. This might indicate a Semitic rather
than a Greek inspiration. This impression is confirmed by other points of
resemblance between existentialism and Biblical thought.

As mentioned earlier, Wittgenstein in a similar vein warns against sub-
stantialization of the words of a sentence. This may lead us astray, both in
speech and in thought. Wittgenstein constructs a language where all words
refer to things by imagining a system of communication between a builder and
his assistant.29 This language consists of the words "block," "pillar," "slab,"
and "beam." Each time the builder utters one of these words, the assistant
hands him the relevant thing. Wittgenstein's artificial language is based upon

28 A. C. Graham, " 'Being' in Western Philosophy Compared with shih/fei and yu/wu
in Chinese Philosophy," Asia Major, New Series 7 (1959), 107-108.

29Philosophical Investigations (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1958) (I 2), p. 3.
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a particular analysis of the use of language. Ryle, in The Concept of Mind and
elsewhere, considers different types of category mistakes. They are basically
of the question-answer type: "Where is Socrates ?"—"Yesterday." Heidegger
applies this by confining himself for methodological reasons (as he puts it)
to Dasein. Strange as it may seem, The Concept of Mind and Sein und Zeit
are similar in this respect. Indian thinkers of the Advaita Vedänta—in this
respect comparable to Neo-Platonism, negative theology, and apophatic
mysticism—specify the same in a different manner by maintaining that the
Absolute is not a substance (dravya), because it has no qualities (nirguna).
To think otherwise would be the result of a category mistake.30

The principles from which categories are derived and the simplicity or
economy criterion play important roles in modern linguistics. Syntactic form-
classes and morpheme-classes are defined by means of substitution in identical
environments. Though morphemes, as was noted before, were not known in
Western classical antiquity, these methods lead to results which are closely
related to the parts of speech (fxeprj Xoyov) put forward by Greek grammarians
and logicians of the Stoa. These, again, are connected with Aristotle's cate-
gories. Pänini and the Indian grammarians use substitution for similar
purposes. They draw explicit attention to its fundamental importance. The
Indian method of substitution (ädesa) corresponds to Aristotle's method for
deriving categories. Characteristic for Aristotle is the fact that he starts from
questions.31 In modern linguistics, substitution is used for establishing a
morpheme-class, for example, by studying the environment ()-(ly). In this
environment, "slow," "near," and "quaint" fit, and these therefore belong to
the same morpheme-class. Though "dead" can occur in this environment, too,
it functions differently elsewhere; it does not, therefore, belong to the same
class.32 "Deadly" functions in a "deadly Mow" in the same way as "terrific"
does in a "terrific blow." But a "slowly blow" is never given.

It is hardly necessary to emphasize the importance of Euclid's methods for
the history of Western science. According to Beth,33 Euclid's geometry is the
classical example for Aristotle's theory of science. In this theory, postulates,
shown by history to be hardly compatible, have been combined. The postulate
of reality (i.e., "each proposition refers to a particular area of reality") could

30 For the linguistic background of categories and category mistakes, see J. F. Staal,
"Some Semantic Relations between Sentoids," Foundations of Language, 3. (In press.)

31 For a modern development, see H. Hiz, "Questions and Answers," The Journal of
Philosophy, 59 (1962), 253-265.

32R. S. Wells, "Immediate Constituents," Language 23 (1947), 81; B. Bloch and
G. L. Träger, Outline of Linguistic Analysis (Baltimore: Linguistic Society of America,
1942), 60-61, 77-79.

33 See, e.g., Beth, The Foundations of Mathematics, 31-51.
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be maintained in the empirical sciences only by dispensing with the other
postulates: the postulate of deduction, which incorporates the deductive
structure referred to earlier; and the postulate of evidence, which requires that
the meaning of the first principles and the validity of the axioms be self-
evident.34 The deductive sciences, on the other hand, have dispensed with the
postulate of reality and adhere only to the postulate of deduction. Since the
development of non-Euclidian geometry, the postulate of evidence has been
rejected. In modern science, theories are established with the help of many
criteria, but mainly with adequacy and simplicity in view.

Since Euclid, philosophy has made repeated attempts to become or present
itself as a deductive science. In this development Proclus is of historical
importance. He was a well-informed but not an original scholar who was not
only commentator of Euclid's Elements but also systematizer of Neo-Platonic
metaphysics. Though some of Proclus' comments on Euclid are astute, the
applications of his learning to philosophy are less than illuminating. In his
Elements of Theology (2TOIX«WIS ©eoAoyu«}) Proclus confines himself to
enumerating and explaining propositions. He appears to assume that proposi-
tions can function as propositions without being derived from axioms. It is
true that the explanation of a proposition may contain logical remarks. This
is not surprising, since in this theology there are propositions such as number
147: "In any divine rank the highest term is assimilated to the last term of
the supra-jacent rank."35 But considerably stronger methods of proof would
be required to establish such a proposition as number 187: "Every soul is
indestructible and imperishable."36 By the irony of history, Euclid's diligent
scientific method entered metaphysics through the series of unproven
propositions of his commentator. One has to agree with Martin when he says
that Proclus attached value to the Elements of Euclid, mainly because they
contradict neither the Chaldean oracles nor the speculations of the Py-
thagoreans.37

Endeavors to imitate Euclid's method are found in numerous medieval
treatises.38 Such attempts, which may simultaneously have undergone the

34 Formulated clearly by Proclus, ed. Friedlein, op. cit, 195.17-19: pdnta axiömata hös
amesa kal autophane paradoteon, gnorima aph' heauton önta ka\ pistd (All axioms must
be given as immediate and self-evident, being known from themselves and reliable).

35 Panton ton theiön diakosmön tä akrötata tois perasin homoioutai ton huperkei-
menön. E. R. Dodds, Proclus: The Elements of Theology (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1933), 128.

36 Pasa psuche anolethrös esti kal äphthartos: Dodds, op. cit., 162.
37 Quoted by Heath, op. cit. (above, note 11), I 30, note 2. See, e.g., Proclus' com-

mentary on definitions 30-34.
S8 See H. A. Wolf son, The Philosophy of Spinoza (New York: Meridian Books, 1960),

40 et seq.
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influence of Aristotle's syllogistic, occur in the works of Duns Scotus, Burgers-
dyck, Maimonides, Avicenna, Averroes, and many others. This tendency
culminates in Spinoza's Ethica more geometrico demonstrata. One might argue
that Spinoza's proofs are rarely convincing, or that the geometrical exterior
has nothing to do with the metaphysical content, which closely follows
medieval treatises. Wolf son has maintained the view that the real Spinoza
appears only when an Ethica more scholastico rabbinicoque demonstrata is
discovered behind the Ethica more geometrico demonstrata. Be this as it may,
Spinoza intended to prove his propositions and paid greater attention (as
appears, for example, from his letters) to the demonstrative value of his
proofs than his modern readers, who are often disposed to irrationalism.

II

Let us now turn to Pänini's system of Sanskrit grammar. This grammar
opens with a list of the sounds which, according to Pänini, occur in Sanskrit
and which function as elements for later rules.39 This list starts a, i, u, e, o, ai,
au, etc. Consonants are always followed by a short a, for example, ja, ba, ga,
da, da. Then follow the sütras, or rules, which can be divided into three types
in a way roughly parallel to Euclid: (1) The sütras proper, or theorems
(vidhi), which describe linguistic facts while emphasizing word formation.
(2) The defining sütras (samjnä-sütra), which introduce technical terms, e.g.,
"homogeneous" or "homorganic" (savarna) for sounds which "are pronounced
in the same place and with the same tension of the mouth."40 Examples of
such sounds are a and ä or pa, pha, ba, bha, and ma, also called labials. Finally
(3) the metatheorems (paribhäsä-sütra), which explain how rules have to be
treated and applied in particular cases. Examples of these are given later.

Pänini's rules are exclusively derived from ordinary usage, and his prin-
cipal problem is to give an adequate description of ordinary usage. Linguistics
is not prescriptive, but descriptive. The description is based upon forms which
everybody has at his disposal. He who wants pots goes to the shop of a potter,
says Pänini's commentator Patanjali, but he who wants words does not go to
the shop of a grammarian.41 In practice, the problem of adequate description
is a problem of correct formulation. An attempt is made to establish this aim by

39 See J. F. Staal, "A Method of Linguistic Description: the Order of Consonants Ac-
cording to Pänini," Language 38 (1962), 1-10.

40 tulyäsyaprayatnam savarnam: Pänini 1.1.9.
41 yathä ghatena käryatn karisyan kumbhakärakulani gatväha-kuru ghataqt käryam

anena kari$yämiti na tadvac chabdän prayuyuksamäno vaiyäkaranakulam gatväha-kuru
sabdän prayoksya iti: Patanjali, Mahäbhäfya, Bhärgava Sästri, ed. (Bombay: Nirnaya-
sägara, 1951) 1,64 b.
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making predominant use of a principle of concision (läghava), i.e., by a
criterion of simplicity. This is illustrated by the famous saying that gram-
marians rejoice over the saving of the length of half a short vowel as over the
birth of a son.42 The first consequence of this simplicity criterion is that repeti-
tions are eschewed. This requires the material to be ordered in a particular
manner, which at first sight appears artificial to Westerners, who are used to
the Latin "grammar of ideas," which, for example, completes the treatment of
the noun before embarking upon the verb. But Pänini needs only one rule to
explain the long ä in the second syllable of the nominal form siväya (to
Siva), in the second syllable of the verbal form pacämi (I am cooking), and
other long ä's.

One rule of this grammar will be dealt with in greater detail. This rule lays
down that certain vowels are replaced by semi-vowels if a heterogeneous vowel
follows—for example, dadhi atra (the milk here) is replaced in uninterrupted
speech by dadhyatra. In customary transliteration, i is replaced by 3;. Similarly,
we say, instead of madhu atra (the honey here), madhvatra, where u is re-
placed by v.

In formulating this theorem, Pänini makes use of several abbreviations
which are basic to the structure of his grammar. Since the above-mentioned
substitution also applies to the specifically Sanskrit vowels r and l, Pänini has
to describe four linguistic facts which obtain if a vowel is followed by a
heterogeneous vowel: i is replaced by y, u by v, r by r, and / by /. Pänini could
have expressed this as follows: "i, u, r, and I are replaced by y, v, r, and /, re-
spectively, in uninterrupted speech, if a heterogeneous vowel follows." But this
is too verbose and has to be subjected to the economy criterion. In the begin-
ning of the grammar, sounds are ordered in such a way that what has later to
be combined is placed together and can be referred to by means of a particular
device. In the initial series of sounds, the sequence i u r I is followed by an
indicatory sound, k, and the sequences ya va ra la are followed by an indicatory
sound, n. The elements k and n belong to the metalanguage. The convention is
to abbreviate as follows: if in the list a sound, A, is followed by an indicatory
sound, B, CB denotes C as well as the following sounds up to and including A.
For example, ik denotes i u r I; uk denotes u r 1; yan denotes ya va ra la; van
denotes va ra la, etc. Following this convention, Pänini could have formulated
the rule as follows: "ik is replaced by yan in uninterrupted speech, if a heter-
ogeneous vowel follows." However, it is obvious that the phrase "in uninter-
rupted speech" occurs in other rules as well. Pänini groups all such rules to-

42 ardhamäträläghavena putrotsavarn manyante vaiyäkarayäh: Paribhäfendusekhara
122, ed. F. Kielhorn (Bombay: Indu-Prakash Press, 1868), 115.
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gether and places before the first rule a separate one, i.e., "in uninterrupted
speech."43 This applies to what follows, up to a particular rule, which was
originally marked by an accent.

We are still handicapped by the clumsy expression "if a heterogeneous vowel
follows." Here Pänini applies a simple argument. If there is a rule which states
what happens if a particular condition is not fulfilled, there must also be a rule
which tells us what happens if this condition is actually fulfilled. For example,
we may wish to state: dadhi atra-^dadhyatra, where the following vowel is not
homogeneous. But what happens to dadhi indra when the following vowel is
actually homogeneous? If the occurrence of a condition is explicitly formu-
lated in one rule, its absence in another rule is thereby implied. Now, there
actually is a rule which states that a certain phenomenon takes place "if a
homogeneous vowel follows."44 It is therefore sufficient to formulate in the
rule under discussion: "if a vowel follows." Had this vowel been homogeneous,
the other rule would be contradicted. Hence it is not homogeneous, and it is
superfluous to state this.

This application of the simplicity criterion hardly differs from a type of
conclusion we draw daily. If we see a notice, "No admittance for children and
dogs," we do not need much self-knowledge to conclude that we are allowed
to enter. We do not look for another notice which says, "Adults may enter."
In later systems of Indian philosophy, similar arguments are systematically
studied. A textbook example is the following. Fat Devadatta never eats by day.
Since fatness is caused by eating, and eating by day is denied, it follows that
Devadatta eats by night.45

In the preceding paragraphs we have encountered the principle of contradic-
tion. In order to make his system consistent, Pänini applies in particular cases
the following paribhäsä, or metatheorem: "In case of contradiction [between
two rules] the latter rule prevails."46 Apparently, the rules of grammar are
ordered in such a way that this metatheorem is valid. Only the final portion
of Pänini's grammar begins with a paribhäsä which states that the following
sütras are not ordered in this way.47 Later grammarians have applied this

** samhitäyäm: Pänini 6.1.72. Cf. 8.2.108.
4*akah savarne dlrghah: Pänini 6.i. 101.
45 See J. F. Staal, "Contraposition in Indian Logic," in E. Nagel, P. Suppes, and

A. Tarski, eds., Logic, Methodology and Philosophy of Science: Proceedings of the 1960
International Congress (Stanford: Stanford'University Press, 1962), p. 645.

46 vipratisedhe par am käryam: Pänini 1.4.2. See J. F. Staal, "Negation and the Law
of Contradiction in Indian Thought: A Comparative Study," Bulletin of the School of
Oriental and African Studies 25 (1962) 52-71.

47pürvaträsiddham: Pänini 8.2.1. See H. E. Buiskool, Pürvaträsiddham (Amsterdam:
H. J. Paris, 1934).
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metatheorem of consistency to a greater number of cases than Pänini did
himself.

The theorem under discussion can now be formulated as: "ik is replaced by
yan if a vowel follows." But the same method of abbreviation can be used to
refer to vowels. Pänini avoids the introduction of special categories, such as
vowels, since he needs only to group the required sounds together in his initial
list and apply the above method of abbreviation. This is far more empirical,
since simplicity of description is an objective criterion and does not commit
grammarians to theories regarding different kinds of sounds, such as vowels
and consonants. Pänini dispenses with such theories, since he constructs a
descriptive grammar and not a "grammar of ideas." His initial list of sounds
begins with what other grammarians call vowels (a distinction which was
known in India before and after Pänini). The first vowel is a, and the indica-
tor following the last vowel is c. Pänini can therefore denote vowels by ac.

The theorem can now be formulated as: "ik is replaced by yan if ac follows."
Still, we have not reached the most concise formulation. In grammar, expres-
sions such as "x is replaced by y" and "if x follows" are obviously extremely
common. These are, as it were, fundamental metalinguistic relations. Pänini
expresses these relations by using the Sanskrit cases in a pregnant manner.
Since cases are distinguished in Sanskrit by their terminations, Pänini says:
"ik + genitive termination, yan + nominative termination, ac + locative ter-
mination." In Sanskrit, this becomes: "iko yan act" This is the rule as it
actually occurs in Pänini's grammar.48 Incidentally, one should not suppose
that expressions like "iko yan aci" are intelligible to Sanskrit speakers or
scholars who have not studied Pänini—not any more than an algebraic formula
in an English textbook is intelligible to English speakers who have no knowl-
edge of algebra. Sütras in Sanskrit scientific literature correspond to formulas
in Western scientific literature.

The rule under discussion is primarily a rule for pronunciation and not for
orthography. It is probable that Pänini constructed his grammar without using
writing—-an achievement hard to visualize anywhere but in India, where large
bodies of knowledge are orally composed and transmitted. However, this rule
could also be regarded as descriptive of a historical process, in the manner of
the sound laws of comparative philology. Panini, however, never says that i be-

48 Pänini 6.1.77. Many of Pänini's rules are stated in accordance with this scheme:
a -f abl. term, b -f gen. term, c -j- nom. term, d 4- lot. term.

In modern terminology this can be expressed by substitution rules as:
a b d -» a c d or:

b-»c in context a—d.
In the latter expression and in Pänini's expressions, repetition of a and d is avoided. (See
the article quoted above, note 5.)
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comes y. He speaks of replacing i by y, in the manner indicated above. His
commentators use in this connection the term "substitution" (ädesa). It is
of some importance to realize that laws of development such as "i becomes y,"
which are postulated without corresponding to perceptible change, are based
upon purely descriptive statements of the type "i is replaced by y." As in the
case of natural science, the most concise formulation yields the most probable
theory. The scientific value of a diachronic hypothesis depends on the sim-
plicity of a system of synchronic descriptions. This applies not only to linguis-
tics but also to anthropology.49 Morris Halle has shown this with regard to
sound laws of Indo-European, such as the laws of Grimm and Verner: "The
acceptance of these laws as historical fact is based wholly on considerations
of simplicity."50

When comparing Pänini's system with Euclid's Elements, a characteristic
of the latter, i.e., deduction, appears absent from the former. It is true that
there is a kind of deduction in Pänini's grammar: dadhyatra is deduced from
dadhi atra, and other forms are similarly deduced with the help of rules. But
such deductions do not seem to attain the same degree of generality as Euclid's
proofs. However, the difference reflects a distinction of object, not of structure.
In Euclid's geometry, propositions are derived from axioms with the help of
logical rules which are accepted as true. In Pänini's grammar, linguistic forms
are derived from grammatical elements with the help of rules which were framed
ad hoc (i.e., sütras). Both systems exhibit a structure of logical deduction with
the help of rules, and both scholars attempted to arrive at a structural descrip-
tion of facts. In both systems, contradictions and unnecessary complications
are avoided. In both cases, the aim is adequate and simple description.

So far, only one example of grammatical method in India has been given.
More detailed investigations into the methods of Euclid and Pänini would
throw light on points of difference as well. Another common characteristic
is the above-mentioned desire to shorten principles (where Euclid pays atten-
tion to minimum number, Pänini to minimum length), while disregarding the
length of derivations. In Kleene's mathematical logic, for example, the proposi-
tion a = a is deduced in seventeen steps.51 Pänini derives the aorist ajägarisam
("I woke up") from the stem jägr- and the affix -isam by making use of nine

« See J. F. Staal, "Sanskrit and Sanskritization," The Journal of Asian Studies 22
(1963), 261-275.

50 M. Halle, "On the Role of Simplicity in Linguistic Descriptions," in R. Jakobson,
ed., Structure of Language and Its Mathematical Aspects (Providence: American Mathe-
matical Society, 1961), 89-94.

51 S. C. Kleene, Introduction to Metamathematics (Amsterdam: North-Holland Pub-
lishing Co.; Groningen: P. Noordhoff, 1952), 84.
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different sutras*2 In modern logic, the underlying problem has come to the
forefront. Theoretical investigations on the length of proofs may also be rele-
vant to questions regarding the time needed by electronic computors. Quine,
who distinguishes, as we saw, two complementary types of simplicity, has ob-
tained short derivations and avoided a complicated substitution rule by assum-
ing an infinite list of axioms.

Historically speaking, Pänini's method has occupied a place comparable to
that held by Euclid's method in Western thought.53 Scientific developments
have therefore taken different directions in India and in the West. Pänini's
system produced at an early date such logical distinctions as those between
language and metalanguage, theorem and metatheorem, use and mention,
which were discovered much later in Europe.54 In other Indian sciences, e.g.,
in mathematics and astronomy, as well as in later grammatical systems of
Sanskrit, Prakrit, and Tamil, Systematic abbreviations are used which not
only are ingenuous but also constitute new adaptations of the same method.55

In India, Pänini's perfection and ingenuity have rarely been matched outside
the realm of linguistics. In the West, this corresponds to the belief that
mathematics is the most perfect among the sciences. Just as Plato reserved
admission to his Academy for geometricians, Indian scholars and philosophers
are expected to have first undergone a training in scientific linguistics. In India,
grammar was called the Veda of the Vedas, the science of sciences. Renou
declares: "To adhere to Indian thought means first of all to think like a gram-
marian" (Adherer ä la pensee indienne, c'est d'abord penser en grammairien) ,56

This has determined the form and method of a large part of Indian philosophy,
an important feature which is generally lost when Sanskrit originals are
translated into Western languages. It seems almost unavoidable that transla-
tions of an accurate original should therefore appear vague.

The simplicity criterion looms large in later Indian logic, where cumber-
some solutions are replaced by more perspicuous and elegant formulations.
Complicated arguments, theories, and technical concepts, as postulated, for
example, by the ritualistic philosophers of the Mimämsä, were rejected by

52 Quoted in L. Renou-J. Filliozat, L'lnde Classique II (Paris: Payot, 1953), 88.
53 See above, note 2.
54 See J. Brough, "Theories of General Linguistics in the Sanskrit Grammarians,"

Transactions of the Philological Society (1951), 27-46; J. F. Staal, "The Theory of Defini-
tion in Indian Logic," Journal of the American Oriental Society 81 (1961), 122-126.

55 See L. Renou, Introduction generate for J. Wackernagel, Altindische Grammatik I
(Göttingen: Van den Hoeck & Ruprecht), 123 note 614. See also P. S. Subrahmanya
Sastri, History of Grammatical Theories in Tamil (Madras: The Journal of Oriental Re-
search, 1934), 108.

5« L'lnde classique II 86.
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logicians because they could be derived from more elementary expressions.57

Such rejections are generally accompanied by the expression "gauraväf (on
account of heaviness). It is clear that this "Indian razor" could be fruitfully
applied also to Western philosophy, where heavy examples are common. While
simplicity of language is always a sign of good style, it has become a valued
indication of clarity of thought, especially in British philosophy.

The algebraic style of the sütras can assume forms which are hardly intel-
ligible without a commentary.58 What is clear to insiders becomes thereby
abstruse to outsiders, as is often the case in modern science. This is one of
the unavoidable implications of the use of an artificial language. A famous
Indian example is provided by the definition of Brahman, the Absolute, in the
Vedäntasütra as: "On account of which the origin, etc., of this."59 In order to
understand this it is necessary to know that the last word, "this," denotes this
world, while "origin, etc." means origin, preservation, and dissolution. Hence,
the sütra defines Brahman as that on account of which the origin, preservation,
and dissolution of this world exist. The term "etc.," at times ambiguous, which
has also led to discussions in the West, was used by Pänini to indicate lists of
words or roots by attaching it to the first member. Two appendices attached
to Pänini's grammar, the Dhätupätha and the Ganapätha, enumerate such
lists.60 Elsewhere in the grammar, special cases are enumerated within a
sütra, provided these are not too many. In the following verse this is ridiculed,
and a pun is made on the word "sütra" which signifies both "rule" and
"thread":

No wonder that the girl strings together glass, gems,
and gold on one thread.

Even Pänini, who ought to know better, combined dog,
youth, and king of the Gods in one rule.61

Finally, some sütras will be quoted from the traditional manual of a system
of Indian philosophy that more than any other has led in the West to un-

57 For example, arthäpatti, anupalabdhi.
58 The definition of sütra by Madhva (13th cent.) is itself not in sütra style: sval-

päksanam asamdigdham säravad visvatomukham astobham anavadyam ca sütram sütravido
viduh. See also L. Renou, Histoire de la langue sanskrite (Paris: Editions I AC, 1956),
53-59, and especially L. Renou, "Sur le genre du sütra dans la litterature sanskrite,"
Journal Asiatique, 251 (1963), 165-216.

59 janmädy asya yatah: Vedäntasütra I.12.
60 For a modern treatment of lists, see F. W. Householder, "Lists in Grammars,"

Logic, Methodology and Philosophy of Science: Proceedings of the 1960 International
Congress, 567-576.

61 käcam manim käncanam ekasütre grathnäti bälä na hi tad vicitram vikesavit
päninir ekasütre svänam yuvänam maghavänam äha, quoted in K. C. Chatter ji, Patanjali*s
Mahabhashya: Paspasahnika (Calcutta: A. Mukherjee and Co., 1957), 126. This refers to
Pänini 6.4.133.
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reliable treatment and mystification: the Yoga system as dealt with in Patan-
jali's Yoga-sutra. As indicated by the title, this treatise is composed of sütras.
In the first four sütras the subject matter is mentioned, defined, and charac-
terized. This is followed by a classification of some specific forms.

The sütras run as follows: " 1 . Now follows a treatment of yoga. 2. Yoga is
cessation of the functions of the mind. 3. Then the perceiver remains in his
own form. 4. Else he assumes the form of the functions."62 This is followed by
an enumeration of these functions. The remaining part of the first chapter
explains how the cessation of functions is brought about.

These four sütras lay the foundation for the entire system, which is con-
structed logically and fulfills the requirements of Indian methodology. Having
introduced and defined the subject matter, the sütras continue to explain each
technical term. The third sütra states what is philosophically most important
in the system. Whoever stops the functions of his mind, i.e., the yogin, is the
real man, who abides in himself (i.e., his self). The fourth sütra supplements
this by declaring that those who act differently, lose themselves (i.e., their
selves) and identify themselves with the functions of their mind.

In this system, the attempt at accurate description and construction is present
to the same extent as, for instance, in the chapter on affections in Spinoza's
Ethics. The study of Indian philosophy in general loses much of its importance
if the underlying methods are neglected. These methods are not only related
to the language in which they are expressed, but they are often directly in-
spired by studies of this language by Indian grammarians. In the West, the
recognition that linguistic structures play a decisive role in philosophy is
slowly gaining ground. In India, it has long been explicit. This recognition
may be expected increasingly to affect, if not to undermine, our philosophic
certainties.

62 (1) atha yogänufäsanam, (2) yogas cittavrttinirodhali, (3) tadä drastufy svarüpe
*vasthanam, (4) vrttisärüpyam itaratra.
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A METHOD OF LINGUISTIC DESCRIPTION

THE ORDER OF CONSONANTS ACCORDING TO PÄNINI

1. It is well known that the earliest and probably best descriptive grammar in
existence is the Sanskrit grammar of Pänini (?350 B.C.). The subject of the follow-
ing essay is Pänini's phonological analysis of the Sanskrit consonants. This illus-
trates some of the more important techniques used by Pänini and his colleagues.
It also enables us to reconstruct some of the methods by means of which Pänini
constructed his grammar.1

Though the analysis is of general interest, the object language is a particular
one, Sanskrit. Some knowledge of the sound system of Sanskrit is therefore
necessary to appreciate Pänini's treatment. For this purpose I adapt here a
part of the chart The Sanskrit Alphabet given by W. S. Allen in his book Pho-
netics in ancient India 20 (London, 1953). This chart explains at the same time
the customary Roman transliteration used in the following paper.

Similar enumerations or partial enumerations are given in some of the early
phonetic treatises which are the special subject of Allen's monograph. In Pänini's
grammar itself the matter is stated differently. His grammar consists of rules or
sütras grouped together in eight chapters and therefore often referred to as
Astädhyäyi 'the eight chapters'. Each chapter consists of four sections called päda
and within each päda the sütras are numbered from one onward. Each sütra of
the grammar is therefore determined by three numerals and is in general quoted
accordingly. For example, 7.3.102 refers to the 102nd sütra of the 3rd päda of
the 7th adhyäya.

The Astädhyäyi is preceded by the Sivasütra, a list of the sounds which are
used in the grammar. The order of sounds in this list is different from the order
of the above chart. Reasons for this difference will be given in detail below, but
the principle upon which they are based is accounted for, in Allen's words (ibid.),
'by the phonological, as opposed to phonetic, approach there adopted'.

SIVASÜTRA

a i u n / x I k / e o n / ai au c / ha ya va ra t / la n / na ma na nanam /
jha bha n /gha dha dha s / ja ba ga da da s / kha pha cha tha tha ca ta ta v /
ka pa y / sa sa sa r / ha I //

The Sivasütra starts with the vowels. Then come the semivowels and the con-
sonants, each one always followed by a short -a. Subdivisions in the list are
marked by certain indicatory sounds, always semivowels or consonants, which
are not followed by a short -a and therefore easily recognized. Such an indicatory
sound can be taken to indicate in the first place the end of a sütra. Similar de-
vices are not rare in a tradition like the Indian, which is predominantly oral.2

Reprinted from Language 38 (1962): 1 -10, by permission of the Linguistic Society of America.
1 I am grateful to Morris Halle for valuable suggestions.
2 See for example J. F. Staal, Nambudiri Veda recitation 24 ('s-Gravenhage, 1961).
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The view has been defended that the Sivasütra and the Astädhyäyi are mutually
independent. According to H. Sköld,3 the Sivasütra cannot be the work of Pänini.
The arguments he adduces for this are not only inconclusive but also rest on
numerous assumptions regarding the authenticity of certain sütras, all unproven.
Moreover Sköld makes no attempt to explain the order as it is. Actually no pa-
tient observer can fail to see that the Sivasütra and the Astädhyäyi presuppose
each other to a very large extent. This has moreover been convincingly estab-
lished by Paul Thieme in his book Pänini and the Veda 108-10 (Allahabad, 1935).

The close interrelationship between Sivasütra and Astädhyäyi is best illus-
trated by Panini's special use of the indicatory sounds given above, which are
called anubandha. These indicatory sounds belong to the metalanguage of
Pänini's grammar;4 they will from now on be printed in boldface. Each anubandha
enables Pänini to refer in his grammar to groups of sounds by means of a special
technique referred to as pratyähära 'condensation'. This technique consists in
referring to a sequence of sounds, the last of which is followed by an anubandha,
by means of an abbreviation consisting of the first sound of the group and the
anubandha following the last sound.5 For instance, the first three sounds a i u are

3 Facts and Conjectures about the Sivasütras, Papers on Pänini and Indian grammar in
general 8-22 (Lund and Leipzig, 1926).

4 Cf. Staal, The Theory of Definition in Indian Logic, JAOS 81.123-4 (1961).
6 Pänini 1.1.71: ädir antyena sahetä 'an initial sound joined to a final (indicatory) sound

(denotes the intervening sounds as well)'. This applies not only to the grouping of simple
sounds, but also to verbal and nominal terminations, etc.
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followed by the anubandhan. Therefore an denotes the sounds a i u; in denotes
the sounds i and u; un denotes u and is hence superfluous as an abbreviation.6

From this it is obvious that the sounds should be ordered in such a way, and that
the indicatory sounds should be inserted at such spots, that it becomes easy to
refer to all sounds which have to be combined in groups in the grammatical
statements.

The problem can be expressed in mathematical terms. Let a set of n sounds be
ordered as a sequence ai, ..., an. Let this sequence be interrupted at certain spots
by indicatory sounds x, such that Xi is the indicatory sound following the sound
ax. Then the sequence of sounds aly ..., a} can be 'condensed' to aiXj. Now the
question is, given a set of combinations of sounds ah ..., am which are needed in
the grammar, how to establish an ordered sequence of the above type with ap-
propriate insertions of indicatory sounds. This was Pänini 's problem when he
constructed the Sivasütra. In general, if a combination ai,..., am is needed this re-
quires the insertion of an indicatory sound xm in the list; but as we shall see,
Pänini simplified this requirement. His procedure was probably along the follow-
ing lines. He gave provisional formulations of several grammatical rules where
certain groups of sounds were needed. He then constructed the Sivasütra on the
base of these requirements, which had to be carefully combined. Lastly he gave
the final formulation to the grammatical rules concerned with the help of 'con-
densations' based upon the Sivasütra.

We shall now try to reconstruct some of the procedures used by Pänini and
illustrate the method which led to the construction of the Sivasütra. The only
scholar, apparently, who has given a detailed discussion of this matter is Paul
Thieme, in the work mentioned. But while his discussion of the relatively trans-
parent order of vowels is exemplary, the discussion of the order of consonants is
incomplete and not always correct.

The procedure followed by Pänini in the construction of the Sivasütra with the
appropriate insertions of indicatory sounds deserves attentive study, for Pänini
arrived by means of similar procedures at the establishment of the order of other
rules and the use of other indicatory sounds by means of which he could refer
to linguistic forms (verbal and nominal terminations, etc.).

2. We shall rewrite the list of consonants of the Sivasütra in tabular form,
since this will enable us to refer to rows and columns in a simple manner:

n
jh
j
kh
c
s

m
bhi
b
ph
t
s

Here indicatory sounds are written
consonant is left out here but will

n
a gh

g
ch
tv

n
dh
d
th
k

as subscripts.
be used when

dhs

d£ '
th
Vy

The short -a which follows each
a pratyähära is formed. Thieme

6 That u itself here denotes both u and ü is irrelevant in the present context. Pänini re-
fers to short u by means of uX. This applies similarly to a and i in accordance with 1.1.70:
taparas tatkälasya '(a vowel) followed by t denotes (the vowel) of its own length'.
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has formulated the general principle with the help of which this order should be
explained:7 'The arrangement of Panini's list of sounds, which at first looks rather
disorderly, is explainable as due to the phonetic catalogue of sounds having been
adapted to the practical requirements of the grammar, in which Pänini wanted
to refer to certain groups of sounds by short expressions'.

The first point which strikes us here is that the horizontal order reflects the
manner of articulation of the sounds: the rows give us respectively nasals, as-
pirated and unaspirated voiced stops, aspirated and unaspirated voiceless stops.
Then follow the fricatives, which we will leave out of consideration for the time
being. One might accordingly expect the vertical order to reflect the place of
articulation of the sounds. If the order of sounds in the other rows were in ac-
cordance with the order of sounds in the first row, the columns would give us
respectively palatals, labials, velars, retroflexes, and dentals. This order is found
in the first three rows, but not in the last two. Actually this poses no direct
problem to Pänini, as he uses another kind of abbreviation for these groups by
denoting them by their unaspirated voiceless member followed by short -u.8 For
example k\x denotes the velars k, kh, g, gh, n.

We shall now have to explain the order of rows and the order of sounds within
each row. Thieme (102) explains the order of rows as follows: 'Within the groups,
there came first the simplest sounds, the surd mutes, and last the most compli-
cated, the aspirant sonant mutes and the nasal consonants.' Here Pänini's order
is reversed and a standard is introduced—simplicity—which may not be a
formally definable characteristic.9 As we shall see, the order will be reversed
later. Thieme proceeds to explain the order of sounds within each row as follows:
"The groups themselves followed each other according to the place of the articu-
lating organs, which determine the character of each, in the mouth, proceeding
from the back, the throat (kantha), to the front, the lips.' As this suggested order
does not obtain in any of the five rows, which in addition are not parallel to
each other, Thieme proceeds to modify this scheme in order to arrive at Pänini's
order. He first constructs:

n
gh
9
kh
k

n
ß
3
ch
c

n
dh
d
th
t

n
dh
d
th
t

m
bh
b
ph
V

by reading the original table from right to left and upwards. One might ask
whether such a table could not equally well serve as a starting point, being, as
Thieme himself observes, 'as strictly phonetic as the old one'. Now the irregulari-
ties have to be explained and Thieme proceeds by stating (106) that this arrange-

7 Pänini and the Veda 104; cf. also Allen, Phonetics in ancient India 20 n.
8 Panini 1.1.69: anudit savarnasya cäpratyayah 'an (vowels and semivowels) and (con-

sonants) marked with u denote the homorganic sounds as well, provided they are not suf-
fixes'. For savarna 'homorganic' see L. Renou, Terminologie grammaticale du Sanskrit 331
(Paris, 1957), and Allen, Phonetics in ancient India 45.

9 This criterion is related to N. S. Trubetzkoy's distinction between merkmaltragend
and merkmallos: Grundzüge der Phonologie 67 (reprinted Göttingen, 1958).
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ment 'could be made still more serviceable by singling out certain sounds which
had to be excluded on certain occasions from operations that were applied to, or
were conditioned by, their fellow sounds. Such were jh and bh, and k and p. In
consequence, the arrangement according to the place of articulation, till now
observable within the groups, was disturbed in two places.' We are not told, how-
ever, why these two pairs are singled out and why the first pair is placed in front as

jh bh gh dh dh

while the second is placed behind as

c t t k p.

But we are told that in the first row the order of the second is anticipated, so
that we arrive at:

ft m n n n
jh bh gh dh dh.

Analogously, according to Thieme, in the fourth row the order of the fifth is an-
ticipated, so that we arrive at:

which Thieme writes as:

k p.

But this does not explain why the third row follows the second and does not for
example anticipate the last row; and why the fourth row can only be said to
anticipate the fifth if the latter is written as Thieme wrote it, i.e. as

k p c t t,

which is different from Pänini's order. In general we may ask whether such an-
ticipations can be called rational in the beginning of a grammar where few
things seem to be without a necessary reason. Why for instance do certain rows
anticipate certain others, but not all? Why could certain rows not follow certain
others?

There are points which appear to remain unexplained as well in the singling
out of certain sounds as in the change of order in consecutive rows. Moreover
these attempts at an explanation do not yet take the indicatory sounds into account.

3. In order to arrive at a fuller explanation we should first of all observe the
location of the indicatory sounds in the table as Pänini gives it. We may for the
time being accept without questioning that they are placed at the end of rows:
for this, presumably, facilitates reference to the rows as a whole. But three ques-
tions arise in this connection: (1) Why is there an anubandha after bh? (2) Why
is there an anubandha after t? (3) Why is there no anubandha after th?

kh
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ph
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The first point seems to confirm Thieme's assertion that jh and bh had to be
singled out. The second point on the other hand appears to refute his view that
k and p had to be singled out. For in Pänini's order, k and p can easily be referred
to as kay without an extra anubandha being introduced. Actually Pänini does
not need this pratyahära anywhere. If on the other hand k and p had been placed
at the beginning of the fourth row, an anubandha could have been inserted after p
just as an anubandha was inserted after bh. The fact that the fifth row starts with
c 11 followed by an anubandha, while the fourth is not followed by an anubandha,
seems to suggest that Pänini wished to single out a group of certain sounds in the
fourth row as well as c, t, and t.

These questions can only be answered completely by a close investigation into
the pratyahära combinations which Pänini actually forms and uses. This in turn
can be explained by the groups which Pänini needs in the formulation of gram-
matical rules. These groups can be expected to explain not only the location of
the indicatory sounds, but the order of sounds as well. Such a study can be
rather easily undertaken with the help of the list of pratyahära combinations
given by Boehtlingk in his note on the Sivasütra and by the alphabetical Er-
klärung der grammatischen Elemente of the same scholar, which also enumerates
the sütras where a given pratyahära is utilised.10

First a general methodological principle of Pänini has to be observed. When
Pänini uses a pratyahära to refer to a group of sounds, this group should contain
ONLY sounds occurring in the sequence denoted by the pratyahära, but it need
not contain ALL sounds of the sequence. For example the pratyahära yah denotes
the sequence of sounds y v r I ft m n n n jh bh. But Pänini uses yah to refer to a
group of sounds actually consisting of only m v y bh.

Another general principle is also implicitly used by Pänini. This is the famous
economy criterion, which the later grammarians denoted by the term läghava
'lightness, conciseness'.11 In accordance with this principle each linguistic rule
should be given in the shortest possible form, whereas the number of metalin-
guistic symbols should be reduced as far as possible. The group of sounds mvybh,
therefore, should be referred to by means of yah, rather than by 'pu and yaV or
the like. Similarly, as we shall see, the number of anubandhas also should be as
far as possible reduced.

The pratyahära yah is the only pratyahära which makes use of the anubandha n.
It is used in two grammatical rules, 7.3.101 and 7.3.102. The first says that
there is lengthening of a short final a of a verbal stem before a verbal ending
beginning with yah.12 Examples: *paca-mi —> pacämi lI cook'; *paca-vah —>

10 O. Boehtlingk, Pänini's Grammatik 1 and 146*-92* (Leipzig, 1887).
11 This concept was used by the grammarians (see Renou, La Durghatavrtti de ßaranadeva

1.1.81-2 n. [Paris, 1940]) and by other authors of scientific Sanskrit, in particular the logi-
cians; see D. H. H. Ingalls, Materials for the study of Navya-nyäya logic 47 (Cambridge,
Mass., 1951). For a comparison between the uses of the economy criterion in logic and in
grammar see Staal, Contraposition in Indian Logic, to appear in Proceedings of the 1960
International Congress for Logic, Methodology and Philosophy of Science (Stanford).

12 Pänini 7.3.101: ato dlrgho yani 'a long vowel is substituted for the final a of a verbal
stem before (a särvadhätuka ending beginning with) yan\ The särvadhätuka endings com-
prise most verbal endings (see Renou, Terminologie grammatical du Sanskrit 337).
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pacävah 'we both cook\ The next rule says that this holds 'also before a nominal
ending',13 i.e. that there is lengthening of a short final a of a nominal stem before
a nominal ending beginning with yan. Examples: *vrksa-ya —» vrksäya 'to the
tree'; *vrksa-bhyäm —> vrksäbhyäm 'to two trees'. In other words, of yan we need
only mvybh. On the other hand we wish to exclude many other consonants, e.g.
t and s (for we have merely pacasi, pacati 'you cook, he cooks', without lengthen-
ing). The question arises whether yas would not have been as good as yan, which
would enable us to do without the anubandha n. However yas would include dh,
which is the first sound of the ending of the 2nd plural present middle. Because
we actually have in Sanskrit paca-dhve 'you cook for yourselves' and not *pacä-
dhve, the sound dh has to be excluded from the rule. Therefore an anubandha is
needed after either bh, gh or dh. It is understandable that Pänini placed the
anubandha after bh, the last sound he wished to include in his group.

This shows (1) that the location of bh before dh and the location of the anu-
bandha h was established AFTER a provisional formulation of the rules 7.3.101-102,
possibly by means of the unabbreviated enumeration 'm, v, y, and bhy; (2) that
the final formulation of these two rules with the help of yan took place AFTER the
establishment of the order and the location of the anubandha. At the same time
it becomes imperative, given the location of the semivowels immediately before
the group of nasals and stops, to begin the latter group with the nasals and the
aspirated voiced stops containing bh. This follows from the fact that the fourth
and fifth row contain sounds which do not cause lengthening of the a in the situa-
tion described in 7.3.101-102 (namely th and t; similarly the following row of the
fricatives, containing s). The question remains whether the third row could not
have been placed elsewhere. But for this there are other reasons. Pänini needs
jhas for referring to all voiced stops in sOtra 8.4.53, which states14 that unaspirated
voiced stops (jas) are substituted for stops, fricatives, and h (jhal15), when a
voiced stop (jhas) follows. Example: Habh-dhä (from *labh-ta) —> labdhä 'he will
take'.

This gives us all the reasons for the singling out of bh and the insertion of an
anubandha after it. The question remains whether bh could not have been placed
before jh, as jh at any rate does not occur in a position which would affect the
situation dealt with in 7.3.101-102. The answer to this could be inferred from the
use of the pratyähäras bhas as well as bas in 8.2.37, which states:16 'bhas (is to be
substituted) for (initial) bas of a monosyllabic (verbal stem) ending in jhas,
either at the end of a word or followed by a suffix with initial s or dhv\ Examples:

13 Pänini 7.3.102: supi ca 'also before a nominal ending'. The metalinguistic expression
sup is a pratyähära formed from su, the name of the ending -s of the first (i.e. Nominative)
case in the Singular in combination with the anubandha p which is placed after the ending
of the last (i.e. Locative) case in the Plural. In our system su could also be written su or
even su (since the Nominative Singular ending is often zero).

14 Pänini 8.4.53: jhaläm ja§ jhaH 'jas is substituted for jhal when jhas follows'.
15 The inclusion of fricatives and h in jhal is here purely theoretical, as Renou rightly

observes, La grammaire de Pänini 3.143 (Paris, 1954).
16 Pänini 8.2.37: ekäco baäo bhas jhasantasya sdhvoh.
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bhotsyate 'he will perceive' from budh-; godhuk 'milker of cows' from dugh-. It is
not entirely clear, however, why jh should be excluded here.17

The order of sounds in the first row is not merely an anticipation of the order
of sounds in the second row, but is partly necessitated by the fact that Pänini
has to combine velar, retroflex, and dental nasals in one group whilst excluding
the labial and palatal nasals. This is needed in sütra 8.3.32, which states:18 'nam
(has to be placed) before a(n initial) vowel after (final) nam (respectively) after
a short vowel'. Examples: *udan äste —•> udannäste 'he sits towards the North';
*van äste —» vannäste(?); *kurvan äste —> kurvannäste 'he sits while doing'. This
does not hold for m, for we have aham asmi 'I am', which does not become *aham-
masmi. This case shows again, analogously, that the subdivision of the first row
in two groups was established after a provisional formulation of 8.3.32, and that
the final formulation of this rule took place after the subdivision of the nasals.
In addition it may be observed that it was obviously preferable to place the
group n n n after n m, and not before; for otherwise an additional anubandha
would have had to be introduced after n, which would conflict with the economy
criterion mentioned earlier. A final anubandha was at any rate required, because
reference is made to the group of semivowels and nasals, now referred to by yam.
This is an additional reason which necessitates the location of the semivowels
immediately before the nasals.

4. Now let us consider the final row of stops. The anubandha v is used in only
one pratyähära, namely chav. This denotes the sequence of unvoiced 'central'
stops,19 aspirated and unaspirated, needed in sütra 8.3.7, which states20 that
anusvära is substituted for a final n (excepting the final n of prasän 'calm') when
chav follows. Example: bhaväms cinoti 'he collects' from *bhavan cinoti. This re-
quirement leads to location of the group ch th th at the end of the fourth row and
location of the group c U a t the beginning of the fifth row. Here again this order

17 Cf. J. Wackernagel, Altindische Grammatik 1.§106 (Göttingen, 1896), where palatals
are not mentioned. The sound jh is a late development in Sanskrit (Wackernagel §141).

18 Pänini 8.3.32: namo hrasväd act namun nityam. For nityam 'necessarily' cf. Renou,
Etudes vediques et PaninSennes 1.126-7 (Paris, 1955).

19 The term central is used by M. Halle, In Defense of the Number Two, Studies presented
to Joshua Whatmough 71 ('s-Gravenhage, 1957). This concept could be used in connection
with the classification of sounds which do not interfere with the retroflexion caused by
r, f, r, and s. See Pänini 8.4.1: rasäbhyäm no nah samänapade 'n is substituted for n after
r and s in the same word'; 8.4.2: at-ku-pv-än-num-vyaväye 'pi 'also when at (here: vowels,
y, v, h), ku (velars), p\x (labials), an (the preposition ä), or an augment intervenes'. (For
'interfering' articulations the term used in the same context in the Rkprätüäkhya is vigh-
nakrt: Renou, Terminologie grammaticale du Sanskrit 493.) According to these two rules,
*arkena —> arkena 'by the sun', *premna —> premnä 'by love'; but in arcanam 'worship',
arnavena 'by the ocean' and ardhena 'by half there is no retroflexion of the dental n. An-
other instance where the concept could be used is the rule according to which the dental
fricative s is substituted for the voiceless 'glottal' visarjanlya (h) when followed by a suffix
beginning with an unvoiced 'noncentral' stop (i.e. k and p); Pänini 8.3.38: so'padädau 's
is substituted (for h, when k and p) not occurring at the beginning of a word, follow'. Ex-
amples: *payah-pa —> payaspa 'milk-drinker', *payah-käma —> payaskäma 'desire for milk'.
This rule is optional; cf. Pänini 8.3.37, 49.

20 Pänini 8.3.7: na§ chavy apraGän.
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follows a provisional formulation of 8.3.7, but precedes the final formulation of
this rule with the help of chav. This of course does not yet explain the order c 11
within the group. But that may merely reflect the order of the related sounds in
the first three rows—an assumption which seems less artificial than that of an-
ticipation of a certain row in a previous one.

The anubandha sounds at the end of the first three rows have by now been
explained as well. The last remaining anubandha is y, which however is obviously
required when reference is to be made to all stops (jhay) or all unvoiced stops
(khay). Reference is made to may in sütra 8.3.33.21 If it were clear why here n
is to be excluded, an explanation would have been given for the order of the first
two sounds in the first row (ft m) and perhaps, accordingly, in the second and
third rows.

This completes the discussion of the order of nasals and stops and the insertion
of indicatory sounds. The addition of the fricatives sss followed by the anubandha
r does not present a difficult problem. The order of the third, fourth, and fifth
rows has been explained already, and Pänini wished in addition to combine the
fricatives with the unaspirated voiceless stops. This is needed in sütra 1.1.58 and
in sütras 8.4.54-56 on reduplication. A discussion of these rules will not be under-
taken here, since it would necessitate the analysis of numerous other sütras. More-
over the inclusion of fricatives in the reduplication rules appears to be purely
theoretical. The order of fricatives within the group s s s is the same as the order
of the three corresponding sounds in the five rows discussed before.

The final position of hal, lastly, can be easily explained; Boehtlingk's explana-
tion appears to be incorrect. He says (Päninifs Grammatik 1): 'ha erscheint
zweimal, um die Sigla (pratyähära) hal und has bilden zu können'. This is not
clear: for if the final sound h with its anubandha 1 were not there, has would con-
tinue to be denoted by has, while hal would be denoted by hax. The right ex-
planation should be that the double occurrence of h enables Pänini to combine
the sound h on the one hand with the semivowels, nasals, and voiced stops (by
means of the pratyähära has), on the other hand with the fricatives (by means of
the pratyähära sal). This reflects the phonetic fact that h is the only voiced frica-
tive. The above analysis shows that it was impossible to solve this difficulty in
any other way, as the rows could not have been ordered differently. At the same
time the sound h could not have been placed BEFORE the fricatives (by means of
which the introduction of the final anubandha 1 could have been avoided), for in
such pratyähära combinations as khat the sound h could not have been included.
This condensation khax is used in sütra 8.4.55, where it is stated22 that (in internal
sandhi) an unaspirated voiceless stop is substituted for a stop when followed by
khax. For example: *bhed-tum —> bhettum 'to split'. But h should not have been
included in khax, for we have (in external sandhi), from Had hi, not Hat hi but
tad dhi 'because that'. Hence h has to follow the fricatives.

The analysis above may give a glimpse of the techniques used in Pänini 's
workshop. It also shows that a phonological analysis of the sounds of a language,

21 Pänini 8.3.33: maya uno vo vä 'after may the consonant v may be substituted for the
particle u (when a vowel follows)'. Example: kirn u ayam or kim v ayam Vho is this?'.

22 Pänini 8.4.55: khari ca 'also when khax follows (ja§ is substituted for jha\)J.
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expressed in a mere list with subdivisions, can be fully determined by the gram-
matical structure of the language. Here I have attempted to establish some of
the methods underlying the construction of Pänini's grammar by a purely inter-
nal analysis. The same material could be analysed by studying the commentaries
from Patafijali onwards; but this would require an extensive analysis, as is evi-
dent from Thieme's study of the treatment of värttika 5 on Pänini 1.1.9 in the
commentaries.23

23 P. Thieme, Bhäsya zu värttika zu Pänini 1.1.9 und seine einheimischen Erklärer, Nach-
richten der Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Göttingen, philologisch-historische Klasse NF
1.5.171-216 (Berlin, 1935).



T E N

CONTEXT-SENSITIVE RULES IN PÄNINI

Many rules used in grammatical description apply only within certain
contexts. For example, the rule that i is replaced by y applies in Sanskrit
only when a vowel follows. A simple and natural way of writing this would
be as:

[i -+ y] vowelx,

where the context is marked by brackets, or as:

/ -* y i n the context: — vowel.

In general, when a rule states that b is replaced by c in the context a—d> so
that in fact we have:

abd-+acd,
we shall write:

a\b-+c\d (1)

which expresses the same as:

b -+ c in the context a—d.

In what follows it will be assumed that b is always a single element. If either
a or d or both are nonnull, such rules are called context-sensitive. If both
a and d are null, the rules are called context-free. A constituent-structure
grammar containing only context-sensitive rules is called a context-sensitive
grammar; a constituent-structure grammar containing only context-free
rules is called context-free.

Chomsky, from whom this terminology is taken 2, has shown that context-
sensitive grammars are essentially richer than context-free grammars. But
even context-sensitive grammars are most likely unable to account for all
features of natural languages. In the following we shall be concerned with
some rules of Sanskrit grammar as described by Pänini, which are context-
sensitive. It is neither suggested that such rules suffice for the description of

1 Elements of the metalanguage will be written in Roman in formulas but sometimes in
italics in the text, whereas elements of the object-language will always be written in italics.
This paper will also be published in Festschrift M. B. Emeneau (Ed. B. Krishnamurti).
2 See e.g., N. Chomsky-G. A. Miller, 'Introduction to the formal analysis of natural
languages' in: Handbook of Mathematical Psychology, New York 1963, II, 294.
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Sanskrit grammar, nor that Pänini thought so. On the other hand, context-
free rules (which have been shown to suffice for example for the grammatical
description of such programming languages as ALGOL) were clearly in-
sufficient for Pänini's purpose. Pänini's use of context-sensitive rules and his
theoretical preoccupation with their general metalinguistic description, may
inspire modern theorists to study the formal properties of context-sensitive
grammars in greater detail than has been done so far. Also in automata
theory, little appears to be known about the corresponding automata, namely
nondeterministic linear-bounded automata. Yet context-sensitive grammars
are needed for the description of perhaps most features of natural languages.

Pänini's theoretical preoccupation with the general metalinguistic de-
scription of context-sensitive rules is found in his grammar mainly in three
metarules, viz., rules which state how other rules have to be interpreted and
used.3 In these rules it is presupposed that the main function of a grammatical
rule is to express a substitution. The substitute Pänini prescribes is always
the subject of the rule and therefore occurs in the nominative case. It corre-
sponds to what is denoted by c in (1). However, as we shall see, the sub-
stituendum is not always a single element, in which case the rule is neither
context-sensitive, nor context-free. The three metarules referred to are the
following:

1.1.49 sasthl sthäneyogä
1.1.66 tasminn iti nirdisfe pürvasya
1.1.67 tasmäd ity uttarasya.

The first rule states: "the sixth (i.e., genitive case ending) is used for that
in the place of which (something is substituted)", viz., for the substituendum
denoted by b in (1). The second rule states: "when something is referred to
with the locative ending, (the substitute appears) in the place of the preceding
element", viz., the preceeding element of what is denoted by d in (1). The
third rule states: "when something is referred to with the ablative ending,
(the substitute appears) in the place of the following element", viz., the
following element of what is denoted by a in (1).

Pänini therefore refers to context-sensitive rules by means of expressions
of the form:

a + ablative ending, b 4- genitive ending,
c + nominative ending, d + locative ending. (2)

Some pandits expand this as follows: "after a, in the place of b (b 4- genitive
ending sthäne), c, when d follows (d + locative ending pare)". Pänini's ex-

3 Cf. J. F. Staal, "The theory of definition in Indian logic', Journal of the American
Oriental Society 81 (1961) 123-4. See also B. Shefts, Grammatical Method in Pänini,
New Haven 1961, 4, note 8.
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pression (2) corresponds to (1), but it should be noted that the order of
elements in (2) is not fixed since their function is fully circumscribed by the
case endings. In (1), on the other hand, the order is fixed, since the function
of the elements depends only on their place in the formula. The difference
between (1) and (2) reflects the fact that in expressions such as (2) which
occur in inflected languages word order is immaterial, whereas the order of
elements in (1) is as important as word order is in modern uninflected
languages in general.4

Before exemplifying Pänini's use of context-sensitive rules some other
methodological devices employed in his grammar will have to be mentioned.
Most of these arise from the desire to obtain conciseness and simplicity (of
a particular kind). The first and most well-known of these devices is anuvrtti
"recurrence". In accordance with this principle the repetition of a recurrent
element or string should be avoided. This necessitates that the rules be
ordered in a fixed manner.5 Here the recurrent element will be supplied in
parentheses whenever necessary. For example, instead of the rules:

ai [bl-^ci'\dl

at [b2 -> c2~\ d2

Pänini writes:
ai [

The second rule has anuvrtti of at and may be expanded, whenever necessary,
as:

(al)\_b2^c2]d2.

The use of anuvrtti may be extended over numerous rules which need not
all occur consecutively. Ambiguity is therefore not always excluded, whereas
further extension of this practice leads to certain anomalies which it is not
necessary to refer to here.6

Another useful simplification is arrived at by listing elements and referring
to these in their respective order in the list. For example, instead of the set
of rules:

4 Optional word order is not easily described by grammars based upon concatenation:
cf. J. F. Staal, 'Relocation, quotation and nominalization', Festschrift I. M. Bochenski
(forthcoming).
5 Outside the Indian tradition, the first to emphasize this appears to be Morris Halle
(e.g., 4On the role of simplicity in linguistic descriptions', Structure of Language and its
Mathematical Aspects, American Mathematical Society, Providence 1961,89-94; 'Phonolo-
gy in Generative Grammar', Word 18 (1962) 54-72.
6 See L. Renou, La Durghafavrtti de Saranadeva 11, Paris 1940, 85-6 and Terminologie
grammatical du Sanskrit, Paris 1957, s.v. man4ükagatit simhävalokita.
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Pänini formulates a single rule as follows:

This will be written as:

_ K

Lastly Pänini uses many artificial metalinguistic expressions to refer to
particular elements of the object-language. The condensations (pratyähära)
described elsewhere7, which are used in the following examples are:

'a
'at'
'ac'
7k'
'en'
'ec'
'yari

for'a , Ö ' ; 7

for '(short)
' for 7,

for 'all vowels'
for 7', w, r, I
for 'e, o'
for 'e, o, ai
for 'j>a, t;a,

'gund for

a

0
ar
al

with

ä

'vrddhV for
ai
au
är
äl

with

, au'
ra, /a'

respect

respect

V;

to

to

etc.

a

*
u
r
I

a
i
u
r
I

Additional artificial metalinguistic elements, where indicatory letters perform
various functions8, are the following:
7 J. F. Staal, *A method of linguistic description: the order of consonants according to
Pänini', Language 38 (1962) 1-10.
8 Cf. Language 39 (1963) 483-8.
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'mk' for a certain infix '/'
'pit' for an element marked 'p'
'kit' for a certain class of suffixes, including kvip and \yap
'of for the verbal augment 'J'.

Lastly use is made of the following metalinguistic expressions, which
gradually merge into the vocabulary of ordinary natural Sanskrit:

hrasva 'short'
dlrgha 'long'
samhitä 'continuous (speech)'
pratyaya 'suffix'
pürva 'preceding'
para 'following'
pada 'word'
anta 'end' (hence padänta 'end of a word')
savarna 'homorganic'9

eka 'one'
ca 'and'.

The context-sensitive rules which will now be analysed have been selected
from the first päda of the sixth adhyäya of Pänini's grammar. They deal
with the more well-known features of vowel sandhi. The rules are the
following:

6.1.71 hrasvasya piti krti tuk
6.1.72 samhitäyäm
6.1.73 ehe ca
6.1.77 iko yan aci
6.1.78 eco'yaväyävah
6.1.79 vänto yi pratyaye
6.1.84 ekah pürvaparayoh
6.1.85 antädivac ca
6.1.87 ädgunah
6.1.88 vrddhir eci
6.1.90 ätas ca
6.1.94 ehi pararüpam
6.1.96 usy apadäntät
6.1.97 ato gune
6.1.101 akah savarne dirghah
6.1.107 amipürvah
6.1.109 enah padäntäd ati
9 See Language 38 (1962) 4 note 8.
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Before analysing these rules some remarks must be made. From a certain
rule onwards Pänini considers rules of the form:

[Pi+Pi^e]. (3)

The rule 6.1.84 which introduces these expressions is actually a metarule.
The next metarule, 6.1.85, states that the new substitute is both the final
element of the preceding word and the initial element of the following
word, i.e.:

a[/7i + Pi -• e]ß generates aeß.

Rules of this kind are neither context-sensitive, nor context-free, since the
substituendum is not a single element. However, if a null-element cp is
introduced, (3), whether or not restricted by a context a—/?, can be replaced
by two context-sensitive rules and one context-free rule either as:

[pl-+e*~\p2

e*[p2->ip\

or as:

e*-+e.

The freshly introduced symbol e* is needed to prevent the application of
ei.Pi -* <p] to cases where ep2 does not result from the application of
{.Pi ~*e]p2 (respectively, to prevent the application of [px -»(p\ e to cases
where pxe does not result from the application of pi[mp2-+e]). In general,
any rule of the form:

al...am-+bi...bn (4)

(the symbols + expressing concatenation have been omitted), whether or
not restricted by a context a—ß, can be replaced by an ordered list of m
context-sensitive rules:

[ai-+b*']a2...am

b* [a,- -> q>] for i = 2 , . . . ,m

followed by one context-free rule:

The freshly introduced symbol b* is needed to prevent the application of
^i- • -b„[ßi~* 9~\ to cases where bt.. .bnat does not result from the appli-
cation of [ai -+ bY... b^\ a2... am or earlier applications of bt... bn \a{ -* (p\.

Also (4) can be replaced by other rules in more than one way. Moreover,
the deletions introduced by q> prevent the association of a unique P-marker
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with the string bt.. .bn. A similar difficulty presents itself when the null-
element is used to bring into line rules of the form:

a[c\d%

where a new element is introduced (e.g., 6.1.71), with context-sensitive rules
by writing:

a[y-*c]d. (5)

Because of these ambiguities rules such as (3)-(5) are generally excluded
from a context-sensitive grammar.

ANALYSIS

6.1.71 (root ending with) short (vowel) [fuk] pit kit
6.1.72 in continuous speech (this rule continues through anuvrtti in the

following rules)
6.1.73 (root ending with short vowel) [fuk] ch

6.1.77

6.1.78

6.1.79

6.1.84

6.1.85

6.1.87

U S

l

ay
av
dy
äv

vowel

(vowel)

K in ) ( n )\ 1
i f ~* j -1 iH S U^X (beginning with) y
( au) (a)/ \

[preceding 4- following -» one] (this rule continues through
anuvrtti in the following rules)
(a[/?, +/?2 -> e]ß) generates aeß

a +

a
i
u
r
I

-

a
e
0
ar
al

6.1.88 \
i I
uJ : \ \
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6.1.90

6.1.94

6.1.96

6.1.97

CHAPTER TEN

6.1.101

6.1.107

6.1.109

( vowel

F (e) (e)
(preverb ending a) -f < ; -* \ ;

L (o) (o\
[non-final (— a—) + us ( -* w^)]

a

(non-final) a +

a
i

+ -

a
i
u

r
I.

—•

ä

I

ü

7

/"

a

i

u

r

+ a - > •

i

2/

r

m

COMMENTS AND EXAMPLES

6.1.71 The elements within parentheses are recurrent elements from
earlier rules. Since lyap is a krt-suffix realized as ya and marked
with a p, this rule is exemplified by: prakr-ya-*prakrtya.

6A .12 This rule remains valid until 6.1.157.
6.1.73 Example: ga-chati^* gatchati. This is replaced by gacchati in

accordance with 8.4.40.
6.1.77 Examples: dadhi atra -+ dadhy atra; madhu atra -• madhv atra.
6.1.78 Examples: ce-ana -> cayana; lau-ana -> lävana.
6.1.79 This rule refers to av and äv in the previous rule by singling out

the common element v. Example: nau-ya -> nävya.
6.1.84-5 Discussed before. These rules remain valid until 6.1.111.
6.1.87 This rule is formulated for all vowels (ac) though in fact it does

not hold for e, o, ai9 au (ec). However for these vowels the next
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rule is especially formulated and hence they are excluded from the
present rule by an application of the well-known metarule
vipratisedhe param 'in case of contradiction, the following (rule
prevails)'.10 By means of this Pänini is able to use the anuvrtti of
öc from 6.1.77. The alternative would have been to mention ak
(for a, /, w, r, /). Note also that a, /, . . . stand for the long and
short vowels a, d; i, i; . . . . Examples: tava idam -* tavedam;
tava udakam -> tavodakam.

6.1.88 Examples: brahma eti -» brahmaiti; brahma odana -* brahmaudana.
6.1.90 There is anuvrtti of ac from 6.1.77 and of vrddhi from 6.1.88.

Example: d-iksata -+ aiksata.
6.1.94 There is anuvrtti of a (denoting a and a) from 6.1.87 and of

'preverb' from 6.1.91. The expression 'following' indicates that
LPi + Pi -* Pi\- This can be replaced by as a context-sensitive rule
by means of: [pl -> (p]p2-
Example: pra-elayati -> prelayati.

6.1.96 Example: bhindyd-us->bhindyus.
6.1.97 Here the short a is expressly mentioned (referred to by at in

accordance with 1.1.70) and there is anuvrtti of 'non-final' from
6.1.96 and of'following' from 6.1.94.
Examples: paca-anti-+pacanti; paca-e -+pace.

6.1.101 Note again that a, /, . . . stand for the long and short vowels.
Examples: danda agram -> danddgram; adhi-itya -> adhitya.

6.1.107 The expression 'preceding' indicates that [/?x +p2 ->/>!]. This can
be replaced by a context-sensitive rule by means of: px [p2 -+ <p].
Examples: vrksa-am->vrksam; agni-am-+agnim; vdyu-am-+
vdyum. Note that this rule would be superfluous should am be
replaced by m. However this would lead to difficulties in other
parts of the grammar.

6.1.109 There is anuvrtti of 'preceding' from the preceding rule. The
short a is again expressly mentioned. Example: agne atra->
agne'tra (the avagraha ' is introduced by another rule).

The structure of Pänini's grammar is such that it is difficult to isolate a set of
rules without referring to many other rules, which in turn refer to other
rules, etc. The rules dealing with vowel sandhi, selected for the above
analysis, can be isolated from the system only at the expense of introducing
a certain amount of artificiality. Apparent complexities and subtleties dis-
appear however, when it is realized that particular methods and abbrevi-

10 See J. F. Staal, 'Negation and the law of contradiction: a comparative study', Bulletin
of the School of Oriental and African Studies 25 (1962) 52-71.
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ations are frequently and consistently used throughout the system. The
more rules analysed, the fewer comments required. A complete analysis of
all context-sensitive rules in Pänini's grammar with the help of the above
formalizations would certainly be a lengthy affair, but it would also present
a more unified and consistent picture of what Bloomfield described as 'one
of the greatest monuments of human intelligence'.

University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam
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Pänini Tested by Fowler's Automaton

In "How ordered are Pänini's rules?"1 Professor
Murray Fowler raises a valid question: can the
consistency of the Astädhyäyl (abbreviated as A)
be tested by an automaton? Before answering
such a question, one should specify what kind of
consistency and what kind of automaton one has
in mind. I shall begin by considering these pre-
liminaries (1 and 2) and wind up with a brief dis-
cussion of the order of Pänini's rules (3), showing
thereby that Fowler's "cursory examination" (45)
is not only inadequate but also misleading.
1.1 Consistency is generally defined as a property
of a system of rules. Such a system is called con-
sistent when it is impossible to derive with the
help of the rules two results which are, in some
sense, contradictory or incompatible. A is consist-
tent in this sense on account of the rule 1.4.2,
which says that in case of contradiction between
two rules, the following rule prevails. This requires
the rules of A to be ordered in a special manner.2

1.2 For Fowler, consistency requires well-ordered-
ness of linguistic rules, defined as "an arrangement
such that the relation of pre-supposition is main-
tained in a regular progression" (45). More ex-
plicitly, a sequence of rules Ri , •• • • , Rn is called
well-ordered if and only if, for no rule Ri there is
a later rule Rj presupposed by Ri ; or, if and only
if:

(Ri) -i (ERj)[(l < i < j < n) A (Ri presupposes Rj)].

Fowler rightly says that the whole of A is not well-
ordered in this sense; this follows from the ex-
amples he discusses and it does also follow from
many others. He is also right where he maintains
that attempts at well-ordering the rules (such as
Bhattoji Diksita's in the Siddhänta Kaumudl)
can only be succesful if the phrasing of the rules
is altered accordingly; in fact it would have to be
altered substantially. Fowler concludes that
BhattojI's order, "with the needs of an automa-
ton in mind, seems to be much better than the
original". This might be true for a particular kind
of automaton (see below) provided the phrasing
was altered accordingly; however, this has never
been done consistently, not even by Bhattoji

Diksita himself, so that, against Fowler, we must
agree with Boehtlingk ("Spätere Grammatiken,
die Pänini's Sütra aus der unverrückbaren Ord-
nung gebracht haben, um alles dem Stoffe nach
Zusammengehörige aneinander zu reihen, sind
ohne ausführliche Commentare, die stets auf etwas
weit Vorangegangenes oder Folgendes Rücksicht
nehmen müssen, ganz unverständlich und als
Missgriffe zu betrachten": quoted n.5) and even
with Colebrooke ("But the sütras of Pänini, thus
detached from their context are wholly unintellig-
ible . . ,"3). In fact, the Siddhänta Kaumudl is a
commentary upon and an introduction to A, not
an alternative to it.

It may be noted that the treatment given to
Pänini's grammar by Bhattoji Diksita is similar
to that accorded to Euclid's Elements by Petrus
Ramus in the XVIth century: Ramus rewrote the
Elements by ordering the theorems according to
topic and omitting the proofs. The logical signifi-
cance of geometry, i.e., its deductive character,
is thereby lost. Bhattoji Diksita and Fowler sim-
ilarly sacrifice the logical structure of A.
2. Fowler's automaton seems to make sense only
if it is interpreted as a finite automaton; in that
case, however, it makes no sense in the present
context, as we shall see. A finite automaton may
be considered to be on a par with a finite state
grammar (FSG), which generates a finite state
language (FSL). Referring to tests by such an au-
tomaton, Fowler states: "Excellent grammars are
now being written with this test in mind" (44).
In the explanatory footnote he refers to the gram-
mar of C. G. Zull, "A Formal System for generat-
ing French Verb Paradigms" (n.2). But a formal
system for generating paradigms can at most be
part of a grammar, it can never be a grammar in
the usual sense: for a grammar is meant to gener-
ate sentences.

Now it is well known that the set of English
sentences is not a FSL; i.e., it cannot be generated
by a FSG.4 It requires some skill but little original -

1JAOS 85 (1965) 44-7.
2 See J. F. Staal, ''Negation and the law of contra-

diction: a comparative study", BSOAS 25 (1962) 53-6.

3 Preface to Laghukaumudi, ed. J. R. Ballantyne,
Benares 1891, ii.4 See e.g. N. Chomsky, "Three models for the descrip-
tion of language", reprinted in: Readings in mathemati-
cal psychology, II, ed. Luce, Bush & Galanter, New York
& London 1965, 105-124.
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ity to show that Sanskrit is not a FSL either.
Hence, if A could be shown to be a FSG, it would
follow that A would be incapable of describing
Sanskrit. Fowler, who indeed suggests that A
would probably generate "a highly complex"
FSL,6 does not consider adequacy ("conformity
with an external object"); but for Pänini, as for
all grammarians, this is a major concern (formu-
lated in Sanskrit as the requirement of providing
rules for all that is loka "common usage"). In
other words, Fowler's proof that A is not a FSG
is in no way surprising and merely saves A -from
being seriously inadequate.

This result can also be established directly.
Since it has been shown that A contains many
context-sensitive rules,6 it follows, not only that
A is not a FSG, but that it is not a context-free
phrase-structure grammar either. Further, it can
be shown that A is also stronger than a context-
sensitive phrase-structure grammar, since it con-
tains rules which cannot be written as context-
sensitive rules.7 In short, A contains rules which
are strong enough, in principle, to generate San-
skrit sentences; if A were to contain only rules of
the kind that can be dealt with by Fowler's
automaton, it would be inadequate for describing
Sanskrit.
3.1 A slightly more careful perusal of A will show
that the order of its rules is in many ways crucial;
this has been noted by the Indian commentators,
from Patanjali onwards, and by many Western
scholars. Fowler is aware of the fact that "the
great problem of anuvrtti remains" (47). In fact,
the order of the rules of A should be explained in
the first place by taking the economy criterion
(läghava) and anuvftti into consideration. Any sug-
gestions for altering the order upset the organisa-
tion of the grammar in ways which are not always
immediately apparent. Discussions of this sort,
recently by Shefts,8 for example, have made it
quite clear that other features may also influence
order. That it is simply a desire to treat certain

6 44 n.4, where it is also stated that A "is not very
powerfully generative", ''because of the absolute neces-
sity of lists to complete it". Is there any grammar that
can operate adequately without a lexicon? There is also
come confusion about the "evaluation function" men-
tioned in n.\ with a reference to Lg 39 (1963) 599 n.8,
itself a reference to the relevant source.6J. F. Staal, "Context-sensitive rules in Pänini",
Foundations of Language 1 (1965) 63-72.

T Ibid. 08-9.8 B. Shefts, Grammatical method in Pänini: His treat-
ment of Sanskrit present stems, New Haven 1961; cf. Lg
39 (1963) 483-8.

grammatical topics together which accounts for
some features of order, is especially apparent in
the case of anuvftti of adhikäras "chapter head-
ings". This has been studied, for example, by
Renou.9

3.2 The earlier quoted meta-rule 1.4.22 intro-
duces another kind of order into A: not connected
with the phrasing of rules, but with their actual
effect. In these cases altering the order can never
be neutralized by re-formulation. If the structure
of the grammar is to be saved from disruption,N

there are two alternatives: either the relative
order of all pairs of rules to which 1.4.2 is applied
must remain the same; or it must be reversed in
every case, whilst "following" in 1.4.2 is being
replaced by "preceding".
3.3 So far the effect of A on a given input can
be described as follows: any rule of A applies to
any part of the input, provided the conditions for
its application (often formulated as context re-
strictions) are fulfilled; if, moreover, two rules
should provide incompatible results, the latter
prevails. But this description holds good (approx-
imately: see 3.4) for (the largest) part of the gram-
mar only: the first seven adhyäyas and the first
päda of the eighthadhyäya (1.1-8.1). For the last,
three pädas of the eighth adhyäya (8.2-4) the
situation is different: here the rules apply to a
given input one after the other in the given order.
This part, which is called the tripädi and which
contains 295 rules (i.e., less than 8 % of the total
number of rules) begins with the meta-rule and
adhikära 8.2.1: pürvaträsiddham "(From now on
every rule is regarded as) not having taken effect
with reference to preceding ones". This means
that in 8.2-4 no rule applies until earlier rules
(either, unordered, in 1.1-8.1 or, ordered, in 8.2-4
itself) have been applied. This rule and its effect
have been the subject of a monograph by
Buiskool.10

3.4 However, within 1.1-8.1 also arbitrary appli-
cability of rules is restricted by another applica-
tion of the principle of asiddhatva laid down by
meta-rule 50: asiddham bahirangam antarange
"that which is bahiranga is (regarded as) not hav-
ing taken effect when that which is antaranga (is

9 L. Renou, Ultudes vödiques et Pänintennes, I, Paris
1955, 124-S.10 H. E. Buiskoool, Pürvaträsiddham: Analytisch
onderzoek aangaande het systeem der Tripädi van Päyäni's
Asißdhyäyi, Amsterdam 1934; the same, The Tripädi,
being an abridged English recast of Pürvaträsiddham (An
analytical-synthetical inquiry into the system of the last
three chapters of Pänini's Astädhyäyl), Leiden 1939.
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to take effect)". This means that among the rules
of A there are many ordered pairs. In each pair,
the rule that is applied first is called antaranga
"inner cause of the operation"; the rule that is
applied next is called bahiranga "outer cause of
the operation".

An example is provided by 6.1.77 iko yan aci
which is antaranga with respect to 7.3.86 pu-
gantalaghüpadhasya ca. The first rule requires,
among other things, that i should be replaced by y
when followed by a vowel. When applied to
n-\-ü-\-na this would result in sy+ü+na (1). The
second rule requires, among other things, that i
and u should undergo guna when certain conditions
are fulfilled. When applied to si+ ü+na this would
result in se-\-ü+na (2). Now if (1) is antaranga
with respect to (2), we obtain first sy-\-ü+na and
next sy-\-o+na\ but if (2) is antaranga with respect
to (1), we obtain se-\-ü-\-na and there is no scope
for (1) to apply. Since, in fact, syona is the correct
result, (1) is declared antaranga with respect to
(2). This principle has been studied by Kielhorn,11

Boudon12 and Renou.13 The transformational cycle

»Nägojibhatta, Paribhäsenduiekhara, ed. F. Kiel-
horn, II, Translation and Notes, Bombay 1874 (ed.*
K. V. Abhyankar, Poona 1960), 221 sq.11P. Boudon, "Une application du raisonnement par
l'absurde dans Interpretation de Pänini" JA 230 (1938)
65-121: 72-8.

WL. Renou, Etudes vtäiques et Päniniennes, II,

of phonemic rules, whereby innermost brackets
are first erased,14 is to some extent reminiscent of
this principle.
4. These are some of the features of the types of
order underlying Pänini's grammar A. These and
other features can be fruitfully studied from many
points of view. If we distinguish three stages in
the study of A as a generative device, it may be
held that the first stage, that of analysis, has been
dealt with successfully by Indian commentators
since Patafijali and by Western scholars of the last
two centuries; however, this task is by no means
completed. The second stage, that of formaliza-
tion, has perhaps just begun to receive attention;
it depends on analysis, but is not determined by it.
The third stage, that of automation, itself de-
pending on formalization, is not determined by
formalization; it may not even be effectively
realizable. Despite Fowler's laudable effort, the
fact remains that this has been hardly touched
upon.

J. F. STAAL
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SYNTACTIC AND SEMANTIC RELATIONS

IN PÄT^INI

P. KIPARSKY AND J. F. STAAL

It is gradually becoming known that Pänini's grammar is not confined to the
analysis of words {sabdänusäsanä) but also provides a theory for the analysis
of sentences. Pänini's main contribution to syntax is the theory of the käraka
relations. These relations comprise such notions as have in the West been
traditionally called 'logical subject-of', iogical object-of', etc., and correspond
to the 'underlying' or 'deep' syntactic relations of transformational grammar.
In some sentences these underlying relations coincide with the corresponding
surface relations, viz., 'surface subject-of, 'surface object-of, etc. But these
constitute a special case. In general, the underlying relations are different
from the relations defined in the surface structure.

An example may make clear what is meant here. 'Mary' is the surface
object in the sentence:

John sees Mary. (1)

Let us assume that the underlying deep structure of (1) is also the deep
structure of its passive, i.e.:

Mary is seen by John. (2)

Now 'Mary' is the surface subject in (2). But 'Mary' is at the same time the
underlying object in (2); this merely means that 'Mary' is the object in the
underlying deep structure of (2).

These examples illustrate that one underlying relation in deep structure
(e.g., 'underlying subject-of) may be expressed by various grammatical
relations in surface structure ('surface subject-of, 'surface object-of). They
illustrate at the same time that two different underlying relations in deep
structure (e.g., 'underlying subject-of, 'underlying object-of) may be ex-
pressed by one grammatical relation in surface structure ('surface subject-of
in (1) and (2), respectively). Had there actually been a one-one correspond-
ence between underlying and surface relations, one of these two notions
would have been redundant.

This paper will seek to establish that Pänini's käraka relations are under-
lying relations of exactly this kind. This has been argued elsewhere (Staal,
1967, 36-45), but the earlier treatment was given in a particular context, was

184
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incomplete (e.g., Pänini's analysis of the locative absolute and of the causative
was omitted), did not show what crucial role is played by sütra 2.3A, and
did not consider the semantic level. Moreover, apart from the literature
quoted there, another recent article (Cardona, 1967) has treated the käraka
theory afresh and has brought the problems it raises tantalizingly close to
what we believe to be their solution.

A major source of misunderstanding in previous interpretations of Pänini's
syntactic theory has been their tendency to confuse kärakas with semantic
relations on the one hand, or with cases on the other hand, and sometimes
even with both at once.1 It is essential that these three kinds of entities be
clearly distinguished, since they belong for Pänini on three different levels
of linguistic description. Pänini's grammar is a system of rules for converting
semantic representations of sentences into phonetic representations, via two
intermediate levels which may be respectively compared with the levels of
deep (underlying) structure and surface structure in a generative grammar.

Semantic representations

Deep structures
I (3)

Surface structures
X

Phonological representations

In the specific domain which is under discussion here, Pänini's procedure
was as follows. He interrelated four levels: (1) The level of semantic relations,
characterized in terms of concepts such as 'agent', 'goal', 'location'; (2) the
level of käraka relations, corresponding to deep structure relations such as
'(underlying) subject', '(underlying) object', 'place adverbial'; (3) the level
of surface structure, represented in terms of morphological categories, e.g.
by nominal cases, derivational affixes, prepositions, or verbal voices; (4) the
level of phonology, e.g., case endings which express cases, or verbal affixes
which express voices. The derivation of a sentence starts at level (1) from its
meaning. A set of rules then specifies the käraka relations. Pänini next intro-
duces the cases or other morphological categories which correspond to these
käraka relations. Lastly he introduces the actual phonological forms which
express these morphological categories, thereby reaching level (4).

For example, the sentence aksair divyati 'he plays (with) dice' has as part
of its semantic representation the information that the dice stand to the action

1 For example, Böhtlingk's identification of the kärakas as "der Begriff des Akkusativs",
"der Begriff des Dativs", and so on, makes them simultaneously morphological and
semantic entities. In fact they are neither.
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of playing in the instrument relation (sädhakatama, literally 'the most effective
means'). This relation can be expressed on the next lower level (2) by several
kärakas or deep structure relations. The chief of these, given in rule 1.4.42,
is termed karana. Karana can in turn have several realizations on level (3),
the chief one being the Instrumental case (2.3.18). On the next level there are
again several realizations, one, the suffix -bhis, introduced by rule 4.1.2.
In our example, however, rule 7.1.9 ato bhisa ais then obligatorily applies.
This rule, which may be written as:

bhis -+ ais / aT (4)

turns -bhis to -ais in a-stems, converting *aksabhis into *aksais. Further
phonological rules then turn *aksais divyati into the ultimate phonetic form
aksair divyati. Going back to level (2) in this derivation, we may note that
a special rule (1.4.43) at that point provides the option of expressing the
same semantic relation by karman 'deep object' (instead of by karana as
above) in the case of this particular verb div-. By taking this option we would
arrive at a quite different range of surface forms, e.g. the Accusative object
aksän divyati.

It is evident from this example that there is no one-one correspondence
between any of these four levels. But the relation between them is not
arbitrary. In the mapping rules that relate each pair of successive levels,
Pänini throughout makes use of the device of introducing a 'preferred' or
'basic' replacement, to which subsequent, more detailed rules then enumerate
the exceptions and corrections. For example, rule 1.4.42 states that the
semantic instrument relation is expressed in the deep structure by karana.
However, there are a few special cases which the next two rules take care of:
with div- 'play' there is optionally karman (1.4.43), as was just mentioned;
and with parikri- 'rent' there is optionally sampradäna (1.4.44). Sampradäna
is a käraka whose principal manifestation in the surface structure is the
Dative case. A second example is provided by the semantic relation ofädhära
'locus'. The käraka which normally expresses this semantic relation is adhi-
karana, typically expressed in the surface structure as a Locative case, e.g.
gräme vasati 'he lives in the village' (1.4.45). But under certain conditions,
detailed in 1.4.46-48, the same semantic relation is expressed by karman, the
direct object relation, e.g. grämam upavasati 'he inhabits (occupies) the village'.

These examples show that the relation between the semantic and deep
structure levels not only fails to be one-one, but is in fact many-many. In
some cases the same semantic relation is expressed by different kärakas, as
in the case of 'he plays dice', 'he plays with dice', where the instrument rela-
tion is expressed alternatively by karman and karana. In other cases, different
semantic relations are expressed by the same käraka, as when 'he plays dice'
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expresses the instrument relation, and 'he inhabits the village' expresses the
locative relation, although both are syntactically instances of karman or deep
object.

The device of basic and subsidiary mapping rules between levels becomes
particularly important in the case of the relation between levels (2) and (3).
Here Pänini combines it with a convention requiring disjunctive application
of the several rules which spell out a käraka morphologically. This conven-
tion is established by introducing these rules with the governing sütra 2.3.1:
anabhihite 'if it is not expressed (already)'. This sütra is applicable to the
following ones by virtue of anuvrtti 'recurrence'2 and functions as in the
following example. At level (2), 1.4.49 provides a characterization of one
of the käraka relations, viz., karman 'underlying object'. At level (3), 2.3.2
provides the corresponding case: karmani dvitiyä 'when the karman relation
is to be expressed, the Accusative case is used'. However, this interpretation
is incomplete. The Accusative case is the basic expression for the karman
relation, but it is not its only expression. Rule 2.3.2 comes under the scope
of 2.3.1. Hence 2.3.2 means: 'when the karman relation is to be expressed,
and it is not already expressed, the Accusative case is used'.

What happens if karman is already expressed, and how could it be already
expressed? An example is provided by the passive of the verb, which may
also express the karman relation. This is stated in 3.1.67, which prescribes
that the affix yaK3 is attached to the verbal root if, e.g., karman (through
anuvrtti from the previous rule) is to be expressed. So the Accusative is the
basic expression for karman, and the passive is an alternative expression.

Let us look a little more closely at an application of this procedure. The
underlying relation karman 'object-of holds between the verb and the object
in kumbham karoti 'he makes a pot'. Here the ending -am expresses the
Accusative case, and this is accounted for as the basic case because it expresses
a karman which is not already expressed. But karman could be alternatively
expressed by attaching the suffix yaK to the root kr- 'make', yielding kriyate
'(it) is made'. This accounts for kumbhah kriyate 'the pot is made'. Since
karman is already expressed by kriyate, it is not expressed by attaching an
Accusative ending to the nominal stem kumbha-. The case ending which is
actually attached is that of the Nominative, as follows from a different rule
(viz., 2.3.46).
2 Technical and methodological devices and expressions such as anuvrtti are not described
here. The reader may refer to Renou (1940, 1957).
3 yaK is the name for the suffix ya, where K is an indicatory letter. It is customary to write
elements of the object-language in small letters, and elements of the metalanguage of
linguistic description in capital letters (as was already done in (4) with respect to aT). We
shall also use capitalization to distinguish cases (e.g., the Instrumental case) from semantic
relations (e.g., the instrumental semantic relation).
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Just as several cases, affixes, or voices may be used to express the same
underlying relation, several case endings may be used to express the same
case; analogously for verbal suffixes and endings. These case endings come
in groups and constitute in modern grammars the paradigms of the nominal
declensions. Here too Pänini introduces a set of preferred or basic endings.
They are given in 4.1.2 and constitute the nominal endings attached to
consonant stems. Again there are alternatives, e.g., the endings attached to
nominal stems ending in -a. These are substituted for those of 4.1.2 by later
rules (e.g. 7.1.9 and following). There is a parallelism, then, between the
expression of a semantic relation by various deep syntactic relations, of a
deep syntactic relation by various morphological categories, and of a mor-
phological category by various affixes. In each case, Pänini first introduces
a basic set and obtains the alternatives by a certain kind of shift or with the
help of substitutions. As we shall see, the general form of these techniques
is to some extent similar.

The general form of Pänini's syntax may be described in the following
terms. Pänini starts on level (1) with a semantic relation, say [A, B]:

(5)

At level (2) such a relation underlies, or is expressed by, various deep struc-
tures in which syntactic relations [A1? BJ,.. . , [An, Bn] take its place:

(6)

One of these deep structures is regarded as basic; the others are alternatives.
At level (3) the deep structure relations are replaced by surface structure

relations. These are manifested by relationships between noun and verb,
most often case relationships. At level (4) such relationships are expressed
by specific affixes, and each grammatical relation may be expressed by various
affixes, e.g., [A|f BJ by a ih..., aim:
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(7)
"it «im

One of these affixes is again regarded as basic; the alternatives are obtained
by substitution. In the most frequent case, [A, B] and the [Aj, BJ are of the
form [NP, VP] and the <xV} are case terminations, the basic ones being those
of the consonant stems.

The general form of the rules which interrelate the four levels may be
expressed as:

P-»QifX. (8)

Pänini introduces the alternative expressions on each following level by rules
of this form. Let us assume that there are n alternatives and that the rules
introducing these are written as:

(9)

Now Pänini could have introduced the basic alternative B in two ways by
ordering his rules. Either he could have started with (9) and added subse-
quently: P->B, or else he could have started with P-+B and added subse-
quently (9), changing in (9) 'P' throughout into 'B\

Pänini adopts neither of these alternatives in a straightforward fashion,
i.e., by ordering the rules themselves (as he does in the Tripädi). But by
formulating P->B (e.g., karman->dvitiya) in the way he does, i.e., with the
addition of 'if it is not already expressed' (from the previous rule), he adopts
in fact the first alternative and requires that the rules (9) should have applied
first. (This is characteristic for all the partial orderings which occur in his
grammar outside the TripädiA) By this convention he introduces disjunctive
ordering.

When introducing the affixes which express case relationships and the
like, Pänini adopts the second of the two alternatives mentioned. He starts
with a context-free rule of the form P->B and adds context-sensitive rules of
the form (9), with 'P' changed into 'B' throughout. Thus, the basic affix for
the Accusative is first introduced by the context-free rule:

dvitlyä -> am (10)

4 E.g., antarangajbahiranga orderings, orderings on account of the metarule vipratisedhe
param käryam (1.4.2), siddhajasiddha orderings: cf. Buiskool (1939) and Staal (1966b).
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(corresponding to part of 4.1.2). Next the alternatives are introduced by
context-sensitive rules:

Q-+R/W Z, (11)

where 'Q' is the basic affix, i.e., the affix introduced by the preceding context-
free rule. An example, given before, is 7.1.9 ato bhisa ais9 which may be
written as:

bhis -> ais / aT 5 (4)

Here the Instrumental Plural ending -bhis, which 4.1.2 introduced in general
though it occurs only in some declensions, is replaced by -ais after nominal
stems ending in -a.

ii

The käraka relations will now be discussed one by one in the order in which
they are given by Pänini, i.e., apädäna, sampradäna, karana, adhikarana,
karman, kartr, and hetu. This is roughly in order of increasing complexity
and interest.6 After each käraka relation has been introduced, its relation to
semantic concepts on level (1) will be considered and the basic and some of
the alternative expressions on level (3) will be discussed. The expressions on
level (4) will in general be ignored, but the result of their introduction is
illustrated in the examples.

In order to facilitate the recognition by non-Sanskrit readers of the Sans-
krit forms introduced at level (4), numerical subscripts will be attached to
nominal forms to indicate case terminations. The numbers refer to the cases
in Pänini's order:

1. Nominative 5. Ablative
2. Accusative 6. Genitive
3. Instrumental 7. Locative
4. Dative

Thus, kumbham karoti will be written as kumbham2 karoti; kumbhah kriyate
as kumbhah^ kriyate; etc. No such device will be used in order to mark
different kinds of verbal endings, which express käraka relations less fre-
quently.

1. apädäna

Sütra 1.4.24 gives a characterization of apädäna: the fixed point from which
something recedes. A series of special rules gives other semantic conditions

5 For these expressions in general see Staal (1965a).
6 There may be historical reasons for this particular order, but this does not concern us
in the present context.
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for the apädäna relation. It holds for the object of verbs of fearing, e.g.
caurebhyo5 bibheti 'he is afraid of thieves' (1.4.25). Other verbs whose objects
stand in the apädäna relation include those with the meaning of hiding from,
hindering from, learning from, originating from, and the verb paräji- 'to be
tired of' (1.4.26-31). The commentators discuss at length whether some of
these special cases might not represent separation in a figurative sense and
would then fall under the main characterization of apädäna by rule 1.4.24.
On the other hand, an ingenious quibble was found concerning the way in
which that rule characterizes the Grundbedeutung: what about someone who
falls off a running horse? There is no moving away from a fixed point, and
yet the deep structure relation remains that of apädäna. (Cf. värttikä 3 on
rule 1.4.24 and the commentary on 1.4.25-8.) What must command our
respect in such discussions is the seriousness, precision, and attention to
detail which the Indian linguists brought to the study of syntactic-semantic
problems - qualities which in Western linguistic traditions have more often
been reserved for the study of the phonetic side of language.

Rule 2.3.28 lays down that the basic expression for apädäna is the Ablative
case, e.g., grämäd5 ägacchati 'he arrives from the village'. A number of
special rules enumerate special uses of the Ablative. This case is for example
used with prati, when a comparison is made: abhimanyur1 arjunatah5 prati
'Abhimanyu can be compared to Arjuna' (2.3.11). With verbs of fearing, the
apädäna relationship may be expressed by a nominal compound, viz., an
Ablative tatpurusa (cf. Staal, 1966a, 170f, for an analysis of the nominal
compounds expressing käraka relations): e.g., caurabhayam - caurebhyo5

bhayam 'fear of thieves' (2.1.37). Ablative compounds may also be formed
with -ja, equivalent to jätah 'born from, produced by', e.g., duhkhaja 'born
from grief; not, however, if the source is a species, as in 'born from a horse':
asväjs jätah as against: *asvaja (3.2.98).

The precise specification of some of the semantic categories on level (1)
which are related to the apädäna on level (2) may be illustrated by comparing
1.4.24 with 1.4.25. The first of these rules says that apädäna expresses 'the
fixed point from which something recedes', the second that it expresses 'the
cause of fear' in connection with verbs meaning 'to fear', 'to protect'. The
Käsikä, commenting on these rules, asks why the expression 'cause of fear'
is used. The answer given is that the apädäna is not used with regard to, e.g.,
'forest' in such sentences as aranye7 bibheti 'he is afraid in (not: because of)
the forest', aranye7 träyate 'he protects in (not: from) the forest', where the
forest is not the cause of fear.

2. sampradäna

Sütra 1.4.32 gives a characterization of sampradäna 'indirect object' in terms
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of karman 'deep object': whom one has in view in connection with a
deep object. The major flaw with this definition is that it does not allow
for indirect objects when there is no direct object. Yet they occur, as in
Patanjali's example sräddhäya^ nigarhate 'he finds fault with the Sräddha
ceremony' (quoted by Renou, 1957, 325). Patanjali enters into a thorough
discussion of whether sütra 1.4.32 can be saved by interpreting karman also
in the sense of 'action', its normal (laukika) sense outside of technical use
in grammar.7 Aside from the main meaning, there is a long list of special
conditions under which the sampradäna relation also holds in deep structure.
We shall mention only a few of them here. There is sampradäna with verbs
of pleasing: devadattäya4 rocate modakahx sweetmeat pleases Devadatta'
(1.4.33). Verbs of anger, hate, envy, and annoyance take sampradäna of the
person against whom the emotion is directed: devadattäya^ krudhyati 'he is
angry with Devadatta' (1.4.37).

According to 2.3.13, the basic expression for sampradäna is the Dative
case, as in vipräya^. gäm2 dadäti 'he gives a cow to the brahman'. A Dative
tatpurüsa compound may be formed in several ways, for example with
substances made for the sake of something, as in yüpadärii=yüpäya4 däru
'wood for the sacrificial post' (2.1.36). Finally, a krt-sufftx (which in general
expresses the deep subject: see below) may express the relationship of
sampradäna: däsah = däsanti tasmaiA 'the person to whom they donate';
goghnah — tasmai^. datum gäm2 ghnanti 'the person for whom (to whom to
give) they kill a cow', i.e., 'a guest' (3.4.73).

Rule 1.4.36 is of special interest since it mentions a semantic category,
expressed by sampradäna, which is more regularly expressed by another
käraka relation (i.e., karman'. see below). This rule states that sampradäna
expresses ipsita 'the desired (object)' in connection with the verb sprh- 'to
want', e.g. puspebhyah^ sprhayati 'he wants flowers'. The Käsikä commentary
now asks why the term ipsita is used. The answer given is that this is so
because sampradäna is not used with regard to 'forest' in puspebhyo4 vane7

sprhayati 'he wants flowers in the forest', where the forest is not the desired
object.

3. karana

Sütra 1.4.42 specifies karana as the relation with the most effective means
(sädhakatama). According to 2.3.18 this is basically expressed by the Instru-
mental case, as in parasunä3 vrksam2 chinatti 'he cuts the tree with an axe'.
In special cases the Genitive may be used alternatively: e.g., ghrtasya6

yajate=ghrtena3 yajate 'he sacrifices with clarified butter' (2.3.63); or the
7 Such ambiguity is sometimes made use of by the grammarians: cf. Renou (1957), 124 s.v.
karman.
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Ablative, as in: stokän5 muktah = stokena3 muktah 'hardly (with a drop)
released' (2.3.33). In compounds: parasucchinnah=parasund3 chinnah 'cut
with an axe' (2.1.32). Many suffixes express karana. A krtya-suffix (which in
general forms the Future Passive Participle) expresses karana when attached
to vah-: vahya = vahati anena3 yad 'that with which one travels' (3.1.102).
The suffix -in attached to yaj 'sacrifice' when compounded with a noun,
expresses that the noun occurs as karana: agnistomayäjin 'he who has sacri-
ficed with the Agnistoma' (3.2.85). The suffix -tra expresses karana in a
number of cases: netram 'eye' (by which one is guided: ni-\ sastram 'sword'
(by which one slaughters or is slaughtered: sas-), stotram 'laud' (by which
one praises or is praised: stu-), etc. (3.2.182). Also the suffix -ana: paläsasä-
tana 'a leaf-cutter' (i.e., an instrument to cut - sat- - leaves, paläsd) (3.3.117).
Pänini gives many smaller details of the use of the Instrumental, in many of
which the karana relation appears to be expressed as well. For further discus-
sion on karana, see below, Section 7, on hetu.

The Käsikä asks why the ending of the Superlative (tamaP) is used in the
expression sädhakatama 'most effective means' on the semantic level. The
answer given is that this is necessary since karana is not used, e.g., with
regard to 'Ganges' in gangäyäm-j ghosah 'the hamlet on (the banks of) the
Ganges', where the Ganges is not the most effective means, but rather the
mediate cause of the hamlet. Similarly, karana is not used with regard to
'well' in küpe7 gargakulam 'the Garga family on (the property enclosing)
the well', where the well is not the most effective means, but rather the mediate
cause of the Gargas.

That sädhakatama is a technical concept on the semantic level is suggested
by the Käsiktfs explicit statements that it is sädhakatama which is referred
to in 1.4.43 and 1.4.44.

4. adhikarana

Sütra 1.4.45 characterizes adhikarana as the locus (ädhära). Its basic expres-
sion according to 2.3.36 is the Locative, e.g. kata1 äste 'he sits on a mat'.
The Locative expressing adhikarana may be compounded with a verbal noun,
as in: cakrabandhah = cakre1 bandhah 'tied on a wheel' or 'a stanza arranged
in the shape of a wheel' (2.1.41). When the suffix -/ is attached to another
type of compound, the first member of which expresses the deep object, the
adhikarana is expressed: e.g^jaiadhi^jalam^ dhiyate 'smin-, 'where water is
placed', i.e., 'ocean' (3.3.93; note the expression of the deep object with the
help of the surface subject jalam and the passive dhiyate). Other suffixes
express adhikarana directly: e.g., -ana as in räjadhäni 'where the king resides',
i.e., 'palace'(3.3.117).

An adhikarana of time between two käraka relations represented in sue-
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cessive sentences may be expressed by a Locative or an Ablative: adya
bhuktvä dvyahe1 bhoktä or adya bhuktvä dvyahäd5 bhoktä 'having eaten today
he will eat two days from now' (2.3.7). A kind of generalized adhikarana,
i.e., a situation which characterizes another situation, is also expressed by
the Locative (the modern grammars call this the locative absolute): e.g., gosun

duhyamänäsu-j gato devadatta dugdhäsv7 ägatah 'Devadatta went when the
cows were being milked, and returned after they had been milked' (2.3.37).
If under these circumstances neglect or disregard is expressed, the Genitive
is a possible alternative: rudatin pravrajitavän or ruditah6 pravrajitavän 'he
wandered away (i.e., became a wandering ascetic) despite the crying of...'
(2.3.38).

It is worth noting that the deep structure relation of adhikarana in the last
two cases obtains between sentences. This is quite consistent with the defini-
tion of [A, B] as expressed by (6) (above, p. 87): in this particular case, A
is a sentence which is embedded in a sentence B. This reflects the fact that,
within a complex sentence, the relationships between embedded sentences
may be like the relations between noun-phrases within a simple sentence.
The precise nature of this parallelism, which is clearly observable in the
surface structure of inflected languages, is captured by the käraka relations.
Thus, adhikarana is the relationship expressed by the Locative ending both
in kata-j äste 'he sits on the mat' and in rudatyn äste 'he sits despite the crying
of...' (or 'he sits while ... is crying').

In modern linguistics the same purpose is achieved through rules for the
nominalization of embedded sentences. Whatever rules apply to noun-phrases
apply to the results of such nominalizations. Pänini, too, requires nominali-
zation, e.g., in order to derive the participle form rudati-j. In modern lin-
guistics grammatical relations are defined for constituents among which
noun-phrases resulting from the nominalization of embedded sentences may
occur. In Pänini similarly, the käraka relations obtain between the matrix
and embedded sentences as well. In rudati7 pravrajitavän, there is adhikararia
of the underlying sentence rudati 'he cries' with respect to pravrajitavän 'he
wandered away'.8

That ädhära 'locus' is the semantic concept on level (1), to which adhikarana
is one of the corresponding käraka relations on level (2), is clearly seen in
sütra 1.4.46. This rule states that the karman relation is used instead in
connection with the verbal roots si- 'to lie', sthä- 'to stand', äs- 'to sit' when
preceded by the preverb adhi-. The Käsikä says explicitly that it is the ädhära
which is then expressed by karman, e.g., in grämam2 adhisete 'he is lying in

8 In later Sanskrit, the embedding of nominalized sentences in order to express logical
relations was developed into a semi-artificial device: see Staal (1965b).
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the village', grämam2 adhitisthati 'he is standing in the village', parvatam2

adhyäste 'he is sitting on the mountain'. Commenting on 1.4.47 and 1.4.48,
where other cases are enumerated, the Kdsikd refers to ädhära in the same
manner.

5. karman

Sütra 1.4.49 defines karman as that which is primarily desired (ipsitatama)
by the deep subject. Rule 2.3.2, quoted above, lays down that the basic
expression for karman is the Accusative case, e.g.: kumbhän2 karoti 'he
makes pots'. The karman relation may also be expressed by other cases. To
start with a very specific example: in the Veda, for the object of the verbal
root hu- 'to make an oblation', the Instrumental case is a possible alternative:
yavägüm2/yavdgvä3 agnihotram2 juhoti 'he makes an oblation of/with rice-
gruel to Agni' (2.3.3). The karman of verbs of going is expressed by the
Accusative or the Dative: grdmam2 gacchati or grdmdyaA gacchati 'he goes
to the village' (2.3.12). This rule mentions two exceptions: if the going does
not involve real movement, i.e., if it is used metaphorically, or if the object
is adhvan 'path', only the Accusative occurs: moham2 gacchati 'he falls into
error' (not: *mohdya4 gacchati); adhvdnam2 gacchati 'he goes along the path'
(not: *adhvane4 gacchati).

A use of the Dative for expressing karman which involves greater depth
is described in 2.3.14. The Dative expresses karman if there is an alternative
where a verbal noun with its logical object occurs: e.g., edhebhyo^ vrajati
'he is going for firewood' with its paraphrase: edhdn2 dhartum vrajati 'he
is going to fetch firewood', in which the Infinitive dhartum occurs. The next
rule states that the Dative of a nomen actionis is equivalent to an Infinitive
or similar verbal noun: pdkdya4 vrajati mpaktum vrajati 'he is going to cook'
(2.3.15); both express karman. In these cases the generalized notion of kdraka
operates. In both edhebhyo^ vrajati and pdkdya4 vrajati the Dative expresses
the deep object. The two parallel sentences are complex sentences: the Infini-
tive paktum is, presumably, transformationally derived frompacati 'he cooks',
and edhdn2 dhartum, similarly, from edhdn2 dharati 'he fetches firewood'.
In the last sentence edhdn2 is the deep object. In both complex sentences
we have the same deep structure relationship with the embedded sentence:
in paktum vrajatithere is karman of the underlying sentence pacati with respect
to vrajati, and in edhdn2 dhartum vrajati there is karman of the underlying
sentence edhdn2 dharati with respect to vrajati. Thus, the Dative of a lexical
item pdka derived from the verbal root pac- 'cook', and the Infinitive paktum
derived transformationally from the sentence pacati 'he cooks', express the
same deep structure relationship. In the firewood case no lexical derivation
is involved, yet the deep relationship remains the same. These examples
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illustrate how the concept of käraka is used to state generalizations which
are difficult to capture in other ways.

Within the nominal system of cases there are other more particular possi-
bilities to express karman. The object of the verb samjnä- 'recognize' is
expressed not only by the Accusative, but also by the Instrumental: mätaram2

samjänite or mäträ3 samjänite 'he recognizes his mother' (2.3.22). The Genitive
is used in many ways to express the object. Examples include: mätuh6 smarati
'he remembers his mother' (accounted for by 2.3.52), alamkärasya6 upas-
kurute kämakah 'a lover imparts a new quality to an ornament' (2.3.53),
caurasya6 rujati rogah 'illness afflicts the thief (2.3.54), etc.

The so-called 'objective Genitive' is treated along with the 'subjective
Genitive' in 2.3.65, which states that the Genitive may express the deep
object, karman, as well as the deep subject, kartr (see next section): e.g.,
apäm6 srastä 'creator of the waters' and bhavata6 äsikä 'yours is the sitting',
i.e., 'it is your turn to sit'. In both cases the governing noun {äsikä, srastä)
is derived from the verbal root {äs-, srj-, respectively) by attaching a krt-
suffix. The same deep structure relations are therefore expressed in the
examples given here and in the underlying sentences, where the verbal root
occurs in a finite verbal form. Confining attention in the present context
to the object, karman is accordingly expressed in apäm6 srastä and in the
underlying sentences, which uses the basic case, i.e., the Accusative: apah2

srjati 'he creates the waters'. - A värttikä under 2.3.22 notes that this Genitive
is also used in the special case quoted above, where the object in the under-
lying sentence is expressed by the Instrumental: e.g., mätuh6 samjnätä
'recognizer of his mother' from mätaram2/mäträ3 samjänite.

Such analyses show in a simple case the real connection between Pänini's
introduction of basic or preferential expressions and the modern notions
of underlying and derived, deep and surface structures. Pänini nowhere says
that apäm6 srastä is 'derived from' apah2 srjati. But he clearly states that
the same underlying relation, i.e., karman, is expressed in both sentences,
and he clearly assigns priority to the second sentence by listing the Accusative
first among expressions for karman, with anuvrtti of 2.3.1.

Sütra 2.3.66 lays down that the Genitive expresses only the deep object
whenever there is scope (in accordance with the previous rule) for both the
deep subject and the deep object to be expressed. For example: adbhutah
samudrasya6 bandhol vänaraih3 'wonderful how the ocean is spanned by
monkeys' (not *adbhutah samudrasya6 bandho^ vänaräm6). Here the object
samudrasya6 is expressed by the Genitive; the subject vänaraih3 is expressed
by the Instrumental (see next section), not by the Genitive. In other words,
the underlying sentence is vänarähl samudram2 badhnanti 'monkeys span the
ocean', where the object is expressed by the (basic) Accusative samudram
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and the subject by the (basic) Nominative vänaräh. Another example is
äscaryo gaväm6 dohox 'gopälakena3 'the milking of cows by someone who
is not a cowherd is strange' (not: * äscaryo gaväm6 dohot 'gopälakasya6).

We have already seen that the forms of the middle voice (Atmanepada)
of the verb may express the object (1.3.13), as in: kumbhahx kriyate 'the pot
is made'. The equivalent underlying sentence, accordingly, is kumbham1

karoti '(he) makes the pot'. This includes instances where the object of the
underlying sentence is expressed by other cases than the Accusative; e.g., to
gacchati grämam2 devadatta^ or gacchati grämäy}a4 devadattah^ 'Devadatta
goes to the village' there corresponds gamyate grämol devadattena3 'the
village is gone to (reached) by Devadatta'. The actual form of the passive is
explained by 3.1.67, which introduces, as we have seen, the affix yaK.

That the object may be expressed by a compound seems fairly obvious:
kumbhakärah 'pot-maker', corresponding to kumbham2 karoti 'he makes a
pot' and kumbhänäm6 kartät 'maker of pots' (cf. Rocher, 1964a, 52). Also:
grämagatah 'one who has gone to a village' (2.1.24). The form -kära derived
from the verbal root kr- 'make', which does not occur by itself, is accounted
for by 3.2.1. Several suffixes or endings, lastly, express the object: -ta in:
krtahx katahl 'the mat is made', and -tavya in: kartavyahl katahx 'the mat
should be made' (3.4.70).

That not only ipsitatama, but also ipsita 'desired (object)' is a semantic
category follows, e.g., from 1.4.27, where it is declared that the apädäna
relation is used to express what is Ipsita in connection with verbs meaning
'to ward off'. For example, yavebhyo5 gäm2 värayati 'he wards the cow off
from the barley-corns', yavebhyo5 gäm2 nivarttayati 'he drives the cow away
from the barley-corns'. The Käsikä accounts for the use of ipsita by quoting
yavebhyo5 gäm2 värayati ksetre7 'he wards the cow off from the barley-corns
in the field', where apädäna is not used for 'field' since the field is not the
desired object.

6. kartr

Sütra 1.4.54 gives a characterization of kartr as what is independent. Its
basic expression according to 2.3.18 is the Instrumental case, as in: deva-
dattena3 krtah^ 'it is done by Devadatta'. The kartr is also expressed by the
Active voice of the verb: pacati 'he cooks' (1.3.78; 3.1.68, which accounts
for the affix -a by which the verbal root pac- is turned into the present stem
paca-\ see Shefts, 1961, for a detailed treatment of this topic). That the subject
is expressed by the Nominative along with the verbal endings, as in pacati
devadattahx 'Devadatta cooks', is not explicitly stated by Pänini, but must
be inferred from the rule which defines the Nominative as the unmarked
case, i.e., as that which designates nothing but the gender and the number
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of the nominal stem notion (2.3.46, as interpreted in Thieme, 1956; Thieme's
views on this sütra are undoubtedly correct, though he also is of the opinion
that for Pänini there exists no grammatical category corresponding to
'subject').

A special instance of kartr occurs with verbs that express reciprocity.
They have the endings of the middle voice (1.3.14). For example, vyatibhavate
srihi padmänäm6 'the beauty of lotuses contends for excellence', i.e. 'lotuses
vie with each other in beauty'; vyatipacante brähmanäh^ 'the brahmans cook
for each other'. The logical subjects are srih± 'beauty' and brähmanäh^
respectively.

Apart from the Instrumental, the kartr relation may be expressed by the
(objective) Genitive, as we have seen (bhavata6 äsikä). In connection with
the future passive participle, the Genitive is a possible alternative to the
Instrumental, e.g., bhavatd3 katahx kartavyahx or bhavatah6 katahl kartavyaht

'a mat should be made by you', i.e., 'you should make a mat' (2.3.71).
The deep subject is expressed generally (i.e., unless they are specified other-
wise) by krt suffixes, e.g., odanasya6 pdcakah 'cooker of rice', nandanah
'person who rejoices' (3.4.67). It is only to be expected, lastly, that the subject
may also be expressed by a nominal compound, e.g., caurahatah = caurena3

hatah 'killed by a thief (2.1.32).

7. hetu

Sütra 1.4.55 defines hetu as that which prompts the kartr (for criticism of
this interpretation, which follows the Indian commentators, see Rocher,
1964b). This is basically expressed by the causative, e.g., kärayati devadattahl

'Devadatta causes (or allows) (someone else) to make'. The sentence with
the causative is equivalent to a sentence where causality is expressed by a
separate verb which has for its grammatical object the person performing
the activity: kärayati = kurvantam2 prayunkte 'he causes someone else mak-
ing...' (3.1.26). This appears to imply that in sentences such as rdmarn2

kärayati devadattah1 'Devadatta causes Räma to make' = rämam2 kurvan-
tam2 prayunkte devadattahl 'Devadatta causes Räma making...', the surface
subject devadattah expresses the hetu and the surface object rdmam expresses
the deep subject of the corresponding simple sentence karoti rämah 'Räma
makes'.

These specifications apply only to the active causative. Endings of the
middle voice are attached to the causative if the underlying object of the
corresponding sentence in which no causative occurs is expressed as the
surface subject: e.g., in karenurt ärohayate nisädinam2 'the elephant allows
itself to be mounted by the elephant-driver', karenubi 'elephant' is the sur-
face subject which expresses the underlying object expressed as the surface
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object in the corresponding simple sentence: ärohati karenum2 nisädi^ 'the
elephant-driver mounts the elephant' (1.3.67).

The kartr which undergoes the prompting of the hetu is expressed by the
Instrumental case, e.g., Yajnadatta in: päcayaty odanam2 devadatto^ yajna-
dattena3 'Devadatta makes Yajnadatta cook the rice' or 'Devadatta causes
the rice to be cooked by Yajnadatta' (Mahäbhäsya ad 3.1.26 quoted by
Renou, 1957, 228). According to some grammarians, the Accusative is
optional: päcayaty odanam2 devadattox yajhadattam2 (Renou, ad 1.4.52).
The Accusative is obligatory after verbs of going, knowing, absorbing and
several others (amended by värttikäs), as well as intransitives, e.g.: yäti
viprox grämam2 'the brahman goes to the village' -+yäpayati vipram2 grämam2

'he makes the brahman go to the village'; bodhati sisyol vyäkaranam 'the
pupil learns grammar'-+bodhayati sisyam2 vyäkaranam2 'he teaches grammar
to the pupil'; ästeputrah^ 'the son sits down'->äsayatiputram2 'he makes his
son sit down' (1.4.52).

The notion of käraka as applied to complex sentences is relevant here in
that the hetu relation may be represented by an embedded sentence (the
following illustrations are taken from Rocher, 1964b, 38-9). The hetu may
in general be expressed by an Instrumental, as in: vidyayä3 yasah1 'fame due
to learning' (2.3.23). It may therefore be expressed by the Instrumental of
a noun-phrase which is the result of a nominalization of an embedded sen-
tence, e.g. purusa-daksina-gamanam 'the man's going to the right', derived
from (cf. Staal, 1965) the sentence: daksinena3 gacchati purusah^ 'the man
goes to the right'. The Instrumental may be used to turn this into a hetu,
e.g.: purusadaksinagamanena3 sakataml na paryäbhavisyati 'through the
man's going to the right the cart will not turn over'. Alternatively this hetu
may be expressed by a Nominative of the nominal compound together with
a causative of the verb: purusadaksinagamanam^ sakatam2 na paryäbhävayi-
syati 'the man's going to the right will cause that the cart will not turn over'.
Lastly, this hetu may be expressed by the potential mood of the verb (3.3.156)
in what could be called a 'causative' conditional subordinate or embedded
sentence'.puruso^ daksinena3 (or: daksinam2) cedyäyän na sakataml paryä-
bhavisyati (or: paryäbhavet) 'if the man were to go to the right, the cart would
not turn over'. This exemplifies a relationship between causatives and 'if-
clauses and clearly shows the underlying sentence daksinena3 gacchati (or
yäti) purusah^ 'the man goes to the right', which is hetu with respect to
sakatami na paryäbhavisyati 'the cart will not turn over' in all three sentences.

Middle endings are attached to the causative of the verbs bhi- 'fear' and
smi- 'be astonished', provided fear and surprise, respectively, are caused by
the hetu and not by something else: e.g., mundo bhisayate 'the bald man
frightens' (i.e., 'the bald man is frightening'), ja(ilol vismäpayate 'the hairy
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ascetic astonishes'. But the active endings are attached if fear and surprise
are caused by something else, e.g., kästhikayä3 bhäyayati 'he frightens with a
stick', rüpena3 vismäyayati 'he astonishes by his form' (1.3.68). This shows
that kästhikayä3 bhäyayati contrasts with kästhikäl bhisayate 'the stick
frightens' not only in case (i.e., Instrumental and Nominative, respectively),
but also in verbal voice (i.e., active and middle, respectively): jointly they
express the difference in logical relation. In fact, the forms themselves are
different. The causative of bhi-, in the latter, middle instance, must have the
augment sUK, resulting in bhisayate, not *bhäyayate. In the former, active
instance, on the other hand, no form *bhisayati corresponds to bhäyayati
(7.3.40). Similarly, with respect to smi-, the middle case form has the augment
pUK, resulting in vismäpayate, not *vismäyayate. In the active instance, on
the other hand, there is no form *vismäpayati corresponding to vismäyayati
(6.1.57; 7.3.36).

Thus we have according to the rules: manusyaväk^ vismäpayate 'the human
voice astonishes' and simho1 vismäpayate 'the lion astonishes', but simhol

manusyaväcä3 vismäyayati 'the lion astonishes by his human voice' or simhox

manusyaväcä3 vismäyayan 'the lion is astonishing by his human voice'. But
what is really astonishing when a lion speaks with a human voice? The lion,
because it speaks with a human voice, or the human voice, because it springs
forth from a lion? Bhattojl Dlksitä discusses in this connection in his Sidd-
hänta Kaumudi (2596) an interesting passage from Kalidäsa's Raghuvamsa
(2.33). The original of BhattojI's puzzle with the citation from Kalidäsa
deserves to be quoted in full: "But then how do you explain the following
passage: 'The lion, having seized the cow, addressed him [i.e., king Dilipa] -
that adherent of nobility, banner of the lineage of Manu, of leonine prowess -
with a human voice (manusyaväcä3), astonishing (vismäpayan x) him who
was already astonished at his own condition (vismitam2 ätmavrttau-j) [i.e.,
paralyzed and unable to shoot the lion]'? For the astonishment is here due
to the karana, i.e., manusyaväcä3. Otherwise the middle ending should have
been used. - True, hence a traditional reading is vismäyayan^ - Or else the
passage has to be interpreted thus. The human voice, being the kartr which
undergoes the prompting [of the hetu], astonishes (vismäpayate). By means
ofthat the lion is said to be astonishing (vismäpayannx iti). This is a double
causative and the active ending of the participle is used."9

Pänini's analysis of the causative differs in an especially instructive way
from the treatment required by transformational grammar. This would derive

9 katham tarhi vismäpayan vismitam ätmavrttäv iti / manusyaväceti karanäd eva hi tatra
s may ah / anyathä sänaj api syät / sattvam / vismäyayann ity eva päfha iti sämpradäyikäfy /
yad vä / manusyaväk prayojyakartri vismäpayate tayä simho vismäpayann iti nyantän nau
sateti vyäkhyeyam: ed. and transl. Vasu (19622), II, 516.
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causative sentences from simple sentences embedded as objects of a verb
meaning 'cause, allow' (Lakoff, 1965; Kuroda, 1965; Chomsky, 1965). We
have seen that Pänini came close to such an analysis by statements of the
form "the causative gets the middle endings if that which is the direct object
in the simple form is the agent in the corresponding causative" (1.3.67).
The crucial difference between relating causative constructions to simple
sentences by such statements of correspondence, and transformationally
deriving causative constructions from deep structures in which these simple
sentences occur as embedded sentences, is that the transformational deriva-
tion makes available intermediate stages of derivation which permit the
explanation of formal features of the causative construction. Note that
Pänini generally passes through intermediate stages in his phonological deri-
vations, but there does not appear to be a single example in his grammar
where a syntactic rule converting deep into surface structure results in an
intermediate stage which must obligatorily be modified by a further such rule.

Consider again the sentence karenur1 ärohayate nisädinam2 'the elephant
allows itself to be mounted by the elephant-driver'. The deep structure of
this sentence would be the following:

korenu

(12)

nisädl

ä + ruh karenu

This deep structure corresponds most directly to a surface structure of the
form 'The elephant allows that the driver mounts it'. In Sanskrit a number
of transformations apply to this deep structure to give it a very different
surface form. Following Chomsky (1965) we assume that transformations
apply in cyclic order: they first apply to the most deeply embedded sentence
(marked St in (12)) and then reapply in the same order to the next deepest
sentence (So). In an example with more layers of embedding, the rules would
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continue to apply cyclically in the same way until the topmost S node in the
tree was reached. In the first cycle, the object of Sl9 karenu, is marked with
the Accusative case. The passive transformation is optionally applicable on
this cycle to S t. We shall first consider the case where the passive is not
applied and return later to the case where the passive is applied. With Accusa-
tive case marking being the only transformation relevant to our purposes
that has applied to St in this derivation, we move to the next cycle and apply
the rules to So. In this cycle, the underlying subject NP of Sx is raised into
So, where it is attached to the VP and becomes its surface object. A similar
raising applies in English to give The elephant allows the driver to mount it.
In Sanskrit, unlike in English, the verb of Sx is also raised into So and is
amalgamated with the causative element into a single causative verb. These
two operations completely obliterate the internal structure of the embedded
simple sentence. Its subject and verb have been removed, and what is left
is the following structure:

karenu

(13)

NP

karenurru

The circled nodes in (13) are erased by general tree-pruning conventions
(Ross, 1967). What is left is the surface structure of the causative sentence
in Sanskrit. Case-marking, applying now to So, marks nisddi accusative,
since it is at this point in the derivation the object of the verb, and the subject
karenu is marked with the nominative case. Were it not for the fact that we
have two identical noun phrases in the sentence, the derivation would stop
here. Substituting vrksam for karenum in our example, we would have derived
the causative sentence karenur ärohayati nisädinam vrksam 'the elephant
makes the driver climb the tree'. But the occurrence of two identical noun
phrases makes the sentence susceptible to the reflexive transformation. The
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reflexive is formed by replacing the second of the identical noun phrases
(which may be a direct or indirect object, or a possessor) by a reflexive pro-
noun ; in Sanskrit the verb can then be optionally converted into the middle
voice, and if this option is taken, there is a further option of dropping the
reflexive pronoun. Thus, 'Devadatta makes his mat' could be expressed in
the following three ways:

(1) devadattah svam katam karoti (reflexivization),
(2) devadattah svam katam kurute (reflexivization, middle),
(3) devadattah katam kurute (reflexivization, middle, reflexive pronoun

dropping).
In the same way, karenum in our example is reflexivized, and the reflexive

pronoun can be erased if the verb is made middle. From the intermediate
stage karenur ärohayati nisädinam karenum we thus derive our sentence
karenur ärohayate nisädinam.

The point of this example is that the middle voice which Pänini prescribes
for the causative verb in certain cases by a highly complicated rule (1.3.67)
turns out simply to be a case of the general reflexive use of the middle voice.
The reflexive (realized optionally as a middle voice on the verb) appears
whenever there is identity of noun phrases within a sentence at a certain
point in the derivation. The critical fact is that this situation can be the result
of a transformation such as the raising we have described. The correct appli-
cation of the reflexive rule depends on the form of the sentence at a certain
intermediate stage, after the raising rule has applied. A system such as
Pänini's, in which sentences are not derived transformationally, is therefore
unable to treat reflexivization as a single process. Pänini in fact splits up the
reflexive middle into at least three different rules. In the case of direct objects
it is apparently intended to be handled by 1.3.13, according to which the
middle endings express the karman; the indirect object case is handled by
rules 1.3.72-7, which specify the middle voice 'when the agent benefits from
the action'; and the causative case that we have just analyzed is given as a
completely unrelated process in 1.3.67. What makes this worth mentioning
is that at least in the causative case, Pänini is in principle prevented by the
form of his grammar from combining a process with others that are clearly
related to it.

The transformational derivation of causatives from (and not merely their
equivalence with) simple sentences functioning as objects of a verb of causa-
tion also enables us to explain the case forms in which the noun phrases of
the causative construction can appear. We saw above that there are two
types of causative sentences: one in which both subject and object of the
underlying simple sentence are in the Accusative, and one in which the
underlying object is in the Accusative, but the underlying subject is in the
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Instrumental. We have already shown how the double Accusative type of
causative results from case marking of the raised subject of the embedded
sentence in the top sentence. The second type of causative is simply the case
where the option of applying the passive inside the embedded sentence is taken.
The subject thereby gets marked with the Instrumental case, and the under-
lying object becomes the subject. Raising now applies to this surface subject
of the passivized embedded sentence, making it the object of the matrix
sentence, where it becomes marked with the Accusative case by the usual
rule. Otherwise the derivation proceeds exactly as in the double Accusative
type.

But this is not all. Pänini and the commentators note that certain verbs
do not allow the kartr to appear in the Instrumental case, and thus only
allow the double Accusative construction. These are verbs of going and
knowing, certain verbs of absorbing, and verbs having as their object a noise
or literary work (e.g. verbs of listening or reciting). As it stands in Pänini,
this is a remarkably specific but inexplicable observation. In terms of our
transformational derivation of causatives, however, this restriction translates
into the following form: the passive cannot apply inside the embedded sen-
tence in the causative construction if the verb in the embedded sentence is
one of going, knowing, etc. Thus, the sentence gacchati viprox grämam2 'the
brahman goes to the village' can be passivized into grämo^ gamyate viprena3

when it is a main clause, but not when it is the sentential object of the verb
of causation. But note that the English causative has a very similar restriction.
Both the active / had John carry the piano downstairs and the passive / had
the piano carried downstairs by John are grammatical sentences. But with
verbs of learning, going, and listening the passive cannot apply in the causa-
tive:

I had John learn the Morse code.
*I had the Morse code learned by John.
I had John approach the village.

*I had the village approached by John.
I had John listen to the concert.

*I had the concert listened to by John.

in spite of the fact that the corresponding simple sentences are passivizable:

The Morse code was learned by John.
The village was approached by John.
The concert was listened to by John.

But we can go beyond merely noting this correspondence between English
and Sanskrit. The class of verbs which are not eligible to passivization under
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these circumstances is close to, if not identical with, a semantic class: those
denoting actions by which the object is not affected, in an evident sense.
The class can be identified by the do to-test:

What I did to the piano was bring it down.
*What I did to the Morse code was learn it.
*What I did to the village was approach it.
*What I did to the concert was listen to it.

E. Klima (personal communication) has pointed out that passivization is
restricted to affected objects in the case of prepositional phrases even in
main clauses in English, as in his examples

The bed was slept in by John.
•England was slept in by John.

corresponding to

What John did to the bed was sleep in it.
*What John did to England was sleep in it.

This constitutes further support for the plausibility of our explanation.
The passive is of course also applicable on the second cycle to the top

sentence, and these processes can be iterated. Consider the more complicated
deep structure:

visnumitra V
CAUS

L-aya-J

y
y^

devadatta

NP

Si

NP VP

CAUS
L-aya-J

y^
NP

yajnadatta

NP

s2

\
VP
1
1

gam

(14)

If Sx were not embedded in another sentence, it would come out as devadattox

yajhadattam2 gamayati 'Devadatta makes Yajnadatta go'. This sentence
could be passivized into yajnadattox devadattena3 gamy ate. Embedding this
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passivized sentence into So we get, correctly, visnumitrol yajnadattam2 deva-
dattena3 gamayati 'Visnumitra makes Devadatta make Yajnadatta go'.
Theoretically the passive could apply again to give yajnadatto1 visnumitrena3

devadattena3 gamyate, a sentence which should be ambiguous and which
should also mean 'Devadatta makes Visnumitra make Yajnadatta go'. Such
elaborate examples do not appear to be attested, however.

In these complex recursive syntactic processes Pänini's syntactic theory
has finally shown its limitations. We have discussed the causative at some
length in order to show that this class of constructions, which unlike most
of the other phenomena treated by Pänini's käraka theory transcends the
boundaries of the simple sentence, can be analyzed in the framework of
transformational grammar far better than within a theory of the general
form represented by Pänini's grammar. It is a comment on Pänini's greatness
that the Sanskrit facts which provide the evidence for this deeper analysis
come from the very observations which are so carefully recorded in his
grammar.

in

Comparing Pänini's description of these grammatical phenomena with ours,
we note two essential differences. First, the kind of rule ordering used by
Pänini is more limited. In one set of cases, the ordering groups together rules
which are partly alike in form. The purpose here is to enable the rules to be
made as short as possible by factoring out their common part. Rules so
abbreviated must be expanded to their full form by the principles of anuvrtti
before they can be applied. The other type of ordering encountered in Pänini's
syntactic rules is the disjunctive ordering imposed according to sütra 2.3.1
(anabhihite) on rules which specify how a certain term at level n can be
realized variously at level n + 1 . This type of ordering serves to express notions
like 'otherwise', 'in all other cases', 'alternatively', and so on. Each of these
two types of ordering is designed to reflect certain formal relationships within
a set of rules. But what does not seem to occur in Pänini's syntax is ordering
which reflects functional relationships between grammatical processes. But
this is the main purpose of ordering rules in a transformational grammar.
For example, the causative and the reflexive are formally quite different
grammatical processes, but they are functionally related in that the causative
transformation creates structures to which the reflexive rule is applicable
and must in fact apply. This functional relation is expressed by ordering
the causative rule before the reflexive rule. By doing so we can derive all
reflexive pronouns from noun phrases identical with another noun phrase
within the same simplex sentence, regardless of whether they were in the
same simplex sentence already in the deep structure or came to stand in the
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same sentence only through the operation of the causative rule. If the rules
are not ordered, two reflexive rules are necessary, which we in fact find in
Pänini.

The second main difference between the two descriptions is in the use
made of constituent structure. In Pänini's analysis of the causative, passive,
and reflexive constructions, constituent structure plays no significant role.
This becomes clear when we compare this treatment with the analysis we
have proposed. This analysis draws prominently on there being an embedded
sentence in the deep structure of causatives, which can undergo transforma-
tional processes characteristic of sentences (notably passivization), and on
this sentence being dissolved in the matrix sentence by the causative trans-
formation, with its constituents belonging henceforth to the matrix sentence
and being treated as parts of the matrix sentence by subsequently applying
transformations (notably the reflexive). For Pänini, on the other hand, the
constituents of a sentence are all on a par, with no further hierarchical
structure.

From the viewpoint of a characterization of Pänini's syntactic theory,
however, the essential question is not how Pänini treated these particular
syntactic processes, but what descriptive devices he could in general use.
We must, in other words, determine whether the fact that Pänini does not
use functional ordering and constituent structure in the example at hand
is an accidental feature of this example or a consequence of the syntactic
theory implicit in the Astädhyäyi. This question can be definitively answered
only on the basis of more material than the present study deals with. Still,
Pänini's treatment of the kärakas is extensive enough, and covers a suffi-
ciently substantial amount of Sanskrit grammar, for some tentative general
conclusions to be drawn.

It seems that the general form of Pänini's syntactic rules and levels is in
fact rather different from those of a generative grammar. In the theory of
Chomsky (1965), deep structures and surface structures have the same formal
properties. Both are represented by trees with labeled nodes and ordered
branches. The set of deep structure categories (Sentence, Noun Phrase, Verb
Phrase, etc.) is a subset (perhaps a proper subset) of the set of surface struc-
ture categories. For Pänini, on the other hand, each category belongs to one
and only one level. That is, the levels are represented by disjoint sets of
categories, and there are no categories which do not belong to one of the
levels. Moreover, the syntactic rules (that is, the rules relating levels (1) and
(2), and the rules relating levels (2) and (3)) appear to be constrained in the
following way: if

A-+B on the condition that C (15)
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is a syntactic rule, where A is a category belonging to level n, then
(i) B must belong to level n + 1 , and

(ii) C is a condition involving categories of levels n or n + 1 .
Thus, each syntactic rule maps some part of the structure at level n directly

into the corresponding structure at level «4-1, and never into any inter-
mediate structure to which further syntactic rules must still apply before
the next level is reached. The condition C may involve either of the two levels
which the rule relates. For example, the rules relating semantic representa-
tions (level (1)) to kärakas (level (2)) may be limited by conditions having
to do with level (1) or level (2). Thus, rule 1.4.25 states that the cause of fear
(level (1)) is apädäna (level (2)) with verbs of fearing (level (1)). Rule 1.4.49
states that the thing most desired (level (I)) by the kartr (level (2)) is karman
(level (2)). The condition C may either be internal to the sentence, as in these
cases, or it may involve a reference to a related sentence, as in the causative
example cited earlier.

If this is the right interpretation, then Pänini's syntactic rules, with respect
to certain of their formal properties, are closer to realization rules of the kind
encountered in the 'neo-Firthian' syntax of Halliday and the stratificational
grammar of Lamb than they are to transformations. In other ways, however,
Pänini's rules show some transformational properties, as for example the
necessity, in the application of some of the rules, of referring to grammatical
features of sentences related to the one under consideration. In any case,
it would seem that Pänini's syntax differs sharply from his phonology in
several important respects. Neither functional ordering nor constituent struc-
ture are utilized in the syntax. In the phonology, on the other hand, Pänini
uses extensive functional ordering, and a notion of constituent structure
within the word is implicit in the distinction of primary and secondary suffixes
and in the role played by the pada.

IV

Pänini's grammar is an explicit set of rules for deriving the phonetic form
of sentences from their semantic form via two intermediate stages which
bear significant similarities to the deep and surface structure levels of genera-
tive grammar. The semantic form of sentences is characterized mainly in
terms of a set of semantic relations between the meanings of the verb and
its various adjuncts in the sentence. To a large extent these relations remain
sketchy, and where Pänini goes into detail it appears to be more for illustra-
tion than for exhaustiveness. It does not appear that Pänini intended to
generate semantic representations. To the extent that the semantic level is
developed and its categories specified, it is taken for granted, and no attempt
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is made to characterize the set of possible semantic representations by any
rules. For these reasons, it is hardly possible to attribute to Pänini a fully
developed theory of semantics in the sense in which he clearly can be said
to have a theory of phonology.10

Nothing has been said here so far about the role of the lexicon in Pänini's
linguistic theory. Associated with the grammar there is a lexicon, the Dhätu-
pätha, which has among its functions the grouping of roots into classes on
the basis of the applicability of various grammatical rules. In any case it
is an integral part of the grammatical description furnished by Pänini (which
has nothing to do with the fact that part of the Dhätupätha, as we know it,
may antedate Pänini). Some formal peculiarities of the Dhätupätha suggest
that one might think of it as having a function in the mapping of the semantic
level into the level of deep structure. Each root listed in the lexicon is defined
by an abstract noun in the locative case, e.g. i gatau (II, 36). The root /
means 'go' and gatau is the locative of gati 'going'. The Locative is the case
in which the environment before which an operation takes place is specified
in the grammar (1.1.66). But the Locative, more generally, indicates the
circumstances under which something takes place (cf. Rocher in JAOS 87
(1967), 584) and may thus specify an environment regardless of order. This
might indicate that the lexical entries of the Dhätupätha should be viewed
as a set of lexical insertion rules intended to apply in the semantic environ-
ment specified by the gloss given in the Locative case. The glosses would
thus also belong to the metalanguage for semantic description. This inter-
pretation would explain the fact that synonymous roots tend to get the same
gloss, e.g. i gatau (II, 36), vraj gatau (I, 272), dram gatau (I, 494). The practice
is carried through even where it leads, as often happens, to glossing a word
with its own derivative, e.g. gam gatau (I, 1031). This would be utterly point-
less unless the glosses were regarded as metalinguistic terms and the lexicon
was considered as formally belonging with the grammatical system. We may
in fact plausibly regard it as part of the mechanism for relating levels (1)
and (2), i.e., what we have been terming semantics and deep structure.1Oa

10 It is at least possible to assume that Pänini would have left questions about possible
semantic representations to logic. It is true that we know little about the development
of logic during Pänini's time. But there are interesting similarities between the semantic
terms he refers to and technical terms in the later systems of logic. We have seen that
Pänini's semantic categories include ipsitatama, ipsita and sädhakatama, but not sädhaka.
In Indian logic sädhaka is a frequently used synonym of hetu, which denotes the reason or
antecedent. Similarly, sädhya denotes the thing inferred or consequent. The technical term
for 'locus' (a very fundamental concept in Indian logic) is generally adhikarana, and some-
times ädhära. Such connections could be further pursued, but go beyond the limits of the
present article.
1Oa If it is true that the glosses were added later to the text of the Dhätupätha fwhich
seems likely: B. Liebich, Ksiratarangini, Breslau 1930, 244) and were not implicitly un-
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Theie is no justification for supposing that the semantic level, let alone
the level of kdrakas, has any kind of ontological significance, as Rocher
(1964a, b) has come close to suggesting. Direct reference to the outside
world is outside the scope of linguistics. Its place is taken by reference which
the speaker intends or supposes to obtain. If this would not already follow
from the status of the science itself, it could be clearly established from
linguistic usage, e.g. from the use of anaphoric pronouns.11 Similarly, a noun
which occurs in the Instrumental case may express karana or hetu. But this
does not imply that this noun refers to what is really an instrument or cause
in the outside world; it merely signifies that the speaker supposes or intends
it to be such. In the passage quoted from the Raghuvamsa, Kalidäsa wishes
it to be understood that king Dilipa was astonished when he heard the lion
speak with a human voice. In reality things may be different.12

That the semantic level is distinct from the deep structure or käraka level
in Pänini's grammar has been one of the points we have tried to establish in
the above discussion. We illustrate the point again by diagramming a few
of the relationships that obtain between these two levels.

sädhakatama

U.42

karana

karmand yam
abhi praiti

yam prati
kopah

kartur
Tpsitatama

ädhara

sampradäna karman

U.45

adhikarana

(16)

It must be admitted that the distinction between these two levels is often
unclear even in the Indian commentators on Pänini. The commentary of the
Kdsikd on 3.2.1, however, recognizes the distinction and its importance very
clearly. It enumerates three semantic relations which the direct object relation
corresponds to: nirvartya 'product' (e.g. kumbham2 karoti 'he makes a pot'),
vikdrya 'thing affected' (e.g. kdnddn2 lunäti 'he cuts stalks'), präpya 'thing
reached' (e.g. vedam2 adhyeti 'he studies the Veda'). There now follows the

derstood at the time of Pänini, the above argument may be valid only with regard to
the situation after Bhimasena.
11 E.g., if Lindsay is mayor of New York, a speaker not knowing this will say 'I met
Lindsay and later phoned the mayor of New York'. On the other hand, he will say 'I met
Lindsay and later phoned him' if he supposes both to be the same person, even if this is
not in fact the case.
12 Further evidence in this respect is supplied by Patanjali in a passage which briefly
touches upon the relation between käraka and the ontological categories: see Staal
(1967), 44.
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significant remark that each one of these different types of karman can form
a certain type of compound with the suffix aN, e.g. kumbhakärah 'one who
makes pots', kändalävah 'one who cuts stalks', vedädhyäyah 'one who studies
the Veda'. The implication is that the käraka level plays a functional role
in the system and could not be eliminated without complicating the descrip-
tion. If semantic representations were mapped directly into surface struc-
tures, without the mediating kärakas, the list of surface structures to which
karman can correspond, namely the compounds with o/y, the Accusative
(as the object case), the Objective Genitive, and so on, would have to be
enumerated anew for each semantic relation which can underlie a karman
relation. It is in such cases that the käraka level enables generalizations
to be made, and they are presumably the motivation for introducing this
level. It is not clear, however, that such motivation can be given for every
one of the kärakas of Pänini's grammar.

The distinction between kärakas and morphological categories has been
somewhat better appreciated. It was put concisely in a värttikä of Kätyäyana
under 2.3.1 which enumerates the kinds of expressions that may represent
käraka relations: UN (verbal terminations), krt (a class of primary suffixes),
taddhita (a class of secondary suffixes) and samäsa (nominal compounds).
Examples of such forms have occurred throughout this study (for further
discussion see Staal, 1967, 41-2). These represent as it were the 'surface'
term of the käraka relationships.

It has been said that Pänini's method was taxonomic, and his subject
largely confined to the analysis of words. But even the cursory analysis given
here of the käraka theory suggests not only that such statements are untrue,
but also that Pänini's treatment of syntax and semantics presents analogies
to various aspects of several modern linguistic theories, without being directly
identifiable with any of them. The importance of his treatment becomes the
more apparent once it is realized that, unlike käraka relationships, which
determine the structure and 'construction' of sentences, problems of arrange-
ment and constituent order in the finally derived strings, which play so promi-
nent a role in English syntax, have no deep significance in inflected languages
and occupy little space in a syntax of Sanskrit. The käraka relations therefore
perform much of the work that needs to be done in Sanskrit syntax.

APPENDIX

In order not to burden the exposition unduly, the sütras referred to in the
course of this paper have not been quoted in the original. This loss is here
repaired, most references through anuwtti to preceding sütras have been
supplied between parentheses, and translations have been added.
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1.1.66 tasminn iti nirdiste pürvasya 'when an element is referred to in the
Locative, (the operation takes place) with regard to the preceding'

1.3.13 bhävakarmanoh {ätmanepadam: 12) '(the middle endings are used)
when the verb expresses a state [i.e., the impersonal] or an object
[i.e., the passive]'

1.3.14 kartari karmavyatihäre {ätmanepadam: 12) '(the middle endings are
used) when the verb expresses an agent [i.e., the active] if the activity
is reciprocal'

1.3.67 ner anau yat karma nau cet sa kartänädhyäne {ätmanepadam: 12)
'(the middle endings are used) when the verb has the affix NI [i.e.,
the causative], if that which is the deep object when the verb is
without NI, is the subject when it is provided with NI, excepting
verbs of remembering'

1.3.68 bhlsmyor hetubhaye {ätmanepadam: 12; ner: 67) '(the middle endings
are used when the verb has the affix NI) for bhi "fear" and smi "be
astonished" provided the hetu is the cause of fear'

1.3.78 sesät kartari parasmaipadam 'the active endings are used after all
remaining verbal roots when a subject is expressed'

1.4.2 vipratisedhe param käryam 'in case of contradiction (between two
rules) the latter has to be applied'

1.4.23 kärake '(the following rules apply) when a käraka is expressed'

N.B.: This rule is valid through 1.4.55, but has not been repeated in the
following translations.

1.4.24 dhruvam apäye'pädänam {kärake: 23) 'apädäna is the fixed point
from which something recedes'

1.4.25 bhiträrthänäm bhayahetuh {kärake: 23; apädäna: 24) 'the cause of
fear (is apädäna) with verbs meaning "fear" and "protect"'

1.4.27 väranärthänäm ipsitah {kärake: 23; apädäna: 24) 'the desired object
(is apädäna) with verbs meaning "ward off'"

1.4.32 karmanä yam abhi praiti sa sampradänam {kärake: 23) 'whom one
has in mind in connection with an object is sampradäna'

1.4.33 rucyarthänämprlyamänah {kärake: 23; sampradäna: 32) 'the person
pleased (is sampradäna) with verbs meaning "please"'

1.4.36 sprher Ipsitah {kärake: 23; sampradäna: 32) 'the desired object (is
sampradäna) with the verb sprh "want"'

1.4.37 krudhadruhersyäsüyärthänäm yam prati kopah {kärake: 23; sampra-
däna: 32) 'the person against whom anger is directed (is sampradäna)
with verbs meaning "be angry", "hate", "be jealous", "be annoyed
with'"
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1.4.42 sädhakatamam karanam (kärake: 23) 'karana is the most effective
means'

1.4.43 divah karma ca (kärake: 23; sädhakatama: 42) 'also the deep object
with the verb div "play" (is the most effective means)'

1.4.44 parikrayane sampradänam anyatarasyäm (kärake: 23; sädhakatama:
42) '(the most effective means) may be sampradäna in connection
with renting'

1.4.45 ädhäro'dhikaranam (kärake: 23) 'adhikarana is the locus'
1.4.46 adhisihsthäsäm karma (kärake: 23; ädhära: 45) '(the locus is) karman

with the verbs ir/V'iie", sthä "stand", äs "sit", when preceded by adhV
1.4.47 abhinivisas ca (kärake: 23; ädhära: 45; karman: 46) 'and (the locus

is karman) with the verb vis "enter" when preceded by abhi nV
1.4.48 upänvadhyähvasah (kärake: 23; ädhära: 45; karman: 46) '(the locus

is karman) with the verb vas "inhabit" when preceded by upa, anu,
adhi, äN9

1.4.49 kartur Ipsitatamam karma (kärake: 23) 'karman is the thing most
desired by the deep subject'

1.4.52 gatibuddhipratyavasänärthasabdakarmäkarmakänäm anikartä sa nau
(kärake: 23; karman: 49) 'when verbs of going, knowing, absorbing,
verbs having as their object a sound or intransitive verbs have the
affix NI [i.e., the causative affix], the subject of the verb when without
the affix NI, is karman'

1.4.54 svatantrah kartä (kärake: 23) 'kartr is the independent'
1.4.55 tatprayojako hetus ca (kärake: 23; kartr: 54) 'that which prompts

the kartr is also hetu*
2.1.24 dvitiyä sritätitapatitagatätyastapräptäpannaih (samäsa: 3; saha supä:

4; tatpurusa: 22) 'a noun with an Accusative ending (forms a tatpu-
rusa compound) with the nouns srita "undergoing", atlta "passed",
patita "fallen", gata "gone", atyasta "gone beyond", präpta
"reached", äpanna "arrived at '"

2.1.32 kartrkarane krtä bahulam (samäsa: 3; saha supä: 4; tatpurusa: 22)
'the deep subject and the instrumental often (form a tatpurusa com-
pound) with a noun ending in a KRT suffix'

2.1.36 caturthi tadarthärthabalihitasukharaksitaih (samäsa: 3; saha supä:
4; tatpurusa: 22) 'a noun with a Dative ending (forms a tatpurusa
compound) with a noun expressing something for its sake, with
bali "oblation", hita "good for", sukha "agreeable" and raksita
"guarded"'

2.1.37 pancami bhayena (samäsa: 3; saha supä: 4; tatpurusa: 22) 'a noun
with an Ablative ending (forms a tatpurusa compound) with the
noun bhaya "fear"'
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2*1.41 siddhasuskapakvabandhais ca (samäsa: 3; saha supä: 4; tatpurusa:
22; saptami: 40) '(a noun with a Locative ending forms a tatpurusa
compound) also with siddha "established", suska "dry", pakva
"cooked", bandha "tied"'

2.2.13 adhikaranaväcinä ca (samäsa: 2.1.3; saha supä: 2.1.4; tatpurusa:
2.1.22; sasthi: 2.2.8; na: 2.2.10; ktena: 2.2.12) 'and (a noun with a
Genitive ending does not form a tatpurusa compound) with (a par-
ticiple ending in Ktd) denoting the locus'

2.3.1 anabhihite '(the following rules apply) when it [i.e., the käraka] is
not (already) expressed'

N.B.: This rule is valid through 2.3.71, but has not been repeated in the
following translations.

2.3.2 karmani dvitiyä (anabhihite: 1) 'the Accusative [i.e., the endings of
the Accusative] is used when a karman is expressed'

2.3.3 trtiyä ca hos chandasi (anabhihite: 1; karmani dvitiyä: 2) 'the Instru-
mental is also used (for the karman) of hu "make an oblation" in
the Veda'

2.3.7 saptamipahcamyau kärakamadhye (anabhihite: 1) 'the Locative or
the Ablative are used when there is an interval between two kärakas'

2.3.11 pratinidhipratidäne ca yasmät (anabhihite: 1; karmapra vacaniyayukte:
8; pancami: 10) 'and (the Ablative is used together with a preposition)
for that for which something is substituted or exchanged'

2.3.12 gatyarthakarmani dvitiyäcaturthyau cestäyäm anadh vani (anabhihite:
1) 'the Accusative or the Dative are used for the deep object of verbs
of going, provided there is real movement and excepting adhvan
"path"'

2.3.13 caturthi sampradäne (anabhihite: 1) 'the Dative is used when a
sampradäna is expressed'

2.3.14 kriyärthopapadasya ca karmani sthäninah (anabhihite: 1; caturthi: 13)
'(the Dative is used) also for the object of an underlying verb ac-
companied by another word with verbal connotation [i.e., the infini-
tive]'13

2.3.15 tumarthäc ca bhävavacanät (anabhihite: 1; caturthi: 13) '(the Dative
is used) also for a word expressing a state and synonymous with an
infinitive'

2.3.18 kartrkaranayos trtiyä (anabhihite: 1) 'the Instrumental is used when
kartr or karana are expressed'

13 Literally, 'the endings of the Dative are used after a word...'
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2.3.22 samjho'nyatarasyäm karmani (anabhihite: 1; karana: 18) '(the Instru-
mental is used) optionally for the deep object of samjnä "recognize"'

2.3.23 hetau (anabhihite: 1; karana: 18) '(the Instrumental is used) for a
cause'

2.3.28 apädäne pancami (anabhihite: 1) 'the Ablative is used when an
apädäna is expressed'

2.3.33 karane ca stokälpakrcchrakatipayasyäsattvavacanasya (anabhihite: 1;
pancami: 28; trtiyä: 32) '(the Instrumental) as well as (the Ablative
are used) when a karana is expressed with stoka "drop", alpa "a
little bit", krcchra "difficult", katipaya "some", unless a substance
is designated'

2.3.36 saptamy adhikarane ca (anabhihite: 1; düräntikärthebhyah: 35) 'the
Locative is used (for words meaning "far" and "near") also when a
locus is expressed'

2.3.37 yasya ca bhävena bhävalaksanam (anabhihite: 1; saptaml: 36) '(the
Locative is used) also for that state which characterizes a(nother)
state'

2.3.38 sasthi cänädare (anabhihite: 1; yasya bhävena bhävalaksanam: 37)
'the Genitive is used also (for a state which characterizes another
state) when disregard is expressed'

2.3.46 prätipadikärthalihgaparimänavacanamätre prathamä (anabhihite: 1)
'the Nominative is used when nothing but the gender and the number
of the nominal stem notion are expressed'

2.3.52 adhigarthadayesäm karmani (anabhihite: 1; sasthi: 50) '(the Genitive
is used) for the deep object of verbs meaning remembering, and of
day "allot" and is "own"'

2.3.53 krhahpratiyatne (anabhihite: 1; sasthi: 50; karmani: 52) '(the Geni-
tive is used for the deep object) of krN "do" when it imparts a new
quality'

2.3.54 rujärthänäm bhävavacanänäm ajvareh (anabhihite: 1; sasthi: 50;
karmani: 52) '(the Genitive is used for the deep object) of verbs
meaning ruj "afflict" when expressing a state, excepting jvar "suffer"'

2.3.63 yajes ca karane (anabhihite: 1; sasthi: 50; bahulam chandasi: 62)
'(the Genitive is often used in the Veda) for a karana in connection
with yaj "sacrifice"'

2.3.65 kartrkarmanoh krti (anabHihite: 1; sasthi: 50) '(the Genitive is used)
for the deep object and the deep subject of nouns ending in a KRT
suffix'

2.3.66 ubhayapräptau karmani (anabhihite: 1; sasthi: 50) '(the Genitive is
used) for the deep object when there is scope for both (the deep
subject and object) to be realized'
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2.3.71 krtyänäm kartari vä {anabhihite: 1; trtiyä: 18; sasthi: 50) '(the Geni-
tive or the Instrumental) may be used for the deep subject of nouns
ending in a KRTYA suffix [i.e., the future passive participle]'

3.1.26 hetumati ca {nie: 25) '(the affix NIC is attached to a verbal root)
also when (the activity is) caused by someone else'

3.1.67 särvadhätuke yak {bhävakarmanoh: 66) 'the affix yaK is attached
before a särvadhätuka suffix when the verb expresses a state [i.e.,
the impersonal] or an object [i.e., the passive]'

3.1.68 kartari sap {särvadhätuke: 67) 'the affix SaP is attached (before a
särvadhätuka suffix) when the verb expresses a subject'

3.1.102 vahyam karanam 'the noun vahyam expresses a karana'
3.2.1 karmany an 'the suffix aN is attached when there is a deep object'
3.2.85 karane yajah {nini: 78; bhüte: 84) '(the suffix NinI is attached) to

yaj "sacrifice" with past meaning when the accompanying noun
expresses a karana'

3.2.98 pahcamyäm ajätau {janer dah: 97) '(the suffix Da is attached to jan
"be born") in the meaning of the ablative provided it does not denote
a species'

3.2.182 dämnisasayuyujastutudasisicamihapatadasanahah karane {stran: 181)
'(the suffix StraN is attached) to däP "cut", ni "guide", sas "slaugh-
ter", yu "join", yuj "join", stu "praise", tud "strike", si "bind",
sic "sprinkle", mih "urinate", pat "fall", das "bite", nah "tie", when
the karana is expressed'

3.3.93 karmany adhikarane ca {ghoh kih: 92) '(the suffix Ki is attached to
da "give (etc.)" and dhä "place (etc.)") also if the locus is expressed
in combination with a deep object'

3.3.117 karanädhikaranayos ca {lyut: 113) '(the suffix LYUTis attached) also
when the karana or the adhikarana are expressed'

3.3.156 hetuhetumator lin 'verbal forms ending in LIN [i.e., the potential
mood] are used to express the hetu and what follows from it'

3.4.67 kartari krt 'a KRT suffix is used to express the deep subject'
3.4.70 tayor eva krtyaktakhalarthäh (karmani bhäve cäkarmakebhyah: 69)

'KRTYA suffixes, the suffix Kta and those meaning KHAL are used
to express both [i.e., the deep object and the impersonal with in-
transitive verbs]'

3.4.73 däsagoghnau sampradäne 'the nouns däsa and goghna express sam-
pradäna"

4.1.2 svaujasamautchastäbhyämbhisnebhyämbhyasnasibhyämbhyashaso-
sämhyossup {hyäpprätipadikät: 1) '(after feminine stems ending in
Ni or äP, or nominal stems) sU, au, Jas, am, auT, Sas, Tä, bhyäm,
bhis, Ne, bhyäm, bhyas, NasI, bhyäm, bhyas, Nas, os, am, Ni, os, suP'
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6.1.57 nityam smayateh (ddecah: 45; nau: 54; hetubhaye: 56) \äT is sub-
stituted for e, o, ai, au in causatives when the fear - [in this case: the
surprise] - is caused by the hetu) obligatorily in the case of smi "be
astonished'"

7.1.9 ato bhisa ais (ahgasya: 6.4.1) 'after (nominal stems ending in) aT,
ais is substituted in the place of bhis'

7.3.36 artihrivliriknüyiksmäyyätäm pug nau 'the infix p UK is inserted before
NI [i.e., the causative] after r "go", hrl "be ashamed", vli "crush",
ri "flow", knüy "be humid", ksmäy "tremble", and after roots
ending in <f

7.3.40 bhiyo hetubhaye suk (nau: 36) 'the infix sUK is inserted (before NI)
after bhi "fear" when fear is caused by the hetu'
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T H I R T E E N

D. H. H. Ingalls, Materials for the study of Navya-Nyäya Logic (=
Harvard Oriental Series, 40), Cambridge, Mass., 1951.

Though this book was published eight years ago and has been reviewed several times,1

its importance seems to justify a reassessment of its significance, which takes into
account some further investigations it has given rise to and which seeks to indicate in
which directions further developments may be expected.

Although ex nihilo nihilfit it may be said that Professor Ingalls' book is a pioneering
work both in respect of its object and in respect of its method. Its object is Navya-
Nyäya, the modern school of Indian logic which developed in Mithilä and Bengal from
Gangesa's Tattvacintämani (Xlllth century) onwards and to which many logicians
belonged, of whom Raghunätha Siromani (ca. 1475-ca. 1550) may especially be
mentioned. Its method is inspired by the techniques of contemporary symbolic logic,
with the help of which the author has been able to give a clear account of several of
the extremely complicated logical structures with which the Navya-Naiyäyikas
manipulate. In both these respects his only predecessor was Saileswar Sen, whose
thesis A study on Mathuränätha's-Tattva-Cintämani-Rahasya (Wageningen, 1924),
written when the author was working with Faddegon in Amsterdam, has unfortunately
never been given the attention it deserved. Apart from this work, from which Ingalls
acknowledges he has derived most help, the same field had never been studied with the
same method. Earlier translations of Navya-Nyäya texts exist, but some of these are
hardly less obscure than the originals. The methods of modern logic seem to have been
referred to only by S. Schayer in the field of Buddhist logic (from 1932 onwards), but
Ingalls' bibliography does not mention any of Schayer's articles.

The author has edited, translated and interpreted selections of texts and has devoted
more than fifty concise pages to "an examination of some theories and techniques of
Navya-Nyäya logic", which will prove extremely useful not only to logicians who wish
to inform themselves about Indian logic of the modern school, but also to Sanskrit
scholars who want to study another text from the large field of Navya-Nyäya literature.
This section constitutes the second part of the book. It is preceded by "Biographical
Notes" dealing with Gangesopädhyäya, Jayadeva Paksadhara (ca. 1425-ca. 1500),
Raghunätha Siromani and Mathuränätha Tarkaväglsa (ca. 1600-ca. 1675), where
considerable attention is payed to - sometimes amusing - local traditions which are
utilised with great prudence. The discussion of theories and techniques is followed by
editions, translations and interpretations of three texts. The first is the one paragraph
from Gangesa, known as Vyäpti-pancaka, which enumerates the five provisional
definitions of vyäpti and the general reason for their invalidity (they are all rejected
and later replaced by the siddhänta-laksana, the final definition, not dealt with in
Ingalls' work). The second text is the commentary of Mathuränätha upon these

Reprinted with permission from Indo-Iranian Journal 4 (1960): 68-73. Copyright © 1960 by
D. Reidel Publishing Company.
1 I. M. Bochenski in: The Journal of Symbolic Logic, 17 (1952), 117-119; J. Brough in;
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1953-54, 87-88; J. Filliozat in: Journal Asiatique
240 (1952), 409-410; J. Gonda in: Tijdschrift voor Philosophie, 13 (1951), 727-8;
J. Jordens in: Revue Philosophique de Louvain, 50 (1952), 143-4; K. H. Potter in:
Philosophy East and West, 4 (1954-55), 271-3.
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definitions, called the Vyäpti-pancaka-rahasya. The last is an extract from Raghunätha's
Didhiti of the section commenting on these same definitions.

The texts are based upon modern Indian editions. In Navya-Nyäya it will take time
before the need will be felt for editions based upon manuscripts. First the attempt will
have to be made to read and understand the bulk of literature which Indian Naiyäyikas
have published (one text sometimes in several editions) during the last century. More-
over, the material is generally not old and the texts with their numerous commentaries
and subcommentaries seem to be rarely corrupt. For the Vyäpti-pancaka-rahasya
Ingalls has utilised the modern subcommentary of Sivadatta Misra. For the Didhiti
use is made of the classical commentaries of Gadädhara and Jagadlsa (XVIIth century).

The "examination of some theories and techniques" is mainly but not exclusively
based upon the material occurring in the texts which are given later. Sometimes the
reader is referred to more detailed examples provided by these texts, sometimes the
explanations of the latter refer back to the general "examination" for fuller discussions.
In this central part Ingalls introduces methods and uses results of modern logic. His
investigations are always interesting and often brilliant: for instance the discovery of
the modern definition of the disjunction (pvq. = ~(~p.~q), "a disjunction is equi-
valent to the negation of the conjunction of the negations") in an apparently obscure
and at first sight insignificant Sanskrit expression (anyatara, "alternation", is: bheda-
dvayävacchinna-pratiyogitäka-bhedavat, "that which possesses a mutual absence to
which the counterpositivei is limited by two mutual absences") (63). Nowhere, on the
other hand, does the author seem to go too far in this direction by reading modern
ideas into the text. See for instance the scrutiny with which the problem of the possible
occurrence of De Morgan's law is considered: the text seems to justify fully the
author's careful statements, that Gangesa, though he applied the principle involved,
was probably unconscious of it, whereas Mathuränätha seems to have been aware of it
(66). It may be asked whether perhaps the above quoted definition for anyatara does
not show that its author (Täränätha Tarka Väcaspati) was aware at least of one of
the two laws of De Morgan.

Ingalls' highly interesting applications of the methods of modern logic give rise to
questions regarding the role played by the language of the Sanskrit expressions: do the
expressions of formal logic represent and correspond to the logical structures of
Navya-Nyäya, or also to the linguistic expressions of these structures? How can the
two be distinguished (at first sight the former seems accessible only through the latter)?
Does the tool, the symbolism of modern logic itself, reflect the structure of modern
language(s)? An example may illustrate these problems, for which the definition of
disjunction quoted above may be referred to again. Johannes Versor, commenting
upon Petrus Hispanus' Summulae Logicales, expressed the two laws of De Morgan as:
copulativa et disiunctiva de partibus contradicentibus contradicunt, "conjunctions and
disjunctions with contradictory members are contradictions".2 By utilising the term
"contradictories" the Latin expression denotes not only what modern logic expresses
by: "a and non-a", but also: "non-a and a". Hence it achieves much greater concision
and corresponds to four expressions in symbolic logic: ((pAq) = ~ ( ~ pv ~ q); (pvq) = ~
( ~ pA ~ q); ~ (pAq) = (~ pv ~ q); and ~ (pvq) = ( ~ pA ~ q)).3 The general structure of
each of these four expressions however, disregarding the negations, is similar to the
Latin expression: copulativum de ... corresponds to: . . .A.. . and disiunctivum de ...
corresponds to: ... v...

2 J. Lukasiewicz, "Zur Geschichte der Aussagenlogik", Erkenntnis, 5 (1935), 111-131,
note 40. See, however, P. Boehner, "Bemerkungen zur Geschichte der De Morgansche
Gesetze in der Scholastik", Archiv für Philosophie, 4 (1951), 113-146.
3 This remarkable fact is not mentioned by Lukasiewicz, who says that this idea "hier
etwas zu knapp ausgedrückt ist".
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In the Sanskrit expression anyatara corresponds to: ...v... and bheda corresponds
to: ~. Professor Brough suggested further that, in some sense,pratiyogi corresponds
to the brackets in ~(~pA~q) and avacchinna to (the nature of) the contents of the
brackets or to the relation between the brackets and their contents. In these respects
the Sanskrit is more explicit than the formal expression. If we say that we realise
nevertheless that the Sanskrit expression corresponds to: (pvq)=~(~pA~q), we
consider a logical structure which is not expressed in the same way in language as in
the formula.

Sometimes Ingalls establishes a strict correspondence between Sanskrit expressions
and formulae. For instance, sädhyäbhävavadavrttitva (scl.hetoh), "non-occurent, (of h)
to the locus of absence of s" (the first definition) is represented by: -o± J-sj P h,
a formula which is inspired by modern logic but introduces new symbols. It is probable
that in this direction further applications of methods of symbolic logic may be expected.
It is at the same time clear, that Ingalls' work provides precious material for anyone
who wishes to study the functioning of language in the expression of logical structures4

or who wants to compare the relation between thought and expression in Indian and
Western thought.

A few more topics may be mentioned out of the many theories and techniques
discussed. - Some of the logical terms seem to be related to grammatical terms and
usages. For instance (apart from vyäpti itself5), gaurava and läghava (47) are relatively
common in grammar. There is some reminiscence of the terms "strong" and "weak"
as applied to systems of axioms in modern logic. More important is the essential
identity of "a pot" with "a blue pot", which has puzzled Potter who in his review has
suggested that it is due to some confusion on the part of the Naiyäyikas. Without
excluding this as a possibility, it might be suggested that this fact may be related to a
general feature of Sanskrit (a linguistic structure, which is neither true nor false),
exemplified by the status of the karmadhäraya compound. This compound is a tatpurusa
and as such it denotes its second member.6 In other words, "a blue pot" has in
Sanskrit always denoted "a pot".7

Difficult is the subject of double negation. Professor Brough observed in his review
that the difficulty of the argument on — — x (71) seems to lie "in a confusion on the
part of the Sanskrit writer between (c of -a) and (c of —a)". Actually the ambiguity
may merely lie in the representation. Where Ingalls states: "c of -x = c of — x",
the validity of the further argument depends on the assumption that both pratiyogVs
are of the same type in this line but of different types in the next line. If it be assumed
that all the c's represent only atyantäbhäviya-pratiyogi, cat, the argument establishes
merely: — —x = cat of —x. This is what the Sanskrit text says: ... ghata-bhedätyan-
täbhäva-rüpasya ... ghata-bheda-pratiyogitvät (102). Consequently, an x occurs on
the first line of the next page (72), where the text has merely pratiyogi.

It seems difficult to accept the first argument of the same section, adduced in order
to establish — — x = xx, for it seems to be based upon the assumption that potness
occurs in all things that are —-pots. - From a modern point of view, moreover, in
this situation where levels of abstraction are involved the need for a kind of theory of
types is felt.

4 No use is made of Ingalls' work in: P. Hartmann, Nominale Ausdrucksformen im
wissenschaftlichen Sanskrit (Heidelberg, 1955).
5 Cf. L. Renou, Terminologie grammaticale du Sanskrit (Paris, 1957), 301-2.
6 See the present reviewer's "Correlations between language and logic in Indian
thought", Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, 23 (1960), 109-22.
7 An attempt to differentiate seems to have been made in the Nyäyavärtika: cf.
M. Biardeau, "La definition dans la pensee indienne", Journal Asiatique, 245 (1957),
371-384: 376. For Aristotle cf. Metaphysica A 29,1024 b 29-32 and Z 6,1031 a 19-24.
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A formal representation of the difficulties met with in these passages may be suggested
here.8 Use is made of the notation of restricted-variables, expressed by a x R (x, y)
and denoting the idea "x such that R (x, y)", and of familiar symbols of the logic of
relations. In addition, A (x, y) denotes: "relation (sambandha) of x to y", and B (x, y)
denotes: "x possesses y (x y-vat)".
Definition 1. (anyonyäbhäva) — a =a a x (x =fi a).
Definition 2. (atyantäbhäva) —a = a a y~A (y, ax B(x,a)).
Statement: a = a.
Explanation: According to definition 2,

a = aw^A (w, a z B (z, a y~A (y, a x B (x,a)))) (1).
It is likely that: - A ( y , a x B (x, a)) (2)
implies: ~ A (a, a x B (x, y)) (3).
Substitution of a y (2) for y in (3) yields:
- A (a, a z B (z, a y~A (y, a x B (x, a)))) (4).
Comparison of (1) and (4) yields: a = a.
Statement: —-a = at.
Explanation: According to definitions 1 and 2,
— —a = a z~ A (z, a x B (x, a y ( y ^ a))) (5).
It is likely that: A (ax, a x B (x, a))
implies: ~ A (SLU a x B (x, a y (y ^ a))) (6).
Comparison of (5) and (6) yields: ——a = ax.
Statement: —-a = a.
Explanation: Analogous reasoning from A (a, a x B (x, a)).

Ingalls' comparison with intuitionnistic logic and the reference to Heyting (68 note
135) are very interesting. It may be asked more generally whether it is justified to say
that the realism of Nyäya possesses constructivistic tendencies. The stress laid upon
unnegatable (kevalänvayi) terms and the elimination of all the negations of the Vyäpti-
pancaka in the final definition is reminiscent of the negationless mathematics and
logic of G. F. C. Griss.

Potter has in his review9 objected against the translation of guna by "quality" and has
suggested "trope". If "quality" is unsatisfactory, it might be suggested to use "quale":
just as nila, "blue", inheres in one substance only, whereas nilatva, "blueness", inheres in
many, "qualia" might be restricted to one entity, whereas "quality'1 inheres in many.10

It is a characteristic of modern Indian logic that quantification is expressed without
quantors but by means of abstracts and concepts such as avacchinna. Is it perhaps to
some extent justified to look upon the extremely frequent suffixes ~ädi, "etc." (cf. e.g.
97) as expressions of generalisation?

In Navya-Nyäya Sanskrit repeated abstraction is expressed by using more than one
abstracting suffix: -tvatva, -tvatä, etc. (45). It may be worth noting that this occurred
earlier only in the R.gveda,n from where it might have been adopted by the Naiyäyikas
(sometimes Brahmins).

8 I am most grateful to Professor Brough for the discussions I have had with him on
this and on other points, though naturally I remain responsible for the particular view
expressed here.
9 Also in: "Are the Vaisesika 'Gunas' qualities?", Philosophy East and West, 4
(1954-55), 259-264; and in: The Padärthatattvanirüpanam of Raghunätha Siromani
(Cambridge, Mass., 1957), 13.
10 The term "quale" has been used in contemporary philosophy by N. Goodman in:
The structure of appearance (Cambridge, Mass., 1951) (also quoted by Potter,
Padärthatattvanirüpanam, 18).
11 Renou {Etudes vediques et Pänineennes, I, Paris, 1955, 54) says that these double
suffixes "n'ont pas eu de suite dans 1'usage ulterieur".
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The grammatical rule that "a possessive suffix should not be appended to a karma-
dhäraya if a bahuvrihi can give the same meaning" (90-91) goes back to Patanjali's
Mahäbhäsya.12 - The following article, to which Dr. Friedman kindly drew my atten-
tion, might be added to the bibliography: T. S. Bhattacharya, "The five provisional
definitions of vyäpti", The Journal of the Ganganatha Jha Research Institute, 3 (1945),
67-88, 169-188, 315-348. - The view held by Bochenski in his review, that the Indians
did not discriminate between connotation and denotation, cannot be maintained.13

A short reference may be made to a discussion on Ingalls' book which took place
between the author and S. Bhattacharya.14 Bhattacharya rightly objects against the
translation of paksa, sädhya and hetu by minor, major and middle term respectively,
and stresses the realism of Nyäya, which does not deal with statements, but with
objects and "knowledges" - a point repeatedly made by Ingalls and stressed already in
his Introduction. Without mentioning here some other topics of the discussion, it may
be worth quoting Ingalls, according to whom the essential difference between the two
standpoints lies "in the degree to which we believe translation to be possible. It appears
that for him the degree is low; for me relatively high." In particular Bhattacharya does
not seem to believe that Nyäya can be translated in terms of symbolic logic. The
present reviewer feels, that expressions and arguments of Navya-Nyäya can be re-
presented by expressions of modern logic even to a higher degree than was done in
Ingalls' work. The test for such representations should be, that not only can the
Sanskrit be actually converted into formulae according to explicit rules, but also
vice versa (disregarding minor points, such as synonymous expressions). This seems
to be possible because "the various technical terms, the formation of compounds, the
morphological means of expression (e.g. suffixes and case-endings) and the syntactical
means of expression (e.g. appositional clauses) in the technical Sanskrit of Navya-
Nyäya are analogous to the terms, the formulas and the rules of modern Western
logic".15

In conclusion the various contexts may be mentioned in which the book under
review is significant and has given (or may be expected to give) rise to further research.

(1) The study of Indian logic. This line of research has been followed by K. H.
Potter in his Padärthatattvanirüpanam (Cambridge, Mass., 1957). This basic text,
about which Ingalls had given the first information, is less close to formal logic, but
contains much material which is of interest to modern philosophers (a statement on
page 67: saty api cänumänikädisukhädiniscaya sukhädikam anubhavämiti pratyayä-
bhäväd iti, "for we do not say 'I am experiencing pleasure, etc' in cases where we
ascertain pleasure, etc. by inference, etc." is reminiscent of Wittgenstein).

(2) The study of Indian philosophy (especially the three main schools of the Vedänta
since the XlVth century: e.g. the Advaitasiddhi of Madhusüdana Sarasvati with its
commentaries or the Tarkatändava of Vyäsatlrtha). It should be particularly interesting
to see how Indian thinkers applied Navya-Nyäya in philosophy, as the West has as yet

12 L. Renou, Le Durghatavrtti de Saranadeva, I 1 (Paris, 1940), 81-82 note, and cf.
P. C. Chakravarti, The linguistic speculations of the Hindus (Calcutta, 1933), 457
(quoting the same expression with mat up in stead of matu).
13 See: J. Brough, "Theories of general linguistics in the Sanskrit grammarians",
Transactions of the Philological Society, 1951, 27-46, and cf. M. B. Emeneau, "India
and linguistics", Journal of the American Oriental Society, 75 (1955), 151. Cf. also
Potter, Padärthatattvanirüpanam, 63-64.
14 S. Bhattacharya, "Daniel H. H. Ingalls on Indian logic", Philosophy East and
West, 5 (1955-56), 155-162 and: D. H. H. Ingalls, "A reply to Bhattacharya", ibid.,
163-166.
15 See the present reviewer's "Means of formalisation in Indian and Western logic",
Proceedings of the XHth International Congress of Philosophy (Venice, 1958).
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hardly directly applied the techniques of modern logic to purely philosophical problems
in a significant way.

(3) The study of logic. It is known that the history of logic has not been a continuous
evolution, but a succession of partly independent periods. Hence the same laws were
re-discovered several times (e.g. Frege's definition of number discovered by Ingalls
in Mathuränätha (76-77). It is therefore important that Bochenski, to whom we owe
the first comprehensive survey of formal logic which takes Indian material into account,16

has largely drawn from Ingalls' work, which, in his words, "erschloss den Historikern
der Logik eine neue geistige Welt".17 The experience of the historians of logic justifies
the expectation that Indian logic may also possess doctrines which modern logic has
not yet evolved.

In the light of the above Professor Ingalls' work may contribute to research into the
problem of the universality of logical principles, as well as throw light upon the
relation between language and thought.

London J. F. Staal

16 I. M. Bochenski, Formale Logik (Freiburg/München, 1956). Twenty years earlier,
the same author had given a survey of Indian logic in: "Notiones historiae logicae
formalis", Angelicum, 13 (1936), 109-123. In 1948 he gave expression to "le sentiment
que les grands travaux de Schtcherbatsky et des autres indianistes devraient etre refaits
par des logiciens" ("L'etat et les besoins de l'histoire de la logique formelle", Proceedings
of the Xth International Congress of Philosophy, Amsterdam, 1949, 1062-1064).
17 Formale Logik, 485.
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Manikana. A Navya-nyäya manual. Edited with
English translation and notes by E. R.
SREEKRISHNA SARMA. Forword by H. H.
EAMAVARMA OP COCHIN. Pp. xliii + 149.
Adyar: THE ADYAR LIBRARY AND RESEARCH

CENTRE, 1960.

With this publication Dr. S. K. Sarma has ren-
dered an invaluable service to all scholars in-
terested in Indian logic. The author, whose thesis
Die Theorien der alten indischen Philosophen über
Wort und Bedeutung, ihre Wechselbeziehung,
sowie über syntaktische Verbindung (Marburg/
Lahn: Philipps-Universität, 1954) has unfortu-
nately never been published, is known from an
article on Indian syntactical theory ("Syntactical
meaning—two theories," The Adyar Library Bul-
letin 23 (1959) 41-62), a paper on Thoreau ("A
short study of the Oriental influence upon Henry
David Thoreau with special reference to his

Waiden," Jahrbuch für Amerikastudien 1 (1956)
76-92) and a translation of Thoreau's Waiden into
Malayälam. With the present work he joins the
small group of distinguished scholars—Y. V.
Athalye, D. H. H. Ingalls, Swami Madhavananda,
S. Kuppuswami Sastri, Saileswar Sen and S. C.
Vidyabhusana—who have made Navya-nyäya ac-
cessible beyond the specialised circle of pandits to
the English reading public. Dr. Sarma knows
most of the work of his predecessors and has
utilised their results. But while his predecessors
worked on texts which were at least published,
though not necessarily understood until then, Dr.
Sarma has done pioneer work by publishing a new
and important text of which only one manuscript
has been found. The result is an impressive addi-
tion to the already valuable series of Adyar publi-
cations. The Manikana is a relatively short
manual (prakarana) of modern logic, the only one
known so far, and is therefore an indispensible
instrument for the study of this school.
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The manuscript belongs to the Adyar Library
and though the script is Devanägari, this may
indicate that Navya-nyäya was not confined to the
North East, but flourished also in the South of
India. This would corroborate Filliozat's sugges-
tion (Journal Asiatique 240 (1952) 409-10) that
the " Chintämani" mentioned by de Nobili in the
beginning of the seventeenth century as a classic
of Indian philosophy studied at Madurai, was the
same as the famous Tattvacintämani of Gangesa.
At present Navya-nyäya certainly flourishes in the
South; it is a special branch of examination in
the päthasäläs in Mysore and in Cochin (Report
of the Sanskrit Commission 1956-1957, Govern-
ment of India, Delhi, 1958, 44). The Maharaja
of Cochin, himself a distinguished logician and
the author of a commentary on the Siddhänta-
muhtävali (Subodhini, Tripunithura, 1956), fos-
tered a school of Navya-nyäya in Cochin. It is
therefore not only fortunate, but also appropriate
that the Maharaja has contributed a foreword to
Dr. Sarma's work.

The Manihana consists of four chapters dealing
with the four pramänas. Dr. Sarma gives a com-
plete edition and translation of the text, a lucid
introduction and an important section consisting
of notes which elucidate obscure passages and
explain implicit references. These notes give life
to a text which is otherwise very difficult to under-
stand, for the Manihana uses concise expressions
and presupposes a good amount of prior informa-
tion on the part of the student. This also implies
that, without the notes, the English is often no
more intelligible than the Sanskrit. In a technical
work of this kind the translation performs in the
first place one function: it enables the reader to
understand the original. The technical Sanskrit
used here can only be made intelligible to a reader
who is willing to study the logical concepts and
relationships carefully, just as an English transla-
tion of Euclid's Elements can only be intelligible
to a person who is familiar with the elements of
geometry. Dr. Sarma's introduction and notes are
therefore indispensable.

As the name indicates, the Manihana is an
abridgement of the Tattvacintämani. In subject
matter it resembles works such as the Siddhänta-
muhtävali and the Nyäyasiddhäntamanjari. The
author is not known, nor is the date. It would not
be easy to determine the date or at least the rela-
tive place of this work within the Navya-nyäya

tradition, and the editor has not attempted this,
mainly on account of the fact that the book is a
praharana For, if certain doctrines or further
elaborations of doctrines are missing, this could
either mean that they had been deleted or that
they had not yet been developed at the time the
Manihana was written. For example the section
on non-existence (dbhävapraharana) does not deal
with the theory of double and multiple negation
which was developed in the Nyäyasiddhänta-
manjari (c. 1550 A.D.) and in Mathuränätha (c.
1650 A. D.) . On the other hand the text adopts the
doctrine that samhara is an impediment to being
a jäti, a doctrine maintained in the Siddhänta-
muhtävall (seventeenth century), but discarded
at the time of the Dinahariya, a commentary on
this text (see: D. H. H. Ingalls, Materials for the
study of Navya-nyäya logic, Cambridge, Mass.,
1951, 42 note 49). The Manihana, then, could
well have been written in the seventeenth or eight-
eenth century. Its conciseness, a certain textbook-
like clarity, and the fact that it is a praharana may
point to a later date within this period.

The text provides some evidence for the assump-
tion that the author of the Manihana was in some
respects a follower of the great logician Eaghu-
nätha (beginning of the sixteenth century), whose
revolutionary doctrines have not been adopted by
the conservative majority of Navya-nyäya logi-
cians. Mathuränätha, for example, seems to share
Kaghunätha's opinion on some points, but "in
deference to those who do not, he refines his state-
ments so that they will hold true under the tradi-
tional theory" (Ingalls, 69). The author of the
Manihana seems to refer to double negation only
once, and on this occasion he unreservedly accepts
Kaghunätha's view: ähäsabhävasyätyantäbhävo na
pratiyogisvarüpah "the absolute non-existence of
the non-existence of ether is not the same as the
countercorrelate (i.e., ether) " (40-1). This cor-
responds to the denial of the law of double
negation:

— ( x - x ) .
In another passage, Raghunätha is referred to (as
&iromani) and his views are adopted (61). Since
Eaghunätha's logic is of central importance and
has not been much studied (despite K. H. Potter's
The Padärthatattvanirüpanam of Raghunätha
ßiromani, Cambridge, Mass., 1957, which deals
more with the Vaisesika categories than with the
more specifically Navya-naiyäyika topics such as
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anumäna), the Manikana is also in this respect a
valuable source of information.

Dr. Sarma's explanation (119) of the reason
which Eaghunätha adduces for rejecting the law
of double negation seems preferable to Ingalls' ex-
planation (op. cit. 68), though both are basically
similar. According to Ingalls, " all absences have as
their nature absencex (abhävatva) . . . and no
amount of legerdemain can turn these absences into
entities whose nature is presencex (bhävatva)."
According to Sarma, " as the pot exists on the floor
through the relation of contact (samyoga-sam-
bandha), the nonexistence of the nonexistence of
the pot must also be held to be so related. This
is absurd, since nonexistence abides in its substrate
through attributiveness (visesanatä) . . . ." This
seems to be more in keeping with the usual argu-
ments adduced in Navya-nyäya.

Sarma's Introduction is at the same time an
introduction to Navya-nyäya in general and can be
profitably studied by logicians who have no access
to the Sanskrit originals. It is at points remi-
niscent of the more detailed expositions of Ingalls
in the second section of his book (entitled: "An
examination of some theories and techniques of
Navya-nyäya logic"), to which it refers occasion-
ally. Dr. Sarma has divided this introduction into
four parts, "Methodology," "Metaphysical Con-
cepts," " Some technical terms," and " Some
premises." These parts, and especially the last,
contain information not previously covered by In-
galls. Among the premises one meets with the
rule gune guno na "no quality exists in (another)
quality" (xxxix). This rule embodies a principle
which is not dissimilar to the premise upon which
the first order predicate calculus in modern logic
is based.

The author's translations of technical terms are
generally excellent, though there are a few incon-
sistencies. It is somewhat unfortunate, for ex-
ample, when ativyäpti, avyäpti and asambhava are
rendered by respectively " overapplicability," " non-
inclusiveness," and " nonapplicability" (xviii).
In this translation one Sanskrit term (vyäpti) is
translated by two different English terms, while
one English term ("applicability") renders two
different Sanskrit terms. Another instance is pro-
vided by the term vyäpära, which is translated by
"operation" (a usual rendering) but also by "j(in-
termediary) function."

The translation of the text is careful and literal.
This results unavoidably in a number of passages

where the English is very hard to understand with-
out referring to the Sanskrit. In a few passages
the translation could have been more simple. An
example occurs on page 5, where tadvati tatprakä-
rako'nubhavah pramä / tathähi—rajate rajatamiti
jnänam rajatatvavati rajatatvaprakärakam is
translated as: " the experience which has reference
to a substantive possessed of that (attribute)
which is an adjunct to it (i. e., experience) is valid
cognition. This may be explained as follows: The
cognition * (This is) silver' with regard to silver
is one which has reference to a substantive pos-
sessed of silverness, which is an adjunct (to the
cognition)." This passage could be rendered as
follows: "the experience that the chief qualifier
occurs in what possesses it, is called valid knowl-
edge. For example, the knowledge of silver with
regard to silver is the knowledge that the chief
qualifier silverness occurs in what possesses silver-
ness (i. e., silver)."

It might be objected that both English transla-
tions of the above expression are cumbersome and
hard to understand. In these and similar cases the
question therefore arises whether a translation
into a more purely technical terminology could
not do greater justice to the original, than a trans-
lation into a necessarily artificial kind of English.
The present reviewer has for this reason made use
of a formal terminology and language, constructed
along similar lines as the symbolic terminology
and language of modern mathematical logic. The
above expression, for example, can be translated
into this terminology and the result gives an exact
representation of the logical relationships ex-
pressed in the original. For this purpose we shall
make use (cf. Bulletin of the School of Oriental
and African Studies 23 (1960) 109-22) of the
expressions of elementary mathematical logic and
in addition of the expression axF(x) for a re-
stricted-variable denoting the idea "x such that
F(x)." Special use will be made of two binary
relations, A and B, defined as follows: A(x,y)
denotes: "there is occurrence (vrttitva) of x in
y"; and B(x,y) denotes: "x is the locus (adhika-
rana) of y," or: "x possesses y (x y-vat)."

With the help of this formal language the above
passage can be expressed as follows. If p denotes
the prakära "chief qualifier," the expression de-
noting: "x such that x possesses p" becomes:
axB(x, p). The definition of knowledge as the
experience that the chief qualifier occurs in what
possesses it, can be written as:
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A[p,axB(x,p)].

If rajata " silver " be donated by r, and rajatatva
"silverness" by r, the example can be formalised
as follows:

A[r,<zxB(x,r)],

denoting "silverness occurs in what possesses sil-
verness." This expression can be further simpli-
fied by means of the formula:

<zxB(x,r)=r,
expressing the rule: tattvavat tad eva " that which
possesses thatness is (just) that" (B80A8 114).
Thus we arrive at:

A(f,r),

which expresses that silverness occurs in silver.
Many doctrines of the Manikana can be trans-

lated and analysed along these lines. The most
important one is the definition of vyäpti. This
definition is similar to the definition of the
Bhäsä-pariccheda (analysed in B80A8 119), but
contains one extra clause. In order to show where
the difference lies the present definition may be
analysed here. This definition is formulated as
follows : pratiyogyanadhikaranahetvadhikarana-
nisthäbhävapratiyogitänavacchedakasädhy atävac-
chedakavisistasädhyasamänädhikaranahetutvam
vyäptih (30). This is translated by Dr. Sarma as:
" pervasion is to be that probans which has a com-
mon substrate with the probandum, as specified by
the determinant of being the probandum, which
(determinant) is not the determinant of the
countercorrelateness of the nonexistence resting
(read (?): residing) in the substrate of the
probans, which (substrate) is not a substrate of
the countercorrelate (of the non-existence)." This
definition is further explained and exemplified
with well-known cases on p. 110, note 9.

The main clause is: sädhyasamänädhikarana-
hetutvam. If h and s denote respectively hetu and
sädhya, this clause can be expressed as:

axB(x, s) =axB(x,h). (1)
The preceding part of the expression (hetvadhi-
karana . . . sädhyatä) can be formalised step by
step in the following manner:
hatvadhikarana (e.g., parvata) : axB(x,h).
hetvadhikarananisthäbhäva (e. g., jaläbhäva):

^A[y, axB(x,h)].

hetvadhikarananisthäbhävapratiyogitä (e.g., ja-
latva):

ay — A[y, axB(x,h)].

hetvadhikarananisthäbhävapratiyogitänavaccheda-
hasädhyatä (e.g., vahnitvam) :

A[y, axB(x,h)]. (8)
This expression constitutes the second clause of the
definition. The clauses expressed in (1) and (2)
correspond to the two clauses constituting the
Bhäsä-pariccheda definition, as (2) is equivalent
to the expression arrived at there, i. e.:

A[s, axB(x,h)].

The remaining clause: pratiyogyanadhikarana(he-
tutvam) is an addition of the Manikana. Substi-
tuting the value for the pratiyogl given above, this
can be expressed as follows:

<zzB{z, y, axB(x,h)]} ). (3)
Thus (1), (2), and (3) constitute together the
definition of vyäpti according to the Manikana.

This definition is subjected to further refine-
ments in the usual fashion. Many refinements
consist in further conditions enjoined upon the
sambandha "relation," through which the entities
concerned occur in their locus. The relation
through which x occurs in y can be expressed by a
subscript attached to A. For example, when h
denotes samaväya "inherence," Ah(x,y) will de-
note that x occurs in y through the relation of
inherence.

The Manikana imposes one condition of this
type, which does not occur in the Siddhänta-
muktävall in connection with the definition of
vyäpti, but which is given in a different context,
i. e., when dealing with anvaya-vyatireka (see the
present reviewer's "Contraposition in Indian
logic," to be published in Proceedings of the Inter-
national Congress for Logic, Methodology and
Philosophy of Science, Stanford 1960). This con-
dition requires that the relation determining the
countercorrelateness (pratiyogitävacchedaka-sam,-
bandha) be the same as the relation determining
the probandum-ness (sädhyatävacchedaka-samban-
dha) (see p. Ill, note 13, reading "probandum-
ness" for "subjectness"). This condition can be
expressed as follows:

az— Az[y, axB (x, h) ] = azAz[s, axB (x, h) ].
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Dr. Sarma's publication provides a basic text in
Navya-nyäya, gives a wealth of information and
can be recommended as an excellent text book on
the subject. As a manual of Navya-nyäya the
Manikana seems to be more useful than the more
special texts translated previously by Sen, Ingalls
and Madhavananda. It is to be hoped that Dr.

Sarma will continue to work in this field and will
perhaps one day provide us with the much needed
edition and translation of the Tattvacintämani
itself.

J. F. STAAL
SCHOOL OF ORIENTAL AND AFRICAN STUDIES,

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON
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Grammatical method in Pänini: His treatment of Sanskrit present stems. By
BETTY SHEETS. (American oriental series, Essay 1.) Pp. x, 45. New Haven:
American Oriental Society, 1961.

Reviewed by J. F. STAAL, University of Amsterdam

Since Bloomfield described Pänini's Sanskrit grammar (about 350 B.C.) as
'one of the greatest monuments of human intelligence', it has become customary
for linguists to honor Pänini as a remote ancestor. That such homage could
easily become lip service is due to the particularly difficult and inaccessible
character of the works of the Indian grammarians. Linguists may not have
enough Sanskrit to follow a description of Sanskrit in terms of a technical meta-
language, constructed from Sanskrit and treated as Sanskrit (e.g. metalinguistic
elements are declined like nouns of the object language). On the other
hand, Sanskritists who have not made a special study of Sanskrit grammatical
tradition may react to the rules of Pänini in the same way as English speakers
might react to the formulae in a textbook on algebra written in English. Still,
difficulty and inaccessibility are no excuses for neglect; and if the Sanskrit gram-
marians have something important to offer a modern linguist, the latter must be
provided with expositions which he can understand, provided he is willing to
go to some trouble.

Miss Shefts's dissertation provides an exposition of this kind which is worth
the trouble required to read it. It consists of an introduction, a text and trans-
lation of 18 rules (sütras) of Pänini, a list of definitions of technical terms of the
metalanguage, and a chapter with extracts, edited and translated, from two
commentaries, the Mahäbhäsya (ca. 150 B.C.) and the Käsikä (seventh century
A.D.). The former extract covers part and the latter covers all of the earlier
translated rules of Pänini. This is followed by a short bibliography. All this
material is contained in 45 pages, but the treatment combines with brevity the
lucidity which was so much sought after by the Indian grammarians themselves.
The author was not only taught by a series of excellent Western scholars, but—
like other Western Sanskritists who have contributed to the field—she was
trained by an Indian pandit as well.

Since Miss Shefts illustrates Pänini 's method by means of his treatment of
present stems, a few words will be devoted to introducing this topic. In the dis-
cussion reference is made not only to Pänini's grammar, but also to the Dhätu-
pätha, a list of verbal roots also attributed to Pänini.

The Sanskrit grammarians set themselves the task of describing as concisely
as possible verbal forms like tudati, tudyante, atudäma, tutuduh, tutoda, totsyati,

Reprinted from Language 39 (1963): 483-88, by permission of the Linguistic Society of America.
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tunna, todita, todayati, atautsit. They considered it convenient and simple (in this
they were followed by modern grammarians) to postulate not only a root tud-
in terms of which these forms can be described by adding other elements, but
also a present stem tuda-, derived from the root, in terms of which some of the
above forms can be described (e.g. the present indicative tudati 'he strikes').
This method of description constitutes an analysis based purely upon considera-
tions of simplicity. The verbal forms are thereby divided into two classes, the
first directly described in terms of the root, the second described in terms of the
present stem, itself derived from the root. Simplicity and uniformity are achieved
because the elements affixed to the root tud- can also be affixed to other roots;
and similarly the elements affixed to the stem tuda- (e.g. -ti) can also be affixed
to other stems. The -a(-) used to form the present stem tuda- and the other pres-
ent-stem-forming morphemes can be called suffixes (from the point of view of the
root or stem) or infixes (from the point of view of the final form); the Indian
grammarians call them vikarana. The various kinds of vikarana differ from each
other in form and function. Pänini made use of metalinguistic forms to indicate
particular functions whenever necessary. An example of present-stem-forming
morphemes which differ not in form but in function:

ROOT PRESENT STEM PRESENT INDICATIVE
tud- tuda- tudati
budh- bödha- bödhati

The first present-stem-forming -a- is accented and affixed to the root; the second
present-stem-forming -a-, also affixed to the root, causes the vowel of the root
to be accented and to be replaced by another (this is called guna; in the present
instance, u is replaced by o). The formally identical -a- morphemes of the object
language are functionally different and can be formally differentiated in the
metalanguage by adding certain indicatory elements. Subscripts could be used:

ROOT
tud-
budh-

VIKARANA PRESENT STEM
tudd-
bödha-

Here 1 indicates that the vowel to which it is attached is accented; 2 that the
foregoing vowel is accented; 3 that the foregoing vowel undergoes guna.

Pänini uses metalinguistic sounds (these will be set in roman type): instead of
öi and a23 he writes sa and sap respectively. The metalinguistic elements s and p
indicate particular features accompanying the sounds of the object language to
which the metalinguistic elements are attached. Sounds marked by these in-
dicatory elements belong to classes of which the members share particular features.
Such classes are denoted by the technical term IT; Pänini therefore speaks of pit,
sit, etc. The its belong to the metalanguage or, as Pänini says, occur 'in gram-
matical instruction' (upadese) only. Particular rules state that these indicatory
elements should disappear from the finally derived forms of the object language,
so that we arrive at tudati and never at Hudsati.

Methods of description by means of its are succinctly explained by Miss Shefts
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on the first page of her book and under some of the definitions in the second
chapter. Another device which Pänini uses is called anuvrtti 'recurrence'—in the
author's words, 'the "following" of a term used in the sütra in other, later sütras,
where it then has to be supplied (I have enclosed such terms in square brackets)'.
By anuvrtti superfluous repetitions are avoided. For instance, to describe written
English Pänini could have given a rule that 'the plural of nouns is formed by
adding -s\ A following rule need not be phrased, 'but the plural of man is men7,
merely 'but of man, men'. Here there is anuvrtti of the term 'plural', which can
therefore be omitted in the later rule. The formulation of rules will therefore
depend on their order. Hence order is important in achieving the desired economy
of expression; in the instance above, the order is determined by the principle
that the exception should follow the general rule. Order can also be determined
by other factors; for example, rules which say that in certain circumstances
the forms A and B occur in free variation should be placed after rules that de-
scribe the circumstances in which A and B occur.

Present-stem formation is also connected with problems of order, for Pänini
distinguishes ten vikaranas, or ten different ways in which stems can be derived
from roots: e.g. in addition to tud + sap —> tuda we have div + syan —> dlvya,
su + snu —> suno. Among these vikaranas there are two zero morphemes, ac-
companied by different features:

ROOT VIKARANA PRESENT STEM
ad- 0 atti
hu- 0 juhoti

Pänini again expresses the different functions by different metalinguistic forms.
In the case of written English he might have referred to the plurals of man and
sheep as follows:

man + Oi —> men

sheep + 02 —» sheep

Here the subscript 1 denotes that the preceding vowel a is replaced by e, while
the subscript 2 denotes that the preceding vowel remains unchanged. Since Pänini
generally calls such zero morphemes LU, and the above distinction can be in-
dicated by using kit and sit respectively, he arrives at

ROOT VIKARANA PRESENT STEM
ad- luk atti
hu- slu juhoti

The author devotes an excellent section (12) to these and other zero morphemes.
While the zero vikaranas appear in the second and third place in the Dhätupätha
(see below), they are placed among the other zero morphemes in the grammar.
As these other zero morphemes are often of the type luk, the rule for ad- (which
requires luk) follows these other cases and precedes the rule for hu- (which re-
quires slu; 3).
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In both the grammar and the Dhätupätha the first vikarana is sap. Since ac-
cording to the Indian view zero morphemes imply that something is being re-
placed, the first vikarana can most easily perform this function. Consequently
the two zero morphemes occupy the second and third place, and the list of
vikaranas begins: sap, luk, slu. After this seven more vikaranas follow and the
question arises of explaining both their order and the priority of sap. For this
we should bear in mind that rules which describe the occurrence of two forms A
and B in free variation with each other follow the rules which describe the
occurrence of A and B.

We have in Sanskrit free variation of the vikaranas &ap and syan. Hence one
meets with bhramati as well as bhrämyati, both derived from a root bhram-.
Pänini teaches that there are three possible combinations of two vikaranas
which occur in free variation: sap and syan, sap and snu, snä and snu. Since
there are two rival forms which alternate with sap, the economy criterion sug-
gests the anuvrtti of sap. So two possibilities arise:

I. sap or II. sap
syan snu

snu syan

These would enable Pänini to insert the following alternations respectively:

I. sap or: II. sap
syan s'nu
sap or syan £ap or snu
snu &yan
sap or snu sap or %an

Since there is, lastly, the alternation snu/snä, one could expect Pänini to adopt
I, where snu appears at the end, so that snä can follow immediately:

sap
syan
sap or syan
snu
sap or snu
snä
snu or snä

However, Pänini actually adopts I, but places snä much further down. At this
point apparently an explanation based upon considerations of simplicity can go
no further. Miss Shefts offers a very plausible explanation for the order adopted
by Pänini.

According to her, the vikaranas are ordered by length (in terms of mäträ and
twice in a special way) and this is applied first to vikaranas which alternate with
s"ap and then to vikaranas which do not alternate with sap. This principle explains
the order adopted both in the grammar and in the Dhätupätha) the only differ-
ence is that the grammar treats the two zero morphemes separately.
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If the priority of sap is correctly explained by systematic considerations (the
fact that only sap occurs in free variation with two other vikaranas; correctly
stated by Miss Shefts, 2-3), there is no need for other reasons of a different
nature. The reasons listed under §6 (3) appear superfluous.

After this thorough discussion of order, partly based upon considerations of
anuvrtti, it is surprising that in the translation of the rules (4-5) some cases of
anuvrtti (always enclosed in square brackets and disregarding viparinäma) have
been omitted: in 3.1.75 [srmh: 3.1.73] and in 3.1.76 [sap: 3.1.68; snuh: 3.1.73].

The chapter on definitions offers, in addition to its lucid discussion of zero
morphemes (s.v. lopa), some interesting suggestions about Pänini's difficult uses
of the terms ärdhadhätuka and särvadhätuka. Miss Shefts derives these terms
from the convincingly postulated pre-Päninean terms *ardhadhätu 'half root'
and *sarvadhätu 'whole root', presumably used to denote what were later called
'root' and 'stem' respectively.

The rest of the book is devoted to the discussions of the Mahäbhäsya and the
Käsikä. Readers who look for simple illustrations of Pänini's rules and wish to
get accustomed to the style of the Sanskrit grammarians, should read the Käsikä
first. The author of this text was pragmatic in outlook and eager to provide
practical solutions. A linguist who looks for more sophisticated discussions of the
actual and possible implications of Pänini's rules should turn to the Mahäbhäsya.

Miss Shefts's dissertation raises some very interesting problems on the rela-
tion between language and metalanguage—terms which the author avoids,
though they are fully justified in view of such expressions in the texts as upadesa,
samjnäj and paribhäsä. Similar problems may arise whenever a book on grammar
with identical object language and metalanguage is translated into another
language. These problems could presumably disappear in a correct translation,
where elements of the object language (e.g. Sanskrit) would be preserved while
elements of the metalanguage (e.g. technical Sanskrit) would be replaced. The
large number of technical terms introduced by Pänini, however, prevents this
simple solution. Typographical attempts to express the distinction, e.g. by writing
the object language in italics and the metalanguage in roman type, are difficult
to maintain throughout. Miss Shefts has tried to do this with the its, as we saw
before. But then the its should be called its, and not (as she calls them) its.
Similarly the suffix of a declined it belongs to the metalanguage and should be
in roman. The author writes sapah 'in the place of sap', where one would expect
sapah. Is this because -ah is a case ending of the object language as well? But
surely s is also a sound of the object language.

Another difficulty appears when slu (author's italics) is compared with sap.
Since s is always it, this sound should certainly appear in roman. But lu appears
nowhere in the object language and is a typical element of the metalanguage.
The only correct expression is therefore slu. When elsewhere, as is often the case,
roots of the object language are referred to by the root + an indicatory sound,
e.g. odi denoting ad-, the author correctly writes adi. But why not generalize
this to all metalinguistic talk about roots, e.g. by writing dMdibhyah 'after
div- etc' instead of divädibhyah? No ambiguity arises even when sandhi appears,
e.g. s^ädibhyah 'after su- etc.'.
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More difficult to deal with are interesting cases like asteh 'in the place of asti\
Here a third-person verbal conjugation (asti 'he is') is treated and declined as a
noun ending in -i (genitive -eh). This practice can be compared to a hypothetical
Latin grammar of Latin, expressing a rule about amämus 'we love', e.g. 'in
amämus ... ', by amämö ..., or a rule about sum 'I am', e.g. 'of sum ... ', by si...
When the Sanskrit pronoun aham T is declined like a substantive (as was actually
done by some later Indian philosophers)—e.g. ahamah 'of the ego'—this could
still be expressed by ahamah whenever a metalinguistic statement about the
form aham is meant. But in cases such as asteh we are at a loss how to express the
relationship by typographical means.

I suggest that to avoid most difficulties of this kind we return to philological
tradition and always print the original text in italics. In India the distinction
between language and metalanguage was never expressed by typographical
means. What is read by modern scholars was originally spoken or recited; how
far special metalinguistic nasalizations and accents were pronounced is a separate
problem. In the translation of a text which contains object-language and meta-
language material, elements of the object language should remain in italics and
elements of the metalanguage, generally translated into another language, should
appear in roman. Untranslated or untranslatable metalinguistic elements can
generally be left in roman as well. By such conventions most difficulties may be
avoided, e.g. divädibhyah syan 'after div- etc., s?/an'; aster bhuh 'in the place of
astij bhü-\ In practice these conventions would leave the typography of most of
Miss Shefts's translations unaltered. The texts would again have to appear in
the traditional italics. I have treated the matter in some detail because these
conventions may prove practical in future work on the Indian grammarians.

Since in a book of this kind the distinction between roman and italics can be
crucial, typographical mistakes should be avoided with special care. Unfor-
tunately they are not absent in this book, though on the whole it is admirably
produced, sivasütr&s for sivasütras (7) is an innocent mistake, but dhas for dhas
(7) can be misleading. The same applies to bhkvati for bhdvati and tip for tip (11,
twice). Another kind of confusion may be caused by a printing mistake in the
text of one of the sütras (5): 3.1.81 kna for snä.

These are only minor criticisms, which will not detract from the value of this
welcome contribution. Let us hope that Miss Shefts will continue to give exposi-
tions of other methods of the Indian grammarians, or further studies on the
order of Pänini's 3996 rules. The earlier studies of Buiskool, Faddegon, and
Boudon, not mentioned in the bibliography, deal partly with similar problems
and could be further developed. The number of scholars who are well equipped
in this field, aside from pandits (who often have little knowledge of English),
is nowadays very small; much remains to be done if the brilliant contributions
of the past are to be continued. Now that a translation of the beginning of the
Käsikä is also appearing, a complete translation of the Mahäbhäsya remains an
important desideratum. Despite Kielhorn's excellent edition of 1878-84, genera-
tions of scholars have shrunk from this task. Miss Shefts is in a position to dis-
regard in this respect the example of her predecessors.



S I X T E E N

Die Logik im Mahäbhäsya. By HARTMUT
SCHARFE. (Deutsche Akademie der Wissen-
schaften zu Berlin, Institut für Orientfor-
schung, Veröffentlichung Nr. 50). Pp. 173.
Berlin: AKADEMIE-VERLAG, 1961. Price:
DM 34.50.

Patanjali's Mahäbhäsya is not one of the first
technical books in Indiâ  for the technical manuals
of the ritualists are older. But it certainly is one
of the oldest commentaries in which we find a de-
tailed reflection of technical discussions. Patan-

jali obviously takes great pleasure in proofs, refu-
tations and all kinds of arguments. Add to this
the fact that as a linguist he is used to express
himself carefully and exactly, and the conditions
are created for a book of which the logical analysis
should be rewarding. Moreover we are in the
fortunate situation, relatively rare with regard to
Indian literature, of possessing a first rate edition
of the text in the three volumes published by
Kielhorn between 1892 and 1909. In addition the
subcommentaries of Kaiyata and Nagesabhatta are
available in good Nirnaya-Sägara editions and in
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the edition of Gurukula Jhajjara (Rohataka).
Finally there is a word index (Mahäbhäsyasabda-
hosa) published by S. Pathak and S. Chitrao
(Poona, 1927).

The work of Scharfe consists in numerous pas-
sages from the Mahäbhäsya dealing with logical
topics, which are translated, analysed and grouped
under various headings. The translations are re-
liable and the author is obviously at home in the
Mahäbhäsya. Still there is a tendency to find
fault with Patanjali which pervades the work and
which pictures Patanjali, after all, as a rather
primitive thinker. This seems hardly justifiable
since there is every reason to consider Pataiijali a
brilliant and scholarly commentator, independent
in his judgment, equipped with great factual in-
formation as well as respect for facts and obviously
steeped in the grammatical doctrines of his prede-
cessors. As a scholar and thinker on the one hand,
and as a forerunner of innumerable themes of
Indian scientific thought on the other hand,
Patanjali could be compared in the West with no
less a thinker than Aristotle. That both have
made mistakes does not change the fact that both
are rightly regarded as persons who set the stand-
ard of thought for centuries.

It is not surprising therefore that Scharfe is
sometimes wrong in his hasty criticisms. Another
fact also comes in his way: for while Patanjali was
an astute though untrained logician, Scharfe re-
peatedly makes logical errors and appears not very
much at home in the modern logical writings to
which he refers. Without detracting from the
value of his work, which is exceedingly useful as a
collection of passages which are of logical interest,
some examples will show the shortcomings and
may at the same time exhibit something of the
logical level of Patanjalfs investigations, as well
as some later influence of his ideas and formu-
lations.

In the section on Zeichen und Bezeichnetes an
interesting use of the distinction between use and
mention is met with (see pages 23-4). Pänini
refers in sütra 4.1.83 to the word dlvyati "he
plays " which occurs in mtra 4.4.2. The context
of 4.1. 83 requires that the word dlvyati appears
in the ablative case, which is divyateh. But in-
stead of this Pänini uses divyatah, the ablative of
the present participle divyat "playing." That is,
Pänini does not speak about 'he plays' (in
quotes) but speaks about the playing one or
the player (without quotes). Though this is

logically incorrect according to Scharfe, Patanjali
is quite right in maintaining that it is completely
natural. It is as if we refer to that rule about the
player, though we are perfectly well aware that it
is a rule about the grammatical form 'he plays.'
According to Scharfe Patanjali "hat hier das
Wesen der Zitierung (Quotation) nicht erkannt"
(p. 23). This seems extremely unlikely, since
Pänini and Patanjali not only clearly saw the
function of quotation and the fundamental dis-
tinction between use and mention, but may well
have been the first scholars to do so. This is no-
where stated by Scharfe, though he refers in
another context (p. 99) to the relevant sütra (l.'l.
68), but was brilliantly demonstrated by J.
Brough ("Theories of General Linguistics in the
Sanskrit Grammarians," Transactions of the
Philological Society (1951) 27-46). Strange as it
may seem, Brough's article is quoted by Scharfe
on pages 25 and 26 in a way which suggests that
it supports his own thesis. Actually it clearly
establishes the opposite. In the Bibliography
Brough's paper (which is also quoted elsewhere) is
not mentioned. A possible explanation of this
state of affairs is that the author misunderstood
Brough's argument because he himself ignored the
precise meaning of the distinction between use and
mention. For the same reason he was not in a
position to appreciate that Patanjali did under-
stand this same distinction perfectly well.

A similar confusion appears to be at the back-
ground of the argument on p. 25, where it is
claimed that the distinction between language and
metalanguage is not likely to arise anywhere unless
these two are embodied in different natural lan-
guages. This is not only falsified by the situation
in modern logic, where the distinction is made
within, e.g., English, but also by the fact that
Patanjali himself operates with metatheorems
(paribhäsä) which necessarily belong to a meta-
language.1 In his discussion of paribhäsä (p. 50
sq.) (where it is rightly maintained that the later
grammarians enlarged the scope of the viprati-
sedha-paribhäsä) Scharfe does not mention this.
These passages fail to show that Patanjali, fol-
lowing Pänini, made a contribution which is of the
greatest importance in the history of logic and
which was in the West discovered only many cen-
turies later.

1 Cf. J. F. Staal, " The Theory of Definition in Indian
Logic," this JOUBNAL 81 (1961) 122-6.
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With respect to definitions, to which another
section of Schärfet work is devoted, it might
have been mentioned that the grammatical terms
laksana and laksya denoting respectively the rules
of grammar and the object of grammar, have to
be made to coincide in such a way that laksana is
based upon laksya. This develops later into the
logical theory of definition where laksana and
laksya refer to respectively the deftniens and the
definiendum.2 This trend of thought was not con-
fined to the Sanskrit grammarians. The Tamil
tadbhava forms of Sanskrit laksana and laksya are
respectively ilakkanam and ilakkiyam; the first
term is used by the Tamil grammarians to denote
grammar in general.

In the chapter on Aussagen, ihre Verbindung
und ihre Verneinung the elucidation of Pataüjali's
use of eva "only" as an expression for niyama
"restriction" is instructive. Actually this use
serves the purpose of quantification as the example
shows: ajädi gunavacanäd eva does not only mean:
"the suffixes beginning with a vowel (-istha and
-lyas) are only affixed to adjectives" but also:
"it holds for all forms, that if the suffixes begin-
ning with a vowel (i. e., -istha or -lyas) are affixed
to a form, that form is an adjective." More ex-
plicit use of the quantifying function of eva was
made by the Buddhist logician Dharmakirti.3
Another expression, namely apürvo vidhih (p. 41)
leads in Mimämsä to the celebrated doctrine of
apurva as was observed by Renou.4

Elsewhere in the chapter on Aussagen (p. 42)
there is a confusion between the interpretation of
a conjunction and the truth values of the matrix
of a conjunction, which to unravel would take us
perhaps too far. The result of this confusion is
that a case of samniyoga occurring in 3.1.11:
kartuh kyan salopas ca is expressed by:5

x & (Yvir).5

The underlying idea is that X is an unconditional
rule whilst Y is conditional. However in logical
terminology X & (Y V Y) is merely equivalent

2 See previous note.8 See J. F. Staal, ' Contraposition in Indian logic,"
Logic, Methodology and Philosophy of Science: Proceed-
ings of the 1960 International Congress, Stanford, 1962,
634-49. This paper will be abbreviated as C.4 Journal Asiatique 233 (1941-42) 126-7.61 use here and in the following Scharfe's terminology
which is adopted from: D. Hilbert-W. Ackermann,
Orundssüge der theoretischen Logik, Berlin-Göttingen-
Heidelberg, 1949.

to X, since Yvf always has the truth value
CV What Patanjali actually says can only be
expressed by:

X & (Y -> Z)
where X denotes kyah "-ya- is affixed,"

Y denotes sa "-s occurs" and
Z denotes salopah " -s is dropped,"

so that the entire expression comes to denote:
"-ya- is affixed and whenever -s occurs, it is
dropped." Patanjali expresses this by saying that
X is pradhänasistah "als Hauptsache gelehrt"
(Scharfe) (i.e., unconditional) whilst n is anvä-
cayasistah "als sekundäre (eventuelle) Hinzufü-
gung gelehrt" (i.e., conditional).

The passage I 5.14-9 (Kielhorn) appears twice:
on pages 38 and 56. The logical content is closely
related to the law of double negation and can only
be adequately formalized when a symbol is intro-
duced for pratiseeZ/ia-negations.6 The law of
double negation: X äq X is equivalent to the law
of the excluded middle (principium tertii exclusi):
X V X. The way in which this is expressed is to
such an extent reminiscent of the roundabout and
verbose manner in which some German philoso-
phers express their struggle with simple logical
laws, that it is worth quoting: " Das logisch wich-
tige dieser beiden Stellen ist, dass sich hier Posi-
tives und Negiertes als gleichberechtigde begriff-
liche Realitäten gegenüberstehen und das Posi-
tives und Negatives zusammen das Ganze aus-
machen : das heisst, ein Drittes gibt es nicht. Eine
Ergänzung muss man allerdings dazu noch an-
bringen: Dieses lGanze' ist nicht 'alles/ 'die
Welt,' auch nicht sämtliche möglichen Laute
(samt denen, die in anderen Sprachen vorkom-
men), sondern ein begrenztes ' Ganzes/ die Um-
gangssprache der Zeit und Heimat Patanjalis samt
ihrer Hochform. Aber innerhalb dieses relativen
i Ganzen' gilt die Darlegung Patanjalis: Das
Negierte ist die Ergänzung des Positiven zum
'Ganzen' und ungekehrt" (p. 56). Patanjali
would merely consider this an amusing example of
gaurava.

The law of contraposition is rightly discovered
in the passage I 219 (on pp. 93-4).7 Actually this
law is also at the background of Patanjali's dis-

6 See J. F. Staal, " Negation and the Law of Contra-
diction in Indian thought: a comparative study," Bulle-
tin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 25
(1962) 52-71. This paper will be abbreviated as N.7 Cf. C 648.
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eussion dealt with on page 60, which could be
formalized as follows: the three expressions
A —> S (yadi santi näprayuMäh), B —» Ä (apra-
yuktä na santi) and A&B (santi cäprayuktäsceti
vipratisiddham) are equivalent. It is also used in
the passages quoted on pages 90 and 119, as
Scharfe rightly notes.

In the treatment of paryudäsa and prasajya-
pratisedha (p. 63-4) there is considerable con-
fusion both in the interpretation of the use of
these technical terms and in their evaluation in
terms of modern logic. Had the author applied
the definitions which are mentioned and correctly
translated (on p. 64) to the case under discussion
(on p. 63), then no confusion in the interpretation
could have arisen and the erroneous comparison
with mathematical logic could not have been made.

A correct treatment of Patanjali's discussion
could be given along the following lines.8 We shall
introduce the following symbols:

a for (thing'
A(x,y) for 'x denotes y'
B(x) for (x is a particle/

The interpretation of Pänini 1.4. 57 cädayo'sattve
is under discussion. Patanjali rightly declares
that:
(1) if the negation is paryudäsa it has to be com-
bined with the next word and the sütra means:
"if ca, etc., denote not-thing, they are particles."
This can be expressed by:

A(x,ä)->B(x) (1)
(2) if the negation is prasajya-pratisedha it has to
be combined with the verb and the sütra means:
"if ca, etc., do not denote a thing, they are parti-
cles." This can be expressed by:

X(x7I}-*B(x) (2)
Now consider the noun vipra (for which we shall
write v), which denotes both an action and a
thing, i. e.:

A(v,ä) & A(v,a) (3)
(1) if it is paryudäsa, we derive from (3) :
A(v,ä) and hence with the help of (1) : B(v),
i. e., vipra is a particle.
(2) if it is prasajya-pratisedha, we do not have
A(v,a) so we cannot derive with (2) : B(v), i.e.,
vipra is not a particle. Hence the negation used
is prasajya-pratisedha.

Scharfe compares this problem with a passage
from Hilbert-Ackermann which is quoted in ex-
tenso. This passage however deals with something
quite different, i. e., the negation of predicates of
which the quantification is not properly formal-
ized. Hubert and Ackermann do themselves not
persue this symbolism, for in the following chapter
of their work proper symbols for quantified predi-
cates are introduced and it becomes easy to state
the problem in the following terms: the negation
of (x)F(x) can be either (x)F(x) or (x)F(x).

Scharfe concludes his treatment of paryudäsa
and prasajya-pratisedha with the words: " eine
formale, sofort erkennbare Trennung, die jede
Unklarheit beseitigt, bietet aber erst die formale
Logik." Unfortunately the opposite is true: the
distinction between paryudäsa and prasajya-prati-
sedha has no counterpart in modern Western logic
because variables are never directly negated and
expressions such as we have used in the preceding
lines, e.g., A(x,ä), are not well-formed expres-
sions.8 This does neither mean that modern logi-
cians are wrong, nor that Patanjali is wrong. But
it certainly implies that Scharfe is wrong.

The argument of Patanjali in which the expres-
sion arthäd äpannam is used (p. 98) seems quite
distinct from the later arthäpatti with which
Scharfe compares it. The latter is rightly for-
malized in such a way that it can be expressed by
the following meta-theorem:

A-> (BVC), A, B h- C.10

Patanjali's argument is formalized by Scharfe in
such a way that it can only be expressed by:

(A & B) -» C, C -» D h- (B -» C) -• D.
But this is false. Actually Patanjali argues in
accordance with the meta-theorem:

A - » B , B - > C , A h C
which consists of merely twice modus ponens and
is quite distinct from arthäpatti, where it is essen-
tial that a negation occurs in one of the premisses
(for this reason the Mimämsakas hesitated to con-
sider it a valid case of anumäna).

On Patanjali's use of examples Scharfe has also
some harsh comments to make (p. 83-4). Again
it is unreasonable to suppose that Patanjali would
lower his usual standard of rigour considerably
and believe that exempla probant. In Scharfe's

8 Cf. N 58-61.
• Cf. N 58.10 See C 645.
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example Patanjali merely avoids invoking a gen-
eral rule because he does not want to proof his
assumption. In general Patanjali is far more
logical in the use of examples than the early
logicians of the Nyäya. Quite apart from this
the method in the Mahabhäsya of dealing with
grammatical problems by giving an example
(udäharana) as well as a counter-example (praty-
udäharana) is a forerunner of the later practice
of the logicians to discuss both sapaksa and
vipaksa cases.11 But Scharfe fails to mention the
interesting case, i.e., pratyudaharana. This is
unfortunate for it remains true that, though any
number of examples cannot prove one single
proposition, one single counter-example is enough
to refute an entire theory.

One final remark may be made. Western
scholars sometimes tend to discern "magico-
religious" backgrounds in everything Indian. So
Scharfe. That the teacher of grammar sits with
darbha-giass facing East (p. 9-10) is a culturally
determined phenomenon which can be compared
with the fact that some Western Professors put on
their gown before they teach and interrupt their
work at definite times to drink coffee or tea. All
this has nothing to do with the views they pro-

11 See C 634-8. For a wider philosophical perspective
see also M. Biardeau, cLe role de l'exemple dans
înference indienne," Journal Asiatique 245 (1957)

233-40.

pound. Similarly Scharfe compares the fact that
Pänini's grammar presupposes knowledge of San-
skrit, for obscure reasons, with Vedic sacrifices
where the sacrificer is only successful if he knows
why his action is correct. But this fact shows
something different and much more important,
i. e., that the Indian grammarians, just as modern
linguists, attempted to give an adequate as well as
concise description of the language. They freed
themselves to some extent from common assump-
tions of their era by stressing the descriptive char-
acter of their science at the expense of its possible
prescriptive value. According to some this was
their main achievement.

Scharfe's work is valuable and important be-
cause of his systematic search for logical passages
in a major work of Indian scientific culture which
is not a manual of logic. His results have estab-
lished beyond doubt that Patanjali occupies a
unique place in the history of logic. It is to be
hoped that more research will be devoted to the
Indian grammarians from the point of view of
both logic in general and Nyäya in particular.
Such research may well lead to important dis-
coveries, for grammar is the richest and at the
same time most Indian product of scientific
thought in India, whereas Western logic is only
beginning to realize the importance of its lin-
guistic background.

J. F. STAAL
UNIVERSITT OF AMSTERDAM
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Studies in Indian grammarians I: the method of description reflected in the
Sivasütras. By GEORGE CARDONA. (Transactions of the American Philosoph-
ical Society, 59:1.) Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 1969. 48 pp.

Reviewed by J. F. STAAL, University of California, Berkeley

The Sivasütra, the list of sounds which precedes the rules of Pänini's grammar
and which, according to some traditions, was revealed to Pänini by Siva, has
been the subject of a number of studies by modern authors: e.g., Sköld 1926,
Breloer 1929, Faddegon 1929, Thieme 1935 (beginning of chapter 4), C. K. Raja
1957, Staal 1962, and Misra 1966 (section 2.1)—all listed in the bibliography of
the monograph under review. The reason for this interest seems to be twofold: on
the one hand, the Sivasütra appears to constitute, at any rate at first sight, a
unity which may be studied by itself and which is in this respect unlike any other
sequence of rules of comparable length from Pänini's grammar; on the other hand,
the &ivasütra poses a number of problems, especially concerning the order and
classification of its sounds, and illustrates at the same time several Päninian
techniques. Investigations of these problems have made it increasingly clear that
the Sivasütra cannot be isolated from the rest of Pänini's grammar without arti-
ficiality, and that the problems it raises can indeed only be solved when their in-
terrelations with many grammatical rules are taken into account. In this study,
Cardona has gone over this well-trodden ground once more, carefully weighing
the arguments of his predecessors. He has again drawn attention to numerous
rules of the grammar which have to be reckoned with, but he has also consider-
ably enlarged the textual basis for comparative studies by making use of the
Prätisäkhya literature and some of the later works in the grammatical tradition,
both Päninian (in particular Patanj all's Mahäbhäsya and Kaiyata's Pradipa
thereon) and non-Päninian (in particular the Kätantra).

As far as the Sivasütra is concerned, Cardona has not arrived at any startling
or unexpected results. But he derives from its study a general conclusion with re-
gard to Pänini's methodology wThich, though not entirely new either, is of con-
siderable interest: namely, that Pänini did not aim at abbreviations for abbrevia-

Reprinted from Language 46 (1970): 502-7, by permission of the Linguistic Society of America.
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tions' sake, but that he used functional abbreviations in order to state generaliza-
tions. In Cardona's words: 'I do not, of course, mean to deny that Pänini was
interested in composing as brief as possible a set of grammatical statements. It is
quite well known how concise the Astädhyäyi is. However, the guiding principle
behind the concise formulation of rules in the grammar itself flows from the basic
procedure of abstracting the sämänya "general" and visesa "particular". For this
abstraction leads to considering together rules concerning utsarga "general opera-
tions" and rules concerning apaväda "contravening" of the utsarga1 (p. 30b).
And elsewhere: The mania for mäträläghava cannot be ascribed to Pänini: it is a
property of lesser original Indian grammarians' (41b).

It has long been known that some of the later grammarians used more abbre-
viations than Pänini. Colebrooke, for example, wrote (1803:213) about the
Mugdhabodha of Vopadeva: 'but the author has not been content to translate the
rules of Pänini, and to adopt his technical terms. He has on the contrary in-
vented new terms, and contrived new abbreviations/ Boehtlingk's and Bhatta-
charya's later editions amply support this statement. Also, the fact that Pänini's
method itself aimed at such abbreviations as are functional and express
generalizations was quite well known to scholars like Faddegon and Buiskool.
Buiskool, for example, says at the end of his book on the Tripädl: 'It cannot even
be the alleged brevity of expression which seemed of prime importance to Pänini
(1939:155, corresponding to 1934:208), and he formulates as his conclusion that
the Tripädl is 'a system of thematical groups which are rationally classified and
arranged' (1939:156 = 1934:209). Faddegon (1936:36) refers further back to
Speyer, author of the Sanskrit Syntax of 1886: 'Indeed, the more one studies the
Astädhyäyi the more one realizes the depth and correctness of the characteriza-
tion given by Speyer of this work as "ein wohl durchdachtes und nicht nur
künstliches, sondern auch kunstvolles Lehrbuch".'

Despite the general validity of these conclusions, it also remains true that the
extent of non-functional abbreviations in Pänini, especially in connection with
the technique of anuvrtti, remains distressingly large, as every student knows. To
give one example from the beginning of the grammar: 1.1.3 iko gunavfddhl is a
meta-linguistic statement dealing with the use of the technical terms guna and
vrddhi. The next sütra, 1.1.4 na dhätulope ärdhadhätuke, with anuvrtti of gunavrd-
dhl from the previous rule, is a rule which treats a special case where guna and
vrddhi, despite other rules, do not take place. Thus this case of anuvrtti is entirely
non-functional and ad hoc. A more interesting case, also of fairly widespread oc-
currence, has recently been discussed by Kiparsky (1968:173).

Cardona's exposition on the whole is clear, though his inclusion of an enormous
amount of detailed information, loosely or not at all connected with the argu-
ment and partly known (though indeed not widely known), is somewhat tire-
some. An exception to his overall clarity is the repeated claim that Pänini 'mainly
formed pratyähäras not to INCLUDE sounds to be denoted but rather to EXCLUDE
certain sounds from a given group' (24b). The total number of sounds, let alone
of those in a given group, is not only finite but very small, and it is difficult to see
what this claim amounts to. The premises from which this thesis is apparently
derived (pratyähära condensations are not always available where several sounds
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have to be referred to, and even when available, they are not used when only two
sounds are referred to, ibid.) do not make it any clearer. Nor do the examples,
e.g. yan (21, 31): this, as Cardona says himself, 'is used to include four sounds:
y, v, m, bhJ (31a); but it is likewise used to exclude at least four others: t, th, dh, s.
Perhaps this thesis was meant as a substitute for a different principle which is
certainly fundamental to Pänini's use of pratyähära condensations, and which I
once formulated as follows: 'When Pänini uses a pratyähära to refer to a group
of sounds, this group should contain ONLY sounds occurring in the sequence de-
noted by the pratyähära, but it need not contain ALL sounds of the sequence'
(Staal 1962:6).

Cardona introduces a staggering amount of extra references over and above
the already numerous references to the texts. Simple direct references by means
of the customary numbers to the rules—which might have been listed separately,
for example in an appendix—would have been much more helpful. Thus in the
reference to yan quoted above from Cardona's page 31, yan is only explained by
the preceding symbol '(35)'. Dutifully turning back the pages, the reader meets
with a '(35)' on page 27; but this belongs to a different context. The '(35)' he
really needs occurs on page 21. There, under '(a)', the reader finds 7.3.101 ato
dirgho yani, which is formalized not as [ä —» ä] yan (as one might expect) but as
[ä —+ V] yan. This is explained with a reference to '[C2]', which stands for 1.1.50
as the reader remembers from page 5. Of course, Cardona had sounded an advance
warning: 'These conventions will obviously require a considerable amount of
cross reference from the reader. However, this is only a bit of memory work
which is required of every student of Indian grammar' (6a). But Cardona sub-
mits his readers in fact to much that is—fortunately—not at all required of every
student of Indian grammar; the need for familiarity with the new conventions
and methods of reference he has introduced is only felt by the readers of his
book.

Though Cardona's study raises several interesting problems on points of detail
and contains not only restatements, but also improvements upon his predeces-
sors, including myself, only two more general topics will be discussed here: the
former deals with the form of the rules used by the Indian grammarians, the
latter with Cardona's general outlook and methodology.

As to the form of the rules, Cardona has adopted (though not consistently)
the expressions introduced by me in 1965, i.e. expressions of the form a[b —> c)d,
referring to a rule of the form b —> c as restricted by a context of the form a __d.
I should like first of all to propose the adoption of the following alternative and
entirely equivalent expression:

(l)b-*c/a_d,
thereby conforming to contemporary practice. This may perhaps increase the
Sanskrit grammarians' audience among linguists, if ever so slightly. Now, the
interpretation of rules of this form is of course not at all obvious. Cardona
rightly contrasts in this respect the usage of Pänini with that of the PrätisÜkhya
literature (p. 13, note 32; pp. 32-3). Though his formulation is more correct than
it was on an earlier occasion here also referred to (Cardona 1965:230, note 12),
it still leaves something to be desired, mainly because Cardona contents himself
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with stressing the rather inconsequential difference in case endings attached to
what corresponds to b and c. The main difference (as stated partly in these terms
by Cardona) between the Päninlya and the Prätisäkhya rules is that the former
teach ädesa 'substitution' and the latter vikära 'modification' or parinäma
'transformation'. This is to be understood against a somewhat philosophical
background, as is well known (for a translation of Kätyäyana's relevant discus-
sion see Paranjpe 1922:35; cf. also Ruegg 1958, 1959:45; Staal 1960:55). Both
interpretations are consistent with formula 1, but the 'substitution' interpreta-
tion in Kätyäyana's sense requires 1 to be regarded as an abbreviation of:

(2) ab d —> a c d,

since the entire expression on the right is regarded as a substitution for the entire
expression on the left. In other words, on Kätyäyana's interpretation context-
sensitive rules are re-interpreted as context-free rules, of course at a considerable
cost.

As is well known, Pänini provides unambiguous meta-linguistic statements
specifying his method of referring to what corresponds to b, a and d in 1. The
Väjasaneyi-prätisäkhya has a similar statement relating to c in 1, to which Car-
dona rightly draws attention. Rkprätisäkhya 1.56, on the other hand, is not a
metalinguistic statement, but refers in passing to the practice adopted in that
work. Moreover, the Prätisäkhya practice with respect to what corresponds to
a and d in 1, though not formulated meta-linguistically, is not at all unprincipled.
There are exceptional usages, such as Väjasaneyi-prätisäkhya 4.124 svaramadhye
'between vowels' (which of course is very natural). But on the whole, the left-
context a in 1 is expressed by the Ablative (as is generally but not exclusively the
case in Pänini's grammar, and analogously in ordinary, non-technical Sanskrit).
In the Rkprätisäkhya and the Väjasaneyi-prätisäkhya, the right-context d in 1
is often referred to by means of nominal compounds ending in °udaya or °para.
The commentaries on Pänini, especially the Käsikä, followed by modern pandits,
also make use of para, though uncompounded. What is significant in all this is
that, both in Pänini's grammar and in the Prätisäkhya literature, rules of the
form 1 are formulated quite consistently.

Since Cardona has paid much critical attention to some of my papers (though
they constitute by no means his only target), a general comment on differences in
outlook and methodology may be justified. Doubtless over-generalizing, it could
be argued that Cardona approaches his subject in the first place historically and
as a philologist. Others prefer to approach it in the first place systematically and
as linguists. The scope for mutual contradiction between these two approaches is
fairly narrow. When Cardona suggests, for example, that it might have been my
opinion that Tänini started from scratch in developing the Sivasütra listing'
(32, note 80), or suggests that my views might be weakened because Pänini
adopted classifications of sounds that were not original with him (42), he clearly
misses the point. Cardona quotes a remark of mine in full on this final page, ap-
parently to disagree with it: 'The analysis above may give a glimpse of the tech-
niques used in Pänini's workshop. It also shows that a phonological analysis of
the sounds of a language, expressed in a mere list with subdivisions, can be fully
determined by the grammatical structure of the language' (Staal 1962:9-10).
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Actually, this is amply supported by Cardona's monograph, which studies the
Sivasütra throughout in terms of 'the grammatical structure of the language' as
analysed in the rules of the grammarians. Cardona seems to think that the main
aim of my 1962 paper was 'to support conclusions bearing on some recent views of
phonology' (42a). I had no such axe to grind.

Only on a high level of abstraction could anyone assume that some actual per-
sons are philologists, and others linguists. But even if these approaches are
adopted by the same people, it is worthwhile to keep them clearly distinct. It
seems obvious that those who are engaged in linguistic, logical and philosophical
treatments of Pänini would be well advised to take into account what philology
and history have to provide. But the opposite holds equally well, and this state of
affairs in particular does not imply that there is any methodological priority of
philology over linguistics. Cardona seems to assume something like this, for he
says at the beginning of his study: 'I do not think we have yet arrived at a suffi-
ciently detailed understanding of Indian grammatical methods to make a com-
parison with Western methods truly useful. After such an understanding has
been attained, it will be both welcome and valuable to make comparisons' (3a).
Acceptance of such a hierarchy of priorities is remarkably naive, and moreover
unhistorical, as any survey of the history of Western Päninian scholarship
would show. Whitney, for example, aimed at 'a detailed understanding of Indian
grammatical methods' and not at 'a comparison with Western methods'. But
Whitney's 'philological' understanding was seriously hampered by his under-
lying linguistic views. Pänini was not a philologist but above all a linguist, and
he deserves to be treated as such—just as Plato or Sankara deserve to be treated
as philosophers. Any analysis that goes beneath the surface is accordingly sys-
tematic and comparative, whether or not avowedly so. Let me not belabor this
point, but conclude with a quotation from the English philosopher Gilbert Ryle,
recently quoted in a collection of papers on Greek philosophy, which applies to
linguists to the extent it applies to philosophers:

'There is, of course, always a considerable hazard in attempting to elucidate a
doctrine of an earlier philosopher in the light of subsequent and especially of con-
temporary doctrines. It is always tempting and often easy to read palatable les-
sons between the lines of some respected but inexplicit Scripture. But the oppo-
site policy of trying to chart the drift of some adolescent theory without reference
to the progress of any more adult theories is subject not to the risk but to the
certainty of failure. We cannot even state what was a philosopher's puzzle, much
less what was the direction or efficacy of his attempt to solve it, unless subsequent
reflections have thrown a clearer light upon the matter than he was able to do.
Whether a commentator has found such a light or only a will-of-the-wisp is
always debatable and often very well worth debating' (Ryle 1939:324-5).
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Bimal Krishna Matilal, The Navya-nyäya Doctrine of Negation. The
Semantics and Ontology of Negative Statements in Navya-nyäya Philoso-
phy ( = Harvard Oriental Series, vol. 46). Cambridge, Mass., 1968. xiii,
208 pp.

The deeper we penetrate into Indian civilization the more it becomes apparent that
we require special skills. This of course is not surprising. No one would attribute to a
Slavicist the professional competence to expound the Periodic Table of Mendeleyev.
Yet there are people who expect Indologists and Sanskritists to discourse authorita-
tively on Indian astronomy, Indian medicine, Indian grammar and Indian what-not.
And this despite the fact that such subjects survive only because of the Indian pancjits
who continue to cultivate highly specialized traditions.

Fortunately, expectations are beginning to change and several of these subjects are
beginning to come into their own. Navya-nyäya or Modern Logic was first dealt
with in a logical spirit in A Study on Mathuränätha? s Tattva-cintämani-rahasya (Wage-
ningen 1924) by Saileswar Sen, who had studied under Pandit Sitanath Siddhanta-
bhusana at Calcutta and under Barend Faddegon at Amsterdam. The next landmark
was Materials for the Study of Navya-nyäya Logic (Cambridge, Mass. 1951; reviewed
in these pages: 1960b, 68-73) by Daniel H. H. Ingalls, who had studied under Pandit
Sri Kalipada Tarkacharya at Calcutta. The book under review falls into this tradition
(though Saileswar Sen is not mentioned even once). Professor Matilal studied Navya-
nyäya first at Calcutta under several pamjits, and then under Ingalls at Harvard, where
he wrote the dissertation upon which this book is based. Four comparable books on
Navya-nyäya since Ingalls' work have come to the notice of the present reviewer,
and these and Matilal's work all seem to be independent of each other: Potter (1957),
Sreekrishna Sarma (1960; cf. review Staal 1962b), Mohanty (1966; cf. review Matilal
1968) and Goekoop (1967). For Barlingay (1965) cf. this reviewer's review (1968).

Matilal's book consists of three parts and an appendix. Part I deals with the basic
concepts of Navya-nyäya, and corresponds to Ingalls' chapter "An examination of
some theories and techniques of Navya-nyäya logic", which it sometimes refines and
extends. Part II gives a translation of the Abhävaväda (Discourse on Absence) of
Gangesa's Tattvacintämani, together with a sketch of the background, an introduction
and explanatory notes. Part III gives a translation of Raghunätha's Nan-väda (Dis-
course on Negative Particles), together with an introduction and explanatory notes.
The appendix provides the Sanskrit texts translated in parts II and III, reproduced
photographically from the Bibliotheca Indica edition of the Tattvacintämani. A biblio-
graphy, a Sanskrit and an English index conclude the book, which is well-produced in
accordance with the unfailingly high standards of the Harvard Oriental Series.

Reprinted with permission from Indo-Iranian Journal 13 (1971): 199-205. Copyright © 1971 by
D. Reidel Publishing Company.
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The exposition of basic concepts is excellent and contains much material that is
not elsewhere available in a Western language. There are very few flaws, but as it is
the reviewer's thankless job to concentrate on some of these, the reader is advised to
keep in mind this overall excellence. Matilal's exposition starts with an analysis which
appears to be epistemological (because its object is jnäna "cognition") but which on
closer inspection turns out to be semantic. According to the Navya-naiyäyikas, cogni-
tions are "qualificative" and are of the form "x is qualified by y", where x is the
qualificand (viseya) and y the qualifier (visesana). Matilal is careful to distinguish this
distinction from the Western grammatical distinction between subject and predicate
(to which we shall return), and relate it to the distinction between substance and quality
in earlier Nyäya. In the analysis he proposes for this relation, he makes use of a binary
predicate Q(x,y). Accordingly, nilo ghatah "a pot is blue", which the Indian logicians
analyze as "a pot is qualified by blue-color", is written as Q(Pot,Blue-color) (I have sup-
plied and shall continue to supply the comma for clarity). This is a useful representation
(which in fact is closely related to the expression B(x,y) introduced by this reviewer in
1960a), but Matilal's applications of it are marred by an unfortunate confusion between
terms and propositions. What is interesting about this confusion is that it probably re-
flects a similar or identical confusion sometimes made by the Naiyäyikas themselves.

Thus Matilal says (p. 15) that "a pot" is represented by Q(Pot,Pot-ness), and "a pot
is blue" by Q(Pot,Blue-color). Furthermore, combining these two, "a pot is blue" may
according to Matilal also be represented by:

Q(Q(Pot,Pot-ness), Q(Blue-color,Blue-ness)) (1)

But it is clear that Q(x,y) must either stand for the proposition "x is qualified by by"
(thus conforming to the usage of modern logicians), or for the term "x which is qualified
by y". On the first assumption, Q(Pot,Pot-ness) can only mean "a pot is qualified by
potness" or "a pot is a pot", and (1) has no meaning at all since the arguments of Q,
which must be terms, are themselves Q's, i.e., propositions. On the second assumption,
Q(Pot,Blue-color) can only mean "a blue pot" and (1) something like "a blue pot
which is qualified by blueness".

The best way out of this tangle seems to be to adopt the first assumption and use
restricted-variables (as was done by this reviewer in 1960a) to stand for terms. Ac-
cordingly, Q(x,y) stand for "x is qualified by y" and axQ(x,y) for "x which is qualified
by y" (literally, "x such that x is qualified by y"). Hence nilatva-visista-nila-rüpa-vän
ghatatva-visistaht ghatah will not be represented by (1) but by:

Q(axQ(x,potness), axQ(x,blueness)) (2)

This is well-formed, unambiguous and stands in very close correspondence to the
Sanskrit original.

The very interesting discussion of the Navya-nyäya metalanguage which Matilal
presents on pages 29-30 makes, as it stands, no sense either and must also be stated in
different terms. According to Matilal, the analysis of rakta-puspavati latä "the creeper
possesses a red flower" may be represented by:

Q(Q(a,b),Q(Q(c,d),Q(e,f)) (3)

where a, b, c, d, e and/represent, respectively, creeper, creeper-ness, flower, flower-ness,
red-color and red-ness (similarly in Matilal 1966). But (3) again is meaningless since
none but the innermost Q's have terms as their arguments. A possibly appropriate
logical expression should be of the form:

Q[azQ(z,b),ay{Q(y,d) A Q(y,axQ(x,f))}] (4)

Notice that the individuals a, c and e are missing from (4), just as "pot" and "blue"
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were missing from (2). But this precisely illustrates the point of the Navya-naiyäyika
attempt at an analysis of individuals in terms of universals and of the relation Q.

A simple fact about the Sanskrit language appears to underlie the confusion between
terms and propositions: optional (and in fact widespread) absence of the copula.
Accordingly, nilo ghat ah can either function as a term (meaning "a blue pot") or as a
proposition (meaning "a pot is blue") (I disregard here the considerable problems
arising from the absence of definite or indefinite articles in such expressions). These
expressions are disambiguated in larger contexts: for example, khandate nilo ghatah
can only mean "a (or: the) blue pot breaks". This is a fairly superficial fact about
Sanskrit syntax, however, and I do not mean to imply that the distiction between
terms and prositions does not obtain in Sanskrit. On the contrary, it is clearly funda-
mental to Sanskrit syntax and semantics, and was also clearly recognized as such by
Indian logicians (and of course by the grammarians). But this superficial ambiguity
nevertheless seems to have generated some confusion.

Matilal looks at these semantic analyses by the Navya-naiyäyikas largely from a
logical and philosophical point of view. This in fact constitutes one of the great
merits of his work. Still, a linguistic analysis should also be rewarding, as the following
few remarks may show. In transformational grammar, noun phrases such as "the
blue pot" are generally derived by a transformation from expressions containing
embedded sentences (actually corresponding to restrictive variables in logic), viz., from
expressions such as:

the pot [the pot is blue] (5)
s s

In Sanskrit this transformation could be formulated in a particularly simple manner,
yielding derivations such as:

ghatah [ nilo ghatah ] => nilo ghatah (6)
s s

(disregarding word-order). This is a typically linguistic transformation, for both sides
of (6) correspond to the same restricted variable. The Naiyäyika analysis of individuals
in terms of universals appears to parallel a similar process, involving transformations
by which nouns are derived from relative clauses where they occur in predicate position
(see Bach 1968; cf. Staal, forthcoming). Thereby "red" is derived from "red x", itself
derived with the previous transformation from x [ x is red]. Similarly, "a flower" is

s s
derived from "a flower x", itself derived from x [ x is a flower]. Combining these

s s
processes, the underlying structure of the noun phrase "a red flower" might be of the
form:

NP
1 -,

(7)

is a flower
Various alternative underlying structures have been suggested by contemporary
linguists. But structures such as (7) may at any rate suffice to show that linguistic
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analyses (themselves in part corresponding to the uses of restricted variables in logic)
have much in common with the Navya-naiyäyika analysis of expressions by recursive
applications of a binary relation. Matilal's remark that the distinction between quali-
ficand and qualifier is different from the subject-predicate distinction in grammar can
now be seen to be appropriate only with respect to the surface distinction between
subject and predicate. However, the corresponding distinction in transformational
grammar, i.e., the NP-VP distinction, obtains not only at the surface level but also at
deeper levels. The underlying NP-VP relation, which may be itself semantic or very
close to a semantic relation, is therefore quite similar to the relation Q manipulated
by the Navya-naiyäyikas.

These considerations relate to the general analysis of the conceptual apparatus of
Navya-nyäya, and though Matilal is fully justified in devoting much attention to them,
they are not specific to the central topic of the book, i.e., negation. The Naiyäyikas
regarded negation not as a psychological feature of negative judgments, but as a
component of cognitions of the kind described before. Though this was a good move
(as Matilal rightly stresses), it also opened the door for further confusion between
terms and propositions. Matilal describes the Nyäya argument in terms which lead
to results that can only be described as meaningless (p. 94): in order to negate propo-
sitions of the form "a (is) P", the latter are first reduced to existential statements of
the form "there is an a (which is) P", then to assertions from which the existential
operator has been dropped, i.e., "someone asserts a (which is) P" and finally to com-
plex terms from which the assertion part has been dropped, i.e., "a (which is) P".
Negations of propositions therefore pertain ultimately to these complex terms, and
since terms apparently are not negated (this link is missing in Matilal's associative
chain), the negation must attach to the predicate. Hence the negation of "a (is) P"
is "a (which is) not-P".

On this analysis, the negation of a proposition is a term. This result is reached by
arguing in tune with what can only be regarded as a meaningless string, viz.:

(Ex)P(x) -» a xP(x) (8)

and arriving at an equally ill-formed jumble, viz.:
H P(a)->ax(-| P)(x) (9)

I think the situation is not quite that bad. It seems that the Navya-naiyäyikas were
merely trying to state that a proposition of the form (Pa) is negated by negating its
predicate, while at the same time maintaining the distinction between a proposition
and its propositional content or säbdabodha, a notion which Matilal rightly relates to
Frege's notion of content (p. 92-93). Let us consider an actual example, provided by
Matilal in his translation and notes on the Nan-väda (p. 150-151). The proposition:

caitrah pacati "Caitra is cooking" (10)

has for its negation the proposition:
caitro na pacati "Caitra does not cook". (11)

The säbdabodha of (10) is:

päkänukülakrti-män caitrah
"Caitra possessing an effort conducive to cooking" (12)

and that of (11):

päkänukülakrty-abhäva-vän caitrah,
"Caitra possessing an absence of such an effort as is conducive to cooking". (13)

Matilal's description of the Nyäya argument suggests that the säbdabodha (13) is the
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negation of the proposition (10). But this is quite unnecessary, for (12) and (13), as
we have seen, are ambiguous and may also be construed as propositions, i.e.:

"Caitra possesses an effort conducive to cooking" (120
"Caitra possesses an absence of such an effort as is conducive to cooking" (130

But now it is obvious that (130 must be regarded as the analysis of the negation
of (10). All undesirable consequences vanish obligingly.

The notion of abhäva "negation", which is the cornerstone of the Nyäya analysis,
is introduced by the säbdabodha. In linguistic terms, a säbdabodha is arrived at by
nominalization; abhäva may accordingly be regarded as a nominalization of the nega-
tive element na. The logical analysis itself may be formalized along the following lines.

Let rEn express the säbdabodha of E, which is either a proposition or a predicate;
conversely, let the proposition I- S express the assertion that the säbdabodha S of a
proposition obtains. Accordingly, P(a) and \- T(aV are equivalent expressions.
Let Q. stand for the negation with occurs in a säbdabodha and which corresponds to
the negative element in the corresponding negative proposition. Lastly, let the binary
predicate B(x,y) stand for "x possesses y".

Then, if (10) and (11) are represented by (Pa) and "1 P(a) respectively, their
respective säbdabodha's (12) and (13) are rB(a, T1)"1 and rB(a, rQ. Pn)\ Consequently,
(120 and (130 have for their respective representations H rB(a, T1)1 and H rB(a,rQPT.
The Naiyäyikas, then, analyze ~| P(a) as f- rB(a, rQ P1)1. This is at worst a harmless
exercise.

There is at least one other kind of negation which is analyzed along similar lines:
mutual absence or the negation of identity. Matilal shows that this negation, which
is of the form x ^ y and which in the early Nyäya was sharply distinguished from the
negation of a relation, which is of the form ~1 A(x,y), are analyzed in similar terms
in Navya-nyäya. This is of course a step forward, since identity is also a relation and
can very well be written in the form A(x,y).

In the previous discussions we have only met with negative propositions and, by
implication, with negative predicates. But Indian scholars also evolved a very interesting
theory of negative terms (which has nothing to do with the confusion dealt with
before). This theory is actually due to the grammarians and to the ritualist philosophers
of the Mimämsä, not to the Naiyäyikas. But it was discussed at length in the Nyäya
and Navya-nyäya, and Matilal reveals interesting comments on it from the hand of
Raghunätha (pp. 156-161). The distinction itself is generally illustrated by the ambiguity
of yajatisu ye yajämaha iti karoti nänuyäjesu which can mean either:

"in sacrifices one utters ye yajämahe, but one does not utter it in anuyäja
sacrifices" (14)

or:
"in sacrifices which are not anuyäja sacrifices one utters ye yajämahe" (15)

The former contains what is called a prasajya-pratisedha (verbally bound negative),
the latter what is called aparyudäsa (nominally bound negative) (p. 156).

A formalization was proposed by the present reviewer in 1962a (p. 59-60). Let a
stand for "sacrifices", b for "anuyäja'Sacrifices", c for "ye yajämahe" and F(x,y) for
"at x one says y". Disregarding the fact that we are really dealing with injunctions
(which would complicate the following expressions in inessential ways), prasajya-
pratisedha may then be expressed by F(a,c) A ~1 F(b,c), which corresponds to (14),
and paryudäsa by F(a A "1 b,c), which corresponds to (15). Notice that such expres-
sions are only well-formed if the negation sign and other expressions for logical con-
nectives are defined in combination with terms as well as propositions. It is of course
easy to use different signs for term and for proposition negation; but in the present
context there is no ambiguity.
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Matilal's translations and notes show that Raghunätha argued that the paryudäsa
interpretation is not due to the fact that the negative is construed with the following
term (which is the traditional view), but to the fact that there is mutual absence
between sacrifices and anuyäja sacrifices. This suggests an alternative formalization
for paryudäsa, viz., F(a,c) A (a ^ b). Matilal discusses several grammatical objections
to this view, together with Raghunätha's rebuttals.

At the beginning of this review I said that the overall excellence of Matilal's exposi-
tions should be kept in mind throughout the following discussion. I should like to
stress this once more and add, that in the preceding pages only very few aspects of
Matilal's work could be discussed adequately — mainly passages, moreover, which are
open to criticism within the perspective of formal logic. But Matilal's book contains
much more. For example, the sketch of the background of Gangesa's views includes trans-
lations from Gautama's Nyäyasütra and from Vätsyäyana's Nyäyasütrabhäsya. This
sketch and the notes on Gangesa's Abhäva-väda contain translations from several
famous works which until now have been hardly or not at all made available or trans-
lated: e.g., Nyäya works such as Srldhara's Nyäyakandali and Jayanta's Nyäyamanjari;
but also several Buddhist treatises and Sriharsa's Khandanakhandakhädya, a celebrated
Vedänta work. Professor Matilal is obviously completely at home in the very vast
and rich traditions of Indian logic and philosophy, and he combines this knowledge
with a very thorough grasp of the problems and methods of contemporary Western
logic and philosophy. May the criticisms voiced in the course of this review be taken
for no more than what they purport to be: tributes to a scholar who has made some of
the thorniest technical texts in Sanskrit more intelligible; and challenges to continue to
provide us with more to chew on from these "cliches of Navya-nyäya" as Ingalls
called them (1951, p. 2), which "if they are cumbrous in comparison with the symbols
of modern logic, are certainly superior as a logical instrument to the language of
ordinary discourse".

Berkeley J.F.Staal
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Bimal K. Matilal, Epistemology, Logic and Grammar in Indian Philosophical Analysis, Mouton,
The Hague-Paris 1971, pp. 183.

Over the last decade, Professor Matilal has been the leading exponent of the view, that Indian
philosophy is not necessarily vague and mysterious, but is 'serious' philosophy in the sense of
contemporary Western analytical philosophy. He is the leading exponent of this view not
because he is the first to have defended it, but because of the thorough familiarity with Sanskrit
philosophical texts which he evinces when defending it. This familiarity does not merely provide
him with a wealth of material, but has also prevented him in almost all cases from reading into
his sources doctrines which are in fact not there. Whether or not one agrees that such Occidental
seriousness is something for which Indian philosophy is to be commended or which makes it
more respectable, Matilal's approach highlights important aspects of Indian philosophy which
have often been unjustly neglected.

Reprinted with permission from Indo-Iranian Journal 19 (1977): 108-14. Copyright © 1977 by D. Reidel
Publishing Company.
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There are controversial features to such a philosophical approach and one of these may be
briefly commented upon here, especially since Matilal himself does not mention it. The most
widespread view among professional Orientalists (or should we now say: scientists of the
humanities in Asia and North Africa?) is that the only sound approach to texts whether they
are literary, scientific or philosophical - is the philological approach. In the study of Indian
philosophy this perspective is accepted without question in the Vienna school. It is also strong
in Japan, though there are Japanese scholars who do not adhere to it. On this view, philology is
the only neutral tool which can provide a reliable interpretation of a text. Only when such an
interpretation is at hand can there be scope for philosophical interpretations and comparisons.

Though it is true that without philology we would be left in the air. there is a simple and
devastating objection to this philological apriorism: the interpretations which result from mere
philology are themselves not neutral. In the case of philosophical texts, for example, they
exhibit the implicit philosophical views and preconceptions of philologists, of which they them-
selves are most often unaware. In many cases these underlying views reflect a past stage of
development of Western philosophy. This can be shown to have affected the interpretation of
simple terms (e.g., paksa in Indian logic: see Staal, 1973) as well as that of entire texts (e.g., the
Yogasütra: Staal 1975a, Chapter 6, Section 3). Therefore, Matilal's explicit philosophical
perspective, which is that of contemporary Western analytical philosophy, can teach us at least
as much as the work of scholars whose orientation is purely philological.

The book under review contains good examples of this philosophical approach. It is largely
concerned with the presentation of Indian philosophical views in terms intelligible to modern
Western philosophers. The work consists of five chapters: I. Perception and Language;
2. Individuals, Universals, and Perception; 3. Marly Grammarians on Philosophical Semantics;
4. Kmpty Subject Terms in Logic; 5. Negation and the Mädhyamika Dialectic.

In the chapter on perception and language, Matilal provides succinct and clear surveys of the
cpistcmological doctrines of the Nyäya, the Yogäcära, Bhartrhari's Sabdädvaita and of Dinnäga.
In spite of brief introductory notes on chronology (which do not cover all the names met with
in the text), a Western philosopher will soon be lost unless he makes a list of the dramatis
personae. A table of the systems, the philosophers, and the main doctrines would indeed have
been very useful, but this defect can be turned into a virtue if the reader compiles such a table
by way of exercise.

Here as elsewhere in the book, there is no consistency in the reference to Sanskrit terms.
Basically, these are limited to technical terms, e.g., kalpanä, abhütaparikalpa, etc. But there is
no need for the original of such Sanskrit words asabhränta, 'non-erroneous' (p. 38). The term
vyavahära is translated as 'worldly affairs', a conventional rendering in many books on Indian
philosophy which suggests a contrast between sacred and secular and is entirely inappropriate;
in these contexts, the term vyavahära merely means 'communication'.

Matilal's adaptation of the idioms of Western philosophy is not always felicitous; the uses he
makes of the terminology of contemporary linguistics are positively misleading. The introduc-
tion of 'deep' and 'surface' structures has little to offer to the elucidation of the topics under
discussion (pp. 26, 31): to say that a child is aware of deep structures before he is aware of
surface structures is wrong (for no speaker of a language need be aware of deep structures) and
is curiously similar to the view that a transformational derivation is a psychological picture of
the process of speech production - which in turn is like saying that the speaker determines first
whether to use the Active or Passive, and subsequently decides what to talk about.

Despite the occurrence of the word 'Grammar' in the title of his book, it is linguistics, Indian
as well as Western, which is Matilal's weakest point. This is partly because he has not made use of
many recent publications, as we shall see. In the chapter under discussion, his treatment of
quotation and of the particle iti is vitiated by this lack of information. Thus Matilal says (p. 25)
that the distinction, 'made for the first time, between conception (sicl) and its phonological
realization, may be attributed to Vätsyäyana' (whom Matilal places in the period 300-400 A.D.:
p. 21). In fact, the distinction between use and mention is almost a thousand years older: it goes
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back to Pänini, as was first shown by Brough (1951) and discussed by the present reviewer in a
variety of contexts (last in 1975b).

The surveys on Bhartrhari and on Dinnäga are very good surveys and raise at the same time
many questions. It is true that Bhartrhari went 'further' than the Buddhist idealists (p. 29); but
it remains to be shown how exactly he explained the origin of the idealist position in terms of
language. Using contemporary terms, it is probably correct to say that according to Bhartrhari,
our capacity to construct an external world is the same as our capacity to acquire and use
language. Matilal wonders in passing (p. 29) whether Bhartrharfs theory 'is of a piece with the
belief of some modern linguists (like Kdward Sapir or Benjamin Whorf), that different societies
with different languages live in distinct WORLDS . . .' But it is clear from Bhartrhari's com-
parison of human language with animal instincts (the bird's capacity to make a nest, the spider's
capacity to weave a web, etc.) that he regarded the capacity for language as a general and
species-specific human property (which is more in line with Chomsky than with Whorf).

The last sections of the first chapter set up Dinnäga's doctrine mainly as a target for the
criticisms which will constitute the topic of the second chapter. While Matilal refers to Hattori's
work on Diiinaga, and thus makes indirect use of the Tibetan text, his own account seems
generally to follow the characterizations of Dinnäga's doctrine which are met with in the works
of his Nyäya critics, especially Uddyotakara. The question naturally arises whether the two
pictures of Dinnäga correspond. If Hattori and Matilal would collaborate on this problem, a
fascinating article might result.

A second chapter on 'Individuals, Universals, and Perception', addresses itself to the Nyäya
and MFmamsa criticisms of Dinnäga. Matilal is now clearly on familiar ground and gives useful
summaries of the arguments found in the texts. The discussion centers on the controversy
between the phenomenalism of Dinnäga and the physicalism of the Nyäya. It may be useful to
put this in a wider perspective by referring not only to pertinent discussions among Western
philosophers (as Matilal does) but also to the actual practice adopted in natural sciences such as
physics: for the problem is then seen to revolve around the issue of theory formation. In
physics, there is for example a phenomenalistic theory of heat (thermodynamics) which
describes the different states of matter (solid, liquid and gaseous) which are observed under
different temperatures; but there is also a physicalistic theory of heat (molecular and atomic
theory) which explains the facts observed and described in thermodynamics by postulating
unobserved entities, viz., molecules and atoms. The phenomenalistic discipline is in a sense
more empiricist and seems therefore more 'scientific'; but the physicalistic theory goes beyond
describing the data: it explains them in terms of entities which cannot be directly verified in
empirical terms. The advantage of a phenomenalistic description is that it is often correct, and
that of a physicalistic theory that it goes much deeper. The disadvantage of a phenomenalistic
description is that it does not go very far, and that of a physicalistic theory that it is sometimes
wrong. This is relevant to the controversies between Diiinaga and his Nyäya critics. My suspicion
is that Dinnäga's epistemology thus put in perspective, is right as far as it goes, but not very
interesting; the Nyäya epistemology is much more interesting, but probably wrong.

The second chapter of Matilal's book is full of interesting observations. Uddyotakara was
aware of the fact that 42' occurs in '2 apples' though it does not occur in either apple by itself
(p. 55). Matilal explains the origination of the difficult terms of the later Nyäya avyapyavrtti
'non-pervasive occurrence' and avacchedaka '(de)limitor' (pp. 58-61). On p. 61 he neatly
explains why the Navya-nyäya terminology is ontologically neutral. On p. 67, some formalism
is introduced, but this leads to pitfalls on the next page. Matilal introduces square brackets to
indicate a term as distinct from a proposition. For example, '[Fx]' denotes a term which is F,
e.g., '[* is a cow]* denotes 'cow'. This implies, presumably, that *Fxy by itself denotes a prop-
osition. Now, a singular term is introduced by means of the symbols: t[{ix)Fx}\ But here,
\ix)Fx> without the square brackets cannot possibly denote a proposition, and thus the square
brackets become redundant. The reason for these curious moves is to pave the way for a con-
fusion between terms and propositions which will be dealt with later (pp. 91-96). But this
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formalization itself is confusing, as is borne out by the fact that no further use is made of it. If
we wish to analyze these concepts formally I think there is no other way but to use restricted
variables (or an equivalent notation: see Staal 1960).

The Nyäya doctrine of universals is summarized in seven points (pp. 73—75). There is an
unexplained at least apparent contradiction between two of these, viz., (d) ('A generic property
cannot be instantiated in another generic property') and (g) ('Each generic property is NESTED
in another generic property'). - On p. 75, there is a brief comment on the connexion between
the Nyäya hierarchy of generic properties and the caste system. It is suggestive to point out that
the term samkara is used both for the overlapping of classes which the Naiyäyikas repudiated,
and the intermarriage between castes which Hindu orthodoxy prohibits.

The second chapter ends with a discussion of a problem which had been raised by the present
reviewer when reviewing Matilal's earlier book on negation in Navya-nyäya (Staal, 1971). On
the one hand, Matilal seems to agree with the criticism voiced there, that he, following Navya-
nyäya, sometimes confused terms and propositions. But on the other hand, he suggests a way
out of this difficulty by ingeniously trying to make use of Frege's analysis of propositions into
contents and assertions. I am afraid this will not solve the problem but only introduce further
confusion. It is not difficult to see why. Frege expressed the proposition which asserts that x is
F by writing:

Y-Fx. (1)

The 'content' %F x\ unasserted, denotes the thought that JC may be F, which may be asserted,
denied, or entertained as a possibility or a belief. In particular, when it is asserted, this is
expressed as '\-F x\ and when it is denied, as '—iF x\

In the aforementioned review I referred to the confusion between the asserted proposition
'\-F x' (in Frege's terms), and the term x of which F is asserted, viz., *;c which is F\ Here, x is
a term. But the 'content' \F JC', in Frege's use, is not a term. It is a possible state of affairs, or,
as Matilal puts it (p. 92), 'a COMPLEX of terms representing a state of affairs'. Frege's distinc-
tion between \F JC' and 'I— F JC' does not resolve the ambiguity between either of these
expressions and the term JC itself.

The third chapter, 'Grammarians on Philosophical Semantics', provides less than one might
expect. It contains lots of interesting information, taken mostly from Patanjali and Bhartrhari.
And yet we now know that the 'philosophical semantics' of the Sanskrit grammarians is vastly
more interesting and rich than the relatively simple issues dealt with in this chapter. A more
adequate picture could have been drawn if use had been made of numerous publications in
recent years by Brough, Kunjunni Raja (whose book on Indian theories of meaning is men-
tioned only in passing), Ruegg and the present reviewer - to mention only these. If Matilal feels
that all of these have been unimportant, he should at least say so.

I shall not try to substantiate this verdict, for this would mean providing a survey of recent
work on the philosophical semantics of the Sanskrit grammarians (for such a survey, see Staal,
1969, reprinted 1976). However, one simple example may be in order. Matilal rightly points out,
at the end of this chapter, that the Indian grammarians were not primarily interested in logic.
Accordingly, they were not interested in the 'substitution of identicals', viz., the principle, in
Matilal's words, 'that if a name occurring in a true sentence is replaced by another name with
the same nominatum, the sentence remains true' (p. 121). The proper perspective within which
to place this, however, is the notion of substitution (ädes'a), in all likelihood the most basic
notion of Indian linguistics. This notion led to linguistico-philosophical discussions on the
organization of grammar, rules, metarules, etc., and also to clarification of the notion of sub-
stitution itself. One question which received much attention was the relationship between
'C(fl)' and lC(b)\ where 'C(^)' is the result of substituting '&' for V in 'C(a)' - for example, is
'C(&)' a transformation of'C(fl)', or can it only be reached by substituting the entire 'C(&)' for
'C(Ö)'? The substitution of identicals now becomes a special case, and the notion of truth is
replaced by the notion of well-formedness (as was effectively done in Western theories of truth).
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MatilaFs lack of familiarity with this area is also apparent in details. For example, Yäska is
referred to as: 'probably a prc-Päninean linguist and philosopher of language' (p. 111). It is
possible that this was written with a completely ignorant Western reader in mind. But then,
Matilal in general rushes forward to dispel such ignorance. Here it would have only been proper
to refer to Yäska as author of the Nirukta, which is probably the first work on semantics in the
Indian tradition. Its relationship to Pänini's grammar has been discussed for over a century.

Chapter 4 on * Empty Subject Terms in Logic' deals with problems which easily become
tricky. Matilal's most challenging suggestion is, that the Buddhist logicians employed a kind of
'exclusion-negation', whereas the Naiyäyikas used a kind of 'choice-negation'. Now these two
negations are related, respectively, to the principles of the excluded middle and of non-
contradiction, and this is nowhere made clear. I am also not sure that Strawson's criticism of
Russell in terms of ordinary language is to the point, as Matilal claims (p. 144). And so we are
left with an application of very complex notions to the text of Ratnakirti, which is one of the
most difficult texts in Buddhist philosophy. That Ratnakirti was even more subtle than Matilal
seems to indicate is apparent from recent work by McDermott and Mimaki.

If Matilal's suggestion is right, it would be surprising; for the background of these notions, in
India and in the West, is entirely different. That the results were in some respects similar is of
course possible. Ingalls discovered a bit of intuitionistic logic in Raghunätha, who had arrived at
it on grounds that could have nothing in common with the mathematical intuitionism of
Brouwer (Ingalls, 1951, p. 68). C. T. K. Chari, on the other hand, detected similarities between
intuitionistic logic and the notion of anirvacariiyatvam in Advaita-Vedänta (Chari, 1953- 1954)
which are surely imaginary. It remains to be seen whether Matilal should be ranked in this
respect with his Harvard teacher or with his Indian colleague. It is at any rate certain that he has
opened up a new and possibly fruitful avenue of investigation.

Matilal, incidentally, uses the Western concepts of middle and major term, to interpret,
respectively, the Indian notions of hetu and sädhya (p. 128-129). This interpretation, though
widespread, is erroneous, as I have shown elsewhere (Staal, 1973).

In his fifth and last chapter, 'Negation and the Mädhyamika Dialectic', Matilal returns to the
now fashionable Nägärjuna, whose doctrine of emptiness had been succinctly referred to in
Chapter 1 (p. 26). Matilal's approach is serious and sober, as one might expect of him; he avoids
the fancy stuff met with in some recent publications on the subject. From a logical point of
view, the crux of the matter is the interpretation of the apparent contradictions of the catuskoti.
Matilal seeks the solution of this problem in the notion of negation employed in its formulation.
In order to introduce this he refers to the distinction between two kinds of negation, paryudäsa
and prasajya-pratisedha (p. 163), notions which are familiar from the work of the Sanskrit
grammarians, the Mimämsä and the Nyäya. The Buddhist logicians of the Mädhyamika school
seem to have misunderstood or altered these notions, and in the wake of the ensuing muddle,
Matilal seems to have bet on the wrong horse. For he suggests that the principle of non-
contradiction does not hold for prasajya-pratisedha negations. Maintaining that this negation is
employed in the catuskoti, the apparent contradiction will then disappear (p. 164). But in fact,
the principle of non-contradiction does apply to prasajya-pratisedha negations. It is paryudäsa
negations for which it need not hold. Matilal is right that there is no justification for assuming
that paryudäsa negations were employed in the catuskoti. In fact, all its formulations are
clearly in terms of prasajya-pratisedha negations. But then, the contradiction which Matilal
sought to explain remains unresolved.

Matilal could have avoided this error if he had read Staal, 1962. In this paper, prasajya-
pratisedha negations were written as '—\F(x)\ and paryudäsa negations as 'F(—|jc)\ The
principle of non-contradiction formulated for the former kind of negation, i.e.:

(2)
has the form of the regular principle of non-contradiction (4) and is therefore valid (as was
indeed accepted by Nägärjuna). The principle of non-contradiction formulated for paryudäsa
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negation, i.e.:

(3)
need not be valid (otherwise it would be incorrect to say, for example, that women as well as
men are animals),

MatilaFs discussion is further marred by his failure to distinguish between the principle of
non-contradiction:

(4)

and the principle of the excluded middle:

PV-tP. (5)
These principles could have been used to clarify the distinction between choice and exclusion
negations, as mentioned before. The resolution of the paradoxes of the catuskoti offered by
Matilal are therefore as unhelpful as all other solutions that, to my knowledge, have appeared in
the literature (for further discussion see Staal, 1975a, Chapter 2).

It will be clear even from this brief review that Matilal's book is rich in content, full of ideas
and opens up new avenues of exploration. It is easily the most interesting and philosophical
contribution to the study of Indian philosophy to have appeared in recent years. Given his
mastery of the field, one might wish that Matilal had developed some of these investigations in
greater detail. The results would have been of more lasting value. As it stands, the book consists
of one relatively continuous investigation (roughly the first half of the work) and several reports
on work in progress. Let us hope that Professor Matilal will return to all these topics and give
them the close attention they deserve. His recent appointment to the Spalding chair at Oxford -
for which no better choice could have been made - may provide him with the leisure and oppor-
tunity needed to pursue these researches. In the meantime, Western philosophers will probably
continue to neglect Indian philosophy. With Matilal's work gaining in clarity and depth, there
will be less and less of an excuse for doing so.

Berkeley-Honolulu FRITS STAAL
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